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ABSTRACT
"Cities, Homes, and Other Ruins in American Literature, 1790 - I860" reexiiinines
the ethos of national progress by analyzing how canonical aid non-c anonical writers
refashion images of ruins from European aesthetics to cast the American city as a site of
cultural instability. The study highlights the transatlantic currency of concepts associated
with ruins and shows how a nation celebrating its birth negotiated powerful ideas about
collapsed empires and destroyed cities. As signs of mutability and impemianence, ruins
became resonant figures as American writers interpreted cultural instabilities evident in
the nation's expanding cities. "Cities" analyzes how American writers employ ruin
imagery to treat subjects as diverse as Anglo-Indian relations hi the nation's early capital;
the dialogue among pohtical secrecy, urban theatricality, and yellow fever in 1790s
Philadelphia; the impact of antebellum penitentiaries on conceptions of mind and
domestic space; and the mutability of nationhood in the decade before the Civil War. The
study demonstrates through interdisciplinary analyses of architecture and material culture
how figures of ruin work to disclose a culture's inner dimensions, revealing the internal
operations of specific phenomena in early America, including the meanings of law and
citizenship, as well as perceptions of race. In the literature of the American, city, images
of ruin provide revelatory views into the nonnally hidden components of a people's
habitas. To argue this, the study explicates patterns of unstable urban settings; these
indicate how American writers translate ruin imagery into their art, "Cities" close reads
these patterns alongside archival materials to reveal how Philip Freneau, Charles
Brockden, Brown, Poe, and Melville represent the city as a specific kind of artifice that
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generates certain meanings, hides others, and coritinually imsettles the ideas of progress
jiscribed to American landscapes. To indicate how ruin imagery interpenetrates with the
fontis of representation that shaped the cities of the early United States, "Cities"
synthesizes theories on, law, geography, and architecture from the works of Lewis
Mumford, Walter Benjamin, and Michel Foucault,
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Introduction

A mournful skeleton is all that subsists of this opulent city [of Palmyra], and
nothing remains of its powerful government but a vain and obscure
remembrance!... The palaces of kings are become the lair of wild beasts, and
obscene reptiles inhabit the sanctuary of the gods. What glory is here eclipsed,
and how many labors are annihilated! Thus perish the works of men, and thus
do nations and empires vanish away!
- Comte de Volney, RMins, or Meditations on the Revolution of Empires (1791)'

The August 21, 1797 issue of the American Universal Magazine includes a chapter
entitled "The Pleasure of Ruin" reprinted from Studies of Nature (1796) by French writer
Beniardine de Saint-Pierre. The chapter examines "ruins of different kinds" to describe
how scenes of "magni ficent destruction" (253) had come to influence eighteenth-century
aesthetic inquiry, conceptions of history, and ideas about natural and artificial worlds. As
Saint-Pierre considers antiquities at sites in Italy, Greece, and Egypt, he shows how ruins
signify doubly: they represent the past while interest in them reflects the perceptions of
the present age. Noting that the eighteenth-century's "taste for destruction" is both "rich
and new" (253), Saint-Pierre goes on to treat ancient sites where "nature combats with
human art, inspir[ing] a gentle melancholy" (257). In these kinds of ruins, nature reclaims
architectural remains and demonstrates the mutability and impermanence of all human
works; nature ever reveals "the vanity of our labor, and the perpetuity of her own... she is
always building up, even when she destroys" (257). Such scenes reflect man's own
tendency to build and to destroy as they transform human works into memento mori that
link the present to a vani'shed past. Furthermore, these kinds of ruins inspire *'a gentle
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melancholy" because the moment of a structure's collapse is sufficiently remote in time.
Such sites can be viewed with a sense of security, a sentiment enhanced, Saint-Pierre
contends, by the suggestion of dangers to which the viewer is not exposed.
Saint-PieiTC complements his thoughts on nature's reclamation of antiquities by
describing a recent example of "magnificent destruction." Notable for its lack of
reference to natural elements, the tbilowing description of urban disaster denotes another
kind of ruin in which any sense of security is eclipsed by the scene's modernity. This
passage, I want to show, would have spoken to readers of the American Universal
Magazine:

1 happened to be at Dresden, in the year 1765, several years after it had
been bombarded. That small, but very beautiful and commercial city, more
than half composed of little palaces, chamiingly arranged, the fronts of
which were adorned with paintings, colonnades, balconies, and pieces of
sculpture, then presented a pile of ruins.... You might see halves of palaces
standing, laid open from the roof down to the cellars. It was easy to
distinguish in them the extremity of staircases, painted ceilings, little
closets lined with Chinese papers, fragments of mirror glasses, or marble
chimneys, or smoked gildings. [These ruins] threw the mind into deep
melancholy; for you saw nothing in them but traces of the wrath of a king,
who had not leveled his vengeance against the ponderous ramparts of a
war-like city, but against the pleasant dwellings of an industrious people....
I by no means felt, though a stranger, that reflection of self security which
arises in us on seeing a danger against which we are sheltered; but, on the
contrary, a voice of affliction thrilled my heart, saying to me, if this were
thy country! (254-55 emphasis in original)

Although set in Europe, this dramatic desciiption of a "beautiful and commercial city" in
ruins would have spoken to American readers, who recently fought back "the wrath of a
king" but who now Eiccd the challenge of maintaining a new nation. Undoubtedly the
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editors of the Atnerican Universal Magmme n.ol;ed tlie powerful resonance of SaintPierre's emphatic "if this were thy countryl" For this "voice of affliction" renders a
specific urban disjister universally m.eaningfitl; the passage speaks to the destruction of
the "pleasant dwellings" of any "industrious people," Although the Prussians bombarded
Dresden during the Seven Years' War (1756-1763), the scene points beyond a localized
disaster to the very nature of modem cities, their composition and their meaning as sites
of human habitation. Specifically, Saint-Pierre's focus on blasted palaces, broken
staircases, and exposed cellars announces the artificiality of cities. As Saint-Pierre
suggests, such a scene of urban ruin underscores structural instabilities at the same time
that collapse and fragmentation reveal a culture's inner dimensions, the normally hidden
components of a people's habitas. The revelatory drama of Dresden's ruins, captured
through Saint-Pierre's specificity of detail, ultimately codifies what cities had come to
mean to their eighteenth-century inhabitants: enlightened coherence, comfort and stability,
art and commercial success, and divisions between public and private spheres. This scene
may produce "deep melancholy," canceling any sense of "self security," but through
Saint-Pien-e's focus on Dresden's artificial make-up - its "paintings, colonnades,
balconies, and pieces of sculpture" - the description also discloses layers of meaning
about the nature of all modem cities, their aspirations to order and adomment.
In reproducing "The Pleasure of Ruin," the editors of tlie American Universal
Magazine point to the transatlantic currency of ideas on ruin at the end of the eighteenth
century. As Saint-Pierre's chapter describes, Europeans had developed a "taste for
destruction" which found its most powerftil expression in widespread fescination with

rains of various kinds. With their culture still veiry much infomied by European thought,
Americans of the early national period shared in this fescination. For example, the
rediscoveries of Herculatieum (1738) and Pompeii (1748) captivated Europeans and
Americans alike throughout the century. Inspiring deep interest in cities brought to
cat astrophic ends, these discoveries propelled a transatlantic "school of catastrophe"
centered on the "drama of sudden extinction" in ancient and modem times,^ Even as they
celebrated their nation's founding, Americans of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries eagerly engaged British texts h,ke Robert Wood's The Ruins of Palmyra (1753),
Edward Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1788), as well as
French writer Comte de Volney's Ruins, or Meditations on the Revolution of Empires
(1791). Statistics from early American libraries indicate the popularity of these and
related works. In its 1789 Catalogue, for instance, the Library Company of Philadelphia
lists more than 50 works on ruins, hieroglyphics, or ancient cities. In the 1807 Catalogue
the number of available works on tliese subjects grows to more than 90.^ Like European
readers, Americans were versed in the kinds of imagery evident in my epigraph from
Volney's Ruins, where a once-flourishing city has long since been reduced to a
"mournful skeleton," emblem of an "obscure remembrance" whose power lies in the
past's monition to the present's "nations and empires."
Americans' interest in works by Volney, Gibbon, and SaJnt-Pieixe gestures to the
larger role that ruins played in shaping cultural knowledge in the early nation, especially
regarding the meaning of cities in the American project. Saint-Pierre's depiction of
Dresden, tbr instance, reveals much when read in context of Americans' familiarity with
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eigliteenth-ceMury discourses of "magni ficent destruction." How would American
readers have responded to such a scene of recent urban collapse? I propose that SaintPierre's American readers recognized why he describes a bombarded city in his Studies
of Nature. The scene not only reveals through figures of destruction what modem cities
meant to their inhabitants; Dresden also becomes the most recent in a long history of
urban disasters. According to Studies in Nature, these disasters had come to shape
perceptions of the meaning of time's passing in western civilization. Moreover, urban
collapse enables nuanced meditation on the relationships between natural and artificial
worlds. If left to the workings of time and space, Saint-Pierre implies, Dresden would
eventually present a scene where "nature combats with human art." Readers of the
American Universal Magazine surely saw that Saint-Pierre describes demolished Dresden
to emphasize the cychc qualities of history and the mutability of all human works,
including modern cities. Yet the very appearance of Saint-Pierre's chapter in an
American periodical also raises critical questions about the meaning of national culture in
its first decades: How does a nation celebrating its birth negotiate power&l ideas about
ruined empires and collapsed cities? in what ways do Americans incorporate images of
fragmentation into their understandings of the new nation and the cities that supported it?
What can figures of ruin in American literature tell us about concepts of urban stability in
the early national period?
This dissertation examines how American writers from 1790 to 1860 imported "ruins
of different kinds" from European aesthetics to treat concepts of instability and cultural
impermanence in urban settings. The writers I study here build key texts around images
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of ruins and urban fragmentation to clefme and to complicatc the meaning of American
cities as expressions of national progress. From the Union's earliest years, canonical and
non-canomcal American writers craft imagery associated with antiquities or collapsed
civilizations, and this imagery surfaces repeatedly in depictions of cities, homes, and
national geographies. I've cited Saint-Pierre's Dresden because it indicates the
transatlantic currency of such images; the description also indicates how figures of
fragmentation reveal a culture's inner dimensions. This dissertation argues that the inner
dimensions of early national culture are revealed through literary artists' use of images of
ruins, historical catastrophes, antiquities, or the instability of human works through time.
In other words, American images of ruin disclose the internal operations of specific
cultiual formations, much as Saint-Pierre's depiction of Dresden provides a view into that
city's interior spaces. The chapters that follow show how American writers relied on
figures of nun to negotiate subjects as diverse as Anglo-Indian relations; the dialogue
among political secrecy, urban theatricality, and yellow fever in 1790s Philadelphia; and
the impact of antebellum penitentiaries on conceptions of mind and domestic space.
Locating various expressions of instabihty and urban fragmentation in early national
literature, this study investigates subjectivities produced within conflicted discourses of
cultural permanence, demonstrating through interdisciplinaiy analyses of architecture,
history, and material culture how symbolic geographies intersect with expressions of ruin
to shape and reflect citizenship, law, and perceptions of race. Above all, this study
focuses on the ways in which "ruins of different kinds" pc-wlicipated in shaping ideas
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about the nation's growing cities, those d'yn,a:mic places built to signify the pcmianence of
national union.

This study also emphasizes the revelatory quality of rains to show how a nation in
the throes of its newness sublimated or recast eighteenth-century fascination with
historical collapse. Rather than discard the meanings generated by ruins as antithetical to
narratives of progress, American writers reformulated these meanings, applying them in
specific ways that often reveal hidden anxieties about the nature of cities, their stability
and their dependence on representations for surface coherence. To explain this dynamic, I
provide an insight that American landscape painter Thomas Cole records in his 1840
Journal. After studying toppled columns at the Parthenon, Cole concludes that what "the
Athenian multitude never gazed upon, ruin has revealed to modern eyes, sculptured into
forms as elaborate and exquisite as any of the parts most visible" (qtd. in Noble 286). As
in Saint-Pierre's Dresden, ruin allows "modem eyes" to see the hidden structures and
fomis embedded in buildings the Athenians erected to define themselves. Cole highlights
distinctions between surface and deptli, providing an apt metaphor of tliis study's
methodology as he suggests a relationship between critical hindsight and the revelatory
quality of ruins. Positing that within American uses of ruin lie "forms as elaborate and
exquisite as any of the parts most visible," this study especially examines how discourses
centered on rains and urban collapse often mask the purposes and conditions of their own
making and meaning. In other words, while focusing on "parts most visible" in American
images of ruins, I also attempt to show what the "multitude never gazed upon," so to
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speak, by synthesizing contemporary critical methods with interdisciplinary, archival
research. These methods couple with the revelatory quahty of ruins to disclose the often
hidden function of fi gures of fragmentation in American thought. As each of the
following chapters demonstrate, ideas associated with ruins operate m,ost resonantly in
the early national metropolis, where stability and instability continually oscillate as the
defining quali ties of American urban culture.
To demonstrate how American images of ruin disclose "elaborate and exquisite"
forms, and to suggest my analytical method, I turn briefly to J. Hector St, John de
Creveoeuer's Letters From an American Farmer (1782). Larzer Ziff has argued in
Writing in the New Nation (1991) that Creveoeuer's much-studied text proves that "there
were no architectural ruins on the American landscape, and neither, finally, was there any
idea of ruin in the culture" (33). The discussion between Farmer James and the Minister
would seem to support Ziff s claim, yet I want to show that the deeper meaning of ruins
in the Letters lies precisely in the interplay of European pasts and the growth of new
American towns. After Farmer James wonders why travelers still embark on European
Grand Tours when there is so much to see in America, the Minister responds:

I fancy their object is to trace the vestiges of a once-flourishing people
now extinct. There they amuse themselves in viewing the rains of temples
and other build ings which have very little affinity with those of the present
age and must therefore impart a knowledge which appears useless and tri,fling.
[They would derive] much more real satisfaction in observing among us the
humble rudiments and embryos of societies spreading everywhere, the recent
foundation of our towns, and the settlements of so many rural districts. I am
sure that the rapidity of their growth, would be more pleasing to behold than
ruins of old towers, useless aqueducts, or impending battlements. (42)
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Crevecoeuer expresses American newness here by contrasting "the recent foundation of
our towns" with Old World sites and aristocratic practices, signaled by reference to those
with the leisure to "amuse themselves in viewing the ruins of temples and other
buildings." Whereas European landscapes are marked with "vestiges," America boasts
"embryos of societies spreading everywhere." For Crevecoeuer, landscapes embody
values and potentials. The rapidly settled American land would please, satisfy, and
instruct the traveling observer, while the Old World's ruins, apparently detached from the
present, can only "impart a knowledge which appears useless and trifling," According to
this description, landscapes are grids of meaning that allow differentiation between
cultures and their values. New American growth, the Minister concludes, necessarily
offers a more pleasing spectacle to behold than any of Europe's architectural remains.
The contrast Crevecoeuer constructs is not as simple as it appears, however. First, as
the passage separates American and European landscapes, it obscures the transatlantic
dialogue about the significance of antiquities at the end of the eighteenth century. The
Minister differentiates lands and practices, but his conception of newness denies the
shaping effects of histor>', that is, how even "recent" settlements have roots in a
continuum of ideas that binds the past to the "present age." While American landscapes
appeared to lack ruins of the scale of Greece or Rome, Americans were nevertheless
exposed through their reading to a range of ideas that suggested how knowledge about
the ancient past was far from "useless and trifling." As British writer Robert Wood asks
in his popular work The Ruins of Palmym, "Does not the silence of history carry with it
instruction, and teach us how we are in the dark with regard to some periods of
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antiquity?" (1). Rather than, having "very little affinity" with the present, as the Minister
claims, antiquities instruct, reveal, and enlighten: their capacity to do so m,akes them
worthy objects of study. Another European text available to American readers attests that
knowledge of the deep past is vital for success in the present. The editors of the
Antiquarian Repertory (London Volume 1 1775) fimily state, "Without a competent fund
of antiquarian learaingj no one will ever make a respectable tlgure, either as a Divine, a
Lawyer, a Statesmen, Soldier, or even a private Gentleman" (iii). To witness an
American "Statesmen" interested in "antiquaiian learning," we need only consider how
Thomas Jefferson looks to American 'Vestiges" for imtraction from the "silence of
history," as Wood writes. Although he claims in Notes on the State of Virginia (1784)
that nothing like an "Indian Monumenf (929) exists, Jefferson studies Indian burial
mounds much as Wood approaches Palmyra's ruins, which teach about and illuminate
antiquity. For Jefferson, the "sculls, jawbones [and] teeth" (930) he unearths at the
barrows indicate the depth of the American past, a matter I examine at length in Chapter
1.
I've cited these British and American examples to suggest that Crevecoeuer's
imagery of European ruins needs to be read in a larger context. As this study argues
throughout, references to antiquities in American literature must often be situated in
relation to apparently remote discourses in order to become resonant. In this case, the
Minister's description of "old towers [and] useless aqueducts" serves the surface function
of propelling the rhetoric of American novelty that marks the Letters. However,
Crevecoeuer's divisions betw^een Old and New Worlds mask one of the meanings of ruin
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in America precisely as he foregrounds the "rapidity" of settlement and growth. Some
fifty years after the publication of the Letters^ these same features of the landscape
inspired Alexis de Tocqueville to observe how Americans exists in a "state of continual
agitation" (224) resulting from the energy of democracy, what he temis "this new deity
emerging irom the chaos" (226). The very kind of observer that Crevecoeuer's Minister
would welcome to America, Tocqueville writes Democracy in America (1823) not only
to describe a society but also to locate the echoes of the old order that that society had
cast off. His language provides another way to read the Minister's rather Hmited claims
about the relationship between ruins and the meaning of the new American history.
Tocqueville writes, "we have destroyed an aristocratic vsociety, and settling down
complacently among the mins of the old building, we seem to want to stay there like that
forever" (9). He speaks figuratively, yet his insight suggests the resonance of mins in
tropes for American civilization. The collapse of aristocracy reduces everything,
Tocqueville writes, "to a fine, impalpable dust, and that dust is the foundation for
democracy" (45). Unlike the Minister, Tocqueville sees direct links between Old and
New practices, the former giving way inexorably to the latter. For Tocqueville, the
"embryos of societies" described in the Letters are born of the past's ruins, and the
"rapidity" of American growth only further announces its firagmented origins.
Tocqueville develops this relationship between origins and fragments as he notes another
kind of ruin in Americans' rapid advancement into the wilderness. In a scene which
speaks implicitly to the accelerating growth of the nation*s new cities, Tocqueville
describes traveling in western states and coming upon "abandoned houses in the middle
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of the forest" (261). The forest quickly reclaims these "day-old ruins," offering a
monitory lesson about "the resources of nature and the feebleness of man" (262). Gazing
on these sites (which may someday become established towns), Toccjueville can only
exclaim, "What! Ruins so soon!" (262).
As Laurence Goldstein writes in Ruins and Empire (1977), in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries "the ruin sentiment became a mental constinct capable of universal
application" (4). Tocqueville suggests the versatility of the sentiment. He configures an
old political order as a collapsed building then later reflects on hteral houses in ruins on
the western frontier. By reading texts spanning the early national and antebellum periods,
this study attempts to demonstrate how widely the "ruin sentiment" was applied in
American literature and culture, particularly how imagery of ruins contributed to ideas
about the city, where many of the most pressing national issues were treated, imagined,
and continually reconfigured. Chapter 1, "Framing tlie Indian; Children of the Forest on
the Urban Scene," analyzes how Americans of the new nation marshal images of ruin to
polarize city and "savagery." Even as dozens of tribal delegations visit the nation's
capital at PhiJadelphia throughout the 1790s, whites imagine Indians as ruins, ancient
artifacts, and fossils. Much scholarship has been devoted to the new republic's elegiac
views of Indians. What has not been examined in detail are the ways in which an
emerging urban culture enabled conceptions of Indians as New World ruins. As whites
interpreted the tribes through historical models centered on interest in collapsed
civilizations, the creation of American urbanity depended on the inclusion of Indiajis in
the national present only as fragments from a fading continental past. The city framed
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this transformation of human beings into representations of antiquity that sei'ved the
purposes of natioiial self-definition.
The chapter begins with analysis of the M^arch 1792 Iroquois Conference at
Philadelphia, where 50 tribal leaders discussed assimilation policies with George
Washington's cabinet. Political landmark and cultural spectacle, the Conference asserts
the city as imperialistic sign and codifies national interpretations of Native American
pasts and futures. Whites react to groups of visiting Indians in several prominent ways.
First, Indian presence at the capital amplifies the city's artificial qualities, Indians stand
as the "savage" and "natural" antithesis of civilized practices, including the construction
and maintenance of cities. A commentator in the March 8, 1792 National Gazette
contends that Indian city visits underscore the citizen's "artificial being, as both his
residence and means of life are the peculiar effects of art." Reformulating Thomas
Hobbes's description of "artificial persons" in Leviathan (1651), the editorial suggests the
centrality of representation in urban culture and provides a metaphor for the chapter's
analysis of the nation's transformation of Indians into figures of a fading continental past.
White efforts to incorporate Indians into the nation's "artificial being" are evident in
assimilation policies as well as in popular practices such as theater presentations, where
groups of sachems performed tribal dances. These perfonnances suggest how social
rituals centered on representation transfoim Indians within the city's artificial sphere and
align them with the ancient past. Similar transformations mark documents tliat describe
how two Iroquois died during the Conference: their burials signify the city's literal
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incorporation of Indians while supporting popular ideas tliat civilization, had fatal cffccts
on the tribes.
These analyses provide context for readings of popular literature that imagined
Indians as miiis, 1 focus on Philip Freneau's poetry and prose, which recast aspects of
European literature to create ruin imagery suitable to American themes and settings. In
Freneau's early writings on hidians, his femiliarity with British "graveyard poetry" is
especially revealing. To compose "The Dying Indian" (1784) and "Old fadian Burial
Ground" (1787), Freneau imports motifs evideat in the works of important British writers
such as Thomas Gray, Joseph Waiton, Robert Blair, and Edward Young. Freneau's
famous "Old Indian Burial Ground" is a pastoral elegy in which the speaker envisions the
ghostly afterlife of buried Indians. The poem intersects with European descriptions of
ruins when the speaker ponders a nearby "lofty rock... on which the curious eye may
trace... fancies of a ruder race" (20-24). These indecipherable "fancies" align Indians
with the continent's antiquity at the same time that they evoke central sentiments in
eighteenth-century responses to rains. That is, these "fiuicies" denote the sublime silence
of history while signifying the impennanence and disappearance of past peoples, in this
case the American Indian.
Perhaps because he realized how "graveyard poetry" about Indians was contributing
to their decline, Freneau revised many of his ideas about tribal min in his later prose. His
fiction "Tomo Cheeki: Creek Indian in Philadelphia" (1797) satirizes the ruin imagery
being heaped onto the tribes while the text undercuts the nation's elegies for the tribes.
The story also codifies Freneau's insights about the city's shaping role in framing Indians
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as continental ruins. For example, "Tomo Chceki" points to the relationship between city
and representation by synthesizing literary modes such as the travel narrative, the pastoral,
and the dream vision. These combined genres are meant to suggest the representational
fields within which whites recast Indians in order to build narratives of national progress
in contrast to perceptions of tribal decline. As Tomo decries the city's artificiality,
Freneau demonstrates the duplicity of eighteenth-century theories of social progress that
confine Indians to definitions of'savagery." Yet the story also indicates how the city
enables various images of Indian ruin and depends on these ways of seeing to naturalize
white culture. For instance, Freneau consciously crafts Tomo as a stereotype that
originates in the urban rather than the nat ural world. The piuported ori gin of the text of
"Tomo CheeM" plays this out, for Freneau contends that Tomo left the manuscript in the
city before returning to the forest. The manuscript - found in a city hotel - places the
"discovery" and manufacture of Indian imagery squarely within the metropoHs.
According to tliis story, urban culture takes up recovered aboriginal artifacts and
transforms them within representational fields of national self-definition.
Similar processes are evident in Charles Willson Peale's museum at Philadelphia,
where another kind of tribal ruin contributes to understandings of city and citizenship.
Peale's museum transmutes collected Indian artifacts into public symbols of national
progress. Expressing convictions of Indian disappearance, Peale's museum materially
pubhshes the nation's dependence on images of Indians to build an urban culture.
Juxtaposing signs from, "savage" and civilized ways of life, the museum arranges Indian
art, clothing, and. weapons to fortn visual fictions that fix the tribes in a prehistoric past.
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Peale's reconstracted American mastodon, his liife-like wax models of Indian sachems,
along with his collections of minerals and gems create an archaeological memory that
separates the continent's aboriginal past from the nation's political and cultural newness.
Housing the past's remains, the jnuseum's individual rooms amalgamate effigies, native
artifacts, and fossils. But rather than reflect the natural world, these objects embody the
museum's central purpose: to create and sustain a representational comprehension of
American past and present,^
A similar comprehension motivates De Witt Clinton's 1811 "Discourse" on Iroquois
history. Paralleling the museum's relegation of Indians to a distant past, Clinton notes the
"striking similitude between the Romans and the [Iroquois] confederation." He also refers
to North America's "ancient fortifications" as the "monuments of exterminated nations"
(53, 61) even older than Indians. According to Clinton, Indians were relative newcomers
to the continent and had been preceded by an older, now-vanished civilization. But like
Peale's collection, Clinton's conclusions are far from accurate descriptions of the
Iroquois. Instead, both Peale's museum and Clinton's history catalogue specifically
American ways of miderstanding the meaning and stability of New World cities.
Ostensibly centered on a "fading" tribe, Clinton's antiquarian study ultimately naiTates a
fantastic fable of American cities in ruin. Clinton concludes by envisioning "some remote
period" (62) when the new nation's inevitable decay will render it vulnerable to siege
from, barbarous Asian tribes. After a long "night of gothic darkness," the descendents of
these invaders will witness a renaissance of "intellectual light" leading them to study "the
widespread rains of our eloud-clapt towers [and ofj our magtiilicent cities" (62). The
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transition from "darkness" to "light" indicates liow fliiidly the "Discourse" moves
between Enlightenment and Romantic ideologies to interpret Indian pasts and American
futnres. The fable Clinton constructs also points to a central paradox in discourses linking
Indians, cities, and ruins: these formations reveal a barely hidden national fear that within
the republic's emerging iirbanism might lay the seeds of destruction.

Chapter 2, "The Idea of this Room; Houses and the Image of Fiction in Arthur
Meryrvn (1799, 1800), revisits the interplay of representation and ruin in 1790s
Philadelphia by analyzing Chai'les Brockden Brown's use of architectural imagery to
dramatize urban instability during a decade of deadly yellow fever epidemics. At the
center of Arthur's tale lies an image of ruin which Arthur discovers in a manuscript. It
describes an Italian solider who "had taken refuge from his enemies in a tomb,
accidentally discovered amidst the ruins of a Roman fortress of Apennine. He had souglit
this recess for the sake of concealment, but found within it a treasure..." (126). Arthur's
discovery of this image is significant for multiple reasons. First, it reflects the finding of
literal or figural riches in the private recesses of city homes, a major tlieme in Arthur
Mervyn which suggests Brown's view of how interior spaces and literary creation
interpenetrate. Tlie image of Roman ruin also indicates how yellow fever (which killed
some 4500 in Philadelphia in 1793) connects the New World city to Old World decay
and historical collapse.'"' In plague Brown sees the consequences of urban civilization in
America. The appearance of plague here meant that the new nation was not unique but
rather subject to history's ravages just as Rome was. The image of a tomb that rewards a
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fogitive reflects Arthur's own experiences but also gestures to the Gothic tradition within
which Brown works to portray 1790s Philadelphia. As Jean Starobioski writes in The
Invention of Liberty (1964),

Fury hovers in the heart of niins, and old imexpiated crimes threaten to recoil
upon our destiny. In the eighteenth century human sensitivity was not averse
to the macabre effects of darkness among the ruins. For minds uncertain with
their own past, with their own history, the ambiguity adopted an imaginative
background in which there loomed a ghostly avenger. (188)

In Arthur Menyn, the city becomes a kind of ruin as the "ghostly avenger" of yel low
fever brings into stark relief the new nation's uncertainty about its history, its erriind out
of the wilderness into an urbanising society. Finding the Gothic an appropriate mode
through which to narrate this uneasy transition, Brown aligns the myriad stories that
urban houses produce with the invisible and formless plague, which he viewed as a
product of the city itself. For Brown, the city's homes are sites of disastrous production,
sources of narrative as well as spaces of concealment, ambiguous performances, and
deadly infection, hi this novel, the city's central forms of representation - houses and the
stories they frame - are the very origins of the city's instability.
To map the intersections of city, concealment, and rain in Arthur Mervyn, the chapter
begins with analysis of Brown's earliest fictions and their engagement with the
operations of secrecy in new national politics. I examine the secrecy shrouding the
drafting of the Constitution in 1787 and then turn to Benjamin Rush's publication "An
Enquiry into the Effccts of Public Punishment" (1787), which calls for confining convicts
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to a penal "house" for undisclosed periods ol'time. Brown responds to the sign of secrecy
in tlie Constitution and Rush's proposal by composing Ms short fiction "The Rhapsodist"
(1789): the text joins authorship to secretive enclosures that inspire its narrator to present
hi mself in public as an "acknowledged fiction" (I ). As a meditation on interior spaces'
capacity to transfom private subjects into public perfonners, "The Rhapsodist"
prefigures "The Man at Home" (1798), an important juncture in Brown's symbolization
of enclosure, secrecy, and discovered value. The room to which the narrator confnies
himself becomes a scene of disastrous production when he discovers a hidden valuable
manuscript written by a Frenchman who died of yellow fever. This discovery makes
literal the room's ability to produce narrative. The narrator asserts that the tale, which
details undisclosed aspects of the American Revolution, "has every claim to excite
attention, and reward if (69). He had originally associated the chest with a "thousand
dramas" (46), but with its secret contents disclosed, he believes the manuscript will earn
him fame and fortune. The manuscript will allow him to leave the house and perform on
the public stage.
In "The Man at Home." Brown begins exploring a theme that he takes up in force in
Arthur Mervyn to present a disordered city: the relationship between domestic spaces and
types of acting. The novel pivots on ambiguous performances in specific houses, aligning
secretive rooms witli disease and narrative self-presentations. These render the city a
porous "theater of disasters" (96) through which story and plague move ijeely. Brown
conflates disease with dramatic tropes evident, for example, in "The Effects of Theatrical
Representation," a heated readers' forum printed in 1798 issues of the Philadelphia
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Weekly Magazine, in which portions of Arthur Mervyn first appeared. After examining
the disruptive effects of theatrical representations in. Wieland (1798) and Ormond (1798),
the chapter demonstrates how narrative and disease create perfomiing subjects like
Arthur, who tells his story to defend himself from charges of fraud. However, his
familiarity with secrecy highlights the fictivciiess of the ways he recalls the many homes
he explores and disrupts. In effect. Brown suspends Arthur's tale between truth and artful
performance: for instance, Arthur appears to model critical parts of his story on the image
of Roman ruins he found while translating the manuscript. Disclosing the structural order
of. Arthur Mervyn, this synecdoche of the novel infonns Arthur's tendency to act as both
author of and actor in the scenes of urban disorder he recalls. The possibility of duplicity
in Artliur's narrative becomes all the more vexed because yellow fever transforms homes
into Gothic spaces littered with corpses and infected with pestilential effluvia. Not only is
his story of infected interior "scenes" potentially duplicitous - or at the very least artful ~
Arthur appears more and more like yellow fever the longer he describes infected homes.
He explores interiors as containers of plague's disasters yet figures these spaces as
"scenes" of his own. narrative self-creation. Disregarding boundaries between public and
private, Arthur permeates Philadelp.hia much as narrative and fever move unobstructed
through the city. At the same time, domestic spaces come to signify discovery,
imagination and

as Arthur takes up writing the novel - the creation of a symbolic

coherence and sta.bility that unifies the disordered city.
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Brown's Gothic descriptions of disordered doincstic spaces prefigure Edgar Allan
Poe's fictions that link cities, crime, and imprisonment. Chapter 3, "Urban Allegories:
Poe's Tales and Eastern State Penitentiary," probes the symbolic relationships between
antebellum penitentiaries and the nation's burgeoning urban culture. Tales such as "The
M,an of the Crowd," "The Pit and the Pendulum," "The Black Cat," "The Tell-Tale
Heart," and "The Imp of the Perverse" all inteq^ret developments in prison discipline and
dramatize how cities and penitentiaries depend for their meanings on an exchange of
complex ideas and figures. Disciplinary discourses suffuse public and pri,vate spaces in
"The Black Cat," for instance, at once a city story of "haunts about to wn" (851), a
jailhouse confession, and a "homely narrative" (849) of murder. Simultaneously, images
of ruins punctuate Poe's fictions, as when the narrator of "The Black Caf finds the pet he
has executed plastered in"has relief on the only remaining wall of his home after a fire
reduces it to smoldering "ruins" (853). In the confession tales especially, patterns of
demoHshed settings allegorize the ways in which disciplinary discourses infiltrate spaces
and minds outside of prisons. These narrators' mental fragmentations parallel the "ruins"
of their homes, those strange and inherently mutable or unstable sites. Ultimately, images
of fragmentation in Poe's confessions result from the figural permeation of disciplinary
discourses, and these discourses are brought into shaip focus by the criminal acts Poe
stages within homes.^ Using walls and floors to conceal their crimes, these narrators
invite the law to dismantle their homes and expose the remains of hidden guilt.
The chapter begins by analyzing "The Man of the Crowd" (1840) as a response to the
penitentiary's impact on perceptions of criminality and public experience. By examining
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Eastern State's origins and design, 1 show how Poe's narrator personifies the prison's
"system/' which relegated inmates to solitary confinement and intensified their
punishment through Gothic surveillance strategies. Complete isolation aimed to ensure
the prison's ostensible goal: to force convicts to confront the consequences of their
crimes. At once rational and Gothic, the "separate system" enacted beliefs of evil as
hidden, secreting felons from society and forcing them to confront that which is hidden
from all others, their own minds.
The penitentiary achieved power in the public imagination through tlie building's
imposing and austere appearance and thi-ough publications tliat associated solitary
confinement with "teixible phantoms" (34), as Gustave Beaumont and Alexis de
Tocqueville write in their study On the Penitentiary System of the United States (1833).
The penitentiary's appearance welcomed spectatorship, gazing, and speculation about
what transpired within tlie hidden solitary cells. In this context, I argue that "The Man of
the Crowd" can be read as an examination of the penitentiary's effects on urban
spectatorship. The narrator's surveillance of the London crowd evolves from a state of
rational analysis toward a "peculiar" (511) interpretive acuity, and then to an agitated
state that confirms his beliefs in hidden "mysteries" (506). For him, the old man who
"'refuses to be alone'" personifies "the worst heart of the world" (515). That is, the
narrator views the old man's apparent deviance in moral and spatial temis; Poe's speaker
assigns '"deep crime'" (515) to the old man precisely because he resists solitude. I argue
that the nan*ator's beliefs can be traced to ideas associated with Eastern State: by refusing
to '"to be alone,'" the old man represents to the narrator all that is wildly criminal These
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conclusions point to antebellum texts and practices that interlink surveillance,
containment, and Gothic imagery. Simultaneously, as the story reveals the narrator's
epistemological myopia, Poe critiques the conception of hidden evil enacted within
American penitentiaries.
The second section of Chapter 3 focuses on Poe's attempt to profit from interest in
.American penitentiaries such as Eastern State, In this context I study the significance of
Poe's meeting with Charles Dickens in early March 1842; the two writers met in
Philadelphia just before Dickens toured the city's gloomy penitentiary. Regarding Poe's
prison tales, scholars have overlooked the import of Poe's encounter with Dickens, who
came to America to tour landmarks; he subsequently recorded his responses to them in
American Notes (1842). Dickens and Poe probably spoke about imprisonment in America
when they met, and Poe appears to have expected a surge in popularity of prison
narratives after Dickens' well-pubUcized tour. I argue that Poe wrote "The Pit and the
Pendulum" as a response to the regimen at Eastern State, and further, that Poe anticipated
Dickens' reaction to solitary contlnement as a "cruel and wrong" (99) punishment that
"daily tamper[s] with the mysteries of tine brain" (99). Many thematic parallels exist
between Poe's tale and Dickens' depictions of both the "Tombs" prison in New York
City and Eastem State. However, Poe's narrative of isolation and mental torture expands
beyond Dickens' non-fiction accounts, for "The Pit and the Pendulum" incorj^orates
urban imagery to dramatize how solitary confinement depends on imagination and
representation to create "hideous moral terrors" (687). Much of the suspense in "The Fit
and the Pendulum" results from the narrator's reterence to knowledge he had gathered
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about the Inquisition before his imprisonment. As he endures various tortures from
unseen Inquisitors, he recalls "what I had read" (687), tales that propel his speciilatioii
about the prison's darkness and bizarre technologies. His confinement allows him to
remember Toledo's "thousand vague rumors" (685), metonyms for urban social exchange
and the discourses that give prisons their public power.
The final section of Chapter 3 turns to Poe's confession tales and reads them as
allegori es of the permeation of disci plinary discourses; in these tales, imprisonment
becomes an interpretive experience that links the disparate spaces of city, home, and
confining cell While Poe's narrators recall the crimes they commit in their homes, their
testimonies reveal the central goal of confinement: to punish the mind in a specific place.
Angus Fletcher writes that allegories may, "during times of political revolution, present
totally new theories of ethics" (120). I contend that Foe writes allegorically to articulate,
if not a new ethics, than a complex of reflections on the relationships among narration,
imprisonment, and the stability of domestic spaces. These stories impart the idea that
penitentiaries had a revolutionary impact on ways of interpreting homes and private
experience: Poe thematizes these ideas and relationships through the fragmented minds of
his narrators and through revelatory scenes describing demolished interiors.
To trace the interplay between the meanings of place and the figures of rain at work
in these tales, I apply Poe's distinctive conception of allegory: the mode functions artfully,
he writes, "when the suggested meaning runs through the obvious in a very profound
undercurrent so as never to show itself unless called to the surface" (qtd, in Mabbot xxvt
emphasis in original). This formulation provides a grid for analyzing how techniques and
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discourses associated with penitentiaries inhabit minds and homes in "The Black Cat"
and "The Tell-Tale Heart." What must be "called to the surface" in Poe's tales are the
ways in which the Gothic extraordinary becomes ordinary in specific circumstances. This
requires careful examination of the meanings of dotnestic burial, the act of installing a
corpse withiM a house. As these narrators attempt to resist the material embodiment of the
Gothic, the prison, they bury their victims in their houses and thereby align the art' of
hiding crime with the art of containing and punishing crime in penitentiaries. My analysis
focuses on how confined bodies (living or dead) transfomi the nature of place: in Poe's
tales, bodies merge with their surroundings. Always foreshadowing scenes of revelatory
rain, this merging of place and body allows Poe to interrelate structural dismantlement
and mental collapse, as when the narrator of "The Tell-Tak Heart" exposes himself,
shrieking to pohce, '"tear up the planks!... it is the beating of his hideous heart!'" (797).
Part of the power of "The Black Caf and "The Tell-Tale Heart" resides in their
combination of structural ruin and extraordinary, grisly revelations of hidden guilt. The
horror of these stories results in part from mental fragmentation: the exposure of some
criminal secret follows the dismantlement of some domestic space. In txim, the act of
hiding guilt leads to the narration of its causes and effects, narration that takes place in a
specific legal site, a cell, a space essentially designed to force a continual self-naiTation of
one's crimes to oneself. Poe's scenes of domestic ruin parallel the mental ruin of
narrative self-exposure that ensued in solitary confinement, as a convict's imagination
was forced to watch Uself. The hidden space of the solitary cell was designed not only to
transmit terrible images from it (into society) but within it as well Poe's tales suggest his
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awareness of the regimen of solitary confinement, its techniques and goals. Poe knew
penitentiaries to be sites of absolute order designed to promote order, but he also
recognized how they transmitted into tlie American psyche powerful ideas about secrecy,
hidden evil, radical containment, and mental anguish, ideas that inhabit the minds of his
narrators and surface most explicitly in scenes of domestic rain.

Chapter 4, "The City Behind the Masquerade of Fiction: Melville's The ConfidenceMan" reads the novel as yet another expression of American ruin that takes shape in
relation to antebellum urban culture. Examining the novel as an urban text, this chapter
argues that Melville's settings and geographical images limn meanings ascribed to ruins
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: the merging of natural and artificial worlds;
the monumental presence of the past in the present; the mutability of human works
through time; and the resultant reminder of the great vanity of human wishes. This
chapter also applies theories of ruin developed in earlier chapters, and 1 focus especially
on reading the tensions between revelation and concealment in this novel. Although The
Confidence-Man makes no reference to the kinds of architectural ruins that fascinated
Freneau, Brockden Brown, and Poe, the chapter synthesizes the revelatory qualities of
ruins in their texts to grapple with Melville's central themes. These include concealment
and disruptive disclosure as well as the insistent rehearsal of the mutability of the aits of
personal character, written discourse, even nationhood. Particularly in his representations
of settings and geographies, Melville dramatizes what tries to stay hidden in national
culture, and he does so by eliding disparate figures throughout the text. Much as nature
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and art (along with past and present) combine in the ruin, The Confidence-Man merges its
main setting, the Mississippi steamboat Fidele, with urban imagery. The city-like ship
also appears both modem and ancient, qualities generated through the litter of printed
texts on board the Fidele. Figured vaiiously as textual detritus, commodities, or symbols
of tlie past, printed items enhance the boat's urban appearance and reflect the novel's
strategies of concealment and revelation.
The first section of Chapter 4 examines the competition between ancient and modem
texts evident throughout the novel In its opening crowd scene, the boat's passengers
become readers of both a posted "wanted" plac£ird and a seri es of messages from 1
Corinthians that the "lamb-like" (11) man in cream colors chalks and erases on a slate.
The novel begins by foregrounding the problem of interpreting competing signs while
implying a theory of texts in which meanings are continually effaced and reformulated.
After considering several encounters between characters that announce the ambiguity of
texts on the Fidele, I analyze how Melville conflates a bible and a newspaper in a scene
that links the depth of the past to the surface of the present. In the ship's dimly lighted
cabin, the Cosmopolitan regards an old man reading a bible and deliberately puns on
"'good news'" (285) to elide the gospels with a newspaper, ephemeral print associated in
this novel with social distrust. The newspaper is also the source of Melville's confidence
man, whose historical counterpart was exposed in crime reports in the 185C)s. The novel
thus recreates in biblical terms a common criminal, casting its own avatars of the
confidence man through language associated with Christ, as when the "lamb-like" man in
cream colore makes his "advent" (8) on the Fidele. The confidence man is, then, an
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incarnation of disparate texts of "'news,'" one ancient and spiritual, the other modern,
urban, and ephemeral Tlie novel collapses one text into the other and closes the temporal
gap between a presumably spiritual past and a thoroughly distrustful present.
Melville's strategies of symbolic leveling operate with equal force in liis
representations of geographies and national regions. Melville punctuates the novel with
references to East and West, North and South, and city and country to map the symbolic
geographies through which nineteenth-century Americans had organized the nation into
"opposite zones" (14). Yet the novel's mapping subverts geographical distinctions and
exposes them as arbitrary fictions created through language and reified by human
consensus. Operating in a way that parallels the merging of art and nature in the ruin, this
leveling of geographies as sjTiibolic constructs also parallels the novel's approach to
printed texts. Much as the Cosmopolitan collapses boundaries between bible and
newspaper. The Confidence-Man undermines the discourses that purport to separate both
national regions and natural and artificial worlds. In this novel, forms of mapping link
representations of place with conflation and deception; at the same time, these forms
reflect tlie confidence game the novel plays with, its readers. "The Metaphysics of hidianhating" epitomizes how a story that appears to make a region meaningful simultaneously
announces that region's manufacture througli discourse. Told to the Cosmopolitan by
Charlie Noble, "The Metaphysics" introduces Colonel Moredock and his expeditions
against Indians on the "'frontier'" {1,73). Yet Charlie hints at the West's production
through language as he recalls how the story was first told to him by .fudge James Hall,
whose '"methodic"' (171) delivery points to the story's status as story. Charlie's
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recollection of Hall's "'style'" (171) suggests that the tioiitier resides nowhere but within
an exchange of narratives.
The fmal section of Chapter 4 considers the disintegrative tensions between North
and South surrounding the subject of slavery. Melville uses ide<is associated with slavery
to cast nationhood itself as a fiction, as aii iraagiued shape produced through a mutable
symbolic consensus. In The Confidence-Man Melville dramatizes a phenomenon of
American society that Tocqueville notes in Democracy in America: "The government of
the Union rests almost entirely on legal fictions. The Union is an ideal nation which
exists, so to say, only in men's minds and whose extent and limits can only he discerned
by the understanding" (150). I argue that Melville points to the nation's "legal fictions"
most evidently in the dialogue he initiates between Southern slavery and the
quintessential urban figure of the North, the Crystal Palace. The novel refers explicitly to
the Crystal Palace through the man in gray's "World Charity" scam, yet Melville alludes
covertly to the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, apparently responding to ideas of American
union expressed in legal texts written by his father-in-law, Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw. In
the infamous Thomas Sims Case of 1851, Shaw remanded Sims to slavery after this
man's escape to Boston from Georgia. The case justifies Sims's return by invoking the
integrity of law and political union, foimded, Shaw writes, "to secure the peace and
prosperity of all the states" (296). When read in relation to The Confidence-Man, such
ideas denote not the cohesion of confederated states but rather the fictional nature of
American union.
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The presentation of the Crystal Palacc in the novel suggests how Melville's
references to slavery undermine concepts of American union. When the man with goldsleeve buttons

the only passenger on the Fklele with, a black servant

wonders if

benevolent societies could "act in concert" (48),, the man in gray describes how he had
conceived of his "World Charity" scam while standing in the 1851 I>ondon Crystal
Palace. Transcending geographical boundaries, his grandiose scheme would unite the
world through a compulsory benevolence tax. Introduced by a passenger who owns a
black servant, the "World Charity" can be read as an ironic metaphor of political
federations tliat speaks as well to their fictiveness. By examining popular publications
related to the 1854 New York City Crystal Palace, I show how Melville does more than
critique slavery as he associates the man with gold-sleeve buttons with confederation and
the Crystal Palace. Melville implies that if the Palace is an emblem of high civi lization, it
is also a material sign of what slave holders hope to achieve by owning slaves: wealth,
luxury, a high culture free of dirt and toil. The "World Charity" scam is thus layered with
ironies about the moral and material meanings of the Crystal Palace and of slavery.
In The Confidence-Man, references to the Crystal Palace center on past practices,
social unity, and the permanence of political federations. Similar issues shape the Thomas
Sims case, which justifies the return of fugitive slaves on the basis of legal precedent.
Much as literary, social, and spiritual pasts converge with the present aboard the Fidele,
the Sims case refers insistently to past legal motions to define a conflicted present.
Shaw's reflections reveal that legal precedent is above all a textual phenomenon, that
American law is (like the Fidele) layered with the past. At the same time, Shaw's

rhetorical strategies reveal the fictive qualities of nationhood. As he explains why
fogitive slaves must be remanded, Sliaw twice employs the phrase "had no union been,
foraied" (295,296): he posits, in essence, "let's suppose there were no union." Tlie
strategy araiounces the union's dependence for meaning and wholeness on positive law,
sustained by histories of written precedent I use these aspects of Shaw's decision to
analyze what Robert Ferguson calls "conscious fabrications" (351) within the nation's
founding documents. Accommodating slavery and ascribing values to free and slave
states, the founding documents were, among other things, "attempts to forge artificial
unities amidst a contentious far-flung populous" (Ferguson 352). In the Sims case, these
"artificial unities" surface as "treaties" (297) between the states that Shaw insists called
for the return of fugitive slaves.
Melville confronts the authority of positive law in ways that reveal the fragmentary
character of nationhood. This is especially true when the crowd demands "any plain
paper" (18) from Black Guinea to prove that he is not "'some white operator, betwisted
and painted up for a decoy'" (19), as one passenger calls out, The conflict over his
identity points to the very mechanisms of law and representation at the heart of tlie
fugitive slave cases, as well as the fo:rms of governance upon which the nation is based.
The '"waloable papers'" Black Guinea lacks broadly symbolize those holding the nation
together, that define the boundaries of freedom, servitude, and representative powers. Yet
even the political texts evoked by Black Guinea's reference to '"papers'" are rendered
suspect by this novel. As Brook Thomas writes of The Confidence-Man, "The authority
accorded documents in American society raises [the] possibility of counterfeiting.... We
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can see that the authority granted the laws of the land in the name of the people may be a
counterfeit of the highest order" (187). Thomas' Ideas are useful for examining the
violated written 'Agreement' between the Cosmopolitan aiid the barber in a scene that
reflects on th,e contracts between novels and their audiences, contracts this novel goes to
great lengths to violate. Moreo ver, notions of counterfeiting allow for meditations on the
novel's porttayal of the stability of national chat-acter in the 1850s, when America avS
Melville saw it appeared increasingly tragmented, chaotic, and distrustful hideed,
Melville seems to foresee the conflict that would sever the nation a few short years after
the publication of The Confidence-Man (1857). Disintegration rather than stability or
unity defines the novel's journey toward its concluding "'Apocalypse'" (287).
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Chapter I
Framing the Indian: Children of the Forest on the Urban Scene

The min or blank, that we see when we look at nature, is in our own eye.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nature

hi a December 1794 report to President George Washington, Secretary of War Henry
Knox expresses his "melancholy reflection that our modes of population have been more
destructive to the Indian nations than the conduct of tlie Conquerors of Mexico and Peru.
The evidence of this is the utter extirpation of nearly all the Indians in the most populous
parts of the Union. A future historian may mark the causes of this destruction of the race
in sable colors."' This "melancholy reflection" emphasizes the decimation of Indians by
recalling the destruction of the Aztec and Incan empires: the "utter extirpation" of North
American tribes surpasses even the Spaniards' assaults on South America's natives.
Noting the tribes' present absence in the Union's "most populai* parts," Knox anticipates
the "sable colors" through which later historians will cast the tribes' destruction.
Knox recalls the past to reflect on the nation's present and future, yet his alignment
of North American Indians with the Aztecs and Incas also suggests how conceptions of
history themselves contributed to "the causes of this destruction." While Knox attributes
these "causes" to "modes of population," Americans accelerated the tribes' decimation by
viewing them through historical models centered on deep interest in collapsed
civilizations. Knox may regret the destruction of the eastern tribes, but his "melancholy"
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evocation of the Aztec an,d Incaii empires limns the eighteenth-century fascination w ith
ruins that began in Europe then, spread to America with devastating consequences for
Native Americans.® The century's focus on collapsed civilizations introduced new ways
of narrating the past, interpreting the present, and reflecting on nations" endurance and
stability. Writing at the height of the British empire, Edward Gibbon recalls the scene that
inspired The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-1788): "It was
at Rome, on the 15"^ of October, 1764, as I sat musing amidst the ruins of the Capitol,
while the barefooted friars were singing vespers in the temple of Jupiter, that the ideas of
writing the decline and fall of the city were first started in my mind" (30). As a new
nation was about to emerge across the Atlantic, European writers and artists made ruins
central to interpretations of human history, as Gibbon does in his famous study. Still very
much tied to the culture of Europe, citizens of the new nation engaged the Old World's
interest in antiquities and collapsed empires in a unique and strategic way, by imagining
the land's original race as the New World's rains. In comparing the tribes to the Aztecs
and Incans, Knox indicates how ideas about the decline and fall of empires conditioned
early national regard for the tribes - and their futures. At the same time, these ideas
played vital roles in defining the cultural ai-enas of the Union's "most populous parts,"
the nation's new cities.
The early nation conceived of Indians as figures of the past to shape the nation's
emerging urban culture and to justify national expansion. As cities determined whites'
sense of essential difference from peoples deemed savage, the creation of American
urbanity de|)ended in part on studying tlie tribes through the lenses of we.stem history,
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archaeology, aid natural philosophy. Ideas linking Indians with history's fragments
originated in American cities as did A-nglo-lndian policy. Crucially, whites' fascination
with Old and New World rains heightened as tribal delegates frequently visited the
nation's 1790s capital at Philadelphia. The Seneca orator Red Jacket, his colleague
Complanter, and Mohawk leader Joseph Brant were highly visible in the late eigliteenthcentury metropolis, along with often large groups of sachems, warriors, and wives. They
eagerly responded to the federal pohey, initiated under President Washington, of invidng
native representatives to cities to discuss relations and negotiate treaties. They resided in
hotels, spoke at political meetings, visited museums, and attended theaters. Yet their
frequent presence in city streets and theaters coincided with powerful cultural
developments that included them in the national present only as fragments of a fading
continental past.
The associations of Indians with antiquities examined in this chapter persisted well
into the nineteenth-century as tribal representatives continoed to visit the nation's seats of
power. In The Redskins (1846), for instance, Janies Fenimore Cooper describes a
delegation that travels from the far west to '"to see Great Father, at Washington'" (291).
After a sojourn there, the party visits airal New York to seek out Susquesus, an ancient
Onondogas who alone survives as one of the tribe's "monuments of the past" in a place
where their'"wigwams... have fallen to the earth with time; [their] "graves have
crumbled'" (124; 485). Spokesman Prairiefire laments the tribe's disappearance, noting
that his ancestors remain only as '"stones piled together'" (453). Cooper's crumbling
stones symbolize nineteenth-century convictions about Indians' inevitable decay, yet
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these figures of tribal clisintegration are as old as the nation itself. In, this instance, The
Redskins inherits images from Thomas Jefferson's eximunation of "Aborigines, Original
Condition and Origin" in Notes on the State of Virginia (1787). Though he claims that
nothing like "an Indian monument" exists, Jefferson describes his excavation of
Virginia's aboriginal barrows, "sepulchers" containing countless bones buried "in the
utmost confusion" (929, 930). The skulls he unearths "were so tender, that they generally
fell to pieces on being touched" (930). The idea of scientific discovery joins the stillliving tribes with bone fragments of the long dead, and Jefferson concludes by noting the
importance of these fragments to national culture: "It is to be lamented, very much
lamented, that we have suffered so many of the Indian tribes already to extinguish
without our having previously collected and deposited in the records of literature, the
general rudiments at least of the languages they spoke" (932). Less a lament for Indian
extinction than an expression of regret for lost knowledge, Jefferson's summation centers
on the collection of aboriginal remains, which he believes should be "deposited in all the
pubHc libraries" (932).
Jefferson's desire to deposit pieces of native cultures in "records" points to a central
strategy within, interpretations of the tribes as the New World's stony remnants: the
transformation of human beings into representations of the past that served the purposes
of national self-definition. These transformations mark the emergence of uAan culture in
the United States. At his Philadelphia museum, for example, Charles Willson Peale casts
the tribes as figures of the past by displaying their arti,facts alongside minerals and fbssils
within one thorouglily artificial "world in miniature."'' Representations of Indians as
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fossils or ruins, I will argue, constitute specific kinds of urban artifice that created the
illusion of Indiaos' disappearance while they were still quite present.
The early national metropolis framed the transfomiation of Native Americans into
figures of the past and organized whites' perceptions of history, nature, atid race. To
begin, my analyses, I want to examine another nineteenth-century depiction of Indians
that provides a lens for reading how 1790s urban culture transfonned the tribes into
emblems of the nation's prehistory. The now obscure essayist Townsend Ward describes
this 1820s Philadelphia street scene in an 1875>> issue of the Pennsylvania Magazine:

Long after the time of Arthur Mervyn, indeed but fifty years ago, Indians
were still occasionally to be seen, in the street, clad in the picturesque
costume of the forest. On these later visits, as they were no longer provided
with quarters at the State House, which was the custom when Bumaby, the
English traveler, wrote, they paid their way by earning such pennies as we
might be persuaded to set upright in the crevices between bricks in the
pavement, by shooting at them with their bows and arrows. Such as they
hit became theirs, and a very few indeed were missed. The squaw took up
the pennies, but she was never encumbered by the papoose, for that she
would hang to the bough of a tree. Lingering, even after the children of the
forest had ceased their visits, were yet to be met survivors of those exiles,
who coming here had escaped the guillotine of France.'®

Ward's description is a curious form of urban memory that both re-animates Indians and
blurs their visits with artifice, designated by "the time of Arthur Mervyn," the central
character of C-harles Brockden Brown's novel about the 1793 yellow fever plague. The
passage concludes with reference to the French 'Revolution, but its temporal acrobatics
scramble historical sequence: these "children" resurface from a past "long after" a fiction
yet linger before they "ceased their visits" "but fifty years ago." The 1820s evoke a still
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earlier past: Ward relates "these later visits" to the city's colonial period, when tribal
delegates camped in sheds constructed for their sojourns, before these sheds were
demolished for the State House's remodeling in 1787.''
Ward's chronological juggle accentuates this spectacle's earaivalesque character.
Costumed transients purchase an audience of white spectators for "such pennies" through
archery tricks that signify an exotic yet obsolete way of life. For Ward, the city embodies
the ascendancy of white ci vilization. In the world of urban capital bows and arrows
become primitive artifacts that render their owners historically negligible: the very cracks
of brick subsume and erase cultures made viable by hunting, fmming, and adapting
aspects of Euro-American trade and commerce. In this scene of perform ance and
remuneration, the iffban gaze on Indians not only reveals how whites configured racial
differences to define city and citizenship; this gaze re-creates these visitors as
fundamentally alien to city streets.
In Ward's description hidians are at once novelty and fading relic on a stage of brick.
Yet his picturesque memorial to a doubtful Indian future (hanging, in the end, from a tree
branch) forms a template for reading backward from the time it revisits to that critical
period when Native Americans played a much less marginal role in shaping the nation's
cultural identity. On political etrands that would determine their peoples' futures,
representatives from the Creek, the Wabash, and the Iroquois remained for lengthy
periods in the capital Their visits contributed profoundly to whites' ideas about the
natural and artificial worlds, amplifying the meaning of American cities at the end of a
century preoccupied with ruins. The ways in which whites imagined Indians in relation to
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the city provides a grid for reading the early nation's interest io. ruin as an American
pjiradox: the projection of ideas about the rise and collapse of empires onto the livingtribes, To recover the influence Indians had on conceptions of the city, we need to
examine terms not often marshaled in analyses of early nationalism, terras such as ruin,
artifact, fossil, and petrifaction. Linking Indians inextricably to the nation's
understanding of urban culture, these terms reveal the city's capacity to represent and
transform the tribes into emblems of their own passing out of the present.

New Cities, Savage Guests

A week before a company of 50 Iroquois arrived in Philadelphia to meet with
Washington's cabinet, an editorial entitled "On Trees in Cities" appeared in the March 8,
1792 issue of the National Gazette. Calling for more trees in the capital, the essay bases
its argument on the artifici al qualities of city and civil self;

A citizen may be termed^ an artificial being, as both his residence and
means of life are the peculiar effect of art. The very ground he walks
upon is not that which nature traced out. It is on the contrary a pavement,
made with great care and expense; and his prospects, instead of being
bounded by the works of nature, are commonly limited by a brick wall,
a steeple, and the tiresome regularity of a street.
Long habit, or necessity, can alone reconcile a man to city life; the
savage, and even the civilized rustic, revolts at the idea, and pities the
mechanic, the shopman, or still more respectable characters, for being
immersed amidst smoke, foul air, and other squalid appendages of a
large town, without perhaps the power of removing therefrom.
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Formed by the city, the citizen acclimates through "long habit" to the "peculiar" qualities
of this circumscribed place. The citizen's habitual exposure to the city's "tiresome
regularity" makes the artificial world seem natural As such, the capital embodies
ideology and its "necessity " the artificial imperatives of the citizen's "means of life" and
"prospects." When it introduces the "savage," the passage underscores the citizen's
"artificial being" as a socially constructed rather than a naturally existing self. In this
depiction the savage (along with the rustic) contributes to defimtions of city and
citizenship. That he "revolts at the idea" of "city life" distinguishes him from this
artificial place and separates his natural habitat ixom streets, walls, and steeples.
Simultaneously, by using the savage rhetorically, the passage also indicates how
defimtions of cities incoiporate Indians as figures into the "art" of civilization.
By reformulating Hobbes's description "Of Persons, Authors, and Things
Personated" in Leviathan (1651), the Gazette's editorial suggests how "savageiy"
contributes to the city's meaning. In his treatise Hobbes distinguishes the "Naturall
Person" the owner of his words and actions, from the "Feigned or Artificiall Person "
whose words and actions "are considered as representing the words and actions of
another," the acting person's "Author" (111,112).'^ Althougli Hobbes states that "things
inanimate cannot be authors," (113), "On Trees and Cities" presents the city itself as the
inanimate author of the citizen's artificial being. The editorial recasts Hobbes's ideas
about persons and representation in terms of a "large town," providing an imeasy
interpretation of the city's "peculiar effect" on its dwellers, as well as on savages and
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rustics. As more "natural" beingSs these figures slwn metropolitan prescription because it
relegates individual agency to artificial forms.
Relying on Hobbes's ideas, the Gazette renders the city a site of representation that
incorporates and transforms humao agents into artificial beings. The city's capacity to
represent and transform shadows a critical juncture in Anglo-Indian, relations, the
Philadelphia meeting of George Washington's cabinet with 50 rqjresentatives from the
Iroquois League in March and April of 1792. To put this meeting and other 1790s Indian
city visits in cultural and historical context, I first examine popular ideas about Indians
and how whites' perceptions contrasted with tribal realities. I then turn to developments
in Anglo-Indian relations that initiated the series of Indian delegations to the 1790s
capital. Despite divergent responses to Indians in politics and popular thought, distinct
patterns emerge in the ways whites' regarded their native guests. These patterns center on
the translation of the "natural" world into national culture and illuminate how the city
inspires images of Indians as continental antiquities.
"On Trees in Cities" claims that the savage "revolts at the idea" of the city, its
"habit," "regulaiity," and circumscription. Several assumptions about Indians lie within
this claim: they are inherently connected to a natural world without boundaiies or cultural
markers; they have no towns of their own; they exist as timeless, unchangeable figures.
Rather than describe the reality of the tribes, whose histories and complex cultures belie
whites' conceptions of savagery, these assumptions point to debates about the effects
civilization exerts on Indians. While some citizens believed that Indiajis could be
"civilized," a matter I treat below, others asserted that their contact with the art of white
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culture doom,ed them to extinction. A contributor to a 1789 issue of the American Apollo
magazine proclaims, "The most fatal enemy to barbarism is civilization," which he
personi'fies as 'the patron by which we produce tlie means of living for a large number of
people in a small territory." The transfomnation of natural landscapes into civilized
spaces assures Indian extinction, according to this writer:

In proportion as their limits have been circumscribed, their numbei's have
necessarily decreased; for their numbers of inhabitants must always be
governed by the means of subsistence. This is an easy and natural mode
of extending our limits. There have been instances of attempting it, in a
different way, but carnage and desolation have been the consequence,
and this must always be the case, when we attempt to enlarge our
borders faster than they are enlarged by the naturcd retirement of
the savages; in consequence of the advantages resulting from
civilization. (Observations 70 emphasis in original)

Leveling the various tribes into generic uncivilized figures, the writer considers their
"retirement" a "naturar process that justifies national growth. At the same time, he casts
civilization's expansion as a "natural mode" that denies Indians tlieir "means of
subsistence" tltfough geographical circumscription. The tribes withdraw from this "easy
and natural" incoiporation of lands, one involving both literal settlement and the
installation of value and order on territories presently beyond "our limits."
The writer's argument depends on Enlightenment "stadiahsf theories of human
progress promoted by eighteenth-century French and Scottish historical philosophies,
which posited that societies evolve from, savage to barbaric to civilized states.'"' But in
defining savagery and barbarism, interchangeably, the writer conflates the two states to
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deny the possibility of Indian evolution toward civilization'sadvantages." One of these,
apparently, is the mathematical logic the writer dq)ioys to render Indian "retirement"
Proportions, populations, and calculated extensions of settlement combiTie within a
fonmila that is "IMal" to Indians. This description characterizes imperialism as a rational
and natural process that subsumes Indian larjdscapes aid transmutes them, into national
spaces. According to this writer, national growth depends on extending boundaries that
are themselves defined by Indian presence and "their limits." But because they lie in the
path of territorial expansion, Indians face "desolation" no matter how quickly they recede.
Arguing that Indians cannot abide civilization's "advantages" the contributor to the
American Apollo gestures to widespread beHefs that the tribes had no pennanent
settlements and remained incapable of adapting to Anglo ways of life. However, the
established towns of the Iroquois, for example, contradicted imperialist fantasies of
unutilized Indian landscapes. Rather than existing as the nomadic hunters many whites
imagined them to be, the Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy - the Seneca, Mohawk,
Onondagas, Oneida, Cayuga, and the Tuscarora - were agriculturalists living in towns
with nmnerous homes organized around a traditional longhouse. Nor were these sites
impervious to change or resistant to white civilization's "advantages" For example, by
the mid-eighteenth century the town of Onoquaga on the upper Susquehanna River was
populated by Tuscarora, M^ohawk, and Oneida. As Alan Taylor writes, the Onoquagans
"had bo;rrowed and adapted much of the material culture and some of the agricultural
methods of their powerful white neighbors. Some of the villagers continued to live in the
traditional m.ultifamily longhouses... but most had adopted single-family log cabins" (36).
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Taylor cites Lt. Col Williani Butler, who visited Onoquaga in. 1778: "It wits the finest
Indian town J ever saw; on both sides [oQ the River there was about 40 good houses,
square logs, shingles & stone Chimneys, good Floors, glass Windows, &c., &c." (36).
Onoquaga demonstrates Indian adaptability and undennines arguments that civilization
had a necessarily "fetal" influence on the tribes. The Iroquois were instead so successful
in coupling Anglo agricultural techniques with their own highly productive practices that
land speculators looked to Indian towns and the areas around them as the most promising
spots for white settlement.''*
The creation of myths denying the tribes their accomplishments and adaptability
intensified after the American Revolution, which dramatically altered Anglo-Indian
relations by nullifying treaties the Iroquois had secured with the British. To reward the
Six Nations for ighting against the French, British negotiators used the 1768 Treaty of
Fort Stanwix (New York) to draw an imaginary boundary line from Oneida Lake down
through Pennsylvania and into the southern colonies; lands to the west of the line became
off limits to white settlement. The Revolution, however, splintered the Iroquois
Confederacy as its nations sided with either the British or American armies. Despite the
allegiance of the Oneida and Tuscarora to the Continental Army, the United States
lumped these two loyal tribes with the other four at the 1784 Treaty of Fort Stanwix,
which condemned all the Iroquois as defeated adversaries. This treaty effectively opened
Indian lands to white incursions. As speculators vied with the tribes for vast western
tracts, Indian, leaders began to petition Congress to moderate aggressive settlement.
Thirty Creek, led by their hall-blood sachem, Alexander McGillivray, visited Philadelphia
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in 1790. The same year, Seneca spokesmen Complaater and Big-Tree sought relief from
the harsh terms of the second Treaty of Fort Statiwix.; they negotiated, at the capital
through March 1791. Their sojourns in the capital coincided with extensive conflict in the
western territories. On the Ohio frontier, a united force of Wabash, Shawnee, and Miami
challenged the nation's expansion. Detennined to quash tribal resistance, General Arthur
St. Clair and his troops marched on the Miami. On November 4,1791 the Indians crushed
St. Clair's anny at Fort Washington (Cincinnati). Chief little Turtle and his waiTiors
suffered minor losses but left 600 federal troops dead.^^
Secretary of Indian Affairs Timothy Pickering and Secretary of War Henry Knox
received this new with alarm. To avert further losses and a possible rallying of all the
eastern tribes, they urged George Washington to petition the Iroquois to negotiate with
the Miami on behalf of the U.S.'® Calling for a gathering of Iroquois delegates at
Philadelphia, the statesmen aimed to signal their good will to the Six Nations. They also
hoped to impress upon their guests the strength of the nation as it was embodied in the
capital, which boasted more than 40,000 residents, a teeming port, theaters and libraries,
and a booming real estate market. Pickering and Knox believed Philadelphia would
dramatically illustrate another purpose for inviting the Iroquois - to persuade them to
adopt the ways of white civilization. Well versed in French and Scottish theories of
human progress, Knox promoted plans to assimilate tribes friendly to tlie Union. He
dismissed beliefs that Indian nations were "incapable of melioration or change [as]
entirely contradicted by the progress of society, from the barbarous ages to the present
degree of perfection" (qtd. in Horsman 44).
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To American statesmen and citizens alike, the enlightened, well-ordered capital
represented the "present degree of perfection" in "the progress of society." As such,
Indian presence there amplified the meaning of the metropolis to its denizens, for
"savagery" signified tlie earliest stage in the progression toward civilisation and was
therefore freighted with values against which citizens defmed their urbanity. They played
out their .sense of fundamental difference from visiting Indians by perceiving them as
spectacles: crowds were sure to gather when nature's representatives walked city
streets.'^ As the colonies populated, town meetings remained frequent, but when Indians
came to Philadelphia later in the century, "the curiosity was mutual," as historian James
Merrell writes. Treaty negotiations took place amid a "'a great concourse of people,'"
trading, gawking, sometimes drinking and brawling (263). Ben Franklin satirizes whites'
tendency to treat Indians as natural spectacle in his "Remarks Concerning the Savages of
North America" (1784): "When any of them come into our Towns, our People are apt to
crowd around them, gaze upon them, and incommode them, where they desire to be
private; this they esteem great Rudeness, and the Effect of Want of Instruction in the
Rules of Civility and Good Mamiers" (972). Franklin's satire defines the city spectacle as
a vital, if unmannered, ritual of self-defmition among American citizens, although the
Indians he describes - little more than generic rhetorical figures - support rather than
dismiss the same stereotypes that made the Indian-city spectacle so popular.
Philadelphia's reception of 50 Iroquois delegates in March 1792 typified the
heightened civil self-awareness that attended the spectacle of Indians appearing in city
streets. The metropolis took on charged significance in this social aod political pageant,
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as Pennsylvania Governor Thomas

joined by a regimen, of military men, led the

arriving Indians through Philadelphia's streets to Oeller's Hotel, u'here they reinained for
six weeks,'® Reproducing citizens' collective self-coiiscioiisness about such a group in
their midst, newspapers prominently reported on the delegation. The April 4 National
Gazette suggests how the delegates' presence also reminded whites of the injustices
committed against the tribes, noting that even the "members of Congress have said that if
the hidians had orators, newspaper writers, or secretaries of war to state their grievances,
that the provocations which they have received would make a more numerous detail [sic]
than the ones they have brought forward." The Six Nations did in fact have their orators;
Seneca Red Jacket was famous for his wit and persuasive skill,''' The article speaks
instead to what made the nation successful - and more powerful than the Iroquois: a
circulating, hegemonic discourse, rituals of public speech and print; a legal system that
shaped communal identity; various forms of representation, embodied both in Congress
and the Gazette itself
As "the incarnation of the past," Indims were believed to represent the continent's
antiquity,^" but tropes of old and new collide in descriptions of the city's buildings. The
March 23 National Gazette depicts the State House as mnemonic site:

On Monday last the Chiefs and Wfirriors of the Five Nations [sic]
assembled at the state-house, and were welcomed to the city of
Philadelphia in an address delivered by the Governor [Mifflin]. Tlie
room in which they assembled, was mentioned as the ancient council
chamber in which their ancestors, and ours, had often met to brighten
the chain of friendship; and this eirciimstaoce, together with the
preference of the great part of the beauty of the city [sic], had an evident
elYect upon the feelings of the Indiais, and seemed, particularly, to
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embarrass the elocution, of [Seneca spokesman] Farmer's Brother.
(emphasis in original)

The temi's "ancient coiiticil chamber" and "chain of friendship" invoked the traditional
formalities of treaty negotiation. Whenever whites and natives met to negotiate in
eighteenth-century Pennsylvania, both parties relied on coded verbal gestures to sustain
past relations. These enhanced the significance of the council site itself, imbuing space
and language with "depth and continuity" (Richter 129). The terms "ancient" and
"ancestors" raised Anglo-Indian relations from a deep ptist, even if the building was less
than sixty years old in 1792. The passage suggests as well how the metropohs determined
the meeting's political course. That both the city and the room affected "the feelings of
the Indians" points to architecture's role in codifying ideology and creating novel Indian
imagery for the Gazette's readers. The whole point of the conference was to change the
political "feelings'" of the Iroquois through ritual display of the city and its representative
qualities. The description concludes by reordering the parties' political relations in temis
of material representation; the "beauty" of urban form frames historical circumstances,
but it also embarrasses Famer's Brother's speech.
To persuade the Iroquois to embrace civilization, statesmen depended on rhetoric
that yoked the natural and artificial worlds. President Washington welcomed the group by
expressing his hope that "you may partake of all the comforts of the eailh, which can be
derived from civilized life, enriched by the possession of industry, virtue and knowledge"
(Life of Red,Jacket 72). According to this statement's logic, however, "the comforts of
the earth" are to be found in civilized life, not in the natural world. The civil enrichments
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Washington, describes denote a new political hierarchy in which nature's inhabitants
would survive only by accepting an incipient national urbanism. Wielding the natural
image of a "path" to describe the nation's tnture relations with the Iroqtiois, Timothy
Pickering warned the group not to resist what the city signified, for this "path" would
radiate from the metropole: "Many good men have wished to see such a day, when the
knowledge possessed by the white people might be introduced among you. Such good
men have long been searching... for a path by which this knowledge might be carried
amongst you. Now we think we have discovered the true path; and you begin to see it.
But you must be very careful lest you lose sight of it [for] the path will be extended
through all your countries" {Life 88). This path, in other words, signified the absorption
of Indian territories into national space. While it suggested the economic benetlts the
Iroquois could expect if they chose to follow it, the path imparted (through a natural
image) the inevitability of new cities in the western frontier.
Though not in agreement about how they might walk this path, many Iroquois
initially welcomed the idea. They well understood commerce and cultural exchange, as
Iroquois towns such as Onoquaga indicated. Expressing Ms desire to implement Anglo
technologies. Red Jacket told Pickering, "one thing which might be of great advantage to
us, which you have not mentioned; that is a saw mill" {Life 85), Statesmen welcomed the
delegates' suggestions, and dispersal of capital secured Iroquois allegiance. In addition to
paying the Indians' city expenses, Congress agreed to award the Six Nations 1500 dollars
annually "toward the goal of civilizing Indian villages" (83). For their promise to
negotiate with the Miami, the Iroquois would receive "clothing, domestic animals and
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implements of husbandry," as Washington ordered; "useful artificers" would accompany
these items and remain among the Indians, and, thereby assist in what statesmen
considered the reinvention of tribal culture {Life 83). Upon leaving Philadelphia, the
delegates would also bear away less tangible aspects of white civilization. In an address
to Governor Mifllin, Seneca Good Peter stated, "from this visit to your city," the party
would "carry home with us an impression on our minds, that will make us keep Onas in
mind," the term "Onas" meaning "pen," the name the Iroquois gave the succession of
Governors since William Penn (Pennsylvania Gazette March 31,1792), Memory of the
city also traveled with the delegates in the form of a material portrait, for the Governor
gave his guests a "copy of the well known print of Penn's treaty with the fedians [in
1701], painted by a young artist in the city, with which they were much pleased" {PG
March 31,1792).
Read as an artifact of Philadelphia history that materially linked past and present for
both parties, the reproduction was no doubt presented as a sign of good will. Yet the
portrait retums us to the question of how representations contributed to whites'
perceptions of the tribes and their place (or non-place) in the American present. Even if
Henry Knox genuinely hoped for Indian "melioration," tlie nation's earliest gestures
toward tribal assimilation competed with popular mythologies that discarded
Enlightenment theories of social progress, as the American Apollo contributor indicates
by claiming that civilization is "fatal" to peoples deemed savage. Knox's stadialist plans
for assimilation contended as well with popular representations of the capital's history.
For example, painter William Russell Birch writes in his collection of portraits entitled
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Philadelphia Views: "Philadelphia. The ground on which it stands, was less than a
century ago, in a state of wild nature, covered with wood, and inhabited by Indians. It has
in a short time, been raised, as it were, by magic, to the eminence of an opulent city,
famous for its trade and commerce, crowded in its port, with vessels of its own producing,
and visited by others from all parts of the worki."^' This is a description not of vsocial
evolution but of a magical traisformation that destroys "wild nature" and replaces it with
an "opulent city," a vision that precludes the possible transformation or assimilation of
Indians. They nevertheless perform an important figurative role in this description, for
they accentuate Philadelphia's speedy rise to modernity by virtue of their literal absence.
When Indians were in fact present in Philadelphia, citizens responded to them in
relation to the city's representational practices. Records of Indians visiting tlieaters are
especially revealing in this context: they suggest how social rituals centered on
representation incorporated Indians into the city's jurtificial sphere and simultaneously
aligned them with the continent's past. The January 31,1792 Daily Advertiser promotes
the performance of Harlequin Barber at the Northern Liberties Theater, with the
evening's festivities presented "By the Desire of tlie Indian Chiefs" (Pollock 181). The
following night's playbill gestures to the spectacle created by these visitors' interest in
popular drama: "The Indian Chiefs will attend the Theatre this Evening, dressed in their
Robes" to see The Grecian Daughter and The Mayor of Garrat (Pollock 181). Theater
going Indians drew large crowds of citizens, adding to the spectacle; their presence drew
attention to their interest in dramas and the possibility that they might act in them. In as
much as drama render.? audiences into interpretive performers, these robed Chiefs became
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both naturally costumed spectacle and cultural participants, although no evidence of their
response to these particular dramas survives other than their "Desire" to see them.
However, when we consider that drama evokes the Hobbesian distinction between natural
persons and artificial beings acting under a sovereign author, these Indians' relationship
to the city's dramatic fictions takes on another meaning. That is, because actors perform
as literally feigned persons, they dramatize the representational process by which
"natural" beings are incorporated into artificial political spaces, much as the "On Trees in
Cities" editorial describes. Put another way, the dramas that these delegates witnessed
can be read as simulacra for the transformations of nature into national spaces that aimed
to assimilate the tribes, dismantle them, or align them with a distant past.
This paradox becomes more pronounced in descriptions of Indians perfomiing on
stage. In February 1792, Seneca sachems moved from spectators to actors at the Northern
Liberties Theatre. They "were induced to make their first appearance upon the stage, and
'upon a grand aboriginal night,' they danced the Terrapin Dance, Buffalo Dance, and
Grand War Dance, to a tremendous house" {Durang's Philadelphia Stage 2, 26). These
dances undoubtedly reified citizens' beliefs that Indians were intrinsically war-like and
intimately connected to the natural world, symbolized here by turtles and buffalo. The
phrase "'grand aboriginal night'" emphasizes the engagement's novelty and conjures the
capital's natural prehistory; these native dancers emerge from the past, appropriate the
city's artificial rituals, and return them to an aboriginal state, if only for one night. Yet
their "induced" perforaiance resituates these dances within theater's fictional sphere;
though "induce" commonly means "to persuade," the Latin, inducere more specifically
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denotes "to bring in." Just as the Seneca were brought into the city's dramatic
performances, their status as political agents and emblems for ancient natural origins
transmutes to that of popular stage act. Their "first appearance" ftirther suggests the
beginning of a lengthy career in acting?^ One of the pertbmi,ance's "tremendous" effects
was Indians' metamorphosis within the city's representational logic.
A more solemn public drama ensued shortly after the March 1792 Iroquois delegates
arrived in the capital when Oneida representative Peter Jacquette died (probably of
pleurisy) at Oeller's Hotel where the party took lodging?^ His death and funeral acquired
dynamic significance: Indian burial in the city publicly dramatized ideas about white
civilization and images of Indian disappearance from the national present. Citizens
mourned Jacquette's death in a funeral march, that expressed Philadelphians' collective
identity and again recast the Iroquois party as urban spectacle. The National Gazette
recalls "the vast concourse of citizens" that assembled for the procession (3/23/92). The
March 19 Pennsylvania Gazette describes the march more folly:

His funeral was attended from Oeller's Hotel to the Presbyterian burial
ground io. Mulberry Street. The cori^se was preceded by a detachment of
light infantry of the city, with arms reversed, drums muffled, and the music
playing a solemn dirge. The corpse was followed by six of the chiefs as
mourners, succeeded by all the warriors; the reverend clergy of all
denominations; Secretary of War, and the gentlemen of the war
department, officers of the federal array, and the militia; and a number
of citizens.

Indian death in the city united in mourning "all denominations." However briefly, the
train leveled spiritual, political, and racial differences, though the march was nevertheless
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led by icons of force. Less dramatic was the quick burial of Seneca sachem Big-Tree,
who died near the end of the council The April 23 National Gazette reports that he
succumbed at the Oeller Hotel after aii illness of "not more than 20 hours continuance."
I propose that these burials can be read allegorically: they provide insight into the
historical significance of the Iroquois meeting while they express important secondary
meanings about metropolitan culture and Indians' literal and figura! place within it. If
allegory operates by "making ideas visible" in their personification of abstractions,^'^
Peter Jacquette's funeral procession can be said to make visible prominent ideas about
Indians' relationship to white civilization: that it had "fatal" effects on them, or that they
were destined to be subsumed by its expanding "path." Additionally, when read in
context of the city's capacity to represent and transform, these burials signify the literal
incorporation of Indians into the city's artificial sphere. During negotiations at the State
House, Iroquois speakers expressed their desire to see the parties' differences "buried in
oblivion," a phrase that meant political reconcihation and historical forgetting (Life of
Red Jacket 99). Read allegorically, the phrase "buried in oblivion" perhaps better
suggests the tribes' literal and figural position with the American urban landscape;
Jacquette and Big-Tree were entombed in it; Knox's federal policy envisioned Indians'
assimilation into it; and (as I show below) popular culture imagined their ruin within it.
The allegorical quality of these Indian deaths comes into sharper focus when we
consider the meaning of the Greek allegorein, to speak of the other in public, in the
market. While Peter Jacquette's funeral march spoke publicly of the racial other, his and
Big-Tree's buried bodies also assumed the status of figura in political discourse. In his
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April, 25 farewell speech to the .Iroquois, Washington recalls their loss: "I partake of your
sorrow on account that it has pleased the Great Spirit to take from you two of your
numbers by death, since your residence in this city... Our lives are all in the hands of our
Maker, and we must part with them whenever he shall demand them,, - and the survivors
must submit to events they cannot prevent" {Life of Red Jacket 99 e,mphasis in ori,ginal),
Washington speaks here of the other on several levels. As he refers to the two depart,ed
Indians, he addresses the Iroquois as others whose "residence in this city" will soon end.
His call for de,ference to death's inevitability suggests another allegorical dimension of
the speech. As Walter Benjamin writes, only as corpses can characters in tragic dramas
"enter the homeland of allegory," the figurative space in which "everything about history
that, from the beginning, has been untimely, sorrowful, unsuccessful, is expressed in the
face - or rather the death's head" (219,166). Washington's farewell speech is maAed by
a similar transferal of Indian death into a vision of both history's SOITOWS and the future
trajectory of Anglo-Indian relations. In other words, Washijagton invokes the Great Spirit
as a vehicle to link the figura of hidian death with the surviving Iroquois' submission to
"events they cannot prevent," namely their incorporation into the nation's artificial being
or their inevitable destruction by it.

Fictions of Passing; Freiieaii's "Tomo Cheekl"

The same day the National Gazette announced the burial of Oneida sachem Peter
Jacquette, it also ran an essay enthled "Remarkable .Antiquities in Interior Am,erica."
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These recently discovered antiquities prove that "the literati have been too hasty in
denominating America a mm world, or an, original present to the Europeans from the
hands of rude nature," The essay rejects "hasty" fictions casting western, lands as empty
wastes, referring to "ruins in the Illinois and Wabash countries [and] others no less
remarkable hundreds of miles further west." According to this essay, sites along the
Mississippi disclose forgotten cities "in ancient ages as well cultivated and thickly
inhabited as the country on the Danube or the Rhine,"
The essay insists that North America, like Europe, has witnessed the rise and fail of
ancient civilizations. The unidentitled writer describes a site whose monuments hide a
long-dead people's remains;

We frequently meet with pyramids of earth, from thirty to seventy, and
even eighty feet in height. These are, most probably, the tombs of ancient
kings and chief rulers of this part of America, though there are others which
I am inclined to beheve were erected in consequence of some signal victory,
and, possibly, to cover the bones and carcasses of the slain. In digging
horizontally into several of these pyramids, a little above the base, we
generally found a stratum of white substance, something like moist Ume,
and glutinous withal, extending in all probability several yards within, or
perhaps nearly the whole length of the diametrical line. I had every reason
to believe this consolidated chalky substance to be the remains of skeletons
buried, perhaps two hundred centuries ago, and converted by time and the
operation of the elements into the present state.

Reminiscent of JefFe,rson's descriptions of his excavations at Virginia's Indian baixows,
"Remarkable Antiquities" centers on locating aboriginal remnants for scientific study.
Yet, despite its attention to dimensions and stratum, this depiction of pyramid,s and tombs
is as m.uch in dialogue with eighteenth-centuiry R,om,anticis,m as it is with Enlightenm,ent
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rationality. In this essay nature has reclaimed, human art, and bodies, merging them with
their memorial setting. Containi.ng bones reduced to a "chalky substaice," these
"pyramids of earth" epitomize Romantic definitions of ruins, signifying "the union of
man and nature/' as Jean Starobinski writes; "vestiges of the past ennoble nature,"
rendering landscapes ""heroic and idyllic" (180,179 emphasis in original). "Remarkable
Antiquities" clearly ascribes the site with heroic qualities, presenting its pyramids as
"most probably, the tombs of ancient kings" or moniunents built to "signal victory."
The writer's descriptions of these ruins ennoble the landscape as they recall a
civilization that thrived "perhaps two hundred centuries ago." To argue that America is
no "«ew world" the essay emphasizes the vast temporal distance between the present and
these "ancient kings." Yet while the writer engages Europe's fascination with antiquities
to assert the depth of the American past, the essay also points to the problem of ruins
within early national culture. Although they lend noble quahties to landscapes, ruins also
symbolize the impermanence of human efforts and signify forgotten lives and meanings.
In eighteenth-century conceptions of ruins, sublimity results from a gazing subject's
realization that his life must someday end and that all memory of it may also be lost to
obhvion.^^ How does a nation in its inlancy negotiate these powerful ideas? Larzer Ziff
claims that "there were no architectural ruins on the American landscape, and neither,
finally, was there any idea of rain in the culture" (33). "Remarkable Antiquities" suggests
othei*wise, de.m.onstrating that 1790s Americans incorporated ,rui.ns into national discourse
in specific and complex ways. This essay is but one of many early national depictions
linking Indians to ideas associated with ruins.
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Indians figure ptominentJy in the imagery of ruins that marks the emergence of early
national culture. Philip Freneau's writing offers a suggestive example. Versed in AngloIndian affairs through his clerkship at the State Department, Freneau also reported often
in his National (kizette (1791-93) on bidians' visits to the nation's capital^" While his
political experiences color his ideas about the tribes, Freneau's poetry and prose recast
raotife from British hterature to create ruin imagery suitable to American themes and
settings. His writing demonstrates his deep familiarity with how whites imagined Indians
as ruins. From his poem "The Dying Indian" (1784) through his serial fiction "Tomo
Cheeki: Creek Indian in Philadelphia" (1797), Freneau conflates aboriginal figures with
ru in imagery traceable to British literature and the eighteenth-century cult of melancholy.
However, having seen how white views of Indians were speeding aboriginal decline,
Freneau designed "Tomo Cheeki" to satirize the ruin imagery heaped onto the tribes,
including images Freneau himself had made popular in his famous poem "Old Indian
Burial Ground" (1787). "Tomo Cheeki," I will show, confronts and undercuts the
nation's earliest elegies for Indians. The story also reveals Freneau's grasp of the city's
role in framing the tribes as nature's petrifying ruins.
Freneau's use of British themes to create American imagery provides important
context for examining his Indian figures. In his poem The American Village (1772), he
alludes to Oliver Goldsmith's The Deserted Village (1770) to celebrate America's
unspoiled settlements. Freneau writes, "Goldsmith weeps in melancholy strains" at
Auburn's "forsaken plains" (9,10), whereiiis America's rural virtue represents "the
golden season now from Britain fled" (241). (joldsmith's pastoral elegy blames Auburn's

"imperceived decay" on "trade's proud empire" (111, 429), but Frencaii highlights
Britain's decadence by comparing the island to "GREAT ROME... who fell to the
monster LUXURY" (247-248). Casting Britain as "my fav'rite isle to ruin gone" (210),
Freneau also expresses his anxieties about the colonies: "But if America [follows] this
decay, / The world itself must fall as well as she," for "when she has seen her empires,
cities, kings, / Time must begin to flap her weary wings" (256-257). In envisioning the
colonies' possible degeneration, Freneau engages ideas central to Sanuel Johnson's The
VcmUy of Human Wishes (1749), in which personified Time is "impatient to destroy" and
"Year chases Year, Decay pursues Decay" (1. 305). Freneau's early poems incorporate
British writers' fascination with ruin and cultural decay to distinguish Old and New
Worlds; his poetry cautions the colonies about the excesses of empire. However, in the
decades after he composed The American Village, with the Revolution concluded and
Anglo-Indian relations imdergoing profound changes, Freneau turned increasingly to
Indians and their apparent degeneration.
Freneau's conversance with British "graveyard" poetry informs both "The Dying
Indian" (1784) and "Old Indian Burial Ground" (1787). In these poems Freneau develops
in American settings the mood and imagery of such popular poems as Robert Blair's The
Grave (1743) and Edwai'd Young's Night Thoughts (1742-45). Blair wonders, "What is
tliis world? / What but a spacious burial field unwalFd" (483-484), while Young
proclaims, "'This is the Desert, this is the Solitude; / How populous, how vital, is the
Grave?" (114-115). Poems that express these sentiments througli imagined Indian
speakers formed a flexible sub-genre within graveyard poetry. Because tlieir destruction
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was so extensive and well knowjij the ill-fated natives of the Americas epitomized
melancholy resignation to death and decay in Euro-American thought. Freiieait's "The
Dying Indian" recalls Joseph Warton's 1755 British poem of the same name, in which a
poisoned Incan warrior laments a missing wife and a kingdom lost to ruthless Spaniards,
lie entreats his son to "kindly stab" stab his mother if she returns diseased (23). As death
beckons the warrior, he bids the earth "farewell" (26). Freneaii's "The Dying Indian"
mentions no conquerors but combines imagery of tombs and "depart ed mortals" to
present a speaker who expects soon to be "a fleeting ghost

no more" (34). Whereas

Warton's Indian envisions a garden setting for his afterlife, Freneau's overcomes his
despair with the hope that "Nature at least these ndns may repair" in "some newborn
mansion for the immortal mind!" (54, 57). Freneau describes the Indian body as an
inevitable nun, replacing Warton's garden-afterlife imagery with architectural figures.
The term "mansion" unsettles this monologue about an Indian's departure from his
beloved natiwal world, which is devoid of artificial forms excepting the "hollow tomb" he
awaits (62). These fonns reflect the motives implicit in the nation's elegies for the tribes
- that is, their relegation into national art forms, symbolized here in the ^'mansion" ^md
the "tomb."
"Old Indian Burial Ground" revisits tropes of aboriginal ruin through the white
speaker's figurative excavation of the burial site. In the trad,ition of Tliom.as Gray's Elegy
(1751), whose speaker wonders, "Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid / Some heart once
pregnant with celestial fire" (45-46), Freneau's poem considers Indian pasts that haunt
the presently actively. Part pastoral elegy, part vision of American ruins, "Old Indian
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Burial Ground" rccaJls "the ancients of this lands," who are reanimated "when from life
releas'd" (5, 6). The speaker believes that hunting implements accompany the buried
corpses: these "Bespeak the Nature of the [Indian] soul, / Acimty, that wants no regit"
(11-12 emphasis in original). To emphasize Indians' active afterlife, the speaker
describes their bodies in the present tense: the burial mound's "swelling turf proves
"they do not lie, but here they sif (19-20 emphasis in original). The next stanza
complicates the speaker's visions of Indian activity in death: "Here, still a lofty rock
remains, / On which the curious eye may trace, / (Now wasted half by wearing rainvs) /
The fancies of a ruder race" (20-24). Etched on a natural monument, these "fancies"
survive as indecipherable signs that recall the continent's antiquity, embodying what John
T. Irwin terms "radical discontinuities in history" (179).^^ Freneau's speaker imagines
buried Indian bodies to be active in the present, yet he cannot decipher the figures on the
rock. The "ruder" language they evoke has long since been silenced by "that death which
obliterates signification," to cite Irwin again (179). Long-dead Indians can only haunt the
spot as "shadows" (37). Like the marks inscribed on the rock, the tribes linger in this
poem as peipetually fading trace, inert yet active, these dead persist, both in their burial
mounds and in national memories transcribed into elegy.
Freneau most explicitly links Indians to ruin imagery in his town and city settings.
His short fiction "The Splenetic Indian" (1788) describes an early Tomo Cheeki character,
a semi-civilized sachem with a taste for hard cider, who befriends the white narrator.
They travel to the "ruins of the old Indian town" (92) where Tomo broods on its
inhabitants' deaths or disappearance, both caused by their contact with whites. The

narrator gazes oo this "highly romantic" site where "vestiges of streets and squares" add
to the story's melancholia (92). Tomo reveals that his tribe had agreed, while drunk, to
sell "the whole town [including] the bones of our progenitors" for a few whiskey kegs
(93). Inclined to suicide, Tomo sighs, "all is old, stale, and insipid" (95). But as Toino
parrots the language of gi-aveyard poetry, this story's ironic strategies become apparent.
"The Splenetic Indian" confronts the disparity between "romantic" depictions of Indians
and the reality of their struggles, and the story does so in a rather subtle way. The narrator
dissuades Tomo from suicide by claiming diat, "art and nature are combined in
peipetually composing new forms and substances for [our] use and amusemenf (95).
The story's irony rests in its mimicry of this perpetual composition, combining ruin
imagery, a fictional Indian, and "romantic" tropes to amuse an American audience. But in
liglit of the story's harsh judgment of Anglo treachery, these "new fonns" have an
intentionally double edge, implicating transformations of Indian landscapes into national
spaces. The story's mins and melancholy Indian, described at the surface level to amuse,
ultimately point to the expansionist process that was dismantling this fictional town's
literal counterpaits. As Freneau knew, by the late 1780s speculators had already slotted
many of these areas for white purchasers' "use."
Ironies of "use and amusement" also pervade "Tomo Cheeki: The Creek Indian in
Philadelphia," the culmination of Freneau's insights about Indian imagery, mins, Jind the
American city. Composed in segments during a decade when tribal delegates traveled
most frequently to the capital, "Tomo Cheeki" (1797) purports to be the discovered
memoirs of a Creek sachem who sojourned in the capital along with a number of other

Creek delegates. The story opens with allusion to Don Quixote as Tomo's landlord finds
the manuscript in "an old hamper" (30) after the delegation's return, to the forest.^^ A
"curiosity collector" buys the manuscript, has it translated, then publishes the text as a
"novelty" in Frenean's periodical. The Time-Piece and LUermy Companion (19),
Unearth.ed, as it were, from the city, these memoirs travel from "hamper" to public page,
but their humble origins clarify the ironies suffusing these "observations of a savage"
(19). First, by dubbing the text a "ciiiiosity," Freneau satirizes popular rituals that cast
tribal delegations as metropolitan spectackws and little more. At the same time, the text
symbolizes aboriginal withdraw from an urbanizing national landscape. Left behind in
the capital, translated and displayed in public print, "Tomo Cheeki" signifies an absent
past that speaks to the present only as discovered artifact.
"Tomo Cheeki" renders the city the primary site in which whites continually reimagine Indians. Aware that print cultiffe sustains this activity, Freneau creates his
speaker by fusing motifs from popular genres such as the travel narrative, the elegy, and
the dream vision. This literary synthesis is part of Freneau's exposure of the nation's
attempt to transform the tribes within fields of representation. Particularly in populai*
print, truth must be unearthed from representation, Freneau insists in the March 1797
Time-Piece, which launches the "Tomo Cheeki" series."^ He writes in this issue's
opening editorial, "Gazettes in general resemble some happy soil where immense wealth
lies near the surfece." The Time-Piece, however, challenges its readers to dig beneath, to
pierce stratified discourses: "the deep golden mines of Science... can be thoroughly
explored but by small numbers of individuals" who alone can discover "the richest
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treasures... concealed in. the deep abysses of the earth" (9). Ec|uatin,g close reading with
excavating hidden truths, this address prefigures the revelatory strategies in "Tomo
Cheeki." The story crafts "city" and "Indian" through generic surfaces yet challenges its
readers to penetrate discourses that conceal the truth about Tomo's real-life counterisarts,
the numerous tribes vying to maintain their ways of life as the new nation expanded.
From its outset the story demands that we read at multiple levels lest we miss the
"richest treasures" it holds. For instance, Tomo's first response to the city appears
stereotypical - the radical differences between natural and artificial worlds astonish him.
On closer inspection the description reveals several ideas embedded in the new republic's
urban settings:

But what is this 1 behold! How changed is the country of my fathers!
histead of green forests that once shaded the plains, here are wigwams
innumerable, of immense height and size, and in comparison of which
our council-house itself, and the grand wigwams of our nation, are but
the wretched habitations of the ant.... What is this 1 walk upon? Not even
the surface of the eartli, as created by the Great Spirit, is permitted to the
sole of the foot. - I dislike these pebbled ways, these lazy little channels
of putrifying water, the crackling of whips: the anxious discontented
countenances of all I meet; proving alas! too clearly, that all are the slaves
of care - that clouds their best days, because they have turned aside from
the walks of nature. (22)

Through Tomo's comparisons of natural and urban landscapes, Freneau unpacks whites'
perceptions of the tribes. The passage parodies what citizens believe Indians experience
when they encounter "wigwams innumerable." At the same time, the passage encodes
certain national values ascribed to American geographies. Even as Tomo's amazement
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highlights radical changes in the landscape, his descriptions gesture to white convictions
about civilization's superiority and inevitable triitroph over Indian habitats.
Simultaneously, Tamo's lament for past "forests" and "plains" plays on the nation's
pastoral mythologies and points to beUefs about national expansion that equate native
settlements with "the wretched habitations of the ant," as easy to erase as any
insignificait feature of the natural world.
Yet rather than reify perceptions of tribal insignificance, Toino's apparent
denigration of "wretched" Indian nations magnifies the city's paradoxical state. Cut otT
from nature and the Great Spirit, the capital has materially and spiritually degenerated,
stagnating like the putridity flowing in its streets. Tomo recognizes inmiediately what
Philadelphians cannot or will not see ~ that their unnatural habitat enslaves them. The
city's cracking whips and anxious faces symbolize the frenzy of commerce; they suggest
as well how Freneau considers the capital in relation to kinds of slavery. That Tomo finds
citizens to be "slaves of care" is an especially charged critique, since Freneau had seen
human bondage first-hand during his travels to the West Indies in the late 1770s.-^" He
recalls Caiibbean slavery in his 1776 poem "The Beauty of Santa Cruz" (St. Croix),
where the island's tropical splendor is suddenly tainted when the poet encoimters "yonder
slave that slowly bends his way / With years, and pain, and ceaseless toil opprest" (28990). Tomo views the city much as Freneau responded to the West Indies, where slavery
had "affrighted Nature" (332) and diminished the islands' beauty.
In this story, however, the capital's slavery is self-imposed. The visiting Indian
quickly discerns the bondage that this artificial world cm exert on its creators. As Tomo
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discovers, law especially inflects and sustains the city's confining effects. The common
man,, he notes, "is constantly encompassed with jails, laws, government, society" (67).
According to Freneaii's fictional Creek, misery and brutality inevitably result from the
strictures of law and urban order: "I see jails, gallows, and gibbets. I see these same white
people trampling on the exalted dignity of their species by hanging up in the air men
[who] ought to be confined as madmen" (40). Like many of Freneau's critiques of the
city, Tomo's conclusion that "their age of shepherds is yet very far off (40) has multiple
meanings. First, it refers ironically to the Golden Age of the pastoral tradition. Since
Virgil's Eclogues, urban writers have envisioned idealized bucolic settings where
shepherds lead simple lives free from a corrupt civilization's cai-es. Whites have not
achieved the Golden Age they sought by populating the New World Arcadia, Freneau
argues. At the same time, Tomo's reference to the '*age of shepherds" punctures the
nation's claims to civilized rationality with an ironic jab at stadiaUst ideas of social
evolution. The capital's laws and punishments relegate the nation to a much less
enliglTtened stage in the progression from savagery to civilization. Freneau implies, in
other words, that Americans have yet to evolve even to a barbarous stage characterized
by the herding of hvestock.
Freneau continually unsettles national assumptions about the tribes by mirroring the
city to his readers. In this story "savagery," for instance, becomes a short-sighted fiction
fabricated by the ''civilized." Tomo notes, "I never fail hearing the condition of my
brethren and myself commiserated by the men and women of this place, on account of
what they call our savage way of life" (25). They believe the tribes to be miserable
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nomads struggling to survive, destined to disappear from the continent. Tomo counters
these perceptions by insisting that the Creek exist "in, the midst of content" because they
recognize neither "distinction of property" nor "hnes of boundary" (26). Peipetually
"alert, cheerful, and courageous," enjoying "the chase of the forest and the pleasures of
the wigwam" (16), the tribe lives harmoniously in a state of nature. Hovi^ever, as he
indicates in the Time-Piece editorial, Freneau v^ants his reatlers to dig beneath these
pastoral images to consider their true origin. As its fictional Indian confronts the images
projected onto his race, "Tomo Cheeki" reveals both "savagery" and the pastoral tradition
to be urban fictions. Aiming not to idealize the tribes but instead illuminate the
geographical origins of "savagery" - noble or otherwise - "Tomo Cheeki" quite
consciously wields what Leo Mara terms "the stock Hterary contrast between the
happiness and innocence of a golden age and the corrupt, self-seeking, and disorderly life
of the city" (97)."^' Freneau develops this contrast by focusing on the city's physical form
and its effects, presenting "an artist," for instance, "actuated like a machine [and]
restrained by an artificial necessity to his gloomy habitation" (25). Within the city's
"deep alleys and narrow pathways reigns a perpetual gloom, the source of pining
discontent and peevish melancholy" (25). Even sunlight in the capital is "concealed from
the wretched inhabitants by walls of stupendous height and thickness" (25). The Indian
pities his hosts' habitual imprisonment and machine-like restraint by aititlce. While these
depictions of circumscribing aixhitecture undennine conceptions of "savagery" as a
miserable "condition," Freneau indicates why the pastoral tradition holds such power in
the urban imagination. Still, he wants most of all for his readers to re-examine their
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pastoral and "savage" myths; he wants his readers to recogni/.e how their artificial
environments engender and perpetuate these myths.
The capital's delimiting, gloomy qualities amaze the Indian; its rampant pride stuns
him all the more. He writes, "The men and women of this great village are fond, to
distraction, of their own images... drawn on a smooth surface" (42). Tomo's observations
seem quaint, typical and untutored, yet his focus on urban vanity organizes many of
Freneau's most important insights about the city as material symbol. First, the city's
portraiture suggests how representations substantiate national history in physical forms.
As Tomo describes them, the city's ubiquitous signs merge with their setting: "We are
not only gratified with siglit of the originals, but we see copies also, in profuse abundance,
suspended by way of sign from houses, fixed over doors... fastened to the walls in the
nature of ornament; or attached to the glass windows as articles of sale" (42). These
countless portraits, signs, and reproductions illuminate "the nature of omament" in the
city's composition, materially codifying the capital's abundant use of representations to
perpetuate ideologies based in commercial sales and the preservation of histories.^^
At the same time, the city's materiality links commercial and historical aspirations
to decay and potential rain. To Tomo the city's rampant representations embody no
permanence; they announce instead the transient nature of tlieir makers. Gazing on city
signs and astounded by citizens' vanity, he mocks their blindness to humanity's fleeting
state. In one of his many alignments of men and insects, Tomo declaims, "What are the
men in this assemblage of wigwam..s but little ants!" (71). For Freneau, these images
signify the inevitable dissolution of humanity and all its aspirations. As he writes in his
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poem "The Jamaica Funeral" (1776), "Like insects busy, in a. summer's day, / We toil
and squabble, to increase our pain, / Night comes at last, and, weary of the tray, / To dust
and darkness all return agiiiti" (185-8). Continually comparing citizens to "busy insects,"
"Tom,o Cheek!" expresses similar sentimesnts as the story spotlights the vanity within the
capital's representational "assemblage." Th.e association of portraiture and irapermanence
in "Tomo Cheeki" resonates yet more sharply when we recall that Freneaii presents the
text itself bs ephemera, an "Indian" self-portrait mechanically reproduced in a magazine
that describes an absent speaker who recedes from city and national present. In his
Trauerspiel, Walter Benjamin states, "The word 'history' stands written on the
countenance of nature in the characters of transience" (177). Nature's representative in
this story, Freneau's transient Indian trains our gaze on the vanity of human wishes to
complicate the commercial and historical values written on the city's countenance. Its
myriad texts, signs, and portraits may embody the nation materially, but within the whole
scheme of "Tomo Cheeki" they are also the city's memento mori.
Freneau develops his parody of national vanity through Tomo's observations on
citizens' obsession with ruins. Like the story's references to rampant portraiture, this
motif points to the pride that often attends interest in rains. It also reinforces Freneau's
demolition of discourses that disguise the city's role in the manufacture of racial
differences. Tomo notes that when "the big villages are swallowed in the earth, they say,
The world is ruined!" (69). If their politics go awry or their businesses fail, "they pretend
all things are verging toward decay" (69). Expressed through a fictional Indian, Freneau's
satire on the rhetoric of ruin is especially pointed, for this delegate of a "Ming" race
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realizes (even if his hosts do not) that it's foolish and vain to presume tliat "accidental
changes... among our own feeble generations [will] effect a desolation, in the great
system of things" (69). To Freneau's audience the "great system of things" did appear to
malfunction when disrupted by plague, as when thousands died fi'ora Philadelphia's 1793
yellow fever epidemic, or when cities collapsed outright, as Lisbon did in its 1755
earthquake, killing 70,()()(). Nor had Americans forgotten the recent blood spilled in Paris.
Nevertheless, in "Tomo Cheeki" hubris colors the fears and fascinations that scenes of
rain elicit in popular thought. According to Freneau, preoccupation with civilization's
dissolution inflates the present's significance; his speaker exposes this rhetoric to be less
about blasted pasts and more a reflection of present states of mind. Importantly, Freneau
points up a central illogic within the period's rhetoric of min, namely that all of nature
should be subject to an imagined "desolation" produced by "accidental changes" in
human affairs, hi particular, his critique of this kind of language gestures to the profound
effects that discourses of "desolation" have on Native Americans, whose entire societies
were (according to early American popular thought) "verging on decay."
Tomo's own interest in the past parodies convictions that Indians were fading from
the continent. For instance, Tomo ridicules natural philosophers who viewed aboriginal
pasts as brief and stunted. "It sometimes makes me smile," he writes, "when I hear the
white men hold talks amongst themselves on the antiquity of this world they call
America" (37). They believe that "all had been .from the earliest creation a huge .forest,
i.nhabited only by red men." (37). To.mo refuses to correct them but confesses in his
memoir, "the most ancient fodian nations on this continent are but m,ere children in
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antiquity" - beneath Indian settlements rest fouodations upon which "might cities oncc
stood" (37). According to Tomo, American cities are only the latest in a long continuum
of civilizations, for the Creek recall ancient towns "which were for ages the seats of
elegance, and all the refineiments of polished and social life" (37), These recollections
signal Freneau's dismissal of national myths that describe an empty continent ready for
white settlement.
Freneau expresses his views of what these myths represent through Tomo's dream
visions, each of them triggered by some urban image or feature. He describes listening to
a city historian tell the story of Jerusalem's destruction. Suddenly overtaken with sleep,
he dreams that the planet's "genius" allows all of mankind to fade from the earth. The
spirit gazes sternly on "fields and harvests laid waste; the groves and forests cut down;
and everything going [to] rain and devastation" (53). This apocalyptic vision can be read
as a critique of the imperialist spirit within the nation's myths about Indians: scarcely
populated wilds were inliabited by "savages" doomed to ruin in any case. In another
dream Tomo envisions a people's overtlirow:

I saw an island... on the limits of my country. The little people of the dust
(ants) seemed to inhabit it; and with their numbers almost covered the
grounds of the island. Cities and villages they had in abundance [and] they
appeared from their motions and actions to suppose that the very existence
of the island depended on themselves... In a moment, they and their whole
race were overwhelmed with ruin, hut the island remained; became more
verdant; and I congratulated tJie happy soil on its being freed from, a race
of insects who seemed to exist to gnaw upon its green and impudently
to suppose, that the desolation they had among themselves were the
desolations of the universe! (71-72 emphasis in original)
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Tomo dreams her© of the new nation's collapse, yet this vision of insects consuming the
land denounces American imperialism in a rather specitic way. Supposing that the min
lodged within their own civilizations is universal, these imts reflect how Americans
project their anxieties about decay and desolation onto the natural world and its
inhabitants. Tomo again associates nation-building with vanity; cities, mobility, and
extensive population detennine the ants' "existence," yet these expressions of nationhood
delimit the ants' perspective on the island's ability to thrive without them. Despite the
insects' attempt to consume it, the island survives; it is Tomo's symbol for nature's
durable pennanence."^'^ He congratulates the eaith because it forever corrects American
civilization's perceptions that cultural decay must also indicate an inevitable decay in the
natural world and among its inhabitants.
Freneau's most dramatic synthesis of tribal history and images of ruin occurs in
Tomo's final dream vision, a thoroughly ironic demolition of Americans' perceptions of
Native Americans. While exploring Philadelphia's docks, Tomo comes upon a ship with
a prow fashioned into "the figure of Indian chief, wrought out of wood with so much
cunning" (78). Later, as he falls asleep, Tomo dreams that the sculpture "stait[s] into life"
(78) to address a crowd of amazed citizens. Tomo records this figure's bitter declamation
under the heading "Speech of the Image," doubling announcing the representative nature
of this reproduced, re-animated "Indian." Because the image appeals to the crowd "in
their own way of speaking" (78), its speech also mirrors the "translated" status of "Tomo
Cheeki." As such, the image speaks througli several layers of art that indicate the vast
distance between living Native Americans and the nation's "Indian" representations.
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Each of the image's references to Anglo-Indian relations contains a dual message that
implies how whites interpret those relations within specific discursive frames. For
instance, the image decries the nation's cruel designs not because poHtical treachery
denotes genocide but because these designs consign the tribes to an "insignificant rank...
in the scale of animated being" (79), an allusion to the period's stadialist theories of
social progress. The figure also condemns the nation's attempt to assimilate the tribes
not because assimilation masks imperialism but because extensive contact with whites
will erase Indians, a satirical jab at beliefs about civilization being "fatal" to indigenous
peoples, as the American Apollo magazine had ai'gued in 1789. Send no soldiers to
subdue us, the image proclaims, "commercial intercourse with you would effectually
destroy us as fast as you shall advance into the woods" (46).
The central irony of this dream vision rests in the figure's literal attachment to a
commercial vessel. To underscore how representations strip Indians of their humanity,
Freneau has this carven artifact parrot the rhetoric that propels Anglo imperialism, but he
does so through an art object that in itself represents the nation's "advance." Linking
commerce with representation, Freneau fashions the ship's figurehead to duplicate the
ways in which whites render the tribes into self-serving symbols. The image speaks
knowledgeably about the eighteenth-century's poetics of ruin and degeneration, as well
as theories of social progress. Nature, it proclaims, allows species "to disappejur to make
room for others... As in the body of man, so there is a slow decay in all things" (79). This
vocal block of wood beseeches its audience to "suffer us [to] disappear gradually from
this miserable stage of existence" (81). In so doing, the image mimics discourses
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marshaled to inter Indians within artifice, whether in elegies, historical fictions, social
philosophies, or commercial structures like the ship.
The "Speech of the Image" dramatically announces the complex politics at work in
"Tomo Cheeki." Rather than perpetuate the nation's convictions about hidiaii inferiority,
Tomo's dream dismantles myths of racial difference that were vital to imagining
nationhood in the 1790s. In the same way that Freneau fashions Tomo from 'Indian"
stereotypes, this figurehead is a sort of fiction once-removed, a dream image within the
story's subtlety cralted vision of the hidian city guest.^^ Sigoifying the incarnation of
America's natural past for whites, the tribes provided ample imagery tor national myths
that registered aboriginal transience as the defining opposite of the republic's anxious
desire for permanence and stability. Through this carven figure, a petrified symbol made
vocal, Freneau indicates how the city creates images of Indian ruin and depends on these
ways of seeing to naturalize white culture. He consciously designs Tomo as a stereotype
originating in the urban rather than the natural world. In this sense, the speaking Indian
figurehead is a fantastic image of Tomo, himself a fantastic product of the city. Tomo's
manuscript - found in a hamper then sold to a curiosity collector - places the "discovery"
and manufacture of Indian imagery squarely within the metropolis. "Tomo Cheeki," then,
re-enacts the ways in which urban culture takes up discovered Indian artifacts and recasts
them within representational fields of national self-definition.
Much as the wooden figurehead appears to confirm its audience's beliefs about
Indians, the story's conclusion suggests that the Creek cannot maintain tribal identity if
they linger too long among the whites. In a letter written to an elder in Creek country,
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Tomo laments the delegation's dissolution in the capital. Several Creek, disaffected by
the negotiation's slow pace, appear to disintegrate into the urban scene. One sachem,
prized for his oratory, "has fellen in love with a white squaw" (85). Another grows "dull
and melancholy with vexation at long absence from the forests" (86). Yet, crucially, this
news never reaches Creek country. It remains in the city, a dead letter left among Tome's
memoirs. In the same way that "Tomo Cheeki" seems to affirm Indian decay, this
undelivered letter only appears to support beliefs that civilization eonnpts indigenous
peoples. The story's final ironic symbol of the tribes' influence on urban culture, this
dead letter represents the chasm between popular fictions about Indian decay and the
political realities of Anglo-Indian relations in the late eighteenth century.
Tomo ultimately refuses the city, expressing "great disgust at the manners of
civilized society" (20). As fiction, however, the story demonstrates how urban culture
refuses the Creek. Strategically presented as a tribal artifact discovered in the city, "Tomo
Cheeki" is an especially incisive critique of what Freneau had termed the nation's
"artificial being" in the National Gazette five years before he printed this story in the
Time-Piece in 1797. By then, the collection, study, and public display of Indian artifacts
had become an American obsession.

Ruins ill the Present; Peale and Cliiiton

Arts shall pervade the western wild,
And savage heart's become more mild.
- Freneau, "Lines Intended For Mr, Peale's Exhibition, Philadelphia, May 10.1784"
(7. 5-6)
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Perhaps the most curious segment of "Tomo Cheeki" is Number IV, "Consolatory
advice to my brother NantouTiavvaw (of the embassy) who had applied to be a member of
a Philosophical Society" (33). Reporting that the application has been rejected, Tomo
blasts Nantounawaw's lack of insight about what a "Philosophical Society" hopes to
amass:

Wretch! hi your journey through the immense forests... could you
no where have pic ked up some odd petrifection, the tail of a fox ••
a tooth of the Mammoth - Could you not have cau^t an alligator
and dragged him captive hither, to ensure the success of your
application? Even the two headed snake that is found in our forests
would have enrolled you among the sons of science, and the claw
of an eagle might have elevated you to one of the highest seats of
philosophy! (34)

In this list Freneau satirizes yet another national phenomenon that conflates Indian
imagery and metropolis, namely philosophical societies dedicated to collecting the
continent's natural history. The comic quality of Tomo's harangue only thinly veils
Freneau's critique of how these "sons of science" apply the tribes to national discourse as
they oversee studies that distinguish civiMty from^ savagery. The passage implies that
these societies' interest in natural curiosities and "the odd petrifaction" far outweighs
their desire to study Creek culture on its own terms. As Freneau suggests here, to these
"highest seats" the Creek's culture is nature, and little more,
"Tomo Cheeki" spoofs philosophical societies and plays on their study of collected
fossils and natural curiosities: Freneau realizes that these artifacts define the city and
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detemiine national conceptions of the land's first peoples. To suggest how philosophical
and, antiqiiarian societies depend ob, eigfiteeHth-century science to reinforce the aesthetics
of Indian decay, I conclude this chapter by examining museums and historical archives
that re-present the tribes to understand city and citizenship. Charles Willson Peak
dramatically enacts these processes at his Philadelphia museum. Welcoming visitors into
a primitivist exhibition of native cultures, Peale's museum arranges aboriginal art,
clothing, and weapons to fomi visual fictions that fix the tribes in a prehistoric American
past. His efforts embody the Enlightenment impulse to assemble pieces of the past to
represent the present by transforming "odd petrifaction[s]," as Freneau writes, into
symbols of the "natural" or "savage" worlds. Because Peale's collection purports to
capture a continental past before it fades fi*om white memory, the museum visually
publishes a kind of tragic art, narrating the ruin of indigenous societies through material
and spatial signs even while some of Peale's most notable guests are Native American
leaders. Analysis of Peale's museum also provides important context for examining the
type of fantastic history that De Witt Clinton presents in his 1811 history of the Iroquois,
"Discourse Delivered before the New-York Historical Society," Clinton's study parallels
the museum's relegation of Indians to a distant continental past. Noting the "striking
similitude between the Romans and the [Iroquois] confederation" (16), the history
Clinton constructs centers on references to "ancient fortifications" in North America, the
"monuments [ot] exterminated nations" (53,61). But like the materials Peale collects in
his museum,, Clinton's conclusions about Indian pasts are far from accurate depictions of
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the tribes. Instead, both Peak's museum and Clinton's history catalogue specifically
American ways of thinking about the meaning and stability of New Work! cities.
Peak's promotions for "a great national museum" create vast divisions between white
Americans and the racial Other, His 1790 tract 7b the Citizens of the United States
advertises his "repository of valuable rarities," and Indian artifacts figure prominently
among these."'^ The tract details Peak's plans to enlarge the museum "with a greater
variety of beasts, birds, fishes, insects [and] materials from amongst Indian, Africai, or
other savage people." For Peak, these define the city as the highest expression of human
achievement, the literal embodiment of "the progress of arts and science from the savage
state to civilized man." His collected materials, he claims, move his visitors to consider
apparently enormous differences between the races. Who, he asks, "can compare the
canoe of the Indian with the immense naval fabrics of our own and European countries,
without being astonished at the amazing disparity between the savage and the cultivated
mind?" The juxtaposition of such items creates the "disparity," yet it also defines
civilization as a state of mind produced by the meanings inscribed in arranged materials.
For Peak, juxtaposed "materials" codify differences between whites and the "savage
people."
Peak's museum produces meaning by transmuting natural specimens, including
Indian artifacts, into visual artifice for public consumption. The city clearly influences his
ideas about nature's symbolic resonance in the museum. Twenty-five years after he
published 7o the Citizens, Peak continues to characterize his project as a vital national
endeavor, associating museum and metropolis even more insistently as American

urbanism gathers momentum early in the nineteenth century. His 1816 Address t.o the
Corporation and Citizens of Philadelphia argues that "the inhabitants of all polished
cities have delighted to encourage the establishment of institutions which conferred
celebrity or distinction on their places of residence. Is a rniiseum, presenting an expanded
view of nature, less an embellishment to a city than trees, or gravel walks, or elevated
steeples?" (4:418). Museums for Peale are national ornaments mirroring civic and
aesthetic values, and the tenns "expanded view" especially announce how he interprets
nature vis-a-vis the city after many years of welcoming his visitors, including dozens of
Indians. Assembhng natural objects as pseudo-scientific display, his galleries highlight a
key aspect in the relationships between the natural world and the new nation's
representations of it. That is, Peale's argument about "expanded" views and "polished
cities" indicates how necessary to nationhood is the continuous framing and re-framing of
nature, a process that ever expands because it perpetually incorporates and symbolically
transforms the nature it collects.
The museum's representational qualities become particularly charged in documents
that describe tribal leaders' visits to the site. In the autumn of 1796, almost a dozen tribes
came to Philadelphia in separate delegations. Leaders from the Delaware, the Kickapoo,
the Chippewa, the Shawnee, and the Ottawa had arrived seeking payment for lands ceded
to the government. Concurrently, representatives from the Chocktaw, the Chickasaw, the
Cherokee, and the Creek sojourned in the capital to discuss land sales and trade
agreements (2:163). The December 6 Philadelphia Gazette reports that on December 1
members of the "Choctawas, Chickasaws, Cherokees, and upper and lower Creek..,
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visited Peale's museum, on the same morning within a few minutes of each othcT.'"
Because the Chickasaw had joined the United States in excui'sions against other tribes,
Peale feared that persistent animosities might lead to vioience."^^' To quell potential
conflict, he guided the delegates "to a private room" where the Indians, with the help of
Secretary of War James McHenry, "entered into an alliance of peace." The Philadelphia
Gazette elaborates on the museum's role in this "uncommon, if not unprecedented"
political raoment, emphasizing "the advantages of a frequent intercourse of Indian chiefs
with agents of the government and other such citizens as have the power [and] the
inclination to promote the happiness of the savage state, by depriving it of some portion
of its natural ferocity, and inspiring it with confidence in the purity of our motives" [sic].
Peale's efforts had proven the museum's ability to "extinguish tlie sparks of animosity,
and strengthen the cement of friendship." Casting the space as an impromptu peace-arena,
the Gazette concludes, "This is the true, perhaps the only true, art of civilization" (2:1603).
Politics, spectacle, and representation intermesh in this incident. Yet while it records
the peace agreem,ent, the Gazette also polarizes whites and Indians. The power vested in
citizens combines with the museum's enlightened ethos to define racial distinctions: on
the one hand, Peale's collection frames the "true art" of civilization (i.e., peace-making,
according to the Gazette); on the other, the space prevents these "savage" guests from
enacting their "natural ferocity." A spectacle of race and urban space, this "uncomm.on"
incident reinforces the relationship between urban art' and savagery, a natural state

tempered an,d brought into the sphere of civility through its iriteraction. with
representations, denoted here by government agents aiid the museum itself.
However, in light of Peale's curatorial view of Indians, the Gazetie's proclamation
about 'the purity of our motives" has a double edge. The city's artistic, representational
possibilities manifest in Peale's museum and in his paintings, which include portraits of
Mohawk Captain Joseph Brant (1797) and Osage chief Payouska (White Hair, 1804). But
his efforts to preserve Indians in portraits and public galleries coincide with other
revealing patterns in the museum's refraction of aboriginal presence in America. His
1790 broadside To the Citizens commingles "beasts, birds, [and] fishes" with "materials
from amongst,.. savage people." Subsequent descriptions of the museum fuse Indian
artifacts with inorganic substances and petrified objects. An 1819 tabulation of objects in
the museum states

The collection of Indian costumes and implements numbered 800
in 1819. The total of everything, including about 8,000 minerals
and fossils, was then reckoned at over 100,000. (qtd. in Sellers 346)

These statistics remind us that museum indices serve primarily as textual representations
of collected material symbols. In this case, however, typographical arrangement itself
fuses "Indi,an costumes and implements" to "minerals and fossils." This printed
j uxtaposition levels human artifacts within a "total of everything" that denotes excavation
of nature's substances and petri,fi.ed remains. At Peale's museum, indices themselves
symbolically propel the tribes backward in tim,e even as their delegates visited the site.
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The 1819 index sheds light on Peak's participation in the excavation of an American
mastodon. Its reconstruction and display dramatically exhibits how urban culture enables
the manufacture of fadian pasts through images of fossilization. The April 1805 Guide to
the Philadelphia Museum reports that this "Skeleton of the Mammoth [was] discovered in
Ulster County (New York) in 1801. It is the first put together, and is as valuable as it is
stupendous" (2:764)?' Coupling "Indians" with the display of prehistoric bones, Peale
advertised the museum's new Mammoth Room when his African American care-taker,
Moses Williams, donned "a Feathered dress" and rode on horseback through the city,
handing out broadsides entitled Skeleton of the Mammoth to crowds who gathered "to
wonder, gape, & gaze" (2:379). Williams' Indian costume complements imagery in the
broadside, which cites "a tradition, as delivered in the very terms of a Shawnee Jndimr
that recalls a time when these ancient creatures "laid waste" entire forests; "whole
Villages, inhabited by men, were destroyed in a moment" (2:378 emphasis in original).
Though it is difficult to determine its authenticity, this dramatic anecdote clearly
capitalizes on popular interest in the continent's past and its fossilized remains. Like
numerous early American narratives of ruined landscapes, this anecdote also gestures to
anxieties about the instantaneous destraction of "whole Villages." Moreover, like other
narratives depicting American ruins, Skeleton of the Mammoth sublimates these anxieties,
associating the destruction of human habitations with Indian pasts rather than the national
present.
Peale develops the leaflet's destructive anecdote through im,ages of a species'
disappearance, and he designates a Shawnee speaker to accentuate the mammoth's
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preMstoric mystery. Further, to strengthen the Shawnee tradition's connection to the
extinct creature, he compares the mastodon's fossilized remains with other implicit
fragments, namely Indian memories: "no other vestiges remain of these animals, nothing
but a confused tradition among the natives of our country" (2:378). Configuring
indigenous traditions as confused "Vestiges" in the Skeleton broadside, Peale nevertheless
labored to reassemble pieces of these traditions in his museum's Model Room, displaying
"Indian curiosities, models of canoes, spears, bows md arrows, clubs, paddies, baskets
[and an] ancient blow-gun, &c." In this space Peale aspired to create a visual text of
representational coherence. Museum records suggest that a phantasmagorical montage
resulted instead, as these "Indian curiosities" stood near his famous "models in wax, the
size of life," including figures of "Blue Jacket and Red-pole, celebrated sachems of North
America" (2:765). These wax bodies perhaps best capture the museum's tragic aspect
because they mimic the leaders of living tribes that whites believed were destined to
disappear. Re-creating the tribes as art, the museum evokes Edgar Foe's "The Oval
Portraif (1842), in which a painter thinks he has captured the "Life itself (666) of his
wife in art; he realizes instead that his poitrait has drained her of life. The portrait
becomes an emblem of living death. Peak's museum enacts a similar material and spatial
drama that mirrors how urban culture absorbs images of the tribes as the nation
dismembered native territories. Much like the prehistoric imagery in Skeleton of the
Mammoth^ these "curiosities" and wax models denote the manuiacture of an
archaeological memory that creates an imaginary division between the continent's
aboriginal past and the nation's political and cultural newness. Containers for the past's
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remains, the museum's individual, rooms and "cabinets" juxtapose waxen, effigies, native
artifacts, as well as bones and minerals. .But rather than reflect the natural world they aim
to represent, these objects create a false natural history. Dislocated from their original
contexts and amalgamated to exalt the nation's rational world view, they embody instead
the museum's central purpose: to create and maintain a representational comprehension
of American past and present,^^
Popular literature reflects the interplay of fossil, Indian, and mineral artifact. The
"Satire on tlie Mammoth," by the poet Samuel Ewing, humorously catalogues items one
might encounter in the Philadelphia museum, including

The soaring eagle,
Shaip-eyed beagle,
Ihe chattering daw,
And Indian squaw,
Rocks, sand and stones,
And Mammodi Bones...
{Port-Folio February 20,1802,71-73).

Ewing's doggerel testifies to the elision of Indian and natural artifact in popular thought,
an association that persists well into the nineteenth century. Even in works dedicated to
protecting the tribes fi*om encroachment, early national writers employ images of Indian
fossilization and fragmentation. For example, in his introductory comments to John
Heckewelder's 1819 An Account of the History, Manners, and Customs of the Indian
Nations, Peter S. Duponceau, of the American Philosophical Society, compares tribal
languages to the surviving Basque language of Europe; "Like the bones of the mammoth,
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this ancient language remains a frightful monument of the immense destruction produced
by a succession of ages" (xl). The emerging sciences of what we now call linguistics and
paleontology participate in an archival discourse Americans found vital to the adornment
of their cities. Part of a grand performance set on a metropolitan stage, these archival
ways of thinking re-create the tribes as sublime, fragmenting monuments to a past being
burie-d in the present.
Early national study of Indians supports the manufacture of American urbanity, a
sense of civilized refinement that values historical societies and their interest in antiquity.
De Witt Clinton's "Discourse Delivered before the New-york Historical Society,"
presented on December 6,1811, epitomizes the period's antiquarian conceptions of
Indians as continental fragments. Images of niin structure the text, weaving a sort of
archaeological romance centered on Indian disappearance. For Clinton, the Iroquois
testify as the "Romans of this Western World" (9) to die rise and fall of civilizations,
furnishing "an admonitoiy lesson to human pride" and adding yet "another proof to the
many on record, that nations, like individuals, are destined by Providence to dissolution"
(47). Because it articulates an explicit dialogue between Indian ruin and Anglo anxieties
about the repubhc's own permanence, Clinton's "Discourse" marks an important moment
in the continuous transformation of aboriginal histories into nationally self-defining
artifice. Interpreting metropolis through his descriptions of Iroquois decline, Clinton
manipulates archaeological evidence of Indian histories to render a fantastic vision of the
American city's teleology.
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The "Discourse" is more a fable of national collapse than a history of the Iroquois
Confederation. To envision an, iiiicertain American future, this text first resigns the tribes
to a faded past aiid then telescopes that past into a brief era by creatively inteipreting
aboriginal rains scattered across the eastern seaboard. Although Clinton finds these
architectural remains "totally variant from European fortifications," he concludes that
they cannot be the work of Indians (57). Ancient cities had preceded Euro-American
civilization, Clinton insists, yet "such prodigious works must have been the result of
labor far beyond the patience and perseverance of our Indians" (57). This assertion
amounts to a simultaneous possession - our Indians - - and a radical dispossession of the
tribes' architectural achievements. Minimizing the devastating effects of European
diseases on Indians, and discounting the possibility of tribal relocation, Clinton offers
these ancient sites as evidence that the continent had been settled by a "race of men,
much more populous" than all the tribes, "and much further advanced in tlieir
civihzation" (53).
In a text ostensibly devoted to Iroquois history, Clinton ultimately narrates the rise
and disappearance of a race even older than American Indians. According to Clinton, the
extant tribes' ancestors were invaders who overwhelmed the land's original civilization
in a barbarous deluge from Asia (61). He conjures this ancient race througli figures and
syntax that highli,ght the hypothetical nature of his vision: "Availing themselves of this
period's tranquility, they would devote themselves to the arts of peace, make rapid
progress in civilisation, and acquire an immense possibility. In the course of time, discord
and war would rage among them, and compel the establishment of places of security"
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{61). This subjuitclive formula for political stability speaks not to any long-past culture
but to Clinton's own. As he develops his fable, Clinton shifts verb inflection to compare
his hypothetical vision to more recent western history - and America's place in it; "like
the Romans in their decline... they were finally worn down and destroyed by successive
inroads and renewed attacks. And the fortifications which we have treated, are the only
remaining monuments of these ancient and exterminated nations. This is, perhaps, the
airy nothing of imagination, and may be reckoned the extravagant di'eam of a visionary
mind" (61). This stunning divestment strips the tribes of their archaeological
achievements as it couples Roman and Iroquois decline, indicating as well the thorough
influence of Edward Gibbon's History on nineteenth-century antiquarian circles. Above
all, Clinton's "dream" invokes tlie phantasm of speci fic American anxieties about
civilization's meaning in the New World. His "airy nothing" reflects a national fear that
within the republic's emerging urbanism might lay the seeds of self-destruction.
Clinton concludes his "Discourse" with a sublime fiction anticipating "some remote
period" (62) when the nation's inevitable decay will render it vulnerable to another siege
from barbarous tribes. He envisions cities destroyed and later unearthed:

And perhaps, in the decrepitude of our empire, some transcendent
genius [will] rally the barbarous nations of Asia, under the
standard of a mighty empire..And if Asia shall then revenge
upon our posterity, the injuries we have inflicted on her sons, a
new, a long and gloomy night of gothic darkness will descend
upon mankind. And when after the efflux of ages, the returning
eftiilgence of intellectual light shall again gladden their nations,
then the wide-spread ruins of our cloud-clapt towers, of our solemn
temples, and of our magnificent cities, will, like the works of which
we have treated, beeomc the subject of curious research and elaborate
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investigation. {62)

Commingling ruins, Indian revenge, and the possible fate of "our magnificent cities,"
Clinton's imaginative flight grows directly out of early national beliefs about the
potential destruction lodged within civilization. The passage's nearly biblical tone and
hypotactic assemblage (denoted by sentences opening with "And") combine to present
the "transcendent genius" as a romantic hero who initiates a just American apocalypse.
The transition from "gothic darkness" to "intellectual lighf indicates how fluidly the
"Discourse" moves between Enlightenment and Romantic ideologies to interpret Indians.
Though Clinton argues throughout his study that Anglo rationality will overcome the
tribes, this concluding passage attributes a poetic radiance to these imagined future
nations. Their effulgent renaissance will result in part from their excavation and
"elaborate investigation" of ruined American monuments.
In his comparison of Romans and the Iroquois Nations, Clinton notes tliat both
"incorporated the remnants of their vanquished enemies into their nation[s]" (16). The
United States responded similarly to the continent's original race, incorporating Indians
as figurative remnants into the nation's artificial expressions: cities, museums, histories,
fictions, travel narratives, pastoral elegies. Indians' literal and symbolic positions within
them contribute undeniably to the complexity of these discursive and material
phenomena. Imagined as ancient remnants, the tribes also figure critically in early
American perceptions of time, specifically in the implementation of a new temporal order
manufactured to justify genocide. .lean Starobinski's analyses of nostalgia and

melancholy illuminate the nation's detemiination to jettison Indians into an arabiguous
continental past: "for a riiin to appear beautiful, the act of destruction must be remote
enough for its precise circumstance to have been forgotten.... We do not muse calmly
before recent ruins, which smell of bloodshed: we clear them away as quickly as possible
and rebui ld" (180). Conceptions of Indians as archaic fragments allowed the new nation
to create these gaps in time and memory: only a,s ancient remains could the tribes, and
tlieir blood, be made aesthetically palatable, subl ime in their destinies. Recasting the
land's first peoples as rains, these temporal divisions created and sustained by urban
culture rank high among America's most remarkable fictions.
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Chapter 2
"The Idea of this Room": Houses and the Image of Fiction in Arthur Mervyn

The archaeology of the metropolis involves the discovery
and inte,rpretation of its hidden inscriptions and traces. The
city is a secret text to be read.
™ Gilloch, Myth and Metropolis, 181

Everything looks permanent until its secret is known.
- Emerson, "Circles," 404

In one of the most ambiguous moments in Charles Brockden Brown's Arthur Mervyn,
or Memoirs of the Year 1793 (1799,1800), Arthur describes to the Stevens family how,
sick with yellow fever, he had chmbed into the attic of Thomas Welbeck's mansion to
meet his death alone. He recalls crawling into "a narrow and darksome nook, formed by
an angle of the roof," where "one studious of concealment might rely on its protection
with unbounded confidence.""'*'^ He had sought out the nook to die hidden, yet Arthur
experienced something of a rebirth in this garret. For in its faint light, he discerned forais
that presented him, he says, with "new wonders [that] subjected my fortitude to a new
test

(212).
flowever, Arthur refuses to disclose what he saw. Like the attic itself, Arthur's

namttive suddenly conceals:
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I have promised to relate the momentous incidents of my life, and have
hitherto been faithful in my enumeration. There is nothing which 1 more detest
than equivocation and mystery. Perhaps, however, I shall now incur some
imputation of that kind. I would willingly escape the accusation, but confess
that 1 am hopeless of escaping it.,. I might deceive you by asserting that nothing
remarkable occurred, but this would be false, and every sacrifice is trivial
which is made upon the altar of sincerity. Beside, the time may come when
no inconvenience will arise from minute descriptions of the objects which
I now saw and of the reasonings and inferences which they suggested to my
understanding. At present, it appears to be my duty to pass over them in
silence, but it would be needless to conceal from you that the interval, though
short, and the scrutiny, though hasty, furnished matter which my curiosity
devoured with unspeakable eagerness, and from which consequences may
hereafter flow, deciding on my peace and my life. (213)

Though Arthur never reveals what the attic contains, his way of defening description of
its "wonders" is perhaps more important than what he may have seen there. Just before
the novel's First Part concludes, Arthur acknowledges that narratives can mislead througli
"equivocation and mystery." He appears well aware that tliis omission creates ambiguity
about his character, raising the possibility that he has been less than honest in recounting
his adventures. The image of an "altar of sincerity" underscores the irony of his evasions.
He is, after all, recalling Welbeck's mansion, the novel's emblematic house of fiction
where Welbeck composes his forgeries. As the passage conceals apparently crucial clues
to Arthur's motivations, it reveals how the homes he penetrates condition his story, his
aspirations, and his ahgnment of hidden spaces with "protection [and] unbounded
confidence": Arthur finds value in tlie diseased homes of Philadelphia, the novel's central
setting. This particular recollection foregrounds two interrelated ideas in his response to
interiors: his ability to transform them into imaginative spheres of self-definition, and his
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tendency to reflect on the telling of story as he recalls discovering hidden "objects"
witliin the city's homes.
The attic scene epitomizes Brown's paradoxical urban, vision. It presents a secret
enclosure as a site for discovering knowledge. The scene also links a hidden space with
the problems of representing oneself in a city wliere deception threatens social stability
with the same force as yellow fever. As Arthur discloses his adventures in exploring
homes, he suggests that his most valuable discovery is his own story, through which he
creates a verbal self-image in Dr. Stevens' parlor. Yet this is just one strand in a web of
meanings that indicates how Brown conceives of the relationships between city and
narrative, homes and representation, hidden spaces and the idea of fictional creation.
Interlinking these relationships in dynamic ways, Brown codifies his view of writing
novels through Arthur's imaginative me of rooms to tell his story, a story occasioned by
yellow fever and a seemingly rampant secrecy in the nation's capital. In Arthur Menyn,
the city's homes are sites of disastrous production, sources of narr ative as well as spaces
of concealment, ambiguous performances, and deadly infection. In Brown's view, the
city's central forms of representation - houses and the stories they produce - are the very
origins of the city's instability. Fittingly, an, image of ruin holds the key to Arthur's tale,
reveahng how Brown composes the boy's testimony as a fictive performance that links
multiple narratives with multiple homes. While it imports ideas of European antiquity
into the New World city, this image of Roman ruin also suggests how Brown conceivcs
of the relationship between homes and fictions, as well as the interplay of secrecy and
representation that shaped the early nation.
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Signs of Secrecy

Brown matures as a writer during a period marked by a political interest in secrecy.
From his earliest texts ^tou^x Arthur Mervyn, he engages ideas about the role of hidden
agents within the republic's origins and maintenance. He relies on fiction to explore the
kinds of ideas expressed in the American Museum magazine, for example, where an
anonymous contributor writes, "Secrecy is equally eftictive in the cabinet and the
counting house; in the administration of empire; and in the conduct of laraily" ("On
Secrecy," AM April 1791,215). Each of these, the writer argues, is governed by an
efficacious obscurity. The essay also considers how secrecy can disrupt their operations,
for it naturally invites attempts to reveal and interpret. But in elaborating on the perils of
disclosure, the writer (wittingly or not) entangles us in the problems of inteq^retation that
attend the sign of secrecy: "Its advantages are most evident in its absence: for the want of
secrecy is uniformly accompanied by danger and discredit. By divulging the secrets of
another, a man makes the world his enemy; by divulging his own, he malces the world his
master." Secrecy involves the play of knowledge and power, yet the phrase "want of
secrecy" presents an, interpretive dilemma. For if "want" means a need for secrecy, the
writer implies tliat persons, families, and empires necessarily hide aspects of their internal
maintenance and thereby invite attempts to reveal. If, however, the writer uses "want" to
argue that danger results from a lack of secrecy, the essay promotes it as a protective
device, one that creates boundaries while dividing from open view what should be hidden.
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Whichever the essay's intention, it demonstrates how the ambiguities of language
resemble secrecy - both invite interpretation because they call attetiti,oii to a
correspondence between the hidden and the shown. Brown's early writing engages the
tensions evident in the American Museum article. Importantly, he begins exploring ideas
about discovering hidden, phenomena as the nation experierices one of its most significant
political events, which conjoins the hidden and the manifested when the Constitution is
drafted in complete secrecy during the summer of 1787.'*® Reflections on this event,
along with other publications that link secrecy and representation, illuminate how Brown
develops ideas about writing fictions in tandem with images of hidden spaces.
Brown's interest in tlie symbolism of enclosed space can be traced to 1787, when he
and seven other young men formed the Belles-Lettres Club to promote discussion on
knowledge and the arts.'*' The Club's keynote "Address," composed and delivered by
Brown, offers a glimpse into his developing ideas about discovering knowledge in
exclusive sites. He maps the way to "the prize of literary excellence" (22), describing
how artists find their talents by embracing "solitude [and] contemplation [where] they are
equally governed by imaginary inspiration. They turn their eyes from the insipid scene
without, [seeking] a visionary happiness in a world of their own creation" (25).
Presumably the "insipid scene" refers to public hfe, though Brown clearly aligns
inspiration with solitary thought. Elaborating on this romantic formula, he guides us into
an imaginary structure. It links kniowledge and language by way of a metaphor centered
on locating a sacrcd yet elusive wealth;

Knowledge may be considered as a vast temple; the avenues to which arc
guarded by tho several languages in use among meii. Languages may be valuetl
in proportion as the avenues over which they preside are easy in their entrance,
and expeditious in conducting the adventurer to the prize of which he is in quest.
It may be worth noting at which of these imaginary portals may we gain our
purpose with raost speed and convenience [for the] treasury of hmguage is
literally inexhaustible..,. Into this recess the careless or superficial inquirer must
not presume to intrude; it is sacred to philosophy and contemplation.... (29-30)

This s5mibo!ic geography of "avenues" leading to knowledge describes a movement from
an implicit poverty to a "prize" waiting within "a vast temple," the locus of language's
"treasury."'*' Brown revisits this complex symbolism again and again in his later works:
the discovery of knowledge or value within spaces representing some form of imaginary
or narrative process.
In the "Address," Brown also begins to negotiate the tensions between private
inspiration and public performance: he reminds the other members that they too must
"step forth on the theater of life" (25), using a common eighteenth-century metaphor of
public life as drama. The "Address" reflects Brown's early recognition of the gaps
between public performance and the discovery of knowledge within exclusive sites. This
text implies that to emerge from an inspiring recess onto the public stage is a
transformative act. By reading Brown.'s writing in historical context, we will see that he
finds secrecy an important component in the transformations that attend transitions from
private to public spheres. Given the primacy of secrecy in early national politics, it seems
logical that Brown, would combine ideas of an inspiring "solitude" with the senses of
power connoted by secrecy.
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In, important ways, the "Address" reflects how the delegates of the 1787
Constitutional Convention conceived of narrative as they deliberated in secret. Writings
devoted to their debates emphasize the importance of secrecy. In his Journal of the
Federal Convention (not made public until 1838), James Madison records the House's
mandates that "no copy be taken... on the Journal [{uidj nothing spoken in the House be
printed, or otherwise published" (58). These rules reflect the delegate's desire "to prevent
mistakes and misrepresentations" about the proceedings.''^ As Madison notes, however,
the delegates did express concerns about the public effects of their gag rule: "Will they
[the American people] give unbounded confidence to a secret Journal?" (203). Outside
the State House, some observers criticized the Convention's "veil of secrecy," calling the
delegation "a Dark Conclave," while others feared that the proceedings would remain
"buried in a dark womb of suspicious secrecy" even after the states ratified the
Constitution.^''
Concerns about the Convention's secrecy often center on the ambiguities of a public
narrative produced in secrecy. Thomas Jefferson writes to John Adams about the
Convention, "On the subject of the American Revolution, you ask who shall write it?
Who can write it? Nobody; except its external facts; all its councils, designs and
discussions have been conducted by Congress with closed doors, and no members far as I
know, having ever made notes of them. These, which are the life and soul of history,
must be forever unknown" (Correspondence 114).'^' For Jefferson, the nation's failure to
publicize records of the Constitution's inception is a poignant loss, for histo:ry's "life and
soul" lie within these discussions. Jefferson positions the "unknown" within an ironic
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space, the public State House where Congress gathered but with its doors shut,
concealing rather than revealin.g the truth of Revolution and its authorizing figures. "Who
can write it?" he asks. Secrecy obscures the autltorial presence behind the Constitution, as
it prevents the inception of an authorship based in the nation's movSt significant political
subject. No author can emerge from the space that Jefferson recalls. The secrecy he
describes niysti.fies the processes of debate along witli the text of the Constitution .itself.^''
&i his anal ysis of how the frainers understood political silence, Robert Ferguson
ai'gues that the secrecy surrounding the Constitutional debates was meant "to minimize
and control difference" (363). Furthermore, because the Constitution was a consensual
text addressed to the citizens it would represent, statesmen viewed their secrecy as
generative ratlier than destructive, for they beUeved that "private debate can be subsumed
in a public language of shared meanings" (363). hi this sense, the Constitution merged
secrecy with "shared meanings" to create national order. Nor was this merging restricted
to views of the Constitution. The idea that secrecy generates narratives that can order
society appears as well in a less well-known document also written in 1787 by
Philadelphia physician Benjamin Ru,sh., a text probably familiar to B.rown.'*' ,Reflecti.ng
Rush's belief that applied reason can imp,rove society, "An, Enquiry into the Effects of
Public Punishment" provides another piece to the context within which Brown writes his
first fictions. Linking secrecy to law, Rush mystifies legal narratives ra.uch as Jeflerson
does as he reflects on the Constitution's "unknown" history. Beginning with the pre:m.ise
that "all puhlic punishments tend,., to inc.rease crim.es" (SO), Rush p,roposes to eliminate
public whippings and .hangings and to confine criminals in a state building for
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undisclosed periods of time. The sentencing of convicts should be shrouded in secrecy:
"Let no notice be taken, in law, of the punishment that awaits any particular crime" to
prevent the criminal mind "from accustoming itself to the view of these punishments"what to expect if caught - "so as to destroy their terror by habit" (87). On the diiration of
these sentences. Rush writes, "let this limitation be unknown. I conceive this secret to be
tlie uttnost importance in refomiing crirainals" (87). Rush, like Edmund Burke in The
Sublime and the Beautiful (1757), appears to beUeve that "the obscure idea, when
properly conveyed, should be more affecting than the clear," as Burke writes (105).
What makes Rush's plan so stunning is his description of the place of confinement
itself. "Let a large house be erected," Rush states, "divided into a number of apartments,"
with separate rooms for solitary confinement of refractory inmates ~ but he is quick to
add, "let it by no means be called a prison" (87). Replacing "prison" with the less
threatening term "house," Rush envisions a site that rephcates the physical order of the
republican home.^'^ But his description of its intended effects transfonns it into a Gothic
dungeon:

I cannot conceive of any thing more calculated to diffuse terror through
a community, and thereby to prevent crimes.... Children will press upon
the evening fire listening to tales that will spread from this abode of misery.
Superstition will add to its horrors; and romance will find in it ample
mMerials for fiction, which cannot fail of increasing the terror of its punishment.
(8S)

This "house" in which an "unknown" transpires produces narratives that permeate the
populace. Ferguson's ideas about "shared meanings" are illuminating here, for they
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indicate that Jefferson and Rush are working within the same logic of public and private,
even if their subjects appear miirkedly different. Whereas Jefferson laments the
Constitution's hidden history - a history now subsumed through publicly shared
meanings - Rush's formula for reform calls for a similar language of exchange; he wants
all citizens to tell frightening stories about his "abode." Much as th,e Constitution creates
a nation through narrative composed behind closed doors, the site Rush imagines would
function as secret space and resonant architectural sign from which "tales... will spread."
Dependent on the symbolic linking of disparate spaces • the carceral and the domestic
Rush's "house" anticipates Foucault's insights about prisons' dependence on public and
private representations to maintain order in modem nations.''*^
For Rush, the prevention of crimes depends on the creation of tales, superstitions,
and the most complex form in his list, "romance," which would enhance the terror that
the penal house represents. Though fiction and romance are dubious arts in the new
republic, viewed as frivolous genres that isolate readers from civic participation, Rush
marshals them precisely because his culture associates them with privacy and imaginative
speculationIn the guise of fiction, law would permeate the American home through
this design, blurring boundaries between public and private and transforming the
domestic sphere into a politicized site ordered through romances of secret confinement.
Rush wants the public to narrate (and fear) the legal "unknown." The concept of
collective authorship he implies depends, moreover, on an aesthetic reconfiguration that
points both to the fictiveness of law and to the role the home will play in building the
national imaginary. In other words, by removing crime's consequences from public view,
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Rush's proposal transmutes the experience of confinement into nan*ative art that
intensifies and symbolically connects the meanings of two forms of artificial space: the
state "house" that represents law, and the homes that consume the law as story.
Rush's "Enquiry" and the Constitutional debates provide important ideas about
secrecy and representation in the early national period. In the "Enquiry," secret sentences
produce stories that emanate from the site Rush envisions; the Convention restricts access
to its debates to prevent misrepresentations. Yet, much as in Rush's proposal, once the
nation's new Constitutional order is made public, it becomes "the object of universal
attention": a subject kept "an impenetrable secret" is now "thought of by every reflecting
man [and] discussed in a public and private manner, in conversation and in print," as
New York delegate Melancthon Smith writes in 1788 (101). Both Rush's plan and the
Constitution depend on a "language of shared meanings" that in turn points to ideas about
artifice or fiction. According to Jefferson, the Constitution's history can only be known
through "external facts," through the text's public manifestation: any attempt to
reconstruct the hidden debates would be inauthentic and artificial In Rush's "Enquiry,"
secrecy is the essential progenitor of permeating fictions. Additionally, both writers
associate privacy with the hidden.
Brown engages his culture's ideas about secrecy and publicity in his first published
fiction, "The Rhapsodist" (1789), which combines the thero.e of obscured authorship with
images of discovering knowledge in exclusive sites. Brief and unfinished, "The
Rhapsodist" tbcuses on an audience's interpretation of hidden authorship; tlie story
includes letters from fictional inquirers. The story begins by complicating the
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conventions of authorship: "it has always been usual to give the reader some
acquaintance with the person of the author... but it has not, 1 think, been considered as
necessary, that the account [must] correspond with the truth" (1). According to this
narrator, the conventional authorial preface is itself a fiction. The idea that "the person of
the author" can be misrepresented to engage an audience, however, becomes the basis for
this story's meditations on public self-creation. Calling his work an "acknowledged
fiction" (1), the narrator displaces authorial origins behind representation: "I shall not
present myself under a name [for the] character of the rhapsodist may not be well
understood. 1 shall attempt to describe it with tliat caution... becoming one who is
painting his own character" (5), But his announcements about cautious presentation invite
scrutiny from his audience. His first inquirer demands to know the identity of the story's
''author, who speaks, as it were from behind a curtain" (16 emphasis in original).
In exploring the relationships between writer/text and reader/scrutiny, "The
Rhapsodist" enacts concerns about Constitutional secrecy and confronts the problems of
representation embedded in Rush's "Enquiry." Particularly in the nan-ator's descriptions
of where he finds ideas. Brown aligns representation and authorial secrecy to dramatize
how these can interpenetrate to create an artificial, performing subject. Like the artist in
the "Belles-Lettres Club Address," this narrator finds his inspiration in a "sacred recess"
(11), yet the story focuses on what happens when the artist emerges from this space to
perform in public. Within enclosures he has visions, hut his awareness of his persona as
representation suggests that reverie in hidden places cannot be conveyed artlessly. One of
the "imaginary structures" (10) that emerges from these confines is, in fact, his own
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character. "The Rhapsodist" thus meditates on the symboUc coaversioB, of confining
space into public art evidetit in the "Enquiry," Brown limns m issue that Rush raises but
doesn't folly consider; the transformation of persons into symbolic characters. Claiming
that artists will look to his "house" to find "materials for fiction," (88), Rush essentially
calls for the transmutation of confined persons into fictional figures who perform in
narratives of national order. "The Rliapsodisf describes a similar metamorphosis,
presenting hs reclusive speaker as a publicly performing fiction. In other words, this
narrator's self-creation on the page parallels the imaginative process by which confined
persons are recast as fictional subjects through Rush's plan.
The notion that an "author" cannot emerge from confinement or hiding without being
transformed into artifice is an important theme in Brown's fictions, one he begins to
explore in "The Rliapsodist." In its unfinished state, however, the story fails to develop
clear ties between secrecy and authorship. Yet the narrator does indicate that his
transition from hidden places into the realm of public art parallels his relocation from
wilderness to city, from "Ohio [to] this metropolis" (15). He describes his initial contact
with an urban public in terms that emphasize the city's artificiality, which forces him "to
weiff tlie garb not of reason... but of fashion" (16). This relocation from wilderness to
city is, he implies, a move from a state of authenticity into a sphere of social performance,
as the term "fashion" denotes. The transplanted narrator dwells on the city's artificial
nature, recalling how it challenged his ability to distinguish between reality and
appearance. Upon entering the city, his imagination was "altogether ungovernable";
initially he mistook the city "scene,.. for the lively representation of a dream" (16). This
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admission suggests why he conceals his identity behind the fa9ade of "The Rhapsodist"
To obscure the "person of the author," the narrator imitates the city's artificial,
representatiotial qualities. His "acknowledged fiction" - deBoting both, the text and his
character - then announces the chimerical quality of his own public performance, one
modeled on the "scene" of urban cutture.
Written two years after the Constitutional Convention and the appearance of Rush's
"Enquiry," "The Rhapsodisf indicates Brown's early interest in composing fictions that
explore how representation creates and hides meaning simultaneously. The story is
Brown's first attempt at linking secrecy with physical enclosures to create a narrator who
emerges from his recess only to obscure his autlientic self behind a performance. Nearly a
decade after "The Rltapsodist," Brown returns to themes of secrecy and representation in
"The Man at Home" (1798), demonstrating his artistic maturity in the story's synthesis of
enclosed setting and images of narrative discovery. Centered on the effects a single room
exerts on the nameless narrator, "The Man at Home" develops themes in "The BellesLettres Club Address" and "The Rhapsodist." Simultaneously, "The Man at Home"
prefigures key ideas in Arthur Mervyn, rendering the room (among other things) a scene
of disastrous production; the nawator discovers a trunk left behind by a man killed by
yellow fever. In demolishing the trunk, the narrator reveals its valuable secrets.
The story's complexity rests in the narrator's awareness of how law confines him to
a chamber he occupies "as if it were a dungeon" (40).^^ After incurring insupportable
debt in a misguided business deal, he evades his creditors and the law. Rather than face
debtor's prison,, he hides in a liouse he calls his "prison, I must confine myself to it, on
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penalty, if 1 leave it, of changing it for a prison indeed" (27). Forcing him into seclusion,
law shadows the narrator's writing, which he takes up to pass the time. His writing details
physical enclosures' capacity to focus aid frame ideas. He recalls times in his life when
he gained the most knowledge about human affairs, one being a period he spent in a
Naples lazerreto: "I was immured in a dark and noisome apartment... the prey of a
lingering disease," yet he claims he found there his most central beliefs on "the rights and
duties of men and the principles of social institutions" (45). This memory of ideas found
in solitude and illness fuses insight to a room in a way that reveals his character. Now
seventy, the narrator has long associated enclosure with "principles" and "institutions."
His memory of acquiring knowledge in an unwholesome room substantiates the
narrator's use of confining spaces to interpret ideology and to discern how buildings
transmit "rights and duties" to those inhabiting them.
In light of the man's present secrecy, his description of the lazerreto is also deeply
ironic. He writes in the chamber precisely because he has severed himself from the civic
responsibility of paying one's debts, one of the "duties of men."'"' By placing his narrator
in hiding, Brown probes the meanings of the Latin secretus, "to sever," an important idea
in this story and in the fictions tliat most influenced Brown.'^'^ Self-severance enables the
narrator to record his private experiences at the same time that the story limns the
conventions of the eighteenth-century British novels studied by Ian. Watt, who argues that
the new emphasis on characters' private lives allows us to "get inside their minds as well
as their houses" (175). As Watt also shows, this entrance into minds and homes paralleled
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the act of solitary reading in boudoirs or persona! libraries, an act that some condemned
because it severed novel readers from family or society.
"The Man at Home" conflates ideas of self-severance with writing about a room.
Evasion sharpens the narrator's sense that the room reflects "principles" and enhances the
possibilities for an imaginative narrative. Surveying the room, he writes,"There is a pine
table, painted red. It is old and feeble; part of the scanty household of some wretch,
which the pressure of necessity, or claim of a landlord has wrested from him. - What a
pity it cannot tell tales! Its testimony, if it had organs to perceive and to commimicate,
would fill volumes, and exhibit human nature in familiar and expressive attitudes" (41).
His evasion confines him to the room yet promotes imaginative speculation. The room
focuses the ways in which economy operates while it embodies what most preoccupies
the indebted narrator who, like the "wretch" he conjures, feels the "pressure of necessity"
- and he knows full well that his creditors have a "claim" to his person. The passage also
signals a critical thematic transition when the narrator ascribes meaning to the table then
imagines how it might "exhibit." His wish that the table could "tell tales" has two
implications. First, the nawator would be the table's audience, transcribing its spoken
"volumes." Second, in wishing that the table could "exhibit," the narrator adds a
theatrical dimension to the room.
The sto'ry develops the room's ability to disclose "volumes" when the narrator
discovers a large wooden chest in the chamber. This device merges secrecy with the
room,'s capacity to inspire an image of self that performs as a dramatic fiction at once
shaped by the narator yet separate from him. The chest initiates this conflation by
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capturing the man's imaginatioo.: he finds the word "chest" "mysterious and meaningfut
(43 emphasis in original), hiitially, he believes it must coBtain treasure, going so far as to
claim that "thousands are within my reach" (43). Before he opens the chest, it takes on a
more complicated, imaginative value:

I indulge myself in picturing a thousand dramas, in which the chief actor
has been the tenant of this apartment, and the chief incident, that which
had produced the disentanglement or catastrophe, has been the unclosing
of this trunk. I have reviewed all the adverse conditions of human life, and
all the prosperous occurrences, and imagined a certain connection between
these and the rifling of the chest. 1 have at one time supposed its contents
to be Portuguese gold, and at another conceived it be filled with white sand.
I have ransacked every comer of the world for a suitable inhabitant, and
traced hira, through all his variety of fortunes, to this spot. Here 1 have begun
a new series, and introduced a total revolution in his character and fortune,
by virtue of the treasures with which this ti'unk supplies him. (46-7)

His hyperbole enhances the mystery of the chest and heightens the story's suspense.*^'' His
delay in opening the chest is also strategic symbolically, developing the "certain
connection" among room, its contents, and spheres of imagined possibility. The value of
the trunk's possible treasure shifts here from the "thousands" (43) the narrator had hoped
to find to this creation of "a thousand dramas." One of the chest's valuable effects - what
it means before the man opens it - is its ability to transform room into stage. Blurring
distinctions between the narrator and the "actor" he envisions, the interplay of room.,
chest, and imagination produces a fentastic self-image for the m,an.*" His expansive
search for a "suitable inhabitant" circles back into the chamber, charging it with two
possibilities: the discovery of wealth and the initiation of authorship through the creation
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of a character. This creation results precisely from the tension.^ between gold and sand,
the dialectic of wealth and poverty that forces the man into hiding in the first place. In
imagining dramas of "disentanglement and catastrophe," the narrator begins a "new
series" that su.ggests the elements of a literaiy fiction: revolutions in "fortune," the effects
of "adverse conditions [or] prosperous occurrences," each of them organized around a
character inhabiting a specific setting. Within this story about law's force and hiding
from it, the "actor" and his "series" become metonyms not only of literary creation but of
law's pentieation of the private sphere via imagination, which (re)shapes persons into
characters who act in fictions of ideological "necessity," as the man says of the room's
table.
Brown sustains the room's ability to frame representative acts in the narrator's
eventual inspection of the chest. Initially, when the man opens the chest and finds nothing
within, it appears to cancel the connection between the room and its "thousand dramas."
In his frustration, he demohshes the chest for kindhng. But destruction leads to reward
when he finds within it a secret compartment that contains a manuscript, a "prize" more
valuable to Mm than "gold and gems" (68). The manuscript is written in English by a
Frenchman who aided the Revolution but then died of yellow fever. Surely, the man
beheves, its immediate publication will return him to solvency.
This discovery makes literal the room's ability to produce a nairative that details
undisclosed aspects of the American Revolution. The narrator asserts that "the tale has
every claim to excite attention, and reward it" precisely because his fellow citizens
remain "imperfectly enlightened" about the incidents it describes (69,68). Hidden in a
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corapartment in a room that protects and inspires its occupant, ttiis nmnuscript can be
read iis a cipher for Brown's conceptions of secrecy since the year Congress kept
Americans "imperfectly enlightened" about proceedings that made a nation. For Brown,
secrecy can both "excite attention" and "reward," as the Convention of 1787 does, much
as the man's chamber rewards him before and after he discovers the chest's "inestimable
records" (68).
In "The Man at Home," secrecy denotes resistance to law, though by inhabiting a
domestic "dungeon" so as not to change it for a real prison, the nanator links law and
home. The narrator's creation of an actor and his discovery of a tale in a hidden space
evokes Rush's description of a disciplinary house, a site that uses secrecy to compel legal
order through kinds of public and private actittg. I've argued that Rush transfbmis
confinement into art by secreting criminals within a site that tratismits tales into the
community. This transmutes persons into "materials" for romance and fiction. In "The
Man at Home," Brown takes this symbolic formula to its logical conclusion, dramatizing
the transformations that take place where the other half (the citizenry) lives - within the
home. If the man's envisioned actor can be read as a result of the fictions circulating
about the "house" of law the narrator evades, Brown's transfonnation of a room into a
site of performance quite subtly points to the infiltration of the public sphere's
artificiality into the private sphere.
"The Man at Home" marks an important juncture in Brown's symbolization of
enclosure, secrecy, and discovered value. Yet the story raises more questions than it
answers. For one, Brown doesn't describe the narrator achieving his dream of publishing
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the manuscript and indeed abandons reference to it to develop other plot lines. We could
attribute tliis move to Brown's notorious celerity of composition; he often introduces
characters or plot lines that go nowhere as he hurries on to other subjects. More likely, he
abandoned the manuscript and its associations with secrecy and public-action for a more
ambitious mapping than a short fiction, and its single room, would allow. In Arthur

Mervyn, Brown expands the drama of enclosed space beyond a single room to explore
multiple unstable settings and dozens of interlocking domestic performances.

Houses of Fiction

After he quits the family farm to seek a new life in the city, it takes Arthur Mervyn
less than a day to find himself conined to a closet, the victim of a prank that deposits him
in an "unknown recess" (38) in a lavish Philadelphia mansion. Nearly penniless upon his
arrival in the capital, Arthur had met an apparent benefactor who shows him into tlie
house, leads him to an upper room, then disappears. The room's sumptuous furnishings
fire his imagination: "Hitherto I had merely read of these things.., as I viewed them, and
remembered where and what I was on the same hour the preceding day, I could scarcely
believe myself awake or that ray senses were not beguiled by some spell" (35).
Transfigured, Arthur immediately envisions a scene of future namition: "If I tell the tale
by a kitchen fire, my veracity will be disputed. I shall be ranked with the stoiy tellers of
Shirauz and Bagdad" [sic] (35).
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These visions quickly dissipate when Arthur realizes he's been duped. Hearing
footsteps, he hides in the closet, where his reflections on troth aiid fantasy shift to the
more immediate problems of representing himself under decidedly ambiguous
circumstances. He considers emerging from the closet and "trusting to the energy of an
artless tale" (38). His dilemma prompts him to practice his tale, conveying an image of a

performed narrative: "I preconcerted the address" (38). But rather than emerge to tell his
"artless tale," Arthur temporizes. Soon he overhears a "secret transaction" (39) between a
man and a woman preparing for bed, a scheme involving the man's illegitimate child and
his plan to defraud an investor. After the couple nods off, Arthur escapes the closet and
the house.
ITiis episode parodies Brown's own "Belles-Lettres Club Address," where idealistic
artists discover literary riches within an imaginary temple's recesses. Confined to a room
of literal riches, the victim of a rase, Ailhtir quickly discards thoughts of legendary story
tellers. Yet he does gain from being immured, he says, and he reflects on the closet in
terms that evoke fiction, believing he might profit from the overheard "plof (41). His
discovery of it results from two fo,rms of secrecy; the prankster's performance, which led
Arthur into the house, and the couple's "transaction." At first glance, his plan to reveal
himself through an artless tale seems to counter the subterfuge associated with this urban
home. But rather than separate his artless intentions from the duplicity the room
represents, Arthur's premeditated address points to secrecy itself as the origin of narrative

in Arthur Mervyn. Instead of polarizing truth and concealment, the stmcture of this
episode foreshadows the entire novel's complicated portrayal of rooms and representation,
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of truth and domestic performance. The episode also demonstrates one of Arthur's
characteristic traits: rooms invariably inspire him to conceive of images of future
narration. When he hides, he abandons identification with legendary story tellers, yet his
visions of narration only raetamor|)hose into another fonn of anticipated performance by
which he hopes to profit from an uncovered, "plot." That his "veracity will be disputed" is
also doubly significant: he is, after all, telling his story in Dr. Stevens' parlor to defend
his character. As Arthur bursts forth from the city's homes, then describes his adventures
to Stevens, Brown leads us to wonder if truth can emerge from the city's enclosures.
Having examined aspects of Brown's earlier writings and their contexts, I want tiow
to examine Arthur Mervyn as tlie culmination of Brown's interest in secrecy and the
problems of representation. Making the convergence of themes evident in "The Belle.s
Lettres Club Address," "The Rhapsodisf and "The Man at Home," this is a novel about
making narrative through the discovery of phenomena hidden within a paradoxical city.
Invariably framed by secretive circumstances, Arthur's many discoveries challenge
interpretation because they often seem disparate in meaning and effect: he finds vast
riches, dramatic narratives, deadly plague, as well as texts about rains that unlock the
secret fictiveness of other texts. Yet, when read together, these discoveries articulate a
complex literary vision that employs urban rooms as unstable but organizing conceptual
frames. Within these frames, ideas about writing and authorial secrecy inteipenetrate,
creating two artificial subjects: Arthur Merv}'n the character mid. Arthur Mervyn the novel.
The remainder of this chapter attempts to map the novel's rooms as sites of disastrous
production, as sources of story and sites of concealment, disruptive theatricality, and
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deadly plague. Arthur imagines within homes in ways that recall "The Miin at Home" and
its fictional actor, yet Ms performance represents, I will argue, one of the disasters of
early national culture in. Brown's view: the infiltration of ambiguous performances into
the home.
Narratives performed in specific interiors organize Arthur Menyn, as Brown
deliberately figures the city through the language of draraa. Arthur's own story begins in
a way that links together secrecy, dramatic performance, and a room that frames his tale.
Taken in by Stevens, Arthur tells his story only when Stevens' friend, Wortley,
recognizes Arthur as Welbeck's accomplice and demands to know the forger's
whereabouts. Stevens then introduces Arthur's nawative as the boy's "rehearsal" (16),
With its nuances of meaning, this single term opens up a "cabinet of secrets" (78), to use
one of Arthur's phrases. Denoting a speaker's repeated preparations for action in pubUc,
"rehearsal" ahgns his performance with art, and his first-person narration naturally calls
attention to the art of selecting, editing, and refining recollected memories.^® The senses
of practicing and retelling inherent to rehearsing also inform the device by which the
novel establishes its written origin, for Stevens transcribes the boy's narrative after the
fact, then turns over the writing to Arthur. In turn, secrecy attends Arthur's writing. The
completion of his own autobiography will, he writes, satisfy Mrs. Wentworth's demand
for a written narrative whose pur|)0se "she will disclose to me hereafter" (412). The novel
concludes before Arthur, and we, learn this purpose.
The temi "rehearsal" also illuminates the novel's structure. Though its chaotic plot
defies summary, Arthur M.ervyn exhibits a clear framework in the multiple stories told
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within, specific houses. These stories continually remind iis of the transformation initiated
by the term, "rehearsal" at the novel's opening: Brown casts Arthur as both story teller
and actor; Stevens' p^irlor becomes a stage. This configuration, patterns all of Arthur
Mervyn, as a selective sketch of the novel's room-story structure will indicate. Arthur's
tale, conveyed in Stevens' parlor, comprises most of the novel's First Part, describing
Arthur's estrangement from his family and his two tumultuous visits to the city. Welbeck
discloses his history in hivS library (85-106), in which he recalls Vincentio Lodi's last
testament in Wilmington, where the forger took possession of Lodi's manuscript (92-93).
In Mediicote's house, Wallace describes languishing in the infamous Bush-Hill hospital
(171-175). Welbeck's second stoiy ensues when Arthur returns to the forger's mansion at
the height of the yellow fever (194-198).
The fusion of testimony and location continues in the novel's Second Part when Mrs.
Althorpe repotls to Stevens about the Mervyns at her home (230-237). Subsequently,
Wortley returns to the Stevens' house to relay his discoveries about Welbeck, a report
that frames Williams' tale of the forger's dealings with Thetford and Watson (238~246).
Arth,ur then tells his third long story in Steven,s' home as well, where he details his
disastrous return to the Hadwin farm,, recalls jilting Eliza Hadwin at the Curling house
(294-299), describes his confrontation with Philip Hadwin in his cottage (303-309), and
later refotes Mrs. Althoipe's scandalous characterization of the Mervyns. Welbeck makes
his final confession in prison; he describes exhuming Watson's body from the shallow
grave in the mansion's basem.ent (350-51). Wh,en ,A,rthur takes up the novel's written
composition, he describes telling his enti,re story again twice, to Mrs. Wentworth in her
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home (360) and to Williams in a Baltimore apartment (385), Finally, Ascha Fielding,
whom Arthur first meets in the Villars Brothel and plans to marry, tells her story of love
and loss in her parlor at No, 40 Walmit Street (416-426).
These stories told in specific interiors center on discovering hidden agents,
unmasking fraud, or revealing truths. In Arthur Mervyn, story contains disorder. At the
same time, the novel posits with equal force that the proliferation of naiTative contributes
to the city's disarray. For Brown, narrative represents and occasions the city's
paradoxical state. The conditions of urban disaster allow Arthur to penetrate homes,
witness their secrets and disease, and reproduce his adventures in verbal and written
performances that organize multiple narratives around disordered domestic sites. That
Brown recurrently casts these sites as "scenes" within the larger "theater" of the city
provides a clue to the n ature of rooms in Arthur Mervyn, for these terras order and unify
the numerous spaces that Arthur arranges in his story. Providing useful concepts for
examining Arthur Mervyn, Michael Fried shows that eighteenth-century French painting
developed an "explicitly dramatic'' sense of representation based in a "pictorial unity"
focused on "a single heroic or pathetic action" (75 emphasis in original). By figuring the
city as theater. Brown appears to intuit the ideas reflected in the paintings of Diderot, for
whom "pictorial unity was a kind of microcosm" that revealed how "the unity of nature...
was, like that of painting, at bottom dramatic and expressive" (Fried 87).
Since for Brown the city is a dramatic space composed of interconnecting "scenes,"
I'm suggesting that Arthur's narrative does for Philadelphia what Diderot does for
dramatic painting, subsuming disparate spaces "in a unified and compositional structure.
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thereby giving the painting [or the city] the cliaracter of a closed and self-sufficient
system" (Fried 132). The irony in Brown's use of theatrical terms to order the city rests in
these terms' association with artifice, with the fictiveness of dramas. For if theatrical
language organizes the city and reflects its truth in Arthur Mervyn, it is an artificial truth,
one that creates allows the rise of social actors like Welbeck. In turn, the sense of unity
denoted by "scenes" is continually undercut by the prevalence of disorder and instability
in Brown's city, where individual rooms contain revelatory narratives yet mask disease or
social duplicity.
The terras "rehearsal," "theater," and "scene" pattern the novel and underscore the
ties between drama and artifice in Brown's city. Nor is Arthur Mervyn the first novel in
which Brown links types of theatricality with disruptive domestic infiltrations. In

Wieland (1797), the character Carwin creates auditoiy fictions through ventriloquism,
reducing the Wieland's rural homestead to conftision and murder. In his first novel of the
city, Ormond; the Secret Witness (1798), Brown returns to the theme of disasters created
by misleading domestic performances. Like Arthur Mervyn, the novel configures
concealment in theatrical temis. Ormond, a master of disguise, surveys the city's secrets
by penetrating homes and dismantling walls bet\veen public and private:

[This] enabled him to gain access, as if by supernatural means, to the privacy
of others, and baffle their profoundest contrivances to hide themselves
from his view. It flattered him. with the possession of something like
omniscience. It was besides an art, in which, as in others, every accession
of skill, was a source of new gratification. Compared with this, the
perfomiance of the actor is the sport of children. This profession he wj-is
accustomed to treat with merciless ridicule, and no doubt, some of his
contempt arose from, a secret comparison, between the theatrical species
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of imitation and. bis own. He blendM in his own. person the functions of the
poet and the actor, and Ms dramas w«re not fictitious but real The end
that he proposed was not the amusement of a playhouse mob. His were
scenes in which hope an.d fear exei'cised a genuine influence, and in which
was maintained that resemblance to truth, so audacioi.isly and grossly
violated on the stage. (116)

Manipulating mimesis to his own ends, Ormond threatens and disrupts because he
invades others' privacy and imports the fiction of d.rarna covertly into their homes,
transforming rooms into "scenes in which hope and fear exercised a genuine influence,"
By rendering privacy artificial, Ormond becomes a kind of disguised author who is at
once poet and actor. This revelation of Onnond's art, however, contains a second layer of
commentary on imitation and disguise that elides the writing of novels with the same
clandestine performances Ormond perpetrates. Ormond's narrator, Sophia Courtland,
resembles the "secret witness" she exposes; she too is endowed with the ability to "gain
access" to her subject's private schemes. At the novel's opening, she calls her story "an
authentic, and not a fictitious tale," but confesses that she will not disclose "all the means
by which I gained knowledge of [Ormond's] actions" (3). Brown's first novel of the city
reveals Oitnond's character as it aligns this revelation with another type of "authentic"
performance based in secrecy, the making of the novel Ormond.

Arthur Menyn takes up this con.flation of secrecy, dramatic disguise, and literary
creation even more insistently. In fact, with regard, to artful performances within the
home, Brown sets the stakes even higher in thi,s novel than in Ormond: at least Onnond
can be easily catego,rized as a sinister master of duplicity; Arthur, on the other hand,
cannot Is he sincere in his longing to 'Yeside in your family," as he petitions Stevens, to
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pursue 'the study of mankind" (312)? 0,r is he instead, as Steven Watts wonders,
"preeminently a social climber fo,r whom sincerity [is] a m,as,k and dissembling an art"
(105)? Though debates on ,Arthur's character continue, his response to urban interiors
indicates undeniably that "deception and distrust, almost imnoticeably, had become the
very stuff of everyday social relations" (Watts 109) in late eighteenth-century America."^''
Brown duplicates the potential for duplicity within homes through the structure of
rehearsals that organize the novel. Initiated by a charge of secrecy, Arthur's story is
virtually dependent on references to misleading domestic appearances and deceptions.
His character takes shape througli the disruptions invariably caused by his appearance in
others' houses. He changes the lives of the Stevens', he brings about Weibeck's exposure
and death, and he causes death and great damage within the Hadwin family. Yet, by
figuring disclosui'e in theatrical terms, Brown appears to cast Arthur's "rehearsal"
ambiguously, suspending it between the poles of truth and disruptive, artful drama.
Brown was not alone in his concern that dissembling performances exert on
households a "genuine influence." Arthur Mervyn first appeared serially amid an on
going debate in the Philadelphia Weekly Magazine entitled "On the Effects of Theatrical
Representations." In April 1798, contributor T. Markright proposes the forum, hoping
that the Weekly's readers can determine "whether theaters are useful or injurious" (WM
April 7, 293). In subsequent issues, mu,ltiple readers respo,nd. While some praise drama one writer dubs theater an '"engine [by] which man is to be snatched out of ignorance"
on the whole, the ftmtm denotes another moment in the long tradition of "antitheatrical
prejudice," to use Jon^is Barish's term.^® The majority of condemnations center on
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dramatic representations' effects on citi„zeiis,hlp and moral sentiment, both of which,
according to one writer, already suffer from, "the plagues of luxury and poverty." He
attributes the commonwears corruption to drama's "skillful contexture of characters and
incidents," phenomena he considers capable of "perverting our moral principles,"
This critic attacks drama for its ability to transform actors' psyches: "Artful seducers,
specious protligates, lying valets, female votaries of voluptuousness and vanity" make up
the theatrical world. "What inexpressible advantages," he wonders, "actors must derive
from laboriously imprinting on their memory and feelings the sentiments peculiar to all
these characters!" (IFM April 21, 359). According to this writer, acting blurs authentic
and artificial experience; by "imprinting" fabricated sentiments, dramas corrupt the
person of an actor. Fried's insiglits are illuminating here, for the wiiter suggests that
actors are in danger of being absorbed by their characters. In Fried's study absorption
denotes a painted figure's "lack of awareness of being beheld" (121). Applied to this
writer's aspersions of theater, this "lack of awareness," this becoming absorbed into artful
characters, threatens society because it undennines the rituals of honest inteipersonal
engagement and the enlightened acknowledgement of one's fellow citizens. Literally
surrounding Arthur Mervyn''s first appearance in print, "The Effects of Theatrical
Representations" debate catalogues anxieties about dramatic perfonnances and their
apparent ability to absorb and transfonti "memory and feelings," vital mechanisms in the
maintenance of households, citizenship, and nationhood in post-revo lutionary America. I
propose that Brown translates into Arthur Meiyyn the concerns evident in the Weekly. As
we shall see, the novel's theatrical temis are closely tied to Brown's ideas about literary
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creation. At the same time, this theatrical language signals the infiltration of disrupti ve or
diipMcitous perfomiaiices into the private sphere.
Brown portrays "theatrical effects" most powerfully in Welbeck's mansion.
Perfonnance, subjective transfomiation, and secrecy defin.e this house. Arthur enters it
through a ruse when Welbeck hires the boy as his secretary, a false front to use Arthur to
maintain, an "appearance on the stage" (95) of Philadelphia. Once inside the house,
Arthur reflects on this mansion in terms of fantasy and transfiguration, much as he does
in the closet episode:

J have read of palaces and deserts which were subject to the dominion of
spells: Poets may sport with their power, but I am certain that no transition
was every conceived more marvelous and more beyond the reach of foresight,
than that which I had just experienced. Heaths vexed by a midnight storm may
be changed into an hall of choral nymphs and regal banqueting; forest glades
may give sudden place to colonnades and carnivals, but he whose senses are
deluded still finds himself on his natal earth. These miracles are contemptible
when compared with that which placed me under this roof and gave me to
partake in this audience. (53-54)

Surpassing the miraculous transitions of fantasy, Arthur's incorporation into the
mansion's "audience" evokes at once the literary and the theatrical. His response to the
house in turn reflects the transfoitnations that bring about civilization and nationhood:
this metamorphosis from "heaths" to "hall," from "forest" to "colonnades" renders the
mansion a symbol of Am,erica's errand out of the wilderness. Yet, as a sjinbol of the
nation's marvelous emergence, the mansion also reflects ironically on theatrical
metaphors celebrating national birth. As George Washington proclaimed in 1788, for
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example, the transfonT),ative "Drama" enacted "on this Theatre [of] the American Stage"
is a "Novel and astonishing Spectacle."''^' By incorporating Arthur, the mansion mimics
the "Spectacle" of national formation, which creates Americans as actors and spectators
sim-ultaneously, according to the logic of Washington's statement. Here, the drama of
national birth evoked by Wetbeck's mansion merges with Arthur's astonishment at its
riches, which immediately wet his desire for wealth. This desire absorbs him into the
mansion's dramatic space. Hyperbolic images of "instantaneous transfonnation" (51)
punctuate Arthur's recollections of his first days in the mansion. His hope that he might
marry Welbeck's "daughter," Clamenza Lodi, further develops the mansion's
transfomiative qualities. The possibility of marriage - for Arthur the consummate
incorporation into the mansion's "audience" - transports him to a "dizzy height" (58).
This is all too good to be true, of course. As in the closet episode, Arthur's expansive
visions shift to descriptions of secrecy; Welbeck instructs the boy to hide his past from
any inquirers. Ailhur has few qualms about the mandate, asking instead "what it was
proper to conceal" (63). Recalled during his own rehearsal in Stevens' parlor, this
admission alerts us to Arthur's experiences in using secrecy to maintain residence under a
given roof, a tactical performance the novel associates with entering and exiting houses.
Welbeck's character mirrors this type of acting. Arthur witnesses Welbeck's artful acts
when he accompanies him to Wortley's party, where Welbeck's usual reserve shifts to an
overflow of speech, but "the door was no sooner closed ailer him than his accustomed
solemnity returned" (73). Welbeck's duplicity within the mansion depends as well on his
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entrance into and exit trom rooms, iis Arthur discovers when Welbeck emerges from
Clanienza's bedroom in the middle of the mglit (74-75).
These discoveries sequentially undercut Arthur's visions of forests turned to banquet
halls; his image of Clamenza as a "perfect monument" cmrables (76). Yet his belief that
writers "sport with tJieir powers" (53) gains momentum the longer he remains with
Welbeck, who hired Arthur for his skill with the pen. As fantasy gives way to speculation
about Welbeck's artifices and sexual improprieties, Arthur's descriptions lead us
inexorably into a secretive room that merges revelation with transformations perpetrated
through writing. Welbeck's library, which Arthur is forbidden to enter, denotes yet
another "appearance of disguise" (81) within the house. Brown presents it in dramatic
terms: within, "the business of writing was performect; having glanced inside only once,
Arthur knows the library only as "a show of books and papers" (81 emphasis added).
Seizing on "the idea of this room" (81), Arthur determines to enter it then hears a pistol
report. Within he finds Welbeck, gim in hand, sitting by Watson's murdered body. This
critical "scene" (84) elides the theatrical and the revelatory. With a corpse at his feet,
Welbeck begins his first long monologue. He seduced Cianienza; he is a master forger;
he hired Arthur to assist in fabricating the Lodi manuscript.
In this pivotal disclosure, Brown organizes ideas about authorship in relation to a
secretive room. As the narrative conveyed in this "scene" blurs distinctions between truth
and fiction, the artificial qualities of all stories seem highlighted by this room. Within it,
Welbeck planned to propagate a "reputation of literature" (100) by translating and
inventively enlarging the f^odi manuscript. For Welbeck, forgery produces phantoms of
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authenticity and determines public reputation. The forgery he envisions would emerge
tiom the mansion as litera,ry publication, ensure his "claim [to] authorship," and protect
him from exposure. In other words, Welbeck is a dark variation of the rhapsodist,
emerging from a room via published text to obscure his true person. This critical "scene"
is a complex expression of the nature of fiction and the creation of an artificial character,
Welbeck himself. Fie acts upon the city's stage by manipulating both textual and social
fictions.
Next to Stevens' parlor, Welbeck's library is the most significant site in the novel. It
fuses secrecy with writing and artifice. It extinguishes the vestiges of Arthur's naivete
about Welbeck and his house. Furthermore, among the novel's many disordered spaces,
this room exhibits most folly the pajradox of disastrous production at the heart oi Arthur

Mervyn. The library frames the extremes of social disorder mui-der, sexual fraud,
forgery - yet it contains the novel's most important and literally productive symbol, the
Lodi manuscript. After Welbeck's apparent suicide at the Delaware River, Arthur returns
to the room, pilfers tiie volume, and flees into the country, where he embarks on the
unlikely task of translating it from Itahan, a language unknown to him. The effort
rewards him incredibly when he discovers 20 thousand dollars in bank notes cemented
between the book's pages. Recovered from a secretive room, and presented as a site of
wealth, this text reproduces in miniature the novel's image of the city: an art&l construct
that frames within it multiple representations, Much as the novel describes homes as
compartments for symliolic rehearsals, the manuscript literally contains the textual
symbols of economy by which the city operates. Traceable to the novel's premiere site of
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writing and disaster, Welbeck's library, Arthur's discovery of wealth in a text gestures to
the city's definitive fiction; the artificially created necessity to amass wealth throu,gli an.
elaborate drama of appearances.
Its own figurative house of fictions, the manuscript also provides a key to the origins
of Arthur's story. His gloss on the Lodi manuscript is, in fact, an analogue to his own
narrative:

The Condottiere Sforza had taken refuge from, his enemies in a tomb,
accidentally discovered amidst the ruins of a Roman fortress of Apennine.
He had sought this recess for the sake of concealment, but found within
it a treasure, by which he would be enabled to secure the wavering and
venal faith of that crew of ruffians that followed his standards, provided
he fell not into die hands of the enemies now in search of him. (126)

These images of discovery amid ruins recall the textual "treasure" Arthur takes from
Welbeck's library. They mirror as well the treasures concealed between the book's pages.
Further, this anecdote prefigures the attic scene, where Arthur conceals himself only to
discover objects that, he says, will determine his fate. In the chronology of Arthur's
adventures, we should note that his epiphany in the attic immediately precedes his first
encounter with Stevens, who welcomes Arthur into his family as he cures the boy of
plague. Before Wortley comes to call and demands the boy's explanation, Stevens
remains unaware that Arthur has "enemies" searching for him, much as the character in
the manuscript.

Arthur Mervyn thus exhibits an internal order within, and in addition to, the structure
of stories performed in specific rooms. That this internal order radiates from images of
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discovery amid European ruins has multiple irapllcatioiis. First, the image imports the
idea of ancient history into this tale of the New World city, which, is plunged into chaos
by plague not long after Arthur translates the manuscript. The image of a blasted fortress
also connotes the central meanings linked to ruins in the eighteenth century. As
Bemadine de Saint-Pierre writes in "The Pleasures of Ruin," reprinted in August 1797 in
the Philadelphia jlwer/caw Universal Magazine, "nature combats with human art" in the
ruin, that crumbling structure signifying "the vanity of our labors and the perpetuity of
[nature's] own" (257), As Brown no doubt knew, his image of Roman rains signifies the
merging of animate and inanimate things, of past and present, as well as the mutability of
human efforts. Cracially, analogous ideas of merging and mutability contributed to the
horror of yellow fever during the 1793 epidemic, which killed thousands. These ideas are
pivotal as well to examining how Arthur's emergence from urban interiors retlects
Brown's conception of literary creation.
To unpack these matters, we need first to consider Arthur's reflections on translating
the manuscript and what this says about his use of interiors to weave his tale. His efforts
in translating illustrate, he says, "how the mind [profits] by remote, analogous, and latent
similitudes" (126). Profiting from "similitudes" is key to his art of verbal self-creation.
These reflections in fact reveal how Arthur orders his story out of images of ruin and
discovery. In particular, the Sforea story's similarities to Arthur's cast the critical attic
scene as an enactment of a narrative Arthur had read prior to hiding there. Much like the
soldier who finds a treasure among ruins, Arthur discovers in the attic "new wonders."
His description of his attic epiphany thus centers on both the reading of hidden objects
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performance of a previously read script. The "analogous" qualities of his and the

soldier's discoveries suggest that what the attic furnished to Arthur was his sudden
awareness that he too can emerge from Welbeck's house of duplicity as a performer of
fictions.
The image of ruin in the Lodi manuscript points to the fictive aspects of Arthur's tale,
that at least part of it is an imitation of a scene described in a stolen text. But the
manuscript has further significance. I've argued that this text reflects in miniature the
novel's portrayal of the city. As such, its image of ruin informs Brown's representations
of yellow fever, a devastating and misunderstood disease that for many suddenly linked
the New World metropolis to Old World cities and their histories of tumult and collapse.
As Sophia Courtland notes in Orrnond, Americans facing the first widespread outbreak of
plague in 1793 knew well that contagion had "laid waste the Greek and Egyptian cities"
(35). Plague's American appearance imported the "mass of evil, political and physical"
(35), associated with Old World diseases since antiquity. The manuscript's ruin imagery
intersects with the meanings ascribed to plague, symbol of Old World corruption and
instability. Much as the rain was a reminder of "the vanity of our labors," as Saint-Pierre
writes, yellow fever was also understood in moral ternis, as a check to urban hubris. In
his 1793 Account of the Malignant Fever, commentator Mathew Carey notes how many
Philadeiphians believed that "something was wanting to humble the pride of the city,
which was running on in full career, to the goal of prodigality and dissipation" (11-12),
Yellow fever, like the ruin in eighteenth-century thought, signified the mutability of
human affairs, how a city new or old ~ can be brought to its knees."^
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In plague Brown sees the consequences of urban civilization in America. The
appearance of plagu.e here meant that the new nation was not unique but rather subject to
history's ravages just as Rome was. The figure of the ruin in the manuscript, then,
amplifies tlie historical resonance of yellow fever in America. That Arthur's story is a
direct result of plague's devastations, that he models part of Ms tale on an, image of
Roman ruin, denotes a symbolic merging of antiquity and the present, of Old and New
Worlds. Arthur's story, like the growing American city, is built on rains, or more
precisely, composed on layers of past fictions, on ancient histories of urban success and
collapse, and a long tradition associating cities, ruins, and the mutability of human affairs.
Yellow fever is analogous to the ruin in another sense. As Saint-Pierre writes,
"nature combats with art" in the ruin. In eigliteenth-century America, plague was viewed
as a natural combatant against the art of civilization. Paradoxically, plague was seen as
the natural product of cities themselves, according to the "native origin" theory of yellow
fever. This theory, which Brown beheved, posited that plague can be traced "not to
infected [imported] substances," as Arthm says, "but to a morbid constitution of the
atmosphere" created by "filthy streets [and] airless habitations" (161). In his "Letters on
the Bilious Fever," Brown explores how the natural phenomenon of plague relates to the
art of the city, its composition and internal health. Believing that plague permeates spaces
invisibly, Brown locates fever in unclean rooms, basements, and gaiTets. As "agents of
our contagion," he writes, these spaces, "unattended and communicating more or less
with their surroundings," disseminate the fever through porous stmctures (Monthly
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Magazine 321)}'^ For Brown, plague originates in urban spaces and depends on them to
wreak havoc.
As in the rain, nature and human art converge in the "native origin" theory,
demonstrating as well the city's social and structural interconnectedness. Brown writes,
"it is of little service if A takes precautions for the preservation of his house, while B, his
neighbor, takes none, and... subjects the life aid property of A to destruction" {MM 328).
In both his "Letters" and his city novels, plague "communicates": it permeates like
narrative and opens up the city by penetrating its homes and hidden spaces. This
association of plague and narrative sheds yet more light on the image of the rain in the
manuscript and the value it hides. For like the disease that allows Arthur to penetrate
homes and discover their secrets, the manuscript is a symbol of destructive revelation.
Arthur first reveals a scene of rain (which he later acts out) and then dismantles the text,
disclosing the hidden bank notes. In this sense, the image of rains merges with his act of
textual destruction and revelation. Not only does this merging suggest why Arthur
models his story on a tale of ruins (to secure urban treasures); it points as well to the
"remote [yet] analogous" connections between the Roman ruin and tlie meaning of
yellow fever in 1790s Philadelphia. In other words, Arthur's destruction of the text, his
prying apart the book, reveals more than signifying ruins. His act exposes a hidden
treasure much as yellow fever exposes and dism,antles privacy.
In representing outbreaks of yellow fever, Brown focuses on plague's tendency to
destroy privacy. 1 refer again to Ormornk in which Sophia Courtland composes a history
of the plague through testimonies she collects from "immediate actors and observers" of
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the fever's devastations; none were "unwilling [to] communicate the knowledge they
possessed.... They exhibited the state of manners, the diversified effects of evil and
heroic passions, and the endless fo:rms which sickness and poverty assume in the obscure
recesses" of the city (244-45). hi Ormond as in Arthur M'enyn, plague destroys
boundaries between public and private, revealing hidden "passions" and "manners."
Casting yellow fever as at once a public and private malady, Sophia's and Arthur's
narratives imply that the theater of urban life extends beyond the public sphere and
encompasses the home as well, where "actors and observers" experienced illness and
poverty in the city's recesses. Like Arthur's disruption of homes, yellow fever exposes
the infiltration of drama into private scenes.
In Arthur Mervyn, story and disease both originate in homes and communicate from
house to house. Both story and disease seem indifferent to domestic boundaries,
characteristics that point to the ideas of literary creation embedded in the novel. During
his stay with the Hadwin family in the country, Arthur first hears of plague through the
rumors spreading from the capital. His response to these links plague to houses and
reveals how his imagination operates. Initially, he engages these rumors like an artist
with "the leisure to conjure up terrific images to personate the witnesses and sufferers"
(130), Yet, when Susan Hadwin realizes with horror that her fiance, Wallace, is among
the city's missing, Arthur appears to interpret the infectious rumors m:uch differently. He
no longer has the luxury to "conjure" - to imagine fictions, in other words. When the
city's chaos enters his own doors, Arthur claims, "imaginary evils were supplanted by
reaf (134).
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Or were they? The convertibility of the "real" and the "ioiagiiiary" characterizes
Arthur's descriptions of the infected homes he enters when he returns to the city to rescue
Wallace. In these recollections, story merges with theatrical language as Arthur becomes
author of and actor in diseased scenes. As the fever pemieates the chambers he inspects,
Arthur imaginatively reconstructs what appear to be plague's destructions. He surveys a
room he believes to be "pervaded with [the] remembrance" of Wallace:

My fancy readily depicted the progress and completion of this
tragedy. Wallace was the first of the faunily on whom the pestilence
had seized. Thetford had fled from his habitation. Perhaps, as a
father and husband, to shun the danger attending his stay, was the
inj unction of his duty. It was questionless the conduct which selfish
regards would dictate. Wallace was left to perish alone; or, perhaps,
which indeed was a supposition somewhat justified by appearances,
he had been left to the tendence of raercenary wretches; by whom, at
this desperate moment he had been abandoned,
I was not mindless of the possibility that these forebodings, specious
as they were, might be false. (145)

The "real" and the "imaginary" combine in this re-created "tragedy," which is in fact
"specious": this mansion does not belong to Thetford, Wallace's employer, but to
another man. The passage is remarkably similar to the sequence in, "The Man at Home"
where the narrator conjures an actor in relation to a discovered trunk. Arthur merely
multiplies the number of actors the room evokes.
Similarly, his admission that "these ibrebodings... might be false" highlights
precisely how he uses rooms to make story -- by Imagining urban actors, much as the man
at hom,e pictures forth "a thousand dramEis." With its connotations of portent and
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premonition, "forebodings" suggests that .Arthur was already preparing the narrative of
his search for Wallace, anticipating the re-creation of the tragedy in his own words, H^e
would have to make the story a good one, for he goes in search of Wallace to gain, the
favor of the Hadwins and thereby win Eliza's hand in marriage, hi another sense,
Arthur's reflections on "specious" suppositions point away from the room he recalls to
the one containing his audience; that is, the elements of the morality play he constructs
miiTor the circumstances of his own rehearsal to Stevens. The tragedy of abandonment

refers allegorieally to his own relationship with Stevens, who, "as a father and a husband"
may "shun the danger" that attends Arthur's residence in Stevens' family. Should Stevens
abandon Arthur, mercenaries will be waiting for the boy. We should recall again that
Arthur testifies under Wortley's threat of legal action. To obviate Wortely's charges,
Arthur tells a tale of houses to stay in one.
The problem of duplicity in Arthur's narrative becomes all the more vexed because
yellow fever transforms homes into Gothic spaces of gruesome revelation. Coupling the
quotidian and the horrific, Arthur creates possible pasts in disordered rooms; "I imagined
that I discovered vestiges of [a] catastrophe.,. The bed appeared as if someone had
recently been dragged from, it. The sheets were tinged with yellow [and] the gangrenous
black vomif (165), a substance victims of the disease emit just before death. While
plague renders the home extraordinary and repellent, the "as if of appearances in this
chamber an,nounces the iixeducible doubleness of Arthur's tale. Not only is his story
potentially duplicitous - or at the very least artful ™ his analogous .relationship to yellow
fever becomes all the more clear the longer he describes infected homes. ,He explores the
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same circumscribed places that Brown believed generated plague. At the same time, he
penetrates and pemieates the city much as narative and fever move unobstructed through
urban spaces to render boundaries between public and private ro.eaningless. Arthur is
miasmatic, thougli (unlike plague) visible; yet (like a liquid) he assumes the shape of
whatever space contains him at any given moment. Produced by the city through his
explorations mid through his account of them, Art hur is much like the man at home, who
imagines dramas and becomes part of them in the telHng: Arthur acts within diseased
homes and then narrates within one after the plague subsides. Just as the man at home
creates an actor/character in relation to a secretive chest, Arthur finds his own character
in ambiguous rooms that demand to be read, interpreted, and then re-created through
story.
Additional similarities between "The Man at Home" and Arthur Menyn allow
nuanced analyses of Arthur's tales and the relationships between literary creation and
law's infiltration of the private sphere. "The Man at Home" has its origins in the
narrator's evasion of law and prison, to his tale of interiors, Arthur searches for and finds
Wallace, who relates a tale of confinement that signifies both law's infi ltration of the city
and law's failure in the face of urban chaos. As Arthur explores tragic scenes, Wallace
glides into a room, figured as a diseased apparition, "y®Jlowish and livid" (166). Soon
after he tells his tale. With the onset of plague, his employer Thetford had committed him
to the Bush-Hill hospital*'^ A grotesque site of legal and domestic disorder, this
"hospital" signaled an inevitable death for most citizens conveyed there. Having escaped
the building, Wallace reveals what transpired behind its closed doors. While the upper
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rooms house dying sufferers, "the lower apartments are sccnes of carousal and mirth," as
the attendants "neglect their duties" (173). Like most naratives in the novel, Wallace's
tale has a double quality. Emerging from yet another disordered house, the story
transforms Wallace into

actor who recalls a terrifying scene which frames law's power

to confme the sick yet fail to care for them. The transformation of the Bush-Hill mansion
into a "hospital" essentially denotes the infiltration of law's artificiality into a private
space; the consequence for almost all citizens conveyed tliere was death. Simultaneously,
as Arthur incorporates Wallace's tale into his testimony, the tragedy of Bush-Hill can be
read as another morality play through which Arthur attempts to seciu-e his place in
Stevens' home by reminding his auditor/doctor about "duty" to recovering patients.
fa. regard to story and the stnicture of houses, Wallace's tale also introduces
important ideas about the composition oi Arthur Mervyn as public disclosure. Describing
the Bush-Hill hospital through Gothic images of neglected corpses and pestilential
effluvia, Wallace's tale of "upper rooms" and "lower apartments" (172) is a variation on
tlie Gothic abject, in which a menacing setting covers over a repressed crime or violation
that threatens to emerge from below and wreak havoc.^^ Moreover, the hospital
prefigures another more resonant abject space tiiat links together images of emergence
and disclosure. Welbeck's basement, lacking any "communication with the open air"
(109), is potentially diseased. It is also Watson's burial chamber, where Welbeck and
Arthur had hidden liis body in a shallow grave. When Stevens discovers that Watson has
been buried with a large sum of money in his girdle, he aligns Arthur's story with law's
penetrating force:
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It was just to restore these bills to their true own,er; but how could
this be done without hazardous processes and tedious disclosures? To
whom ought these disclosures to be made? By what authority or agency
could these half-decayed limbs be dug up, and the lost treasure be taken
from amidst the horrible corruption in which it was immersed?
This ought not to be the act of a single individual. This act would
entangle him, in a maze of perils and suspicions, of concealments and
evasions, from which he could not hope to escape with his reputation
inviolate. The proper m,ethod was through the agency of law. It is to
this that Mervyn must submit his conduct. The story which he told to me
he must tell to the world. Suspicions have fixed themselves upon him,
which allow him not the privilege of silence and obscurity. Wliile he
continued unknown and unthought of, the publication of his story would
only give unnecessary birth to dangers but new dangers are incurred
which it may probably contribute to lessen, if not remove. (252)

These dense paragraphs interlink

M.ervyn's central themes: concealment and

evasion; the recovery of "treasure" fi'om a secretive interior; disclosure that transports us
into a hidden space signifying disaster, in this case a murdered body decaying in a
basement. Througli the interstices of these themes, the passage also revisits the issues of
public and private raised by the Constitution and Rush's "Enquiry." Earlier in this chapter,
I examined Brown's earlier writings as reflections on the problems and possibilities of
representation that hidden agents and private spaces combine to generate in the new
republic. I want to conclude ray analyses by using Stevens' reflections as a lens for
examining the novel's suggestions about authorship, literary creation, and their
relationships to the ait(iflce)s of law and public-action. These ideas are refracted through
Arthur's character, as Brown explores the transformations that attend Arthur's traisition
from Artliur M,e.rvyn to Arthur Mervyn. This transformation is one that allows Arthur to

order his character in relation to the city, but this order is u.ltimatcly an artificial order
that points to the fictive qualities of law and indeed of any representation of the city.
In wondering what agency can authorize Watson's exhumationj Stevens meditates on
two types of disclos-ure, private and public. For Arthur to disclose his tale only through
speech would "entangle him in a maze of perils and suspicions, of concealments and
evasions." Stevens' language here evokes Arthur's descriptions of the attic, which defer
narration even though the omission of that intensely private experience raises the
possibility of a less than artless tale. Altliough Stevens' thoughts reflect his trust in
Arthur, the boy must now act by law's agency to minimize further danger. Arthur must,
that is, retell his story publicly, in written fo,rm.®^ Only then can the law reach into
Welbeck's basement to unearth a body and its treasure. In the basement below a house of
fiction, Brown thus locates two treasures, two forms of public currency: Watson's bills
and the origins of a written text. While Arthur's verbal performance takes place in a cozy
parlor (entanghng Stevens and his reputation for protecting the disruptive youth), Stevens
suggests that Arthur's written narrative originates figuratively from a basement. As in
"The Man at Home," where law and room combine to inspire a fictional actor/self-image,

Arthur Mervyn as written artifact can be traced to a space of hiding. Reflecting on the
basement, Stevens calls for a "new series" involving the "disentanglemenf of a character,
to use the man at home's terms for describing the trunk and its actor. Much as that
narrator maps a room containing a secret manuscript, to avoid a maze of evasions, Arthur
must compose a written map of the city's secrets, treasures, and disease. According to
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Stevens' thoughts on Watson's corpse, Arthur's narrative must emerge to be subsumed
into a "publ ic language of shared meanings," as Ferguson writes of the Constitution.
Steven also implies that to act within the law is to experience a transformation from,
speaker to textual creature, from an "unknown" figure to a public perfonning subject.
Like the attic scene, Welbeck's basement raises issues of representation, connected to
those surrounding the legal origins of nationhood, hi other words, because law demands a
written testimony from Arthur, law would transform him from an "unthought of figure
to a self-created public text. In this sense, the emergence of Arthur's character fi-om
hidden urban spaces is similar to the Constitution's emergence from its secretive origins.

Arthur Menyn, it could be argued, is a synecdoehal reflection on the Constitution's
entrance into the national imaginary. At the very least, Arthur will become a fiction
(re)cast by law much as Benjamin Rush's secretive "house" transforms prisoners into
symbolic characters acting within romances and national fictions.
Arthur's public emergence discloses further meanings. A written publication will,
Steven says, protect Arthur's reputation. Yet, according to the logic of representation,
secrecy, and interior space that Brown develops since "The Rhapsodist," "the person of
the author" (i.e. Arthur) must recede from public view in the very writing of his story.
Descended Irom the rhapsodist, that elusive textual creature bom in secrecy, Arthur
comes to the theater of the city and is transformed by its representational imperatives, its
fashion, and its countless enclosures. In fact, Arthur's own tale reveals his calculated use
of these to establish himself within various houses, much as the rhapsodist mimics the
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city's artifices to establish himself on the public page. Arthur emerges from urban
chambers first as his own verbal fiction then as a written fiction, as Arthur Mervyn.
What can we conclude about private experience and its relationship between reading
and writing fiction in this endlessly suggestive novel? For one, ideas of self-severance
and evasion from public life that run through Arthur's domestic descriptions point to a
paradox Brown confronts but apparently could not resolve. We've seen that the city's
homes are dramatic "scenes" for Brown, unified though disordered sites that invariably
evoke the ficti ve qualities of homes. Brown 's ambivalence about the infiltration of
evasive, ambiguous performances into homes is best evidenced by an important irony.
That is, this dramatic infiltration mimics another possible entrance of another kind of
artifice that Brown undoubtedly hoped, would enter many American homes, that kind of
artifice being his own novel. Moreover, dramatic and plague-like Arthur is figured as the
ideal consumer of imaginative fictions in that he recurrently retires to private spaces, sites
where novels were increasingly read, as Ian Watts shows. Arthur repeatedly disappears
into rooms, "to meditate" (399), "to enjoy and pursue my own reflections" (73), to
imagine and "invenf' in the "friendly secrecy of my own chamber" (76). He is a reader
and a romantic, much like the artists described in the "Belles Lettres Club Address" and
"The Rhapsodist." The last thing Arthur associates with chambers is rest or sleep. Rather,
these spaces signify discovery, imagination, and - as Arthur takes up writing the novel
the creation of a symbolic coherence and stability that unifies the disordered city and an
apparently disordered self

For Arthur, wiiting maintains an image of the self s "mansion," what he figures as a
potentiaUy unstable site that reflects as well on larger mansions like the city and the new
nation. Having thoroughly internalized the symbolism of homes, he describes his body
and spirit in terms of a hoiLse when he writes of his love :for Ascha. Fielding: "my heart
thus bounds till its mansion, can scarcely hold it." This bounding, however, is contained
by "the pen [which] checks the mind's career; it circumscribes her wanderings" (414).
We've seen that circumscription is central to this novel's internal order. That "the pen"
enables Arthur to stabilize the self reminds us as well diat he uses a scene of Roman ruin
found in a manuscript to order his narrative, relate himself inextricably to hidden spaces,
and position himself within a tradition of uneasy urban histories. Brown revisits this
ordering of the self through narrative acts when Arthur struggles in writing with Ascha's
disclosures about her married past. Arthur's imagination is cast through figures of
creation and destruction, as her disclosures tlireaten to dismantle Arthur's "flourishing
structures" and reduce them to a "scene of confusion and horror" (441). Reflected in
urban culture's rise and sudden instability due to plague, these tensions between
production and disaster make Arthur Menyn unique in its reflections on private
experience and reading (and writing) novels. Brown, it appears, could not seem to decide
the exact value of private imagination and literary creation in a nation that required
attentive civic participation to succeed. He also realized, 1 would argue, that the city can
only be ordered and understood through a multiplicity of fictions... and only as a fiction.
In this way, Arthur Mervyn reflects on the fictiveness of the nation, an "imaginary
structure" (to cite the rhapsodist) that emerges trom secrecy as public text, much as the
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central character in Brown's premier urban fiction emerges from hidden spaces to tell his
tale.
Arthur's story always calls attention to its own illusion of order and honesty. His
relations with Ascha Fielding play this out. When the two face complications in their love
affair, A,rtliiir sutxeeds in "restoring her serenity and beguiling her fears by dwelling on
our future happiness" (445 emphasis added). As in Arthur's re-recreations of the homes
he explores, thi,s projected "dwelling" evokes the senses of "beguiling" Brown, associates
with domestic performances and with writing itself: "Our household, while we staid in
America - in a year or two we hie for Europe - should be thus composed. Fidelity and
skill and pure morals, should be sought out, and enticed by generous recompenses, into
our domestic services" (445 emphasis added). Here again, as tJie novel concludes, Arthur
associates houses with making and hiding meaning, "beguiling" his future wife with the
image of a "household," much as Arthur felt "beguiled by some spell" (35) on entering a
wealthy home on his first night in the city. Echoing Arthur's own introduction into urban
homes - by the prankster, by Welbeck ~ this projection involves a luring into a domestic
image ("enticed") that promises rectification for damages ("recompenses") - perhaps the
many damages Arthur inflicted within the homes he entered. On the surface, Arthur

Mervyn seems to suggest its eponymous composer's inclusion within metropolitan
America and within its aspirations to domestic stability.^"'' More accurately, Arthur's
conceptions of the household as image only aflmns the delusiveness of representation,
the defining quality of all of Brown's fictions. Inextricably tied to the act of writing,
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Brown's idea of houses lies within Arthur's "beguiling" perfoitnances. This idea itself is
a projection; America, like Arthur, will live in fiction's house.
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Chapter 3

Urban Allegories: Poe's Tales and Eastern State Penitetiliary

The Earth's records had taught me to look for the widest
ruin as the higliest price of civilization.
~ Poe, "The Colloquy of Monos and Una"^'®

As he maps the correspondences between morality and "every natural process" in the
"Discipline" chapter of Nature (1836), Ralph Waldo Emerson proclaims, "The moral law
lies at the center of nature and radiates to the circumference" (29), a conception of natural
order well suited to his transcendental philosophy. Yet this image of "moral law"
emanating from a center point also evokes a structure that represents stark new
approaches to "disciphne" in antebellum America. Emerson's image mirrors the shape of
Eastern State Penitentiary, the massive prison completed just outside Philadelphia in
1830, famous for its long wings of cells radiating from a central tower and infamous for
its "separate system" plan of punishment: solitary confinement for all inmates. The
terrors of solitude awaited felons in Pennsylvania, as this monolith to order reorganized
understandings of mind and morality through legal containment that intensified the
meanings of circumscribed space for prisoners and citizens alike. While Eastern inspired
heated debates on solitaiy confinement's eftects on prisoners' psyches, interpenetrations
of law, mind, and space also took on new significance outside the prison. Designed to
terrify through its exterior appearance, the penitentiary 'Reminded all who would enter, or
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even pass by, of the power of confinement to alter the spirit through material
representation" (Bender 21).
Residing in Philadelphia from 1838 to 1844, Edgar Allan Poe was undoubtedly
familiar with Eastern State, or the Cherry Hill prison, as it was also called. Perhaps he
refers to it when he describes the "rectangular obscenities" littering the "Art-scan*ed
surface of the Earth" (611-12). His speaker Monos associates these "obscenities" with
fallen civilization in "The Colloquy of Monos and Una" (1841), a tale composed in
Cherry Hill's figurative shadow as Poe wrote increasingly about urban culture and crime.
Fired by publications like Gustave Beaumont and Alexis de Tocqueville's On the

Penitentiary System of the United States (1833), debates on criminality and imprisonment
appeared regularly in print. Poe would have encountered extensive commentary on
penitentiaries in newspapers and periodicals. The editors of the North American Review,
for example, noting the volume of "attention... given to the subject of prison discipline"
(1), devoted their July 1839 issue to the topic. Poe's confinement tales suggest as well
that he found some of his inspiration for them during his discussions with Charles
Dickens, who met with Poe in Philadelphia in March 1842 as he toured American
landmarks, including Cherry Hill and the New York City Halls of Justice "Tombs."
Tales such as "The Pit and the Pendulum," "The Black Cat," "The Tell-Tell Heart,"
and "The Imp of the Perverse" all interpret developments in prison discipline and
penitentiary design. Simultaneously, they probe the syiBbolic relationships between the
period's monolitliic prisons and burgeoning urban culture. In these tales Poe intuits how
cities and penitentiaries depend for their meam'ngs on an exchange of ideas and figures, a
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complex dialogue of discursive and material phenomena most visibly codified in urban
print culture and architecture. This exchange indicates how "moral law," to use
Emerson's expansive phrase, radiates from prisons into cities and homes, situating Poe's
representations of confinement in relation to urban experieo.ce and his narrator's
interpretations of place. Particularly in his confession tales the disciplinary discourses
materially embodied in pemtentiaries shadow "mere household events" (849), as the
narrator of "The Black Caf reports when he confesses to murdering his wife. I will argue
that these "events" allow ways of residing Poe's confession tales in relation to antebellum
imprisonment practices. As these confined narrators re-present their homes, they suggest
how the Gothic extraordinary - reflected in and built into penitentiaries becomes
commonplace within cities and homes.
Foe's confinement tales can be read as urban allegories that demonstrate through their
settings how developments in prison disciphne shape antebellum views of cities and
homes. These tales delineate the suffusion of disciplinary ideologies throughout public
and private spaces. "The Black Cat," for instance, is at once a "homely narrative" (849), a
city story of "haunts about town" (851), and a jail-house confession that indicates how
new perceptions of punishment condition the art of telling. These tales respond to the
effects prisons exerted on American discourse, indicating Poe's awareness that legal
containment employs aesthetic mechanisms to redefine conceptions of place and behavior.
Mapping the relationships among cities, hom.es, and penitentiaries, .Poe reveals their
i.nterdependent meanings while also using them, to point to "the widest ruin as the highest
price of civilization," as Monos claims (611). This sense of "ruin" is reflected in Poe's
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settings, those strange and inherently mutable or unstable sites. Images evoking ruins
punctuate the confessions, particularly in their focus on the constructed nature of houses,
as when the narrator of "Tlie Black Caf discovers the pet he has executed plastered in
''has relief^ (853) on the only remaining wail of Ms home after a fire reduces it to
smoldering "ruins" (853), In these tales, patterns of demolished settings allegorize the
ways in which disciplinary discourses infiltrate spaces and minds outside of prisons. This
figural permeation is brought into sharp focus by the criminal acts Poe stages within
homes. Using walls and tloors to conceal their crimes - by rendering murdered bodies
part of houses - these narrators invite tlie law to dismantle their homes even as they
mimic the infusions of law they attempt to evade.

Crowd Control; Solitary Confinement and the City

Well before he introduces Ms series of criminal narrators, Poe treats the influence of
penitentiary systems on conceptions of place, designing fictions that build toward urban
allegories hke "The Black Cat," "The Tell-Tale Heart," and "The Imp of the Perverse,"
This section examines "The Man of the Crowd" (1840) as a response to the penitentiary's
impact on perceptions of criminality and public experience. Though it makes no
reference to prisons, and even thougli. it takes place in .London, "The Man of the Crowd"
suggests how Poe begins to conceive of prison discipline's eftects on American urban
culture.^'' While several scholars consider "'The Man of the Crowd" an incisive
examination of nineteenth-century urban spectatorship and it is - this stoiy also
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represents (and critiques) strategies of seeing built into "separate system" prisons like
Cherry Hil!.'*' An amalgam of rational visual analysis and "darker themes of speculation"
(509), the "peculiar mental state" (511) this nan-ator achieves signifies more than the
subjective transformations associated with surveying crovk'ds. ITiis "state" also points to
developments in penology and their effects on perceptions of place and behavior. By
analyzing Eastern State's origins, design, and regimen, 1 want to show how Poe's narrator
personifies the prison's "system," in which rational and Gothic containment strategies
create "peculiar" vstates of mind for both prisoners and free citizens. Poe dramatizes the
uses (and Umitations) of surveillance in an urban setting, negotiating ideas about isolation
as an antidote to disorder. The text also suggests Poe's awareness that strategies of
isolating criminals spring from responses to crowds - Mid not just those in cities. Rather,
sohtary confinement was conceived to as a way to prevent crowds from gathering within
prisons.
The image of the crowd figures prominently in texts describing the origins of solitary
confinement.^' Unndy mobs inhabit prisons with large common rooms, refonner George
W. Smith writes in his 1833 A Defense of the System of Solitary Confinement, a tract
excerpted extensively in the July 1839 North American Review, which Poe probably read
before composing "The Man of the Crowd." Smith recalls conditions at Philadelphia's
Walnut Street Prison before officials separated its inmates in the early 1790s, dubbing the
site "a perfect pandemonium" (11). Convicts shared criminal secrets, gambled and drank,
and preyed on the weak among them. Novice and hardened criminals alike "were
mingled together in one revolting mass of festering corruption," comprising a "loathsome
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communion" where prisoners freely indulged in, "bacchanalian revelry" (11). According
to Smith, prisons that allow crowds to gather are no institutions of reform,; i.n,stead they
create deeply disraptive microcosms of "idleness, pro,fligacy, and widely diffused
contamination" (11). As the editors of the North American Review add in their juinotation
to Smith's Defense, jails with common rooms become iaterior cities, "nurseries of vice;
seminaries [where] whole societies of criminals [are] bound to each other by a perverted
moral sympathy" {NAR 15).
To prevent congregation among imprisoned "multitudes" (NAR 9), officials
reconceived containment so that prisons would become less like cities: "there should be
no noise, no altercation, no loud speaking, no exhibition of excited passions" (NAR 22).
A strategic response to prison pandemonium, solitary confinement linked cell and city
symbolically, conditioning perceptions of solitude in relation to metropolitan phenomena.
The practice of isolating felons redefined the meanings of ordered and potentially
disordered spaces as American cities expanded rapidly and witnessed frequent mob
violence, ethnic strife, and escalating crime.^^ Authorities traced these problems to "the
faulty organization of society" (xix), as David J. Rothman writes: officials believed that
penitentiaries would reorganize society from within, an idea central, to both the "separate
system" at Cherry Hill and tlie "silent system" introduced at the Auburn, New York
penitentiary, where inmates worked together ,in silence during the day and. spent nights in
solitary cells. Though "sepa.rate" and "silent" penitentiaiies contrasted in their
maintenance of prisoners, both "system,s" aspired to absolute order to prevent city-like
disorder among inm,ates.
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The OTban symbolism within the "separate system" takes on further significance
when examined alongside solitary confmement's creation of "sufferings tictiog on the
mind," as the Building Commission of Pennsylvania writes in an 1821 proposal for the
penitentiary at Cherry Hill (Johnson 32). Aiming to regulate behavior within and without
the site, the Commission envisioned a prison that would sever deviants from society and
punish their spirits through long and complete isolation, creating "dread and terror" for
crimhials while promoting "a disposition of virtuous conduct" among the citizenry
(Johnson 32). The penitentiary's architect, John Haviland, followed the Commission's
plan for creating mental "sufferings," designing solitary cells and maximizing visibility
throughout the prison. Haviland writes,

In the distribution of cells into a general fom, I have maturely
considered the recommendations and objections of every geometrical
figure, but cannot find any so well adopted to accomplish tlie main
objectives of the institution... watching, health, and superintendence
of the Prison. [Within this] distribution of the several blocks of Cells
fomiing so many radiating lines to the Observatory or Watch-House...
a watchman can, from one point, command a view of the extremity of
the passages of cells, or traverse undercover unobserved by the prisoners
and overlook every cell. ("Description" 3)

Much like Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon, Haviland's design allows continual
surveillance in order to manage prisoners contained in this geometrical system.
Haviland intended the paradox of a watchman being able to gaze down long, empty halls
of closed cells. Isolated except for infirmary visits or when released, inmates could never
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know when their halls were being traversed or their cells siii-veyed. They also remained
unaware of their location within the prison because they entered it blindfolded.
Spatial disorientation, continual sun^eillatice, and complete isolation aimed to ensure
Cherry Hill's ostensible goal - to force convicts to confront the moral and spiritual
consequences of their crimes. Complete isolation, officials claimed, would allow
prisoners to experience the "Christ within" or "Inner Liglit," ideas that suggest the
Quaker influence on Cherry Hill's design and goals. At the building's cornerstone
ceremony, philanthropist Robert Vaux pointed to Quaker influences that led to Eastern's
founding: "a correct view of human nature, coupled with the indispensable exercise of
Chri stian benevolence, [has] led to the melioration of punishments" (Haviland 11). The
penitentiary would focus on reforming the mind and soul rather than punishing the body
with "the Pillory, the Whipping Post, and the Chain" (11). From this perspective, the
convict's isolated journey toward the "Inner Light" was humane and benevolent
punishment.
However, the rationale behind designs for isolation was more complex than the
Quaker "Inner Lighf argument indicates.^^ Certainly religious iconography was
employed at Cheny Hill. While its facade still resembles a forbidding Gothic castle, the
building's interior resembles a church in its appearance, complete witli soaring, chapellike arches and iron gates adorned with crosses. But records reveal that Quaker influences
on Haviland's design, were muted by his architectural sources and personal convictions.
As Vaux states, the prison coupled Christian philosophy with "a correct view of human
nature" based in apparently rational inteipretations of the mind's workings. A fusion of
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religion and rationality does inform Haviland's designs, but sun'eillance strategies
suggest that beliefs in the "Inner Light" were subsumed by more practical objectives, As
we've seen, the prevention of crowding was a central goal of solitary confinement.
Further, as Martin B. Miller has shown, Haviland combined this goal not with Quaker
philosophy but with "the principles of Calvinistic penitence in separate confinement"
(95), principles he observed at Europe's penitentiaries.'"^
For 1-Iaviland, surveillance into solitary cells took precedence over the Cherry Hilfs
religious symbolism. He combined Calvinist ideas with practical - and decidedly Gothic
visibility strategies. For example, surveillance rendered felons perpetually aware of
their being watched by unseen agents. Confined to spaces measuring 8 feet wide, 12 feet
long, and 9 feet higli, inmates did their time beneath small windows fixed in the ceiMngs
of each cell "formed by a convex reflector of 8 inches in diameter, termed ''dead eyes''
(Haviland 4 emphasis in original). These "eyes" served practical and symbohc purposes.
Mounted into the ceiling, they allowed hght and ventilation into tlie cell. Thougli these
devices looked onto the sky, convicts could not see out of them; hght angled into the
room via reflectors. These "eyes" would appear to symbolize an "Inner Light" within the
cell, yet their function can be read as less than benevolent. Signifying an omnipresent and
mysterious gaze, these "eyes" symbolized an invisible power, whether that of God or law
or both. Beneath them., prisoners read scripture (the only printed diet allowed to them), or
made shoes, clothing, or small woodworks. Additionally, these signs of a permanent gaze
enhanced the symbolism of another featu re of the ceil Haviland writes, "a hollow cone of
cast iron is .fixed securely in the wall, with its apex, next the passage, from, which small
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aperture of 'A inch in diameter, you can command a view of the cell unobserved by the
prisoner" (5).
Rather than overtly religious symbols, both the viewing cones and "dead eyes" were
signs of exposure directed not at the prisoner'vS body but at his mind, the innermost self
that "separate system" proponents considered the source of all crimes. In her study of
antebellum responses to deviance, Karen Halttunen writes that institutions like Eastern,
embodied a dual view of the human psyche, exhibiting "a new faith in the perfectibility
of human nature at the same time that they actively shaped a new Gothic understanding
of human evil as hidden" (54). At once rational and Gothic, the "separate system"
enacted this belief of evil as hidden, secreting felons from society and forcing them to
confront that which is hidden from all others, their own minds.
The penitentiai y itself was anything but hidden in antebellum culture, appearing in
countless printed media, paintings, lithographs, and political cartoons. Depicting Cherry
Hill became an industry for artists and writers, who linked "dread and tetxor" to legal
containment in visual texts, socio-scientific publications, and religious tracts/'' Gothic
images of "sufferings acting on the mind" punctuate even the most objective appraisals of
solitary confinement. In their study OH the Penitentiary System of the United States
(1833), Beaumont and Tocqueville conclude that Cherry HilFs convicts face "tenible
phantoms" (34) from the moment they begin their sentences: 'Throra into solitude [the
felon] reflects. Placed alone, in view of his crime, he learns to hate it [for] remorse will
come to assail him" (22), After inspecting the prison in 1832, the Frenchmen personify
"remorse" as an invisible assailant that emerges from witliin the convict's psyche. When
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they recall the original regimen at Auburn - complete isolation without work - they
describe prisoners going m,ad in their cells, the victims of the supra-human agency of
"absolute solitude " If nothing inteiTupts it, they write, this solitude "is beyond the
strength of man; it destroys the criminal without pity; it does not reform, it kills" {5).

On the Penitentimy System., Smith's Defense^ and numerous periodical monographs
made public the hidden mechanisms of solitary confinement, conflating imprisonment
with, "dread and tereor." Simultaneously, these texts situated citizens as spectators to
imprisomrient through what Foucault calls "a whole learned economy of publicity" (109).
In autcbellum America this "economy" depended on citizens' ability to imagine
confinement in relation to aesthetic genres such as the Gothic, in which repressed crimes
or past violations emerge from hidden or antiquated spaces to haunt the present/^
Beaumont and Tocqueville's "terrible phantoms" operate within the Gothic tradition, as
did the building's castellated facade. Smith examines its "grave, severe, and awful
character," claiming that its effect "on the imagination of every passing spectator, is
peculiarly impressive" (21). The penitentiary's "awful" appearance welcomed
spectatorship, gazing, and speculation about what transpired within the hidden solitary
cells. These acts of spectatorship, of gazing on the penitentiary as spectacle, transmitted
solitary confinement's "peculiarly impressive" effects beyond the building, much as
printed texts engaged the imagination through depictions of "dresid and terror,"
"phantoms" and "the misery of loneliness."'^® Encompassing the acts of gazing on the site
and reading about it in public print, spectatorship of Cheny Hill enabled participatory,
imaginative interpretations of law, crime, and public experience. Dana Brand argues that
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nmeteentli-century urban spectatorship reflected "a particular accommodation of the
bourgeois to the world they were creatiii,g" (187). Penitentiaries were a significant part of
that world. Americans accommodated penitentiaries imaginatively and thereby reshaped
concqjtions of spectatorship and public experience.
'The Man of the Crowd" can be read as an examination of the penitentiary's effects
on urban spectatorship. The narrator views '"deep crime'" (515) in terms of resistance to
solitude. For him, the mysterious old man who "'refuses to be alone'" personifies "the
worst heart in the world" (515). In otlier words, the narrator views the old man's apparent
deviance in moral and spatial terras: Poe's speaker assigns '"deep crime'" to the old man
not because the man commits any discernible crime but because he resists solitude. The
narrator's beliefs appear anchored in the same ideas associated with, and generated by
Cherry Hill, where Pennsylvania's "worst" hearts were cast into long solitude for their
crimes. By reflising '"to be alone,"' the old man represents to the narrator all that is
wildly criminal - all that must be contained, in other words, through disciplinary
programs like those ensuing within antebellum penitentiaiies. However, if this narrator
pursues the old man to discover what hidden mysteries motivate the man of the crowd,
the story comments ironically on systems that cast containment and surveillance as
necessary to expose hidden evils. If tliis story suggests how prisons shape views of
mysterious urban subjects, how are we to interpret the trajectory of the narrator's
watching? His surveillance evolves from a state of rational analysis toward a "peculiar"
interpretive acuity, and then to an agitated state that confirms the narrator's beliefs in
hideous hidden "mysteries" (506). What might his watching tell us about the symbolic
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relationships between cities and penitentiaries? I. will argue that the trajectory of his
watching, along with the story's structure, ultimately higlilights the namitor's
epistemological myopia, which detennines his conclusions about "the essence of all
crime" (507).
Poe designs this narrator so that we can know almost nothing about him aside from
his reactions to the crowd. He seems a fittingly anonymous mouthpiece for the translation
of ideas about surveillance spilling from penitentiaries into popular thought. The story
begins with him sitting in a London Coffee-House and enjoying a newspaper. From the
outset, he associates reading with the privilege of gazing. He atnuses himself "now in
poring over advertisements, now in observing the promiscuous company in the room, and
now in peering through the smoky panes into the street" (507). Although Poe may not
have intended the passage to signify anything hidden or penitential, as the narrator's gaze
swings from text to room to street, meanings evocative of the penitentiary surface here.
The intermixed "promiscuous company" brings to mind the crowds inhabiting commonroom jails. The newspaper points to the dissemination of disciplinary discourses through
print media. The passage emphasizes terms denoting reading or visibility: "poring,"
"observing," "peering." As I've argued, the penitentiary gained its power in the urban
imagination through a kind of spectatorship that involved gazing on prisons and reading
about them in popular print.
Poe may have in mind the separation of criminals within prisons as his naixator
begins to "read" the crowd beyond the window. In the North American Review reprint of
his Defense, Smith argues that in city-like jails "scarcely any classification is attempted"
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(103). This narrator's first impulse is to classify the crowd. Relying oo analytical tems,
he exaniines the "masses,.. in their aggregate relations," focusing on "details" and
"varieties of figures, dress, gait, visage, and expression of countenance" (507). These
analyses gesture to a central premise of antebellum disciplinary systems, that persons can
be sorted into "remarkable divisions" (508) based on appearance, behavior, or offense.
The narrator's reading also places him within Walter Benjamin's definition of the flaneur,
the urban dandy who strolls the city to analyze its phenomena yet "who saves himself
irom chaos and indeterminacy through pretensions of epistemological control" (56). As
he gazes from a window to relegate "large classes" (508) to atomized categories, the
narrator certainly exhibits "pretensions." His confidence in visual control grows the
longer he watches. To him, the 'tribe of clerks" is "obvious" (508). He can't imagine
how easily-spotted pickpockets "should ever be mistaken" (509). Likewise, gamblers
reveal "traits... by which 1 could always detect them" (509).
Through tliis narrator's over-confidence Poe undercuts his culture's obsession with
"system," a cardinal component of antebellum reform movements denoting the
apphcation of interrelated ideas to phenomena as diverse as crime, insanity, economics,
governance, and urban planning. The meHoration of these phenomena, it was widely
believed, depended on systematic analysis and classification. Poe felt otherwise. His
fictions constitute one relentless assault on "system." For example, "Peter Pendulum (The
Business Man)" (1840) burlesques the "method" of an ambitious city salesmen who seeks
success "by tliat rigid adherence to system which formed the leading feature of my mind"
(484). His failed ventures include "the Assault and Battery Business," "the Eye-Sore
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Trade," and. the "Cat-Growing" profession. "The Colloquy of Monos and Uxia" laments a
civilization grown "infected with system, atid with abstraction [and] generalities" ~ their
"imbecility" (610) does not speak well to the "abstract and generalizing turn" (507) the
narrator of "The Man of the Crowd" describes as he begins his surveillance. "The System
of Dr. TaiT and Professor Fether" (1844) parodies the "soothing system" that the story's
gullible naiTator hopes to study by visiting a French asylum. Its patients, we discover,
have overcome their doctors, confining and "soothing" them with tar and feathers and
daily soakings with cold water (1021).
Certain in his abihty to read urban masses, the narrator of "The Man of the Crowd"
personifies the very quahties of "system" Poe so clearly distrusts. That this story aims to
undermine popular systems known to Poe is suggested through the trajectory of the
narrator's surveillance, which incrementally blends rational descriptions of "features"
(509) with Gothic rhetoric. The narrator fuses rational analysis with Gothic ideas as he
notes, "Descending in the scale of what is termed gentility, I found darker themes for
speculation" (509 emphases added). A montage of ominous images follows. The crowd
now contains "ghastly invalids" (509), lepers, and repulsive prostitutes. "Drunkards
innumerable" mingle among "fearfully pale" loners with "eyes hideously wild and red"
(510). Night darkens tlie street as well as the nawator's configuration of London's
undesirables who "materially alter" the crowd. Its "orderly portion" gives way to a
"harsher," more threatening "species" (510). Yet, despite die darkness, the narrator
claims that his visual skills actually sharpen in the coruscating "rays of gas lamps" (510).
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To cast what he considers a penetrating state of visual acuity, he combines lemis
denoting the aiialytic and the fantastic:

The mid effects of the light enchained me to an examinaikm of
individual faces; and although the rapidity with which the world of
light flitted before the window, prevented me from casting more than
a glance upon each visage, still it seemed that, in my tnm pecuUar
mental state, I could frequently read, even in that brief interval of a
glance, the history of long years. (511 emphases added)

This single sentence simulates the "rapidity" of light and flitting quality of the narrator's
social reading. His "peculiar mental state" suggests that even in - or became of conditions of limited light, surveillance can render persons knowable, or at least contain
them visually for "interval[s]."
Or does it? At the same time that this "peculiar" mentality evokes the rational-Gothic
"system" at Cherry Hill, the "wild effects" of light also "enchain" the narrator, ht a
practical sense lamp light merely illuminates. By giving light the symbolic power to
expose, the narrator begins to indicate how imprisoned he is by his own ways of seeing.
At this point Poe introduces the man of the crowd to emphasize the narrator's figurative
self-imprisonment. The old man's "absolute idiosyncrasy" (511) shocks the narrator out
of his self-privileging "state." His inability to read the meaning of the old man's face
agitates hira, and he responds by speculating in terms that connote disorder, aberrant
mental states, or the potential for both. The face exhibits "ideas of vast mental power, of
caution, of pcnuriousness, of avarice, of coolness, of malice, of blood-thirstiness, of
triumph, of merriment, of excessive ten-or, of intense -• of supreme despair. I felt
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singularly aroused, startled, fascinated. 'How wild a history/ I said to myself, 'is written
within, that bosom!'" (511). Poe knew penitentiaries to be both places and "ideas" erectcd
to prevent or contain phenomena the naiTator associates with the old man. Poe also knew
that as ideas, penitentiaries depended on discourse to codify the meanings of sweillance,
confinement, and criminal reform. I've suggested that sites like Cherry Hill fascinated
because they reified beliefs in hidden human evil, spreading "dread and terror" in large
part through texts that define imprisonment in Gothic terms. The nanator's image of a
'Nviid" narrative 'Written within" the old man limns these developments. His desire to
make legible what appears hidden parallels the various techniques by which antebellum
penitentiaries aspired to contain, expose, and reform.
However, the narrator's desire to read a "wild history" only amplifies the story's
irony. Because the old man resists easy classification, his spectator responds with "a
craving desire to keep the man in view - to know more of him" (511). What begins as a
calm, self-contented analysis of "aggregates" tums to an excitable "craving" that
demonstrates the shortsightedness Poe associates with "systems" designed to read
phenomena at "a glance." The old man's contradictory appearance certainly heightens the
story's suspense: he is "feeble" (511) yet tireless; his "dirty" yet "beautifof (512) cloak
appears to hide a diamond and a dagger. But these descriptions tell us very little about the
man of the crowd. Instead they tell us a great deal about the narrator, who is oblivious to
how he appears as he recalls the chase. For instance, he feils to realize that he assumes a
criminal guise by tying a handkerchief over his face to ward off the fog, noting this
ambiguous gesture without a second thought. Likewise, without any real reflection, he

relies on the same ideas of sui-veillance that failed him when the old man appeared. His
determination "to keep him in reach without attracting attention" (512) suggests a desire
to re-experience the "peculiar mental state" that he believed allowed htm to read, personal
histories effortlessly from a window. He gazes on the man from a privileged distance "at no moment did he see that 1 watched him" (512) -- as his desire to know draws him
through streets he would otherwise certainly avoid. Still, the chase constitutes a drama of
unawareness; the narrator cannot comprehend how controlled he is by ideas that he
believes empower him. Poe suggests that surveillance transfonns, defining and delimiting
those who gaze as much as, or more than, those receiving the gaze.
Poe underscores the self-dei5ning quality of the gaze when the narrator finally stares
the old man in the face. He wants revelation but finds indifference; the man barely
notices him. In fact, the man of the crowd seems to matter very little in Foe's schema he's simply an interesting, elusive vehicle for dramatizing how little the nan-ator has
learned of himself. He reahzes only what spectatorship of perceived mysteries dictates;
the production of what Smith attributes to Cherry Hill's facade - "peculiarly impressive"
effects;

'This old man,' I said at length, 'is the type and the genius of deep
crime. He refuses to he alone. He is the man of the crowd. It will be
in vain to follow; for I shall learn no more of Itim, nor of his deeds.
The worst heart of the world is a grosser book than the 'Hortulus
Animae,' and perhaps it is but one of the great mercies of God that
'er lasst sich nicht lesen'" [It does not permit itself to be read]. (515)
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These conclusions say much about the narrator's mentality and the "system" that shapes
it. According to this spectator, surveillance may expose some of the city's secrets, but
when sui^veillance fails to reveal, this same failure only confirms that "'deep crime'" must
exist in persons like the old man. Poe structures the passage to foreground the source of
the narrator's beliefs and the reason he "shall leam no more" - that is, his reading.
Compaiing the world's "worst heart" to a "book" containing indecorous engravings^^
this story centers less on urban experience than on a spectator's use of texts to interpret it,
or distort it, as the last sentence's grandiose quality suggests. His conclusions about a
man who '"refuses to be alone'" point to antebellum texts that link surveillance,
containment, and knowing. At the sam,e time^ the passage's logic reifies the Gothic
conception of hidden evil enacted within penitentiaries, an implied source (along with his
reading) of the narrator's behefs about crowds, crime, and watching.
The narrator's conclusions also illuminate the ironies of the story's opening
paragraph. Poe opens and closes the text with the same phrase - "It does not permit itself
to be read" - figuratively confining his narrator to a discourse that reflects convictions
about crime, mystery, and hidden evil. The narrator unwittingly highlights their inflated,
attificial qualities, as well as the art of his narrative, by admitting that time has passed
since his chase through London "not long ago" (507). After this experience, but before he
pens the tale, his conclusions about one mysterious person expand exponentially to
encompass the "conscience of man" (506). In the interim between event and
representation, he has convinced himself that, because one man resisted being read, all
men must harbor "mysteries which will not suffer themselves to be revealed" (506-507
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erapliasis in original). This belief about hidden mystery is no dismissal of suweillance but
an affirm,ation of its necessity, at least from the narrator's point of view. Holding up his
short-siglited narrator as an example, Poe uses "The Man of the Crowd" to question
beliefs about hidden evils and the need to reveal thera; they may not be anywhere but in
the imaginations of those who look for them. Poe creates his narrator, then, to undermine
convictions that "the essence of all crime" "can be thrown down, only into the grave"
where truth lies forever "undivulged" (507). This association of "crime" and "the grave"
again evokes Philadelphia's gloomy prison - popularly configured as a penitential coffin
- and prefigtures Poe's subsequent interpretations of the penitentiary's radiating influence.
Hoping to profit in the 1840s fi'om public fascination with imprisonment, Poe leaves the
crowd behind to design speakers who divulge tales from cells they view as graves or
tombs, the last settings they'll occupy before being "thrown down" into their own.

Fictions of Confinement

The epigraph to "The Pit and the Pendulum" (1842) reveals much about Poe's desire
to profit from pubHc interest in prisons:

Here the wicked mob, unappeased, long cherished a hatred of innocent
blood. Now that the fatherland i,s saved, and the cave of death demolished,
where grim death has been, life and health appear, - [Quatrain composed
for the gates of a market to he erected upon the site of the Jacobin Chih
House at Paris.] (68! emphasis in original)

1,68

According to Charles Baodelaire, the epigraph is pure fiction; no such gates or inscription
went up at the site.®*^ ,Poe's fabrication, however, provides clues for examining the central
themes of "The Pit and the Pendulum " In the epigraph, the pimis,hment of "innocent
blood" gives way to representation in the form of the quatrain itself. Celebrating the end
of the "wicked mob," the quatrain also combines two forms of speculation. The first
involves imaginative speculation: what transpired within "the cave of death"? On the
other hand, the "market" denotes monetary speculation, the expectation of profit from a
site of sales that replaces a site of execution. Additionally, the convertibility of Paris for
Toledo, the setting of "The Pit and the Pendulum," broadens the epigraph's scope as well
This convertibility of setting, that is, suggests Poe's desire to profit from other "cave[s] of
death," those closer to home - the "Tombs" prison in Manhattan or Philadelphia's own
"Coffin of Stone," as Poe's friend George Lippard dubs Cherry Hill, that sepulchral site
where "the living are buried."^' The epigraph literally celebrates Robespierre's overthrow,
but symbolically it gestures to monuments of punishment in Poe's own "fatherland." In
America, imaginative speculation about these sites was meant to keep the "mob" from
bloody sport. Poe's epigraph in fact gestures to Am,eri,can reade.rs, for he considered them
an eager audience for narratives that divulge how confinement delimits "life and health."
"The Pit and the Pendulum" is Poe's first explicit attempt to capitalize on the

''market" of prison narratives, which ,he expcctcd to mushroom after Charles Dickens'
1842 tour of American landmarks such as the Tombs a.,tid .Easteni State Penitentiary.
,Before Dickens entered Che,rry Hill on March 8, 1842, Poe met with him on either March
6 or 7 at Philadelphia's United States Hotel "to bolster his transatlantic presence,"
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Kenneth Silverman argues: "He saw Dickens as having achieved what he aimed at
himself, securing a large popular audience without compromising his aesthetic standards"
(15)8). No doubt this is trae. Yet regarding Poe's prison tales, scholars have overlooked
the significance of his encounter with Dickens, particularly in relation to "The Pit and the
Pendulum" and the urban imagery Poe develops in subsequent fictions. Arguably this
meeting inspired Poe's most famous tales of imprisonment. Their meeting also provides
ways of reading the dialogue between Poe's texts and Dickens' American Notes, his
travelogue containing extensive commentary on United States prisons, hnportantly, as
"The Pit and the Pendulum" points back to the writers' meeting, it also prefigures images
that link city and prison in the confession tales.
Scant evidence survives about what the two writers may have discussed when tliey
met.®^ We do know that upon Dickens' arrival in Philadelphia, Poe wrote him requesting
an interview. Dickens welcomed Poe in a March 6 letter, thanking him as well for
providing a copy of a review of Barnahy Rtidge tliat Poe published the previous spring in
the Philadelphia Saturday Evenittg Post. Poe recalls in a July 1844 letter to James Russell
Lowell that he and Dickens met for "two long interviews" during which Poe read "the
poem of Emerson" (probably "The Humble-Bee"), and perhaps his own work, from an
edition of Rufiis W. Griswold's lite Poets and Poetry of AmericaP The letter to Lowell
provides the only evidence of the topics Poc and Dickons discussed, and Poe makes no
reference to prisons in it. Yet it seem.s highly unlikely that the writers did not speak about
them, particularly given Dickens' March 2 tour of the Tombs, iis well as his anticipation
to enter Cherry Hill Dickens was preoccupied with American prisons when Poe came to
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call. In a letter to his publisher dated March 6, the sain,e day he wrote to Poe, Dickens
recalls his visit to the Penitentiary at BlackwelFs Island (New York), "where each man is
shut up in his own little cell, all the live-long day" (Letters 104), Conversant with
Anieiican prison systems, he compares this tour with his inspection of the Boston House
of CoTOCtion, maintained on the "silent system," which he knew originated at the Aiiburo
Penitentiary. The letter also gathers ideas on the Tombs that would become central to
Chapter Six of American Notes, "New York." He describes prisoners awaiting trial in
filthy cells "where they could no more be heard to cry for helpj in the case of a fit or
swoon... tlian a man's voice would be heard after he was coffined up in his grave"

(Letters 102). In one of these cells, he reports, a man died and was "half-eaten by the rats
in an hour's time" (Letters 102).
Dickens refashions much of the letter's disturbing contents in American Notes, where
he dubs the Tombs a "dismal-fronted pile of bastard Egyptian, like an enchanter's palace
in a melodrama" (85), Associating the site with fantastic narrative, Dickens elaborates on
the death imagery linked to Manhattan's notorious prison. The term "Tombs," he was
told, referred to the high suicide rate among inmates awaiting trial or execution.
Reconstructing executions within the Tombs as "terrible performances," Dickens
describes a grave "scene" (85): with a rope secured around the convict's neck, 'Ihe sign
is given, a weight at its other end com.es running down, and swings him, up into the air -- a
corpse" (85). Dickens is quick to mention that this "dismal spectacle... is hidden.,"
witnessed only by a magistrate and select groups of citizen spectators: "To the dissolute
and bad, the thing remains a frightful m,ystery" (85-86).
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These recollections were fresh in Dickens' mind when he met with Poe. The images
of fantastic narrative, terrifying perfoimaiices, and hidden spectacles suggest what Poe
may have taken away from their "interviews." Although he cannot have known how
Dickens would describe Cheixy Hill, 1 propose that Poe anticipated Dickens' depiction of
"Philadelphia, and its Solitary Prison," Chapter Seven in American Notes. Given the form
and content of "The Pit and the Pendulum," it appears Poe also anticipated Dickens'
central strategy of speculating about the prison's "daily tampering with the mysteries of
the brain" (99).
Images of speculation organize Dickens' chapter on the "secret punishment" (99) of
solitary coiifmement at Cherry Hill. That the penitentiary's secrecy begets speculative
namitives becomes clear as Dickens enacts the site's discursive fonction, that is, to create
images of "dread and terror." At the center of his otherwise non-fictional chapter,
Dickens enters the mind of a hypothetical convict: "I tried to picture to myself [the]
thoughts and feelings" (106) of a man "buried ahve" in a "stone coffin" (101,106). The
text shifts from past to present tense to accentuate how the prisoner internalizes
surveillance: "At first the man is stunned. His confinement is a hideous vision" (104).
Time and space conspire against him.:

... slowly he begins to feel that the white walls of the cell have something
dreadful in them,: that their color is horrible... that there is one hateful
comer which torments him. [He] shudders to see the ghastly ceiling looking
down on him.. The blessed light of the day itself peeps in, an ugly phantom
face, through the unchangeable device which is his prison win.(low.... The
terrors of that hate.ful corner swell until they beset him. at all times [giving]
birth in his brain to something of a corresponding shape, which ought not
to be there.... Now, it is every night the lurking-place of a ghost; a silent
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something, horrible to see,.. When night comes, there stands the phantom
i:n the comer. In the twilight, and always at the same hour, a voice calls to
him by name; as the darkness thickens his Loom begins to live; and even
that, his comfortj is a hideous figure, watching him till daybreak. (107).

This Gothic fiction denounces solitary confinement as a maddening ordeal in which the
cell's physical aspects assume horrific human characteristics. A "hatefol comer" so
"torments" the convict that it produces a sinister "corresponding shape" in his mind.
Dickens captures the effects of watching on mind and intuits Foucault's thesis in

Discipline and Punish: the spectacle of public execution has shifted to speculation about
punishment. The "shape" and personified "phantom face" peering down through the
cell's "dead eye" represent the internalization of institutional surveillance. For Dickens,
the cell is "dreadful" because it frames the mental process by which one's imagination is
forced to watch itself. The "hideous figure" of the "Loom" (the prisoner's workstation)
fittingly symbolizes the imaginative interweaving that binds the cell to internalized selfsurveillance.
As it looks forward to Dickens' characterization of solitary confinement as "cruel
and wrong" (99), "The Pit and the Pendulum" offers tantalizing clues about what Poe
may have noted during his "intei*views" with Dickens; his guest was already in the habit
of borrowing ideas and images from Dickens.^'* Parallels in imagery may link their texts.
For example, the image of a man "halt-eaten by rats" in the Tombs echoes in the rats that
besiege Poe's narrator; '"To what food,' I thought, have they been accustomed?'" (693).
Dickens' concern about inmates experiencing "a fit or swoon" may resonate in Poe's
lengthy descriptions of "the return to life from [a] swoon" (682). Speculation about
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possible parallels aside, "T'lie Pit and the Pendulum" certainly builds on ideas evident in
Dickens' descriptions of both the Tombs ami Cherry Hill: the "spectacle" of punishment,
internalization of surveillance, self-awareness within a secretive cell. Poe's depictions of
isolation and mental torture expand beyond Dickens' recollections, however, for "The Pit
and the Penduliun" incorporates urban imagery to draoiatize how solitary confinement
depends on imagination and representation to create "hideous moral terrors" (687).
To examine how Poe links cell and city in this tale, we need first to focus on the
narrator's self-awareness and his speculations that his cell might be a burial vault. In
"The Philosophy of Composition" (1846) Poe writes that "a close circumscription of

space is absolutely necessary to the effect of insulated incident: - it has the force of a
frame to a picture. It has an indisputable moral power in keeping concentrated the
attention" (204 emphasis in original). Fully aware that solitary confinement combined
"circumscription" and "moral power" to produce "insulated" mental effects, Poe keeps
our attention - and his narrator's ™ concentrated by jSrst conflating the cell with the
radically circumscribed space of the grave.^'' When the natrator comes to in absolute
darkness, his self-awareness immediately leads to speculation, about his location and the
state of his being: "I strove to imagine where and what I could be," he recalls, "yet not for
a moment did I suppose myself dead" (684). These mental exertions produce a "fearful
idea," that he'll find himself "impeded by the walls of a tomb" (684), When he does
explore the space, he soon realizes that the darkness has been engineered so that he 'll
plunge into the pit, a fate he avoids only by chance.
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Poe structures the text to indicate how the ''tomb" imagery of American prisons
operates vis-a-vis urban narratives that inspire speculation on confinement Realizing that
he's been spared burial alive, the narrator soon recalls what he knows of the Inquisition.
Its "moral terrors" (687) depend on memories acquired in the city:

there came thronging upon my recollection a thousand vague rumors
of the horrors of Toledo. Of the dungeons there had been strange things
narrated fables I had always deemed them but yet strange, and too
ghastly to repeat, save in a whisper. Was I left to perish of starvation
in this subterranean world of darkness; or what fate, perhaps even
more fearful, awaited me? (685)

"The Pit and the Pendulum" is as much concerned with the circulation of texts about
imprisonment as it is with confinement's effects on mind. His "thousand vague nmiors"
link the city of Toledo with his cell; isolation in darkness activates memories of "strange
things narrated" about the Inquisition. Moreover, the narrator's unseen keepers
their prisoners' foreknowledge of Toledo's "horrors." Part of their "monkish ingenuity"
(690) involves delaying the narrator's death just so he can recall these "fables." Confined,
he must first regain consciousness, realize he isn't buried aMve, and then explore the
darkened cell "with all the careful distrust [inspired by] certain, antique namtives" (685).
Upon discovering the pit, he reflects again on the purposeful nature of Toledo's
narratives inside and outside the cell: "the death just avoided was of that very character
which I regarded as fabulous and frivolous in [these] tales" (687). He also recalls "what 1
had read of these pits" (687).^^' Instruments of fear outside the prison, these tales bind him
to further speculation. His time in the dark allows him to remember Toledo's "thousand
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vague rumors," .ra,etonyrns for urban social exchange and the discourses that give
penitentiaries their public power.
Poe casts the hiqiiisitors as unseen authors of na.rratives that prepare prisoners for
mental torture. These carceral artists transmit horrific images into the city then utiiixe
these same images within the solitary cell. As the naxator recovers from, another swoon,
he finds the cell bathed in a "sulphorous lustre" (688) by which he discerns the cell's
dimensions, the pit, as well as the Inquisition's graphic acts of self-representation;

The entire surface of this metallic enclosure was rudely daubed in all
the hideous and repulsive devices to which the chamel superstitions
of the mo:nks has given rise. The figures of JBends in aspects of menace,
with skeleton forms, and other more really fearful images, overspread
and disfigured the walls. (689)

These "figures" and "images" reveal the monks' knowledge of how they are popularly
imagined. They use this knowledge to heighten fear, representing "repulsive devices" to
remind the nan:ator of "chamel superstitions," the same tales he once dismissed as
"fabulous" (687). In this way Poe renders confinement an interpretive ordeal that fuses
prisoners' foreknowledge of "devices" to their reading of "hideous" figures made part of
their cells. As discourse functions within and without Toledo's solitary cells, Poe
anticipates Foucault's insight that pimishment involves "a whole technology of
representation" in which "posters, placards, sig:ns, and symbols must be distributed so
that everyone can learn their signification. The publicity of punishment must... open up a
book to be read" (111). "The Pit and the Pendulum" relocates this "book" into the
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narrator's cell to imply the character of Toledo's iioseen agents, who employ
representations to link memory and "images" with the terrible reality of torture.
The daubed walls signify the ln,quisition's use of legend to enhance the torture of
isolation. This strategy constitutes a merging of urban memory and interior representation,
and the pendulum reduplicates this symbolic dialogue between cell and city. To terrify
the narrator, the hiquisitors employ a grisly device that depends on memory as well as the
experience of witnessing its descending arcs. As it extends from a "pictured image" (689)
of personified Time on the ceiling, the pendulum symbolizes the interpenetration of
reality and representation at tlie heart of antebellum penitentiaries. Through the pendulum
Poe suggests that the reality of imprisonment is based in, or extends from, its figuration,
much as the blade swings from an image of Time famihar to anyone. The nan-ator
escapes this symbol made real through the help of the cell's rats: he rubs the remainder of
a meal left for him onto the rope binding him to the wooden frame; the rats devour the
rope, and free him. And yet the pendulum's power resonates: "Free! - and in the grasp of
the Inquisition!" (695). Having escaped only another figure, only another instrument of
reality and representation within Toledo's confines, the narrator stands in for all who are
"free" within an ideology peipetuated, as Foucault writes, by "a whole technology of
representation" (111).
The naiTator's circular ordeal reflects confinement's relationship to mind and to
ideology. He initially escapes the pit, out'wits the pendulum, but is then forced toward the
pit again by the cell's contracting walls. Painted with images of punishment, the cell itself
is an emblem not just of the naitator's ordeal but of a whole society's mental
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incarceration. The final torture rearticalates the interplay of speculation and reality. The
contracting walls assume an "intense brilliancy" (695) fusing real and figurative gazes:

Demon eyes, of a wild and ghastly vivacity, glared down upon me in a
thousand directions... and gleamed with the lurid luster of fire that I could
not force my imagination to regard as unreal
Unreal! - Even while I breathed there came to my nostrils the breath
of the vapor of heated iron! A suffocating odor peivaded the prison! A
deeper glow settled each moment in the eyes that glared at my agonies. A
richer tint of crimson diffused itself over the pictured hoiTors of blood. (696)

Reminiscent of the "dead eyes" peering down from the ceilings of Cheny Hill's cells,
these "demon eyes" symbolize the Inquisition's gaze and its knowledge of the terror it
creates. The narrator's tormentors combine "eyes" with heated metal to re-mind body and
spirit of their roles in translating the "unreal" into the real.
Furthermore, as walls and eyes focus our attention on the narrator's plight, tliey also
point beyond the cell. The eyes peering down "in a thousand directions," along with the
"vapor" and "suffocating odor," connote a social permeation of gazes and disciplinary
discourses, the same phenomenon the monks presume their prisoners experience before
their sentencing. The walls make unmistakably brilliant the techniques of representation
that prepare the mind for incarceration. Cracially, this brilliance implicates the reader in
Poe's dynamic approach to speculation. With the na:rrator we rush to the pit's brink;

The glare from the enkindled roof illuminated its inmost recesses. Yet, for
a wild moment, did my spi rit refuse to comprehend the meaning of what I
saw. At length it forced it wrested its way into my soul - it burned itself
upon my shuddering reason. Oh! for a voice to speak! - oh! horror! - oh! ™
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any horror but this! (696)

What unspeakable "horror" lies in the pit? Poe refuses to say, not because his narrator
lacks descriptive ability but because the text itself is designed to resemble the pit. The
"meaning" of its "recesses" rests in the trmisfer of speculation from hidden cell to
imagining public, from text to reader, a symbolic transmission that mimics the
Inquisition's use of representations powerful enougli to wrestle themselves into the
"soul" or, in this case, into the collective "spirit." Poe configures the pit to open up an
episteraological abyss that forces his readers into projecting their own worst horrors into
the pit. From this perspective, his readers are forced into a speculative revulsion like that
the narrator had noted when he refers to what he read of Toledo's pits. This tale of
confinement concludes by foregrounding an ambiguously signifying vSpace as the tale's
central symbol. The reader's speculation about the pit is what gives it its power, much as
public speculation about solitary confinement gave Cherry Hill its power in the American
imagination.
Poe writes this story to profit from speculation on prisons and to dramatize his
audience's relationship to the text itself, calling for them to speculate about the horrors of
confinement much as his narrator does. This multivalent strategy may explain why he
presents an innocent narrator who is finally rescued from the "most demoniac of men"
(696). Unlike Dickens, who notes the crimes of convicted felons as he denounces the
"separate system," Poe crafts this story to examine the effects of solitary contlnement -
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ajid its representations - on. a guiltless mind, testing the .market, so to speak, before he
enters the shattered minds of men .far .from innocent.

Confessions in Place

From the gi'ay mins of memory a thousand tumultuous recollections are startled.
- Poe, "Berenice" (290)

As he awaits execution for murdering a man in order to inherit his estate, the naiTator
of "The Imp of the Perverse" (1845) describes the feelings inspired by a high precipice:

We peer into the abyss - we grow sick and dizzy. Our first impulse is
to shrink from the danger. Unaccountably we remain. By slow degrees
our sickness, and dizziness, and horror, become merged in a cloud
of unnameable feeling. By gradations, still more imperceptible, this
cloud assumes shape, as did the vapor from the bottle out of which
arose the genius in the Arabian Nights. But out of this our cloud upon
the precipice's edge, tliere grows into palpability, a shape, far more
terrible than any genius, or any demon of a tale, and yet it is but a
thought.... (1222^23)

Reminiscent of the epistemological "abyss" around which Poe designs "The Pit and the
Pendulum.," this description of shapes that are but though.ts parallels the text this narrator
writes the night before his execution, his own life's precipice, as it were. Yet, u.n.lik;e the

Arabian Night's Schereha.zade, who narrates to live, this man's fate is sealed. His
reflections on thouglits as shapes only highlight the problems of representation Poe
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confronts in this and other confessions emanating from prison cells. Firet, the matter of
voice; at a glance the narrator's use of "we" seems to suggest the nmdinari's collective
"we." More accurately, he speaks on behalf of those condemned by law to death -"our
cloud" - for whom represented demons fall far short of expressing the palpable "shape"
of their guilt. Poe's criminal narrators emphasize this "shape" through recollections of
specific settings. Much as this passage doubles back on itself, as thoughts become shapes
then thoughts again, Poe's confessions circle back to the shapes of setting, what they
mean, and how they reflect the workings of pathological minds. Poe understands
imprisonment as an interpretive experience that links the disparate places of home and
cell. As his narrators recall the crimes they commit in their homes, their testimonies
reveal the central goal of legal confinement: to punish the mind in a specific place.
Awaiting his fate, the narrator of "The Imp of the Perverse" imagines shapes so horrific
they resist description, yet his confession ultimately centers on the meanings ascribed to
the site that contains him, as his last recorded words indicate: "To-day I wear these chains,
and am here. To-morrow 1 shall be fetterless! but where? (1226 emphasis in original).
The question of "where" circles back from the narrator's spiritual despair to this
tale's conceptions of "genius," each of them bound up to uses and interpretations of place.
In his reflections on solidifying vapors, he refers to a jinni released from a bottle.
Denoting both a vaporous spirit tind a creative power, the fi,gure of a jirai also echoes in
his modus operandi: he poisons his victim's caudle; a deadly cloud permeates the man's
poorly ventilated room. The narrator congratulates himself on the genius of his crime; its
"easy artifices" provided him. "absolute security" from detection (1224). Yet, years later,
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as he "saiinter[sj along the streets" (1225), he encounters a third kind of "genius," the
atmosphere or character of a place. This "genius loci" is endowed with the power to
compel a public confession. His memories of self-exposure fuse mental Itagmentation
with urban setting:

At first, I made an effort to shake off this nightmare of the soul I walked
vigorously - faster - still faster» at length 1 ran. I felt a maddening desire
to shriek aloud. Every succeeding thought overwhelmed me with new terror,
for, alas! 1 well, too well imderstood that, to think, in my situation, was to be
lost. I still quickened my pace, I bounded like a madman through the crowded
thoroughfares. At length, the populace took the alarm, and pursued roe. I felt
then the consummation of my fate. Could I have torn out my tongue, I would
have done it... For a moment, I experienced all the pangs of suffocation; I
became blind, and deaf, and giddy; and then some invisible fiend, I thought,
struck me with his broad palm upon the back. The long-imprisoned secret
burst forth from my soul. (1226)

Nearly suffocating the narrator in public, much as he suffocated his victim in private,
crowded streets produce an "invisible fiend" with enou^ shape, the narrator believes, to
pound the truth fiom him. Drawing out the "imprisoned secref to guarantee the
narrator's literal imprisonment, this "fiend" represents the relationship between thought
and place. This configuration also suggests that locations frame law's manifestation.
Whereas the genius of the narrator's crime centers on invisibility, on his ability to hide
his guilt, the genius in this text is the city as expression of law and order. He violates both
through his crime and in the way he behaves within the physical and social confines of
urban space. For this narrator, the city embodies a "fiend" that both compels self-
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exposure and stands in for law, represented here as a solidified yet unseen force able to
seek out and make public the most heinous crimes and secrets.
"The Imp of the Perverse" (1845) revisits the interpenetration of law, mind, and
place in "The Black Cat" and "The Tell-Tale Heart" (both written in 1842), tales in which
guilt "assumes shape" in the houses their narrators use to bury their victims. Aligning
through scenes of mental fragmentation or structural dismantlement (or a combination of
both), these confessions give law the capacity to deconstruct the art of hiding guilt.
Wliereas the narrator of "The Imp of the Perverse" attributes his crack-up to crowded
streets, "The Black Cat" and "The Tell-Tale Heart" recall demolished walls or floors that
reveal buried corpses. Disclosing hidden guilt, law penetrates and dismantles in Poe's
confessions, condemning his narrators but also preparing them, for the interpretive
experience of confinement.
The patterns connecting the confessions indicate how these tales can be read.
Allegory, Foe argues, achieves higli artistic merit when "the suggested meaning runs
through the obvious in a ve/y profound undercurrent so as never to show itself unless
caHed to the surface."^'' Examined within these parameters, Poe's view of law in the
confessions assumes shape and dimension. As "The Imp of the Perverse" suggests, law
reveals crime for Poe by calling guilt to a public surface. Extracted from its figurative
prison by the invisible "trend" of a place, the narrator's memory of crime bursts into
public view, despite his efforts to keep his guilt hidden beneath a surface of innocence.
This fonnula of guilt being called to a surface shapes the confessions and indeed
determines their narrators' relationship to law, that which exposes them and damns them
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to confess their crimes. If allegory operates by "making ideas visible" in their figuration
of abstractions, correlating a surface significance with important secondary meanings,®®
Poe's view of allegory combines with the mode's generic definition to provide a frame
for examining how the confessions also incorporate the figures of surveillance and
represented punishment explored in "The Pit find the Pendulum." Poe appears to translate
these figures into his narrators' recollections of setting to posit interrelations between
homes and penitentiaries. Furtlier, when read as allegories, the confessions negotiate an
issue that would seem to negate their relationship to penitentiaries. "The Black Cat," for
instance, forecasts its speaker's execution, but antebellum penitentiaries never
implemented capital punishment. Poe appears less interested in execution per se than in
using imminent death to focus his na.rrators' thoughts and thereby map imprisonment's
relationship with the home. In "The Black Cat" and "The Tell-Tale Heart," the
"suggested meaning" that must be "called to the surface," I will argue, involves the
penitentiary's relationship to mind and to hidden domestic guilt.
Penitentiaries like Cherry Hill reified ideas of hidden human evil by confining felons
to solitary cells designed to punish the mind. Techniques and discourses associated with
penitentiaries inhabit minds and homes in "The Tell-Tale Hearf and "The Black Cat."
These tales recall domestic burials that become exercises in secrecy enacted to make
murderers the perpetual keepers of their victims. At the same time, the confessions
allegorize domestic accommodations of surveillance, represented guilt, and figurative
entombment, techniques central to the maintenance of penitentiaiies like Cherry Hill,
These accommodations raise important questions. If penitentiaries loom behind "The
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Black Cat" and "The Tell-Tale Heart," what does Poe imply about the nature of place
through these tales' confined bodies, living and dead? How does Poe relate punishment
of the mind to the scenes of ruin, structural dismantlement, and mental collapse that mark
these allegories?
The challenge in answering these questions rests in part in confinement's capacity to
focus and agitate thought simultaneously. Whereas the nan ator of "The Tell-Tale Heart"
describes himself as "very dreadfully nervous" (792), "The Black Cat" opens witli its
speaker's hope that some calm intellect, "far less excitable" than his own, will someday
reduce his "phantasm to the common-place" (850). These states of agitation reflect
confinement's effects on thought but also provide clues as to how ideas associated with
penitentiaries inhabit mind and home even before these narrators land in prison. The
formula for both tales seems straightforward enough: both men murder within their
homes and attempt to hide their victims in tlieir homes. Investigators enter these crime
scenes and discover the narrators' comes. Imprisoned, the narrators then confess to us
from. th.eir cells. To summarize: The narrator of "The Tell-Tale .Heart" tells of his sudden
obsession with the clouded eye of the old man with whom he lives. He describes stalking
then killing the man. He exposes himself to investigators when he believes he hears the
old man's heart beating from within the floor where he had buried the corpse. In "The
Black Cat," the speaker recalls mistreating Ms wife and pets after drinking too heavily. In
a fit of dranken pei-versity, be hacks out the eye of his favorite pet, a cat nam.ed Pluto, and
later hangs it. He replaces Pluto with, a second cat which reminds him of his earlier crime.
In a .fit of rage against the cat, he aims an ax blow at it. He kills his wife instead then.
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buries her in his basement. Investigators discover the corpse when the cat, mistakerjly
buried alive with the body, howls from behind the basement wall.
Beneath the surfaces of these tales He complex meanings. Both tales incorporate
images of surveillance and visibility, though Poe appears to mask their relationships to
iniprisomnent through strategies of symbolic reversal and indirection. For instance,
surveillance enters the home in "The Tell-Tale Heart" in the form of planned violence.
The object of a madman's surveillance, an old man's clouded eye, is bound up with
senses of violence to mind as well as place. The narrator cannot say "how first the idea
entered my brain" (792), the idea being murder. Y et, to rid himself of the eye, he reenacts this idea's entrance into his mind through an eight-night ritual of gaining entry to
his victim's room, to shine from his lantern "a single thin ray" (793) upon the sleeping
man's eye. Additionally, he dissociates victim and figure: "It was not the old man who
vexed me, but his Evil Eye" (793). While this dissociation suggests a maniacal fear of
visibility, his actions with the lantern denote a reversal of surveillance. He uses enclosed
space to survey in secret the very fi gure of visibility inspiring him to kill, likening
himself to an "unperceived shadow" that his victim can neither see nor hear but "feel"
(794).

When the man's eye opens, the ray of light creates dread and terror that the

narrator believes "must have been extreme!" (795). The old man's beating heart provokes
the narrator's murderous rage; he smothers his victim with a mattress, hi turn, the
narrator's enactment of surveillance within the home translates into the meanings
ascribed to the heart, a matter 1 return to below.
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Visibility also plays a prominent role in "The Black Cat," whose narrator "violate|s]
that which is Law" (852) by hacking out one of the eyes of his cat then hanging the
animal from a tree Hrab. Images of exposure and. guilt first inhabit the hom.e as solidi fied
spectacle when the naixator's house is destroyed by fire, an event that opens up the house
to public view. Visiting the "ruins" (853), he joins a crowd of spectators to gaze on the
only remaining wall of his house: "I approached and saw, as if graven in has relief upon
the white surface, the figure of a gigantic cat.,. There was a rope about the animal's neck"
(853). In this scene of domestic ruin, the narrator's victim has merged with the house (or
what's left of it), rendering the home a site of represented guilt and prefiguring the
narrator's use of a basement wall to entomb his wife's corpse. Literally introduced into
the house as embedded "figure," the solidified cat embodies violated "Law" and suggests
a link between crime and structural collapse, thougli the narrator refuses "to establish a
sequence of cause and effect, between tlie disaster and the atrocity" (853). Either way, his
private act of violence is made tully public as both an "apparition" and "portraiture" on a
wall, a spectral representation of crime and punishment that draws spectators who
interpret the "bas relief as "'strange! [and] singular!'" (853).
The narrator's description of the rain has several functions. First, it invokes and
refonnulates the aesthetics ascribed to ruins in the ei^iteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The cat's merging with the house parallels the senses of merging evident in ruins, those
fragmenting human structures being reclaimed by nature. Commingling animate and
inanimate objects, ruins signify the mutability of human affairs: in. the ruin, nature
demonstrates its timeless power over man's artificial and impermanent works. As such,
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ruins puncture man's vanity, revealing aspirations to stability and permaiience to be
short-sighted and self-serving. Although Poe recasts thern in a domestic context, all of
these elements converge in the fi,giire of the cat plastered larger-than-life onto a cha.rred
bedroom, wall The narrator's describes an urban home in ruins, inscribing it with
interrelated ideas: the mutability of life and property and the vanity of the narrator's
perverse attacks against a once-beloved pet. For the narrator, the scene is one of sudden
domestic ten'or in which his common crime (the cat's hanging) has returned to announce
his guilt through an extraordinary occurrence: not just the fire, but the cat's merging with
the house, and the cat's even more "singular" enlargement on the wall
Poe's foremost innovation in this scene of domestic ru.in rests in its relationship with
Gothic ideas. We've seen that the naixator confesses in order to reduce his "phantasm to
the common-place" (850). The cat's figure suggests how the fantastic merges with the
ordinary in this tale, how the Gothic extraordinary becomes "common-place" in a
specific place, on and in a home's wall In other words, a figure denoting terrifying
punishment - the cat and its noose ~ merges with a setting, with the figure of a house,
much as the animate and inanimate fuse in a ruin, A similar merging marks this scene and
indeed shapes all of this "common-place" tale. It centers on extraordinary
accommodations of signs of punishment into a home and (as we'll see with the second
cat) onto animate objects that inhabit the home. Poe knew that the penitentiary embodied
in spectacular form the meanings of the Gothic extraordinary. He knew as well that the
penitentiary was designed in part to reconfigure conceptions of place and behavior
through a circulation of Gothic images of dread and terror. If he understood this
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circulation, as a part of an attempt to fuse ideas about the penitentiary to ideas about
domestic space and behavior, we can read this tale as an allegory of how concepts central
to antebellum imprisonment came to inhabit perceptions of public and private spheres.
Merging with the house to announce the "appaiition" of crime, Pluto as figure signifies as
private crime made spectral yet fully visible, fully public. At the same time, Pluto's
(re)appearance as sign is an extraordinai-y occurrence made all the more "strange" by its
literal fusion with the house, a "common-place" structure upon which spectators ga2:e
with a kind of awe. Put another way, the cat as figure combines with urban ruins that are
at once as ordinary as a charred house and as extraordinary and spectacular as a
castellated penitentiary or a public scaffold, tlie premiere sites of guilt and punishment in
Poe's day.
Foe structures "The Black Cat" to sustain the interplay of public and private that
shapes this scene of ruin. The cat merges witli the house, but its "portraiture" also merges
with mind, leaving such a "deep impression" (853) on the narrator that he seeks to
replace Pluto after he moves into a second home. As the pun on "impression" combines
senses of imprint (on the house) and entrance (into mind), the cat inhabits the narrator's
conscience with enough force to initiate a quest beyond his new home:

For months I could not rid myself of the phantasm of the cat; and, diiring
this period, there came back into my spirit a half-sentiment that seemed, but
was not, remorse. I went so far as to regret the loss of the animal, and to look
about me, among the vile haunts which I now habitually frequented, for
another pet of the same species, and of somewhat siniihir appearance, with
which to supply its place. (853-854)
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The idea of "falace" rims throughout this passage, intercoiioecting literal and figurative
locations. The "phantasm" recalls the "apparition" on the house while sentiments come
''•hack into" the narrator's spirit to motivate a kind of urban reconnaissance. Where he
looks to rid himself of his memories is just as significant as what he hopes to find. After
all, habitual visits to "vile haunts" resulted in Pluto's maiming and execution and,
implicitly, in the first home's destrs-iction.
Doubly incai'nating Pluto, the cat he discovers comes to represent the
(re)introduction of punishment into the narrator's second home. This animal has also
been partially blinded and, having "domesticated itself (854), exhibits through a spot of
white hair on its neck a figure that gradually assumes horrific shape: "It was now the
representation of an object that I shudder to namfi," the narrator reports: "and for this,
above all, 1 loathed and dreaded, and would have rid myself of the monster had I dared ~
it was now the image of a hideous - of a ghastly thing - of the GALLOWS!" (855).
Whereas Pluto exhibited violated "iaw" as public spectacle, plastered to a wall complete
with noose, his replacement imports an image of execution into the home on its body,
becoming a figure of punishment's omnipresence. The cat leaves the narrator "not a
moment alone," haunting mind and home as an "incarnate Night-Mare" (856). Along
with the figure of Pluto, this living yet spectral creature, I argue, conveys Poe's view of
how law inhabits mi;nd and home via images of dread and terror Iransraitted from sites of
punishment (in this case, the scaffold). The tlu'eat of punishment "dome8ticate[s] itself
as perpetual nightnwe in the form of this second cat and its noose. As a reincarnated
nightmare of a repressed crime, this living creature denotes the mental assimilation of the
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Gothic extraordinary by ordinary perception. In thi,s tale of "household events," the
"phaiitasm[s]" of guilt and the possibility of legal retribution become "common-place"
after the nan-ator welcomes into his home a living 'Ogure of ghastly visibility and
punishment. Given the narrator's fragile mental state, the results of this literal and figural
accommodation are predictable. "Evil thoughts became my soul intimates" (856), the
narrator confesses, and these thoughts lead to murder. Enraged when his wife interferes
with his attempt to slaughter the cat, he directs die ax-blow at her instead.
M'urdered bodies narrow the suggested meanings of visibility and domestic space in
"The Tell-Tale Heart" and "The Black Cat." By burying their victims within their homes,
these narrators not only attempt to resist siu-veillance; they also privilege the home as a
site of hiding guilt. At the same time, they align the art of hiding crime with the art of
containing and punishing crime in penitentiaries, sepulcliral sites that both hide bodies in
solitary cells and transmit ideas of hidden evil These narrators enact the same strategies
of contairmient they hope to resist. But their domestic burials transfomi the home
irrevocably, a transforaiation that depends on the materiality of both body and house. As
we've seen in Pluto's "portraiture" on tlie wall, houses in the confessions can absorb
bodies. For Poe, corpses become meaningful because they merge with their surroundings.
He explores this idea in "The Colloquy of Monos and Una," as disembodied Monos
describes his body's transmutation after its burial: "The consciousness of being had
grown, hourly more indistinct, and that of mere locality had, in great measure, usuiped it
position. The idea of entity was becoming merged in that of place. The narrow cell
immediately surrounding what had been body, was now growing to be body itself (616
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emphasis in original). In this description a buried body is absorbed by its "nan'ow cell,"
merging the "idea of entity" with a specific location sudi that something becomes
SGm.ewhere.^'^ In the confessions murdered bodies merge with place implicitly. Through
these domestic assimilations of "entity" we can, read how Poe represents mind in relation
to both penitentiaries' figurative burials and the literal ait of hiding guilt within a house.
Domestic burial for Poe is above all an art of installation, a process by which his
narrators use a physical aspect of a house to set a corpse in hidden position. This art
moves us deeper into his narrators' psyches even as it probes the secretive spaces of their
houses, the sites of confinement for bodies. The narrator of "The Tell-Tale Heart" recalls
almost gleefully how he dismembered his victim, doubling this grisly process through his
disassembly of several floorboards. He deposits the remains within the floor then rebuilds
"so cleverly, so cunningly, that no human eye - not even his - could have detected
anything wrong" (796). But the body is not all he buries; he attempts to hide as well what
the old man's eye connotes, that is, visibility and detection.
According to this tale's logic, because they've been buried in a house, ideas of
exposure merge with body and location, translating the meanings of a single eye into the
figwe of a beating heart, whose 'Viw//, quick souncr (797) emanates from the floor soon
after the narrator welcomes several investigators into the house. More than simply a
madman's auditory hallucination, the sound announces the merging of body and setting:
the naixator understands the very revelation of this merging as a function of law's
presence in the burial room.. In his view, the inspectors' presence Jimplifies the sound by
virtue of their also being practiced in the art of concealment. What the narrator has
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artfolly installed in the floor is brought to the surface because he believes they, too, are
secretive artists:

They heard ! - They suspected! - They knew! ~ and they were making a
mockeiy of my horror! - this I thought, and this 1 think. But anything was
better than this agoriy! Anything was more tolerable than this deiision,! 1
could bear those hypocritical smiles no longer! I felt that I must scream or
or die! - and now again! - hark! louder! louder! louder! louderl ~
'Villains!' I shrieked, 'dissemble no more! I admit the deed! - tear up
the planks! - here, here! - it is the beating of his hideous heart!' (797)

The narrator's mental fragmentation results from his belief in the aitfulness of law's
agents; they stand in for the institutions of surveillance and containment that the narrator
had hoped to evade or replace. In turn, his mental collapse brings about structural
dismantlement that reveals what has been installed in the floor. Moreover, this crescendo
toward guilt's revelation fuses his cell with the room of burial: "This I thought, and this I
think" implies more than persistent delusion. It denotes a simultaneity that overlaps home
and prison. In other words, "I thought [and] I think" binds his interpretive experience of
imprisonment with his convictions about law's dissembling presence within his home.
The processes of fragmentation and revelation are fully circular. Much as he tries to hide
the secret of guilt in his mind and in his home, the law discovers its position in both. His
cell then duplicates this process of revelation, as the space of confinement compels a
narrative that renders as art both mental torment and the act of disclosure.
"The Black Caf provides

even more nuanced account of domestic burial as an art

of installation. In order to avoid being "observed by tlie neighbors" (856), the narrator
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considers several plans for concealing bis wife's corpse, including burning the body,
burying it in the cellar floor, tossing it in a well, or mailing it from the house. He decides
finally "to wall it up in the cellar" (857), a space that doubly entombs.*^' Implicitly
connected with everything embedded in the culture, cellars are settings already merged
with their surroundings, Consolidating body and house with the earth, burial within a
cellar wall can be said to collapse distinctions between interior and exterior. In this sense,
"The Black Cat" anticipates Foucault's claim that "there is no outside" (301) in a culture
centered on imprisonment and organized through visible and invisible networks of "walls,
spaces, institutions, rules, discourses" (307). Although this narrator considers a cellar
wall an excellent hiding place for his victim, Poe implies quite the opposite, and he does
so tlu'ough his narrator's emphasis on the cellar's material construction. Its walls "had
been lately plastered" (857), invoking Pluto's embedded figiure: the murdered pet had
merged with the house when its collapsing walls compressed the carcass into "freshly
spread plaster" (853). That depiction renders urban ruin a recent form of art that
combines animate and inanimate objects, in this case to announce a violation of "law."
But that scene of ruin also obliterates distinctions between interior and exterior; Pluto's
figure is preserved on the wall of an imer room made fully visible by fire.
Foe relocates the meanings of the mined house into the cellar burial scene througli
his narrator's emphasis on the cellar's fresh plaster. This emphasis foreshadows another
expression of min enacted beneath the house: the cellar frames a violent disclosure of
what the narrator has repressed and literally buried. The cellar's "false chimney, or
fireplace" (857) becomes a tomb (and a prison) in a buri.ed wall, a site the narrator
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demolishes and artfully recoiivstmcts; "By means of a crowbar I easily dislodged the
bricks, and, having carefully deposited the body against the inner wall, 1 propped it in that
position [then] re-laid the whole stmcturs as it originally stood" (857). With the coi-pse
installed, he completes the burial by spreading a frcwsh coat of plaster over the site.
The entombment evokes the penitentiary because the cellar is implicitly connected
with all that Poe's culture buries. The interment also evokes types of imprisonment
because the narator walls up both corpse and cat, the living embodiment of disciplinary
discourses, that spectacular creature and (re)incamated nightmare complete with noose,
the figure of law's ultimate reprisal against crime. Having completed the burial, the
narrator seeks out the cat to destroy it; its absence denotes guilt's retreat from the house;
"I breathed as a freeman," the narrator reports: "The monster, in terror, had fled the
premises forever!" (858). The cat's absence, however, only prefigures law's presence in
the house; police appear suddenly to investigate. The narrator accompanies them into the
cellar where he betrays himself by boasting of the house's solid construction and rapping
a cane on the false chimney's surface. For his bravado, he is answered by "a voice from
within the tomb" (858). The "voice" belongs, of co'urse, to the cat, the figure of crime and
punishment imprisoned alive with a corpse:

For one instant the party upon the stairs remained motionless, tlirough
extremity of terror and of awe. In the next, a dozen stout arms were
toiling at the wall. It fell bodily. The corpse, already greatly decayed and
clotted with gore, .stood erect before the eyes of the spectators. Upon its
head, with red extended mouth and solitary eye of fire, sat the hideous
beast whose craft had seduced me into murder, and whose informing
voice had consigned me to the hangman. I had walled the monster up
within, the tomb! (859)
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The demolition reveals a corpse that has merged with its setting: the wall collapses
"bodily." But a more subtle merging marks the passage as well The cat informs because
it has been wformed in the wall, imbuing the space with all tlie cat's connotations of
visibility and represented guilt, much its Pluto's corpse had been (jii)formed on a wall as
a "portraiture" of punishment. The passage's last sentence points as well to the walHngup of criminals within penitential "tombs" like Cherry Hill, where criminals are hidden to
punish their minds and transmit ideas of dread from theii* solitary cells. Here, the monster
refuses to be hidden: to mform monsters

in prisons and in minds, free or confined - - will

inevitably lead to ruin or collapse, according to the logic of this tale. The cat's
confinement with and within figures denoting death and decay can be said to announce
and critique the horror of walling-up criminals in tomb-like prisons.
The above passage concludes "The Black Caf and is itself informed by terms and
ideas Poe knew to be associated with the American penitentiary: "terror" and "awe,"
visibility and spectatorship. If he wrote this story to comment allegorically on the
penitentiary's influence on home and mind, it appears deeply significant that a "solitary
eye" gazes out of an impri,soning "tomb" to expose the narrator in law's presence. Given
Poe's familiarity with Cheny Hill, its techniques and image in popular culture, can we
not conclude that this confession contains important insights about narration, mental ruin,
and confinement? We've seen that Poe gestures via figures of collapse toward
mechanisms and ideas through which sites like Cherry Hill shaped perceptions of cities,
homes, and hidden evil Part of the power of "The Black Cat" and "The Tell-Tale Heart"
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resides in their eombinations of stmctural raia and extraordinary, grisly revelations and
disclosures of hidden guilt. The horror of these stories results in part from mental
fragmentation: the dero.olition of secrets follows and mimics the dismantlement of some
secretive domestic space, hi turn, the act of hiding guilt leads to the naiTation of its causes
and effects, narration that takes place in a specific legal site, a cell, a space essentially
desigaed to force a continual self-narration of one's crimes to oneself, as well as to a
reading public that consumes images of dread and ten-or. Poe's scenes of domestic ruin
parallel the mental ruin of narrative self-exposure that ensued in solitary confinement, as
a convict's imagination was forced to watch itself below the "solitary [dead] eye" of his
cell This hidden space was designed not only to transmit terrible images from it but
within it as well, and Poe knew it. What he calls "circumscription of space" in fiction was
a reality for Cherry HiU's inmates. Poe's tales suggest his awareness that their radically
confined circumstances exerted more tlian "moral power" on their minds and bodies.
Their soHtary circumscription created in the public mind extraordinary, Gothic beliefs
and images about delimitation and figurative burial. The result, Poe implies, is an endless
narration to oneself zhmt guilt and the consequences of crime in a society increasingly
dependent on surveillance and represented punishment to maintain order. The irony of
Poe's confinement tales rests in their critique of this order through figures of collapse,
ruin, or dismantlement. To examine the mechanisms of imprisonrrienl, Foe concentrates
the idea of min in figures of urban houses, fragmented sites that necessitate confession
about sites that become reflections of minds that are themselves fragmented by guilt,
exposure, and confinement.
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Ten years before he composed "The Black Cat" and "The Tell-Tale Heart," Poo
explored the relationsbip between destruction and revelation in "MS. Found in a Bottle"
(1833). The narrator of that story describes a ghost ship mshing toward annihilation at the
South Pole. Despite his horror, a "curiosity to penetrate the mysteries of these awfiil
regions" consumes the narrator as the ship hurries "to some exciting knowledge - some
never-to-be-imparted secret, whose attainment is destruction" (145). In various ways Poe
revisits these ideas within the "awful regions" of "The Pit and the Pendulum," The Black
Cat," and "The Tell-Tale Heart," These tales were written to capitalize on "curiosity"
about imprisonment and its "mysteries," and we cati read these tales as commentaries on
the disastrous effects penitentiaries had on the character of American mind and place. Poe
knew penitentiaries to he sites of absolute order designed to promote order, but he also
recognized how they transmitted into the American psyche powerful ideas about secrecy,
hidden evil, radical containment, and mental anguish, ideas that inhabit the minds of his
narrators. Through unstable or demolished settings, Poe's tales suggest that penitentiaries
transformed law from a discourse presumably based in order and consensus to one
focused on an endless surveillance, a perpetual attempt to uncover secrets from mind and
from place. Whereas "MS. Found in a Bottle" hurries toward "some never-to~be-imparted
secret," Poe's confinement tales link city, home, and penitentiary to exMnine how
imprisonment organizes perceptions of mind and place around a/H-viKv-to-he-imparted
secrets. And the forceful unfolding of secrets, Foe suggests, can never involve less than
destruction.
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Chapter 4
The City Behind the M asquerade of Fiction: Melville's The Confidence-Man

And ivS the age of wonders past? Is the world too old?
- The Man in Gray, The Confidence-Man

Herman Melville's depiction of eighteenth-century London in Israel Potter: His Fifty
Years of Exile (1855) prefigures his representations of cities and geographies in The
Confidence-Man; His Masquerade (1857), which purports to explore the "all-fusing
spirif of the American West (14). Commingling humans and natural phenomena while
linking past and present, the narrator of Israel Potter describes Israel among "that
hereditary crowd - gulf-stream of humanity - which, for continuous centuries, has never
ceased pouring, like an endless shoal of herring, over London Bridge" (158). Ancestral
masses flow like fish and water across an urban structure that embodies the past. It retains
"enough of grotesque and antiquity" to astonish Israel, an American "bom in a virgin
clime" where, the narrator claims, "the only antiquities are the forever youthful heavens
and the earth" (159). But rather than, develop this comparison between Old and New
Worlds, the narrator aligns London with several ancient cities:

As in eclipses, the sun was hidden; the air darkened; the whole
dull, dismayed aspect of things, as if some neighboring volcano,
belching its premonitory smoke, were about to whelm, the great
town, as Herculaneum and Pompeii, or the Cities of the Plain. And
as they had been upturned in terror towards the mountain, all faces
were ,more or less snowed, or spotted with soot. Nor marble, nor
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flesh, nor tfie sad spirit of mati, may in this cindery City of Dis
abide white. (159-160)

This nearly apocalyj^tic vision transcends a particular time and place by collapsing
geographical distinctions. The narrator's syntax and repetition.^ of "as" render London
indistinguishable from classical cities overwhelmed by volcanic ash. By the second
sentence, "they" elides the London crowd with the ancient inhabitants of Herculaneiim or
Pompeii: in this passage, '"all faces" become "spotted with soot," What begins as a
description of industrializing London's "dismayed aspect" expands beyond this setting to
define the "cindery City of Dis." This figure can be read to represent all of history's great
towns, whose common features of "marble," flesh," and "sad spirit of man" cannot for
long "abide white." At once a darkening eighteenth-century city and a site of Egyptian
exile for Israel - brick layer among ancestral masses - the "City of Dis" seems a timeless
place marked by a confluence of ageless human dilemmas, what the narrator presents and
conflates as "London, adversity, and the sea, three Armageddons, which, at one and the
same time, slay, and secrete their victims" (160). Israel's plight signifies in relation to
urban and natural sites - London and the sea ~ apocalyptic figures in a novel where an
American's exile appears as unending as the pyramids,
Melville relies on the symbolic qualities of geographical figures to describe the "City
of Dis" experiencing a kind of sooty apocalypse. Made meaningful through, an
association of ideas ascribed to Pompeii and Herculaneum -- "premonitory smoke,"
"teiTor," the threat of sudden extinction ~ Israel Potter's London demonstrates how
alignments of disparate geographies can blur the past with the present. This alignment
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evokes a constellation of m,eanings: the origin of cities (Israel's bricklaying), the
destruction of cities (Pompeii et al), and the sooty darkening of modern London. At the
same time, by aligning geographical figures, Melville draws attention to the artifice of
fictional settings, their constructed, written nature. The Confidence-Man revisits this
technique in full tbrce. The novel's opening sentence typifies Melville's strategy of
comparing disparate geographies to elide past and present and to highhght the
composition of setting: "At sunrise on a first of April, there appeared, suddenly as Manco
Capac at the lake Titicaca, a man in cream-colors, at the waterside in the city of St.
Louis" (7). The sentence is at once specific in time and location (sunrise at a waterside),
nonspecific (a first of April), and sliglitly odd. The narrator introduces the man in creamcolors by invoking Manco Capac, thirteenth-century founder of the Incan dynasty.
According to Incan mythology, he emerged from Lake Titicaca ajid was worshiped as a
sun god.^^ Associating the man in cream-colors with a figure at once historical and
mythical, human yet originating from the elements, this analogy also links St. Louis with
Lake Titicaca, subtly joining a nineteenth-century city witli a natural site made
meaningful long ago by another American culture. The comparison merges the past with
the present to imbue character and setting with various meanings. In this novel, St. "Louis
acquires the senses of origin ascribed to a Peruvian lake. The man in cream-colors takes
on Capac's connotations of sudden emergence and sunlight. Simultaneously, this
evocation of the past to configure a man at a modem,, city's waterside calls attention to
itself, announcing the creation of setting and character at the level of the written page.
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Throughout The Confidence-Man M,elviHe treats geographies as fictions that
dramatize how nineteenth-century conceptions of place are entangled with countless
narratives, some as old as Eden aod Cain,'s first city. Although he restricts the novel to a
single setting, the Mississippi steamboat Fidele, en route to New Orleans, this setting
frames numerous discursive journeys into widely divergent historical moments and
geographies. The novel suggests as well that geographies are as insubstantial as fictional
character.Sj what Melville's narrator calls "mere phantoms which flit along a page like
shadows on a waif (83). The city plays a crucial role in Melville's treatment of settings
and geographical images in The Confidence-Man. The novel's urban figures are often
reflections of human aspirations stretching through centuries: the New Jerusalem from
the Book of Revelation, for instance, or the Crystal Palaces erected at nineteenth-century
World Fairs. Yet, more often than not, images like these perform within the novel's
multiple swindles and confidence games, not the least of which is the reader's
relationship to The Confidence-Man.
In previous chapters, I've attempted to show how American writers rely on images of
ruins from eighteenth-ceatmy aesthetics to reflect on the American city as a site of
instability and cultural impermanence. In this final chapter, I will read The ConfidenceMan as yet another expression of American ruin that takes shape in relation to antebellum
urban culture. Although Melville makes no reference to the kinds of architectural ruins
that captivated Freneau, Brockden Brown, and Poe, The Confidence-Man nevertheless
limns the meanings ascribed to ruins examined in this study. By reading this novel as an
urban text, I want to argue that Melville's settings and geographical figures signify much
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as the figures of urban min do for his American predecessors. The meanings associated
with ruins in, antebelhuii culture provide a framework for examining structures and
patterns built into 'Hte Confidence-Man. For this is a novel that depends for its
complexity on aesthetics that are quite similar to those ascribed to ruins: the merging of
natural and artificial worlds; the monumental presence of the past in the present; the
mutability of human works through time, and the resultant reminder of the great vanity of
human wishes. l:n preceding chapters, I've also attempted to show how figures of ruin in
American discourse work to disclose what tries to stay hidden in national culture, realities
that once revealed destabilize and undermine narratives employed to keep "America" and
its microcosmic cities from disintegrating into chaos. These characteristics of min
parallel the central themes and strategies in The Confidence-Man: concealment and
disruptive disclosure, conflations of past and present, interpenetrations of natural and
artificial worlds, and the insistent rehearsal of the mutability of the arts of personal
character, written discourse, even nationhood. Whereas the ruin denotes the inevitable
merging of art with nature, this novel demonstrates how ideas of place merge into ever
more artificial and unstable meanings. Using urban figures to blur the past with the
present and to unsettle distinctions between geographical regions, Melville suggests that
texts of all sorts in America are the monuments that retain "enough of grotesque and
antiquity," as the narrator of Israel Potter says of London Bridge. Urban figures in The
Confidence-Man link past and present as they assist Melville in iindemiining novels and
otlier cultural fictions, particularly the character of American. Union in the years just
before the Civil War. Framed by cities - one it leaves behind and one it will never reach
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this novel marshals urban figures to point up the artificiality of written texts,
geographies, and the concept of national union. Disintegratioa rather than stability or
unity defines the ,F?:r/efe's journey toward an. implied "'Apocalypse'" (287).

A Ship and. its Detritus

The man in cream-colors boards a steamboat that appears much like a city. A large
crowd mills about its deck. Numerous printed texts circulate among the passengers. Like
an urban society, the Fidele is an arena of exchange, interaction, sale, and competition.
The boat's complex design resembles an urban market, "as if the long, wide, covered
deck, hereabouts built up on both sides with shop-like windows, were some
Constantinople arcade or bazaar" (9). Developing the ship's likeness to a city, the
narrator notes its "fine promenades, domed salons, long galleries, sunny balconies,
confidential passages, bridal chambers, state rooms plenty as pigeon holes, and out of the
way retreats like secret drawers in an escritoire" (13). These initial descriptions indicate
the setting's complexity; they are, in fact, rather peculiar ways to figure an Aineiican
steamboat. Its deck compares widi "some Constantinople arcade," a market £ar from the
Mississippi aid far back in time. As Melville no doubt knew, Constantinople was sacked
and renamed Istanbul by the Ottomans in 1453. His use of the city's older title correlates
the deck with ancient arcades,Additionally, becau.se "Constantinople" connotes the
forcible change of its name, it also points to a central focus of the novel: how meaning on
tlie Fidele is created or dismpted through competing signs and antagonistic texts.
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Melville describes the Fidele as city-like to foregrouod ideas of competition and
antagonism. As a steamboat, the vessel symbolizes mobility, mechanical progress, and
triurapb over nature. As a city, the Fidele becomes a site of encounter and commercial
venture but also of misleading appejirances, potential duplicity, and fraud. A setting built
on contrasts, the boat is described through figures that seem specific yet just as often
generate multiple meanings. For example, the "retreats like drawers in an escritoire" (13)
suggest the boat's structural complexity but more importantly convey an image of hidden
activity in relation to a site of writing, an "escritoire." In otlier words, by interrelating
"retreats" with secrecy and writing, the narrator calls attention to his furtive presentation
of setting and challenges us to make sense of such strange analogies. The possibility of
deception is built into the boat, a reflexive technique that points to the novel's theme of
conceahnent, suggests the narrator's character, and reminds us that fictional settings are
necessarily artificial. Like the "escritoire" analogy, the "illuminated sign" (10) above the
barber's shop announces the narrator's craft and develops the boat's lU'ban appearance.
The sign contains "two words not unfrequently seen ashore gracing other shops besides
barbers': 'No Trust'" (10).
The narrator fuses urban, imagery with the boat, links past and present, and
incorporates ideas of competition into the setting. While the deck evokes "some
Constantinople arcade," the entire vessel appears aggressive; with its "two tiers of small
embrasure-like windows, [the ship] might have been taken by strangers for some
whitewashed fort on a floating isle" (8). A seeming "fort" complete with gun ports, the

Fidele is a moving symbol of the conflict between appearance and reality. Pulling the

reader into this conflict, the narrator casts the Fidele through disparate figures not to
disclose its tnie character but to unsettle expectations about coherence and stability in.
fictional settings. This strategy is well illustrated in the emigrants' quarters, "a pine
barrens dormitory, of knotty pine bunks, without bedding. As with tlie nests in the
geometrical towns of the associate penguin and pelican, these bunks wei-e disposed with
Philadelphia regularity, but, like the cradle of the oriole, they were pendulous, and
moreover, were so to speak, three-story cradles" (8S). At once a "dormitory" and a
"barrens," these quarters cohere tlxrough competing images that swing like a penduhm
between natural and artificial figures. Bunks compare to nests that aUgn with towns, not
of people but of penguins and pelicans, bi rds found at seaside and not in "a pine baixens."
While "Philadelphia regularity" invokes the order of that city's grid design, orioles and
their "cradles" immediately supplant the urban image. The narrator's "so to speak"
underscores the sly, intentionally unstable quality of his depiction. As if these quarters
refuse definition, he abandons the aviary images: the bunks now resemble "rope book
shelves [swaying] at the least suggestion of motion" (89). With one set of figures
continually replacing another, these quarters replicate the Fidele's overall ambiguity as it
swings between appearing as a steamboat and as a city.
The Fidele is prefigured by other settings in which Melville merges disparate
imagery to complex effect. In composing his settings, he often relies on urban figures as
he transposes images from different geographical areas. For example, to cast the islands
of "The Encantadas" (1854), Melville writes, "Take five-and-twenty heaps of cinders
dumped... in an outside city lot; imagine them magnified into mountains, and the vacant
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lot of the sea; you will have a fit idea of the general aspect of the Encantadas" (128).
Imagined in terras of city lots, these islands evoke urban ruins of biblical proportions:
'"Apples of Sodom.,. seem these isles" {128). They become desolate yet romantic
through a merging of maritime and urban tropes: like "abandoned cemeteries of long ago
[or] old cities tumbling by piecem.eat to their ruin," the Encantadas "awaken in us some
thoughts of sympathy, however sad" (126). Melville generates similar melancholy in
"Bartleby" (1853), as the narrator configures the forlorn scrivener as both a sea-going
object and an urban remnant, as a "bit of wreck in the mid Atlantic" and "like the column
of some ruined temple" (26, 33). The narrator of "Bartleby" views the pale clerk as
flotsam and an ancient monument; the narrator of "The Encantadas" casts the islands'
tortoises through tropes that recall antiquity as well Captured and brought on board his
ship, three tortoises appear transfigured and gigantic: suddenly they become like "three
Roman Coliseums in magnificent decay" (131).
In these examples Melville conflates disparate images from different times atid
places to create a kind of figural timelessness, much as he does in depicting Israel
Potter's Ij3ndon. He explored strategies of linking past and present through city settings
well before composing The Confidence-Man. For example, in an August 1850 letter to
Evert Duyckinck, Melville invites his friend away from New York City; "Come out from
among those Ilittites and Hodites - give up mortar forever [because] mortar was the
precipitate of the Fall; & with a brickbat, or a cobble-stone boulder, Cain killed Abel"

(Correspondence 167 emphasis in original). While associating building stones with
murder, the letter links New York to the first city founded by Cain; for Melville, the
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image of the city is layered with meanings that stretch back to the beginnings of liistory.
In The Confidence-Man, Melville revisits this fusion of Cain with the cities he knew.
When the Cosmopolitan, tries to persuade Pitch that "shunning society" results from
"remorse," Pitch counters, "'Remorse drives man away from man? How came your
fellow-creature, Cain, after the first murder, to go and build the first city? And why is it
that the modem Cain dreads nothing so much as solitary confmem.ent?'" (165).''"^ As in
his letter to Duyckinck, Melville uses Pitch to cast the city as the embodiment of values
associated with the Fall and the resultant contimiura of man's moral transgressions and
their consequences. In another example, he compares the American metropolis to an
ancient site, writing to Hawthorne in a June 1851 letter to express dismay at the
"babylonish brick-kiln of New York" {Correspondence 195), Along with those from
"Bartleby" and "The Encantadas," these examples rely on images of ancient cities, ruins^,
or related tropes to conflate past and present in a way that layers Melville's geographical
images with multiple meanings. In The Confidence-Man, he employs this technique to
striking effect by fusing urban figures to his steamboat setting.
Yet, despite the nuances of meaning that result from the Fidele's urban, appearance,
the boat is complicated still further by the veritable deluge of other descriptors for the
vessel. It becomes almost as many things as there are voices in the novel, as a few
examples will suggest. The narrator temis it a "mighty walrus" and a "daedal boaf
speeding along "as a dream" (125, 94). The cynic with the wooden leg dubs it a '"ship of
fools'" (21). To Pitch, the Missouri bachelor, "'the entire ship is a riddle'" (145). H,e later
calls it a "'human grain bin"' replete with "'philandering rat[s]"' (165). The
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Cosmopolitan names the Fidele "'our Fair'" (158). The allusion to the Vanity Fair of
Bimyan's Pilgrim Progress links the boat to a fictional town iiiliabited by Satan's agents.
As these examples indicate, descriptors for the boat collide and compete, while tropes
like "'our Fair'" associate the Fidele with the literary past. At th,e same time, this
ambiguous setting continually oscillates from natural figures (rats, a walrus) to urban
figures, as in the allusion to the towii of Vanity, or the reference to the deck as a
Constantinople arcade.
The numerous printed texts on board the boat contribute to the shifting qualities of
this city-like setting. Figured variously as textual detritus, commodities, or symbols of the
past, printed items enhance the boat's urban appearance and reflect the novel's theme of
concealment. The tavored props of the confidence man, printed texts become signs of
distrust and indeterminacy: they continually disrupt the narrative from within by
announcing textuality and its discontents as theme. Inextricably joined to Melville's
conceptions of geography and nationhood, the (dis)function of printed texts in this novel
demands analysis, for the Fidele\ printed goods signify the persistence of the past in the
present. They also create suspicion about the trustworthiness of all words. In this novel,
texts associated with or containing hidden signs especially signal distrust, but Melville
also attributes senses of doubt to the most common printed items such as newspapers. As
I will argue, Melville conflates a bible and a newspaper to fuse the problem of hidden
texts with popular print and to collapse distinctions between past and present. In turn, this
conflation of disparate texts provides a lens for analyzing how the novel undermines
geographies and exposes them, as arbitrary fictions.
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The Fid(de contains shops, salons, and galleries, but the ship's most significant urban
feature is its crowd, an entity defined through its interaction with printed texts. The first
thing the man in cream-colors sees upon boarding the Fidele. is a placard by the captain's
office describing "a mysterious impostor supposed to ha.ve recently arrived from the East
quite an original genius... though wherein his originality consisted was not clearly
given; but what purported to be a careful description of his person followed" (7). Tlie
narrator doesn't provide the description, focusing instead on the passengers' activities
before this amiouncement of imposture and ambiguous origins. In what becomes a scene
of reading, sale, and deception, tlie narrator first describes the crowd in terms of fiction
and performance: the passengers gather before the placard "as if it had been a play-bill"
(7). Subtly gestui'ing to urban theater culture, the narrator sustains this reference to the
fiction of theatrics by describing "certain chevaliers" (that is, pickpockets) who act as if
they're reading the placard but whose fingers are in fact "enveloped in some myth" (7-8).
These swindlers' cohorts distract the gathered passengers by peddling "money-belts" and
hawking copies of sensational crime narratives. Together, the placard and narratives
introduce several important ideas. On board this ship, printed texts have the ability to
draw (and fleece) a crowd of readers. The Fidele's texts distract and set the stage for
deception and theft.
The crowd scene can be read as a synecdoche of the novel because it dramatizes how
texts compete and how they import ideas from the far past into this city-like setting.
While the passengers gaze on the placm'd, the deaf and mute "lamb-like" (11) man in
cream-colors offers his own brief text chalked on a slate: "Charity thinketli no evil" (8).
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The crowd regards this passage from 1 CorinthiaJis as "somehow inappropriate to the
time and. place" (8); Ms biblical message competes with the placard, sign of
contemporary criminality. The crowd responds by reading the writer intently, rather than
hi s slate. Seeing that he ha^s "no badge of authority" (8), the passengers jostle him. Each
time the crowd thrusts him aside, he prints another definition of charity from 1
Corinthians, erasing each passage only to re-inscribe another while leaving the word
"charity" on the slate "uneffeced" (9). As the crowd reacts with increasing hostility to his
charitable reminders, the man in cream-colors appears to despair of Ms ability "to impose
his presence upon fighting characters" (9). The pun on "characters" refers both to the
crowd's hostile members and to the disparate texts pitted against each other in this scene.
Beneath the crowd's rejection of charity lie deeper problems that indicate how this
novel conceives of printed texts. First, the scene enacts a dilenuna faced by nineteenthcentury metropolitans as their cities rapidly expanded: how is one to read a multiplicity of
public texts with often strikingly different meanings and intentions? Melville was
certainly aware of the widespread belief that the Great Towns had become increasingly
difficult to read, in part because advances in print technology had flooded cities with
texts. The narrator of "The Paradise of Bachelors and The Tartarus of Maids" (1855)
describes his visit to a paper factory, origin of the countless textual products that came to
complicate nineteenth-century urban life. He ponders the "strange uses to which these
thousand sheets would be put," envisioning "sermons, lawyers' briefs, physicians'
prescriptions, love-letters, marriage certificates, bills of divorce, registers of births, death
wairants" (333). To this list we migltt add the texts found on the Fidele: placards, crime
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narratives, business cards, maps, radical tracts, bibles, counterfeit detectors. Nearly
littering the boat, these printed items symbolize the "crises of meanings" associated with
American cities at mid-century/^'' Anonymous crowds, expanding populations, apparent
surges in crime, all fed popular interest in inexpensive print that claimed to make sense of
the metropolis; yet popular print often exacerbated the difficulties of reading cities by
representing thera as unavoidably deceptive, illegible, and threatening.^^ By juxtaposing
disparate texts amid a crowd of readers, the crowd scene refracts the city's heterogeneity
into this setting to aligti reading with competition and "fitting."
In addition to casting the passengers as readers, the crowd scene introduces a second
set of ideas that associates written texts with impermanence or mutability. Transitory by
nature, the placard embodies textual impermanence, joining the question of the
impostor's originality to a temporary "wanted" sign as short-lived as the posted bills
07
covenng mid-century cities. Melville seems to have viewed representations of varying
sorts as inherently ephemeral. As he writes to Hawthorne in 1851 while composing

Moby-Dick, "What's the use of elaborating what, in its very essence, is so short-lived as a
modem book?" But much as the crowd scene pits a contemporar>' text against an ancient
one, Melville's letter to Hawthorne compares the writing of a "modern book" to the
bible: "Though I wrote the Gospels in this century, I should die in the gutter"

{Correspondence 192),
The placard relates ephemeral representations to the fragmentation of identity, which
is in turn related to the novel's theme of textuality. Thougli, we are not provided with the
impostor's description, the placard provides to the crowd a kind of written snapshot ~ yet
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Melville was suspicious of representations of faces,'® He reveals his regard for the
antebellum rage for Daguerreotypes, for example, in a Febiuary 1851 letter to
Duyckinck: "almost everybody is having his 'mug' engraved nowadays [but] to see one's
'mug' in a magazine, is presraiptive evidence that he's a nobody... 1 respectfully decline
being oblivionatedhy a Daguerreotype" {Correspondence 180 emphasis in original). In
otlier words, to have one's "mug" mass (re)produced - as the placard has done for the
imposter - is to erase, fragment, or obliterate identity. Ironically, as he writes age-old
messages on his slate, the man in cream-colors demonstrates the impermanence of
printed texts even more explicitly: the narrator describes him "writing anew," "altering
his writing," and "changing his inscription" (8--9). Performed before an ephemeral
placard that announces his own "advent" (7), his erasures and rewritings enact the
mutable nature of signification: even as his use of the slate recalls the time of Christ,
these erasures and re-inscriptions prefigure his transformations into the novel's various
confidence men. The erasure of printed words suggests the "short-li ved" quality of texts
at the saoie time that Melville fuses textual mutability with the idea of fragmented (or
missing) character. In this scene of "fighting characters" and temporary texts, the man in
cream colors writes covertly, "altering his writing" not to seek charity but to alert the
crowd to his own mutable character.
Melville desigas the crowd scene, then, to foreground the problem of interpreting
competing signs and to imply a theory of texts in which meanings are continually effaced
and reformulated. He generates these ideas through heterogeneous wban images that
render die Fidele a space of performance, hostility, writing, and mutable appearances.
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Defined by its reading of tauisitory texts, the crowd itself takes on. cotmotations of
impermanence and mutability. Soon aft.er the man in creara-colors abandons his writing,
the namitor configures the crowd as both integrated and fragmented. The passengers
compare to "Chaucer's Canterbury pilgrims, or those oriental ones crossing the Red Sea
toward Mecca" (14); the boat transports "all kinds of that multifonn pilgrim species,
man" (14). And yet, immediately preceding these ^sertions, the narrator presents this
"multifomi" group in rather different terms;

the crowd, as is usual, began in all parts to break up from the concourse
into various clusters or squads, which in some cases disintegrated again
into quartettes, trios, and couples, and even solitaires; involuntarily
submitting to that natural law which ordains dissolution equally to the
mass, as in time to the member. (14)

The passage has important thematic and structural implications. It configures the
passengers as disintegrating and dissolving, linking together images of fragmentation and
fluidity that develop the Fidele''s likeness to the "Rio Janeiro fountain [always] flowing
with stxange waters, but never witli the same strange particles" (13). The passage also
projects the novel's structure through this description of "break up": these trios,
quartettes, and couples prefigure the encounters between characters that make up the rest
of the novel. The passage generates a third and more disruptive meaning when we recall
that the crowd is above all composed of individual readers - not unlike the novel's
readers, as this narrator miglit say. That Melville implicitly parallels his own readers with
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a crowd that "involuntarily submit[s]" to "dissolution" as the novel begins is not
especially encouraging.'''"'
The crowd's disintegration leads to multiple scenes featuring printed texts. Various
forms of print motivate the characters' interactions at the same time that these texts
indicate how easily appearances can be majiipulated and true motivations hidden. Jolm
Ringman, an avatar of the confidence man, i^elies on printed items to gain others' trust,
first using a business card he's found (while disguised as Black Guinea) to convince Mr.
Roberts (the card's owner) that they are old acquaintances. He easily procures a loan
from Roberts, a gullible country merchant. More important for my purposes is Ringman's
attempt to persuade the collegian not to read the works of Tacitus (34). Producing a copy
of Akenside's Pleasures of the Imagination, Ringman claims that "'we should read
serene and cheery books, fitted to inwSpire love and trust'" (35). As he elaborates on the
dangers of reading Tacitus, Ringman offers a revealing image about books hidden in the
past: '"When 1 consider that, ever since the revival of learning, these classics have been
the favorite of successive generations of students and studious men, I tremble to think of
that mass of unsuspected heresy on every vital topic which for centuries must have
simmered unsurmised in the heart of Christendom'" (35). This curious image of
"'unsuspected heresy"' simmering in Christendom's "'heart'" casts hidden texts ("'these
classics'") as disruptive and disintegrative to '"every vita! topic.'" Ringman trembles not
because this hidden '"mass"' has long since been disclosed but because it had
"'simmered unsurmised'" for so long and within a specific sitethe very "'heart'" of the
Christian realm, which has stood ostensibly for "'love and trust"' for ages. The
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Renaissance merely recovered what lay within the Christian world, bringing to a boil, so
to speak, pagan texts that Christians embraced as wisdom. Ringman's odd reflection on
books as simmering masses reveals an important characteristic of texts purporting to
represent trust in this novel; like '"the heart of Christendom,"' they contain hidden,
"'unsurmised'" ideas whose disclosure reveals and pe,rpetiiates distrust.
We've seen how Melville conflates urban and maritime images to suggest layers of
meaning within his settings, a technique that gives these sites depth and dimension, hi
Ringman's references to hidden classics, Melville creates temporal dimension by
merging physical texts with a figurative geographical site, "'the heart of Christendom.'"
Wyn Kelly's analyses of The Confidence-Man illuminate the significance of this textualgeographic ehsion. Noting that after 1856 Melville's tlioiiglits turned increasingly to
"ancient cities" (237), Kelly shows how The Confidence-Man and Clarel present urban
fonns that "recall the multilayered, multifunctional space of an ancient city like
Jerusalem" (242). As Kelly points out, when Melville traveled to the Holy Land after this
novel's completion, he observed in his journal that '"there ai-e strata of cities buried
under tlie present surface of Jerusalem'" (Kelly 238). Fm suggesting that John
Ringman's image of sinmiering textual masses informs Melville's depiction of the Fidele
as an urban setting. Read in relation to Ringman's image, the Fidele appears not only as a
city layered with buried meanings but as a site made ancient through the novel's
inclusion of printed texts and through the novel's allusions to the histories of printed texts.
Ringman's depiction of books hiding within a '"heart"' produces these senses of
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temporal depth and dimension, and these are dearly reflected in the presentation of the

Fidele.
The herb doctor's confidence scams are variations on the theme of distrust revealed
from within some hidden site. His sales pitch suggests that truth is layered with past
meanings, much as a city buries over its remnants with ever newer surfaces. Yet this
sense of surface and depth is precisely what reveals Ms wares to be frauds, Like Ringman
and his reference to "'successive generations/" the herb-doctor defere to the past,
promoting his "Onmi-Balsamic Reinvigorator" by positioning himself among
'"successors of Solomon the Wise... first of the herb-doctors'" (96). After selling a sick
man several vials, however, the trust he creates through his genealogical self-fashioning
collapses when he reveals that a text lies hidden within his product. Should doubts arise
about the vials, he tells the sick man, "'Take the wrapper of any of my vials and hold it to
the light, you will see water-marked in capitals the word confidence... The wrapper bears
the mark or else the medicine is counterfeit. But if any lurking doubt should remain, pray
enclose the wrapper to this address,' handing a card, 'and by return mail I will answer'"
(101). The herb-doctor produces distrust through, the image of a wrapper (possibly)
marked ""confidence"': his medicine's authenticity can, only be ascertained by reading
what might be concealed within a scrap of paper. Severing the herb-doctor's ties to
Solomon, this thorough.ly modem scam centers on embedded meanings, manufactured
w,rappers, a business ciffd, and return mail Further, authenticity a:nd revelation are both
bound up with distrust: whether confidently marked or not, the wrappers' meanings
remain hidden until exposed in the light. Realizing this paradox, the sick man rightlully
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exclaims, '"But to doubt, to suspect, to prove... how opposed to coejfidence. It is evil!"'

(102).
The herb-doctor's references to water-marked labels, as well as RiBgman's image of
antiquity's simmering masses, configure hidden texts as progenitors of doubt and distrust.
In this novel printed texts produce these sentiments precisely because they embody the
layered accumulation of the past in the present. Like the Fidele's hidden retreats and
chambers, the figurative depth ascribed to texts in the novel undermines rather than
strengthens the truth of their contents. However, as he layers the past into his nineteenthcentury steamboat, Melville also develops beyond ideas of textual depth, as it were. He
focuses with equal force on the problems of trust and textual surface in this city-like
setting, and he does so through commonly-encountered printed goods. Like the barber's
"No Trusf sign, many foms of print on the ship connect the problem of textual surface
with the pervasiveness of human distrust. For instance, copies of the anonymous poem
"Ode on the Intimations of Distrust in Man" (64) litter the Fidele's, cabin. "Looking as if
fluttered down from a balloon" (64), these handbills appear like textual trash on a city
street. Strewn about the cabin, they reflect symbolically on another fom of ephemeral
print, the newspaper, which Melville includes in the scene indirectly. Gazing on the
cabin's card players, Mr. Roberts whispers to the agent of the Black Rapids Coal
Company, another avatar of the conffdencs man,"'! confess I am not familiar with such
gentry any ftuther than, reading about them in the papers - but those two are - are
sharpers, ain't they?"' (67).
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Mr. Roberts mentions a crucial source of his social knowledge: newspapers have
shaped his perception of "'sharpers.'" In this instance, his ability to ascertain character
resides solely in images he's gathered from the surface-oriented world of contemporary
popular print. Amid a litter of handbills lamenting man's lack of "genial trust," (66), he
refers to that medium which had codified distrust as the new American reality by midcentury, As common to citizens as the Odes are to the cabin, '"papers'" were not only
textual windows onto the world; they aided in constmcting that world, molding
perceptions of everything from politics and national expansion to crime and the dangers
of the social landscape. The more sensational of these '"papers'" built an industry on
depicting criminals aod ambiguous persons, creating and exploiting fears that "character
was not peitnanent but malleable [and] that social appearance was not dependable but
subject to the most cynical manipulation."'®^ Mr. Roberts' speculation on "'shaipers'"
demonstrates how popular print - typically written and produced in cities - structures
social perceptions and disseminates distrust, the same sentiment the Ode confronts. With
its rather archaic title suggesting the timeless problem of man's distrust, the Ode
implicitly competes with the '"papers'" inspiring Mr. Roberts' fears. At the same time,
by their sheer volume in the cabin, the Odes symbolize the pervasiveness of newsprint,
which common folk like Mr. Roberts increasingly relied on to judge social appearances.
Mr. Roberts' iamiliarity with shady characters from, newsprint takes on another
dimension when we consider the textual origin of the novel's confidence man; Melville
modeled him on news stories. The Police lotelligeneer section of the July 8,1849 New
York Herald includes the Ibllowing description: "Arrest, of the Confidence Man - For the
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last few months a mail has been traveling about the city, known, as 'The ConfidenceMan'; that is, he would go up to a perfect stranger in, the street, and being a man of
genteel appearance, would easily command, an interview. Upon this interview he would
say, after some conversation, 'have you confidence in me to trust me with your watch
until to-morrow?'"''" The various swindles in the novel resemble those of Samuel
Williams, the first man to be dubbed the "Confidence Man." lie was real, but to most
citizens lie came to life only in the pages of newspapers: unless one had the misfortune to
meet Williams in person, he was a textual phantom, much like Mr. Roberts' printinspired image of "'sharpers.'" That Melville found his confidence man in newspapers
informs the novel's urban themes as well as this mutable character's reliance on print to
dupe the Fidele's passengers. The historical confidence m,an made the city his natural
home, relying on urban anonymity to perpetrate his cons. Re-created in fiction, the
novel's confidence man takes shape in direct relationship with the printed word as he
employs texts of all sorts to disguise himself and destabilize concepts of unified identity.
Moving about a city-like steamboat that seems to welcome his transfonnations, he relies
on printed materials to create fictitious confidence and, from the reader's perspective, to
amplify distrust about all written words.
In a scene that links the depth of the past to the surface of the present, the
Cosmopolitan perfomis the art of creating distnist by blurring distinctions between a
bible and a newspaper. In the dimly lighted cabin, he joins an old man reading at a table
and regaji'ds him expectantly:
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'Sir,' said the old man, after looking up puzzled at Mm, a moffi.ent, 'sir,'
said he, 'one would think this was a coffee-house, and it was war-time,
aiid I had, a newspaper here with great news, and the only copy to be kid,
you sit there looking at me so eager.'
'And so you have good news the,re, sir - the very best of good news.'
'Too good to be true,' here came from one of the curtained berths.
'Hark!' said the cosmopolitan. 'Some one talks in his sleqp.'
'Yes,' said the old man, 'and you -you seem to be talking in a dream.
Why speak you, sir, of news, and all that, when you must see this is a book
I have here - the Bible, not a newspaper?"' (285)

In this scene of truth-seeming, the Cosmopolitan deliberately puns on '"good news'" to
elide the gospels with a newspaper, ephemeral print associated in this novel with social
distrust. Not only does "'good news'" conflate one of the world's oldest books with the
kind of popular print available in any coffee-house, the pun also levels social and
spiritual realms. The bible takes on the spirit of distrust imbued in the social realm of the

Fidele, nicely represented here in the doubting call from the berth, which reduces both
newsprint and the gospels to the status of fictions.
Signi ficantly, this conflation of social and spiritual texts (even if no newspaper is
actually present) recalls the man in cream-colors competing with the "wanted" placard as
he writes b,iblical messages on, his slate. His acts of effacing and ,reconstracting biblical
texts prefigure the Cosmopolitan's "'good news'" in that the word play demonstrates how
language continually refom.iulates the past through symbolic replacement and conflation.
If the "lamb-like" man's acts of "writing anew" and "a,l,tering his writing" can be read as
metaphors of the noveFs approach to texts, then this leveling of newspaper a,nd bible
marks the culmination of the slate's message about the mutability of texts and language.
,ln other words, while the man with the slate implies laiguage's capacity to e,fface and re-
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inscribe, the Cosmopolitan enacts tills capacity explicitly as he verbally elides di.sparate
texts and destabilizes apparent distinctions between past and present.
The pun on "'good news'" discloses another layer of conflation and refomiuktion
when we recall that Melville found his confidence man in the city news of his day. Tliis
news was not good news. Yet Melville re-creates in biblical terms a common criminal
exposed in print, casting his confidence man through language associated with Christ, as
when the "lamb-like" man in cream-colors makes his "advent" on the Fidele. The
confidence man is thus an incarnation of disparate texts of "'news,'" one ancient and
spiritual, the other modern, urban, and ephemeral. Read in this light, the confidence man
is an appropriate figure to employ the printed word to collapse distinctions created by
words, as the Cosmopolitan clearly aims to do by punning on "'good news.'"
The old man's misrecognition of the biblical connotations of "'good news'" cues the
Cosmopolitan to undermine the bible still fmlher by associating the book with distrust.
He asks the man to help him resolve a "'distui'bing doubt'" and cites "Wisdom of Jesus,
Son of Sirach" (The Book of Ecclisiasticus):

'With much communication he will tempt thee; he will smile upon thee,
and speak thee fair, and say What wantest thou?'...
'Who's that describing the confidence-man,' here came the voice from
the berth again.' (286)

The Cosmopolitan reveals that the bible contains sentiments of distrust (and a description
of the confidence man) much like a modem newspaper, source of "'much
communication'" - and much doubt »• to nineteenth-century Americans, By pairing
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ancient and modem texts, tbe novel collapses one text into the other and closes the
temporal gap between a presumably spiritual past and a thoroughly distrustful present.
Moreover, the scene crystallizes the novel's theme of concealment and illuminates the
significance of hidden texts in the narrative: John Ringman's image of "unsunnised"
classics, for example, or the herb-doctor's vial-wrappers possibly marked ''confidence."
To dispel the Cosmopolitan's apparent unease and doubt, the old man hterally reveals
that portion of the bible that means "concealed" or "hidden things." Parting the book into
Old and New Testaments, "while his fmgers supported vertically the portion between,"
he says, "'all this to the right is certain truth, and all this to the left is certain truth, but all
I hold in my hand here is apocrypha'" (287). The "'good news'" is marred by this
revelation, which demonstrates that '"unsuspected heresy'" may reside within the textual
'"heart of Christendom,'" to use John Ringman's terms. Creating distrust through its
inclusion of "hidden things," the bible in this sense reflects on and levels with even the
herb-doctor's vial-wrappers, which (may) hide the word '"confidence" and which compel
the sick man to exclaim, "But to doubt, to suspect, to prove..The Cosmopolitan's
"'disturbkig doubt'" about an ancient text he conflates with a newspaper motivates the
old man's literal revelation of apocrypha, yet this revelation does not entirely dispel that
doubt. "Tact is,"' the Cosmopolitan admits about the bible (as if speaking of The

Confidence-Man), "'when all is bound together it's sometimes confusing'" (288).
The novel's alignment of newspaper and bible, then, collapses distinctions between
past and present, as well as worldly and spiritual realms, and leads to the revelation of
questionable texts within an ancient book ostensibly "'fitted to inspire love and trast/" to
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use Ringmati's terms again. As I've argued earlier, in aotebellum thoiigjit the rain merges
natural and artificial worlds and signifies as a monument to a decaying past, to The

Confidence-Man^ the two textual monuments of bible and newspaper merge as sites of
timeless distrust and indetenninacy. Inextricably commingled, these textual monuments
suggest the uncertainty of meaning and liimian values in antebellum America. In this
conflation of bible and newspaper, Melville's strategies of symbolic leveling reflect on
all of the novel's printed texts as well as the modem yet ancient city-ship that frames
them. Melville doesn't restrict these leveling strategies to printed texts, however. Rather,
he applies them with equal force to another phenomenon presumably '"bound together'"
- that is, the nation itself.

The Character of Geographical Fictions

Much as the Mississippi River unites "streams of the most distant and opposite
zones" (14), The Confidence-Man conflates images of disparate places to highlight the
artificial quahties of geography. In one instance, as the Fidele pauses on its journey,
"opposite zones" interpenetrate:

For just then the boat touched at a homeless landing, scooped, as by a
landslide, out of somber forests, back through which led a road, the sole
one, which, from its narrowness, and its being walled with story on stoiy
of dusk, matted foliage presented the vista of some cavernous old gorge
in a city, like haunted Cock lane in London. (104)
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Through a series of clauses that lead to a comparison of completely different locations,
the narrator fuses rural and urban images, blumng boundaries between city and country

and Old and New Worlds. An American, "homeless landing" elides with a London street;
the urban figure is itself cast in natural temis, as a dusky cavern, a gorge in the earth. The

Fklele lands in this instance to pick up passengers, but the naiTator refuses to anchor this
setting in a particular location. The city-like forest road points instead to the novel's
treatment of geographical images as symbolic phenomena composed "with story on
story." In this novel, urban and rural images, as well as distinctions between different
states and nations, are all fictions layered with meanings created long before the Fidele
sets sail.
Melville pimctuates the novel with references to East and West, North and South,
and city and country to map the symbolic geographies through which nineteenth-century
Americans had organized the nation into "opposite zones." However, as the city-like
forest road suggests, the novel's mapping subverts geographical distinctions and exposes
them as arbitrary fictions created through language and reified by human consensus.
Operating in a way that parallels the merging of art and nature in the rain, this exposure
of geographies as symbolic constructs also parallels the novel's approach to printed texts.
Much as the Cosmopolitan collapses boundaries between bible and newspaper, eliding
past and present as well as social and spiritual realms, The ConJMence-Man imderraines
the discourses that puiported to separate both national regions and natural and artificial
worlds, hi this novel, "America" becomes a text cotnposed of competing geographical
areas, and M,elville subjects them to the same strategies of m.erging and symbolic leveling
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that he applies to tlie Fidele and its detritus of printed texts. In this way, The Confuknce-

Man maps geographies as fictions md thereby configures the nation as mutable ami
potentially impermanent artifice.
The noveFs mapping of geographical "character" is closely connected to two
complex and interrelated issues: Melville's portrayal of fictional chai-acters and Ms
representations of natural and aili ficial worlds. Rather than attempt a comprehensive
reading of these thorny issues, I want to examine aspects of them to suggest how
geography reflects the fictitiousness of character as well as Melville's approach to nature
as a fiction in itself, one created by men to map the artificial world they inhabit. To
analyze this "tangled web" (86), I turn first to the narrator's meditations on finding
characters for fiction. He asks,

Where does any novelist pick up any character? For the most part,
in town, to be sure. Every great town is a kind of man-show, where
the novelist goes for his stock, just as the agriculturist goes to the
cattle-show for his. But in the one fair, new species are hardly more
rare, than in the other are new species of characters - that is, original
ones. (281)

In typical fashion, the narrator answers his own question, then complicates the answer.
Novelists find their characters "in town," site of an ongoing "man-show," a teim that
associates the city's inhabitants witli performance and drama, in a word, with fiction. But
if the city fram.es an artificial "show," so does its geographical opposite, the countiy,
home of agriculturists and cattle-shows. By calling urban actors "his stock," the narrator
commingles men and cattle, beasts tyi^ically branded with chai-acters. But he also fuses
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city and country as sites of perforaiance: their shows link together two "species" of actors,
men and cattle, both on, display at apparently separate fairs. In a passage ostensibly
devoted to the question of character jmd originality, the narrator elides the artificial world
of cities with a "show" of cattle, aligning both mm and natural figures with kinds of
perfomiance.
The narrator's figuration of cattle as performers suggests how nature itself becomes a
kind of fictitious "show" in this novel, particularly when hiimati characters overlap with
natural figures. Melville's strategy of fusing people with natural imagery draws attention
to the written qualities of fictional character and re-creates nature as a perfonning
fiction.''®^ In one instance, the boat's passengers seem to merge with a variety of trees:
"As pine, beech, birch, ash, hackmatack, hemlock, spruce, basswood, maple, interweave
their foliage in the natural wood, so these varieties of mortals blended their varieties of
visage and garb" (14). The nine types of trees suggest the analogy's calculated quality.
The boat's passengers blend their "varieties," but they also blend with "natural wood,"
Bluixing boundaries between humans and nature, the analogy bints as well at natui-e's
resemblance to a fictitious "show." For as "mortals" blend witli trees, the trees also elide
with the senses of appearimce and artificial guise implied in the passengers' "varieties of
visage and garb." A sly correspondence ra.arks this elision of trees and human
appearances, which this novel invariably associates with disguise and potential duplicity.
That Melville conceives of nature as a fictitious "show" may explain why his
descriptions of characters in n.atural terms are often of a strange order. Disguised as
crippled Black Guinea, the confidence man begs among the crowd: the narrator figures
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him as a "dog" and an "elephant" an,d a "black sheep iiudgiag itself a cozy berth in the
heart of the white flock" (16). These disparate figures reflect the crowd's regard for
Black Guinea as less than human, but they also indicate how the narrator relies on natural
imagery to highlight the artifice of fictional character «««/ of nature. The strange
comparison of a black man to a sheep that makes a "berth" within a "white flock" calls
attention to itself. At the same time, by casting people in natural terms, these analogies
demonstrate that in. fiction the distinctions between human and natural realms are merely
symbolic. Aligning people with trees, sheep, elephants, and the like figures, the narrator
blurs together apparently separate realms, suffusing the natural world with the same
artificial qualities manifestly evident in fictional characters. These strategies of elision
and exchange are evident in another strange analogy. The narrator describes the man with
gold-sleeve buttons luring the man in gray "much as by its graciousness of bearing, some
full-leaved elm, alone in a meadow, lures the noon sickleman [to] come and apply for the
alms of its shade" {45). The comparison seems purposely silly, announcing how easily
language can elide humans with nature. The man in gray is lured by a stranger who
compares to a personified elm. But the analogy's overblown language essentially lifts the
tree out of the natural realm and re-creates it as a performing fiction. Endowed witli
human characteristics, the elm graciously lures a man to offer its "alms." By giving the
elm these abilities, the narrator renders the tree as artificial as the fictional character it
defines.
The narrator's reflections on fictional character suggest why Melville elides the
natural and artificial worlds so insistently in this novel In Chapter 33, the narrator's
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second long digression into the question of character, Melville anticipates an imagined
critic's asking, "How unreal all this is! Who did ever dress or act like your
cosmopolitan?" (217), The question leads to reflection on works of amusement that
develop beyond a "severe fidelity to real life" (216). The narrator then, describes the kinds
of readers the novel appears to welcome. These readers "sit down to a work of
amusement tolerably as they sit at a play," hoping to encounter more than what real life
offers: "the same old acquaintances they meet in the same old way in the same old street"
(217). The naiTator goes on to claim that these readers look to books of fiction "not only
for more entertainment, but at bottom, even for more reality, than real Hfe itself can show.
Thus, though they want novelty, they want nature, too; but nature unfettered, exhilarated,
in effect transfonned" (217-218).
To appreciate how the novel elides natural and artificial worlds - and how these
elisions shape the novel's take on geography ~ we need to consider the idea that fictions
unfetter, exhilarate, and traosform nature. To enliven, liberate, or re-create nature is to
assume that nature in the "real world" is in fact dull or staid, or at least the "same old"
scene, much like the "same old street." By this logic, for nature to serve the purposes of
art, it must be given human feelings or abstractions such as freedom, exhilaration, or
transformation. This process of ascribing human qualities to nature takes place as well in
antebellum conceptions of the ruin, for the niin also exhilarates nature and transforms it.
As Jean Starobinski writes, "vestiges of the past ennoble nature" as they transform piles
of stone into art objects that beconjc "heroic and Kfy/Zic" (180,179 emphasis in original).
To give rains these qualities is to transfer human attributes onto architectural remains and
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onto the naturaJ site that is slowly reclaiming them. To put this another way, even as
human works merge into nature in the luin, the ascription of values to this phenomenon
transforms the site, exhilarating and liberating it from what is otherwise implicitly a less
exciting or less moving landscape. The infusion of aesthetic value to the ruin thus
parallels Melville's claims about transformations of nature through fiction and into
fiction. By the sam.e token, if the min is taken up and re-created as a kind of fiction that
exhilarates, ennobles, or unfetters a landscape, this is a process by which humans take

possession of nature for aesthetic purposes.
These ideas of transfoming or taking possession of nature underlie tlie narrator's
study of fiction as more real than reality itself They also inform the novel's approach to
geography as a fiction that signals a merging of natural and artificial worlds. For example,
in The Confidence-Man personi fications of nature constitute a form of mapping that
discloses how discourse appears to merge natural and artificial worlds. Pitch, the
backwoods Missouri bachelor, provides a useful example. Though dressed like a Natty
Bumppo, Pitch distrusts nature. For his eyesight he thanks not nature but a Philadelphia
oculist: '"Nature made me blind and would have kept me so. My oculist counterplotted
her'" (132). His view of nature as threatening and indifferent becomes meaningful in
relation to a city oculist who counterplots "her," yet this personification implies that
"'Nature'" is a construction. As Pitch personifi,es nature, he re-creates it to map the work!
he inliabits. fo this sense, like the ruin in antebellum thought, nature personified reflects
nothing more than the human meanings and values ascribed to it.

Through the point of view of Pitch, the novel develops the relationsMp between,
personified nature and geographical mapping. Nature seems very much exhilarated and
unfettered in Chapter 23, titled "In Which The Powerful Effect of Natural Scenery Is
Evin,ced In The Case Of The ,Missouiian, Who, In View Of The Region Rouiid ,About
Cairo, Has A Return Of His Chilly Fit" (156). The narrator casts Pitch's imaginative
iTi,apping of "•Region" and "Natural Scenery" in striking terms:

At Cairo, the old established firai of Fever & Ague is still settling up its
unfinished business; that Creole grave-digger. Yellow Jack -- his hand at
the mattock and spade has not lost its cunning; while Don Satuminus
Typhus, taking his constitutional with Death, Calvin Edson and three
undertakers, in the morass, snuffs up the mephitic breeze with zest. (156)

Cairo's "Natural Scenery" takes shape through personified diseases, each employed in
the region's "unfinished business" of illness and death. Pitch maps this locale by
imagining disease as business venture; he eUdes the natural phenomena of ague, yellow
fever, and typhoid with the artificial human realms of firais, work, even leisure, as Death
takes its "co,nstitution,ar' with a funeral procession. Pitch's percept,ion of Cairo reflects
his distrust of .nature, yet the passage also shows how lan,guage maps particular regions
and transforms elements of their "Natural Scenery" into performing figures. In this
description of Cai.ro, the narrator caters to those readers who "want novelty [and] want
nature, too; but nature unfettered, exhilara.ted, in effect transformed" (218). This
depiction of a city focuses attention on, the casting of a particular place through language.
Simultaneously, the symbolic geography constructed through Pitch's point of view
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demonstrates the close resemblance between mapping a given region and. personifying
nature, which renders it a kind of fiction.
Natural and artificial worlds interpenetrate as well when the confidence man maps
these apparently separate realms. In contrast to Pitch, the herb-doctor defines nature as a
site of healing and trust and the city as the home of godless doctors and medical
'"inventions'" (96). When he discovers that the sick man has been treated by physicians
at 'Louisville and Baltimore, the herb-doctor condemns their respirators and gasometers,
associating cities and science not with healing but with "'pride in human skill'" (96). To
the herb-doctor, urban doctors seem "'like Pharaoh's vain sorcerers,'" and he laments the
sick man's encounters with these "'Egyptians'" (96). To recover his health, the sick man
must reject the city and enter the Promised Land of nature, or at least purchase the
products the herb-doctor derives from it: "'Get nature, and you get well'" (99). His sales
pitch centers on mapping differences between the "'Egyptian'" city and the seemingly
pure and transcendent natural world. Unlike urban physicians with their godless
inventions, herb-doctors, he asserts, '"invent nothing; but staff in hand, in glades, and
upon hillsides, go about in nature, humbly seeking her cures'" (96).
Yet, despite his claim, to the contrary, the herb-doctor invents on several levels. His
biblical figures give the city-nature conflict a timeless quality, yet the phoniness of his
pitch renders tiiis same conflict a fiction. Through his pastoral imagery and
personification of nature as '"her/" he re-invents the natural world to strengthen his sales
pitch. The contrast he creates between city and countryside hinges on tliis re-invention: it
enables him to separate natural and artificial reahns and ascribe values to both. Yet the
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idea of nature re-iiwented unsettles these distinctions and values. As witli the novel's
other examples of nature personified, the natural world performs as fiction within the
herb-doctor's mapping. Announcing differences between city and country as invented,
his products also imderaiine this mapping. When he explains to the sick man that his vialwrappers may contain the word '"confidence"' the herb-doctor reveals that his wares are
frauds and thereby exposes the fictitiousness of his entire discourse. The distinctions
between natural and artificial worlds he so carefully plots collapse. The symbolic
geographies he creates are fictions framed within a larger lie.
The idea of inventing the world through forms of mapping resonates throughout the
novel, and the confidence man evinces a particular talent in demonstrating (at least to the
novel's readers) the fictitiousness of representations of place. Mr. Tranian, confidence
man, attempts to sell property in the "New Jerusalem" to the collegian:

'Yes, the new and thriving city, so called in northern Minnesota. It
was originally founded by certain fugitive Momions. Hence the name.
It stands on the Mississippi. Here, here is the map,' producing a roll.
'There - there, you see are the public buildings - here the landing there the park - yonder tiiie botanic gardens - and tliis, this little dot
here, is a perpetual fountain, you understand. You observe there are
twenty asterisks. Those are for the lyceums. Tliey have lignum-vitae
rostrums... All terra fi,nnia.' (63)

The New Jerusalem as '"terra firma'" indeed

a '"so called'" paper city that "'stands on

the Mississippi,"' with fountains and gardens aplenty but no houses. Along with his
emphasis on "Tyceums"' to lure the collegian, Mr. Truman's fictional map would be
comical if it didn't blur a non-existent site with the biblical New Jerasalem, which for
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centuries has been a CMstiari figure of protbund spiritual longing. Like the
Cosmopolitan's pun. on '"good news,'" this map of Minnesota's New Jerusalem, merges
worldly and spiritual realms, yet the map itself announces the fictitiousness of both, or at
least renders them easily manipulated for purposes of ruse and gain. On the Fidele, the
promise of the City of God is radically reduced to asterisks for sale. Typographical marks
on a fictional map conflate disparate places as well as past and present. In turn, this
merging of multiple meanings announces the inherent textuality of all depicted places
Mr. Truman's map hnks representations of place with conflation and deception. As a
fiction designed to swindle the unsuspecting, his map exhilarates and transforais an
imaginary place but also reflects the confidence game the novel plays with its readers,
particularly regarding its depiction of American regions and the meanings ascribed to
them. "The Metaphysics of Indian-Hating" epitomizes how a story that purports to make
a region meaningfxil simultaneously announces that region's manufacture through
discourse. Told to the Cosmopolitan by Charhe Noble (a lesser confidence man), "The
Metaphysics" introduces Colonel Moredock and his expeditions against Indians on the
'"frontier"' (173). Before beginning the story, however, Charlie hints at the West's
production through language. He admits that the narrative was first told to him by Judge
James Hall, who, when deHvering the tale, '"fell into a style so methodic, you would
have thought he spoke less to mere auditors than to an invisible amanuensis; seemed
talking for the press'" (171). This recollection of Hall's "'methodic'" delivery points to
the story's status as story: Hall becomes a performer self-conscious of his narrative and
its transmission. Before "The Metaphysics" even begins, this recollection, of Hall's
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"'style'" suggests that the "'frontier'" resides nowhere but within an exchange of
narratives, as Charlie's references to an "'•amanuensis'" and "'the press'" indicate. That
Melville considers the West a "'style'" rather than an identifiable place also becomes
evident in the story, a compendium of cliches about the frontier and its
"'backwoodsman.'" He is above all "'a lonely man,'" Charlie reports (173). Committing
himself to the '"forest primeval,'" pursuing todians as a "'Leatherstocking Nemesis,"'
the typical backwoodsman creates the trails that others will follow into the West's
"'fertile and virgin land'" (180,177).
Rife with frontier clich6s and generali2;ed descriptions of Indians, "The Metaphysics"
discloses not so much the character of the Indian-hater as the role nawative plays in
creating the West. In his youth the backwoodsman becomes versed in '"histories of
Indian lying, Indian tlieti.. hi stories [that] are almost as full of things unangelic as the
Newgate Calendar or the Annals of Europe'" (175). This comparison suggests two things.
First, the Indian-hater's initial knowledge of Indians is based not in any actual contact
with his foes but instead on the stories circulating about them. In this sense, he leams of
them much as most mid-century Americans, paiticularly in the East, came to know
Indians - through naiTative or '"the press.'" Second, the comparison of Indian
"'histories'" with European cteonicles correlates Indian treachery with the Old World's
'"unangelic"' past, an odd association that conveniently excludes Americans' own
barbarism toward Indians. This exclusion is strategic, drawing attention to the narratives
within "The Metaphysics" to announce how they shape perceptions of race and region.
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Tlie stories througb which the backwoodsman comes to know Indians destabilize
rather than, reify images of the West. "*A race whose name is upon, the frontier a memento
mori,Iiidians are "'painted to him in eveiy evil light; now a horse-thief like those in
Moyamensing; now an assassin like a New York rowdy'" (176). These incongruous
images imdermine the frontier by conflating western Indians with urban figures,
Moyanensing being a Philadelphia prison. Rather than define Indians, the images
indicate how narratives create the race for the backwoodsman and, by implication, for
whites now inhabiting regions from which Indians had been removed. To put this
differently, Melville compares Indians to Philadelphia prisoners and New York assassins
to expose the frontier as a fiction imagined in the East and projected onto the West, That
Hall '"seemed talking for the press'" suggests the frontier's fictiveness as well, revealing
the relationship between urban mass print and the frontier it creates, The fodian-hater and
his foes are taken up by '"auditors'" and '"the press,'" which mythologize the frontier for
purposes of national self-definition and imperial expansion. In reworking aspects of
Hall's Letters from the West (1828), Melville's source text for "The Metaphysics,"
Melville no doubt noted the nationalistic overtones in the Letters and aimed to undermine
them. As Hail writes in Letter XVI, the name of tlie backwoodsman "deserves to be
recorded... because his life and achievements present a glowing picture of the sufferings
of those who subdued the western forests; he stands forward, too, as a prominent
individual of a class peculiar to the United States" (251).
In his analyses of nation-building, Bruce King has argued tliat "nationalism is an
urban movement which identifies with the rural areas as a source of authenticity, finding
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in the 'folk' the attitudes, beliefs, customs, and language to create a sense of national
unity" (qtd. in Breraian 53). Melville anticipates King's insight: the Iiidiau-hater is a rural
"folk" figure who represents a range of "frontier" values, as Hall suggests in the above
passage from his Letters. But as Charlie Noble implies, these values are created in
.Eastern cities througli "'methodic'" discourses that attempt to make rural fictions
authentic. Additionally, if "The Metaphysics" is an extended metaphor of how
geographical fictions circulate within American discourse, HalFs tale as told by Charlie
Noble also demonstrates the emptiness of national unity as it's created through an elusive
"folk" figure. In one of his many departures from Hall's Letters, Melville asserts that the
"character" of the backwoodsman, like Bartleby's, cannot finally be located. '"There can
be no biography of an Indian-hater par excellence,'" Charlie recalls Hall asserting, '"any
more than one of a sword-fish, or other deep sea denizen [or] one of a dead man. The
career of the Indian-hater par excellence has the impenetrability of the fate of a lost
steamer" (180). I've suggested that denizens of cities imagine the Indian-hater to embody
the "character" of the West. Reflecting this dynamic through its urban figures, "The
Metaphysics" ultimately exposes national character as a vast and impenetrable yet finally
empty fiction for which there can be no biographies. In his Letters, Hall claims there is
"no people in the world whose national character is better defined or more strongly
marked than our own" (238). Melville uses The Confidence-Man to reveal bow
geographical "characters" are little more than textual definitions, "strongly" imagined
and discursively "marked," to borrow Hall's tenns.
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A Nation in Fragments

Thus far I've tried to demonstrate how Melville uses urban figures to elide East and
West, city and country, and natural and artificial worlds to collapse boundaries between
these apparently "opposite zones." To synthesize the issues I've been tracing -• the
blurring of past and present, the meanings of printed texts on the Fidele, the conflation of
disparate regions -1 want to examine how Melville casts nationhood as a fiction, as an
imagined shape produced through a mutable symbolic consensus. In many ways the
Fidele reflects the character of the nation; the boat is a microcosm fxdl of mobile
strangers exchanging stories about various American places. Yet the novel's conception
of the nation as fiction can be best understood by analyzing two phenomena of the 1850s
that would seem unrelated but do in fact speak to each other about the state of American
union. Both phenomena suggest how American discourse utilizes the past to define the
present. Both center as well on ideas of union and cultural or political wholeness, yet
both ultimately evoke ideas of fragmentation, contradiction, and mutability.
I refer to the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 and the C,rystal Palaces featured at World
Fairs at London (1851) and New York (1854). Both surface in The Confidence-Man.
While Melville refers explicitly to the Crystal Palace tlirough the man in gray's "World
Charity" scam, he alludes covertly to the Fugitive Slave Law, apparently responding to
ideas of American union expressed in legal texts written by his father-in-law, Chief
Justice Lemuel Shaw. In the infamous Thom,as Sims's case of 1851, Shaw remanded
Sims to slavery after this man's escape to Boston from Georgia.'"*^ Shaw's decision casts
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the reclmiation of runaway slaves as a central reason, the nation was constituted out of
"absolute necessity of forming a more perfect union, in order to secure the peace and
prosperity of all the states" (Shaw 296). When read in relation to The Confidence-Man,
such ideas denote not the perfection of confederated states but rather the fictional nature
of American union, a purported wholeness that betrays its fragmentary character. The
novel unsettles national union through tense references to free and slave states, as well as
through its most urbane and highly mobile confidence man, the Cosmopolitan, But the
meaning of American slavery becomes most clear, ironically, when examined through the
framework Melville builds around the quintessential urban figure of the North in the
1850s, the Crystal Palace.
The novel's sole reference to the Crystal Palace is prompted by the gentlem,aii with
gold-sleeve buttons, the only passenger on the Fklele who has a "negro body-servant
[whose] hands did most of his master's handling for him" (46). After contributing to the
man in gray's phony Seminole Widows fund, this master pursues the subject of
organizing the nation's charities. He wonders if benevolent societies could "act in
concert,.. in the way that already in each society the individuals composing it had done."
He concludes that "such a confederation might, perhaps, be attended with as happy
results as politically attended that of the states" (48). That this description of the "happy
results" of confederated states comes from a body-servant's owner is of course deeply
ironic, as slavery increasingly polarized North and South in the ISSOs and would indeed
soon bring about the nation's disintegration.
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What follows th,e slave-owner's proposal is a confidence's man's vision of a world
confederated through charity. The man in gi'ay recalls a project that he claims to have
concocted at the 1851 World's Fair in Lonxion, where he promoted his '"Protean easychair," a shape-shifting device designed to ease '"human suffering'" (49). Standing in the
"'glass house'" of the Crystal Palace, impressed with "'a sense of the fragility of worldly
grandenr,the mm in gray conceived of the World's Charity, an ironic metaphor of
political federations. The Charity

'is to be a society whose members shall comprise deputies from every
charity and mission extant; the one object of the society to be the
the methodization of the world's benevolence, to which end, the present
system of voluntary and promiscuous contribution to be done away, and
the Society to be empowered by the various governments to levy,
annually, one grand benevolence tax upon all mankind; as in Augustus
Caesar's time, the whole world come up to be taxed... in fourteen years,
as I estimate, there would have been devoted to good works the sum of
eleven thousand two hundred millions; which would warrant the
dissolution of the society, as that fund judiciously expended, not a
pauper or heathen could remain the round world over.' (50)

This grandiose scheme, transcending geographical boundaries and culminating in the
society's '"dissolution,"' speaks to the fictiveness of "confederation" in several ways.
First, Melville describes this "'ro,ethodization"' of compulsory taxation through a
confidence man, rendering the World Charity as fictional as the Seminole Widows fund.
Second, this method toward confederated charity is associated with a capitalistic ethos,
what the man in gray calls the "'Wall Street spirit'" (51). To appreciate the irony in his
promise to '"quicken"' world missions with this '"spirit,"' we need only look to
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"Bartleby," a story of Wall Street centered on diminished commimity and the failure of
language and charity in an urban setting. Finally, the World Clmity scam is inspired by
the Crystal Palace, "a name taken straight from the dream-world of the ftiiry tale"
(Gilloch 128). In fact, the slave-owner characterizes the World Charity as an example of
'"wonders that were to be wished, than wonders that will happen,'" (53). The man in gray
responds, '"And is the age of wonders past? Is the world too old?'" (53). Introduced hy a
man accompanied by a black servant, the idea of "'confederation'" becomes a
'"wonder"' after the man in gray describes his vision of charitable unity, one bound up
with the "'fragility'" of a "'glass house'" built to represent the modern world.
Melville's reUance on a '"glass house'" to undermine ideas of federation comes into
sharper focus when we consider how the New York Crystal Palace of 1854 was
represented in popular publications, some of which Melville may have read.'"'' In his
sermon "The Moral Significance of the Crystal Palace" (delivered and published in New
York, 1854), the Rev. H.W. Bellows calls the structure a "rounded discourse in glass and
iron [whose] speech is of wholeness, hannony, union" (6). Dubbing the site a
"microcosm," Bellows contends that the Crystal Palace rqjresents "the union of man with
man... the nations meet beneath its canopy" (20,24). For Bellows, the Palace also stands
for the union of past and present, as well as worldly and spiritual realms: he prefaces his
sermon with an epigraph from Revelation 21, tiie description of the New Jerusalem. But
if the Palace has the New Jerusalem as its spiritual equivalent, what to do with the
material wealth the Palace also represents? Bellows asks.
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What reason have we to believe that the luxury of the nineteenth-century
is any safer than ancient or more modmi. luxury? We know the fatal
influence it had in ancient Babylon and Rome... Why should it not
again ruin the whole world, and especially our own country, the destined
home of universal comfort and splendor? How can we look on what the
Crystal Palace predicts without anxiety and foreboding? (15-16)

In a way that reflects ironically on the meanings of slavery and confederation in The
Confidence-Man, Bellows argues that Americans will avoid the ruin of Babylon and
Rome because the nation has distributed luxiuy diffusively; this distribution "happily
unites [the nation] with industry, equality, aid justice" (16). But to define America as a
"home of universal comfort" is to overlook slavery, the "fatal influence" on arguments
that asserted national harmony in the 1850s, What Bellows doesn't mention, particularly
slavery, contradicts and exposes his claims to national "wholeness." Crucially, just before
he introduces the Crystal Palace in the novel, Melville points to the extremes of luxury
and the extremes of inequality, embodied in a man with gold buttons who owns a black
servant. By describing a man who is protected from the Fidele's dirt by a black servant the deck is "a little soot-streaked" (46) - Melville does more tlian just critique slavery
and the wealth derived from it. By associating the man witli gold-sleeve buttons with
confederation and the Crystal Palace, Melville implies that if the Palace is an emblem, of
high civilization, it is also an emblem of what slave holders hope to achieve by owning
slaves; wealth, luxury, a high culture free of dirt and toil. The World Charity scam is thus
layered with ironies about the moral and material meanings of the Crystal Palace and of
slavery. Framing the description of a fictitious World Charity, the nitcrocosmic Fidele
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links the plantation-centered world of southern slavery to an inherently urban figure, the
Crystal Palace.
Bellow's references to Rome and Babylon illuminate another important aspect of the
Crystal Palace that resonates in the novel: the echoes of the deep past in the American
project. According to Gilloch, the Crystal Palace can be included among mnetemthcentury urban structures that embodied "Utopian impulses of long-dead generations"
(105). These "impulses" are reflected in E. H. Chapin's "The American Idea, and What
Grows out It" (1854), a speech Chapin delivered at the New York Crystal Palace on July
4, 1854. Subsequently reprinted in the New York Tribune, the speech is organized through
themes of microcosraic unity and the importance of the past's legacy in the present. As he
reminds his listeners that each displayed invention they see retains "filaments of thought
that are older than the pyramids" (9), Chapin celebrates American Independence by
expounding on what he calls the "American Idea" residing at the "heart of our national
organism... the spiritual worth of every man! (6 emphasis in original). He contends that
this '''spiritual worth" is a culniination of a long historical journey. As he traces the
growth of personal liberty from the Grecian and Roman republics, Chapin asserts that
Americans incorporated the most beneficial aspects of European fireedom and perfected
them. Just as the Crystal Palace is rooted in the desires of generations long past, the
American Idea can be traced to antiquity, Chapin asserts: "We had the best results of the
old civilizationls]" (10),
Evidenced in the very structure of the Palace, these results of the past, Chapin
proclaims, are also "prophecies of the coming time" (17). The temporal elasticity of
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Chapiii's speech informs the World Charity scam and its suggestions and evasions about
nationhood. The man in gray looks to the future by looking backward, recalling taxation,
schemes as old as Augustus Caesar. Although he projects the society's '"dissolution.,"'
the World Charity would unify distant lands and peoples through past and present
practices of taxation. As Chapin looks back in time to anticipate the "coming time," his
speech points to the role of imagination at the heart of both the World Charity scam and
actual political .federations. .As Benedict Anderson writes of imagi,ned communities, "If
nation states are widely considered to be 'new' mid 'historical,' the nation states to which
they give political expression always loom out of an immemorial past... and glide into a
limitless future" (19). For Bellows, Chapin, and the man in gray as well, the Crystal
Palace provides an urban structure through which to imagine how kinds of federation are
bom of ancient practices that shape the present and prophesize the future. Inspired by the
Crystal Palace, all three of tlieir discourses adhere to Anderson's fonnula for imagined
communities. At the same time, as these three discourses refer to an "immemorial past"
to cast forms of federation, they also emphasize a key idea that links the Palace to
tensions gathering around slavery in the 1850s: the idea of social and legal precedent.
Before turning to Shaw's ruling in the Sims's Case, I want to examine one other
aspect of the Crystal Palace that also resonates in The Confidence-Man. Whethei' or not
Melville knew either Bellows' or Chapi.n's texts, he was certainly aware of the ideas
ascribed to tlie Palace. He would have been familiar as well with the temporary nature of
the site. Despite the celebratory rhetoric that jofned it to ancient temples and pyra.m.ids,
the Palace was never built to be a pe.rmanent structure. Perhaps Melville points to this
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impermanence when he has the man in gray describe a confederation that inevitably leads
to the "dissohition." As much as the Palace was celebrated as a site where ancient pasts, a
unified present, and a hopeful future all intersected, tkis "cathedral of modernity" was
just as quickly dismantled after the New York exhibition commenced.'®"^ The Palace
stands as an epitome of urban growth and sudden change at mid-century, especially in
New York City. An 1840s commentator noted that this metropolis seemed a "modem city
of ruins" where "no sooner is a fine building put up than it is torn down."'^'"' Given this
landscape of rapid change, and in the context of the temporary nature of the Palace,
Melville would have recognized the irony in Chapin's claim that the structure embodied
"the stability of the nation and unity of the world" (18). If the Palace is the embodiment
of the "American Idea" - "no doctrine of disintegration but of unity," Chapin writes (14)
- how then to interpret the dismantlement of the site? In The Confidence-Man, mutability
is precisely what led the man in gray to London's fragile "'glass house.'" He went there
(he claims) to advertise his "Protean easy-chair," an "endlessly changeable" device (49).
While evoking Greek mythology, the chair speaks as much to the modernity that the
Crystal Palace represents as to the site's inevitable change in form.
In The Confidence-Man, references to the Crystal Palace center on past practices,
social unity, and the permanence of federations. Similar issues shape the Sims's case,
which justifies the return of fugitive slaves on the basis of American and yet earlier
British legal precedents. But the Sims's case is also a narrative of two places, the slaveowning South and the free North, specifically Savannah, Georgia and the city of Boston.
The case "brought the law of bonda,ge home to a free state" and charged the meanings of
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legal coiiimerce among the slates.'"'^ The case is, moreover, a story of mobility and the
clash of geographical values that resulted from Sims's escape, capture, and quasi-legal
place before a Massachusetts court. Unable to speak on his own behalf under mandate of
the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, Sims was represented by Samuel E. Sewall, who
presented a writ of habeas corpus on, April 4, 1851 for Sims's release from confmeraent
at the Boston courthouse. Afl:er being captured aboard the brig M & J.C. Gilmore, bound
for Boston from Savammh, Sims was held for return to his purported owner, James Potter,
who alleged through an agent "that said Thomas Sims owes service of labor... in the state
of Georgia" (Shaw 286). Responding to the writ, Shaw focuses his review on both the
constitutionality of holding Sims and the power of Congress to pass the Fugitive Slave
Law of 1850, which strengthened the Fugitive Slave Law of 1793.
Much as literary, social, and spiritual pasts converge witii the present aboard the

Fidele, the Sims's case refers insistently to past motions to define a conflicted present.
Shaw's reflections reveal that legal precedent is above all a textual phenomenon, that
American law is layered with the past. For example, to build his case, Shaw reaches as
far back as British common law to examine the nature of habeas coipus, referring as well
to Prigg V. Pennsylvania (1841), a case which affirmed the Fugitive Slave Law of 1793,
requiring any "fugitive from labor to be delivered up" (Shaw 301). Along with Sims's
legal place in the republic, the integrity and wholeness of American law was at stake in
the ruling. Shaw writes,

The principle of adhering to judicial precedent, especially that of tlie
supreme court of the United States, in a case depending upon the
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constitixtiofi and laws of the United States, and thus placed within their
special and final jurisdiction, is absolutely necessary to the peace, union,
and harmonious action of the state and general governments. The
preservation of both, with their full and entire powers, each in its proper
sphere, was regarded by the framers of the constitution, and has ever
since been regarded, as essential to the peace, order and prosperity of all
the United States. (310)

In Shaw's view, state and federal powers hannonize with past legal motions to ensure
peace and order and above all "property," a term as euphemistic as "service" in the
fugitive slave cases of the 1850s. In this case, precedent announces its central role in
defming the present, ideas strikingly apparent in various contexts in The Confidence-Man.
Edgar Dryden argues that the novel dramatizes how "all existing institutions and values
have been fashioned not out of nothing but from the vast storehouse of fictions which
form man's cultural heritage" (195). The Confidence-Man suggests that we can include
law within this "storehouse of fi ctions." Given the resonance of precedent in the novel,
we can also conclude with some confidence that Melville probably found in the Sims's
case a model for what Dryden calls "the successive swallowing up of one fiction by a
new and more artificial one" (195).
Much as The Confidence-Man maps the values ascribed to disparate geographical
areas, die Sims's case discloses a peculiar kind of national mapping that points to the
nation's construction, its textual origins, and its potential mutability. Shaw suggests these
meanings through his distinctive interpretations of the Constitution and the state of
relations between the states before the document's ratification. According to Shaw, a
state of war among the states would have prevailed had. no agreement about fugitive
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slaves been reached: "the constitution could not have been adopted ueless the property of
slaves had been secured" (305). In order for the national compact to ensue, Shaw writes,
free states were obligated, despite their disdain, for slavery, to return, escaped s!a.ves
because "renunciation of some of the powers of [state] sove,reigoty... was necessary to
the success of any scheme of union" (307). This "scheme" for Shaw rests on a textualsocial compact, what he tenns a "treaty" (297) among the states that resulted in the
Constitution's ratification. According to Shaw, this "treaty" has been subsumed into the
nation's collective history, has become part of the nation's political and geographical
consciousness, for lack of better terms. Shaw writes, "the constitution of the United
States is not to be expounded as if it were now opened for the first time [for] its history is
too deeply interwoven with our social system" (295). In other wo,rds, the text of the
Constitution has merged with "our social system" - including the realities of slavery that
were polarizing North and South. According to the Sims's case, this "interwoven" status
necessarily calls for deference to the past, what Shaw calls "common and well established
practice" (291).
The past's legacy in the present is precisely what points to Shaw's revelation of the
nation as a kind of vast fiction, a quality amplified by the meaning of Sims's mobility
across regions. Twice Shaw repeats the phrase "had no union been formed" (295,296) as
he explains why fugitive slaves must be remanded. In essence, he suggests, "let's suppose
there were no union." The strategy announces the union's dependence for ,meaning and
wholeness on positive law (sustained by histories of written precedent) rather than
deriving from natural law, the will of the people, those laws that bind human actions
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apart from those established by (written) authority. Moreover, the constructed quality of
nationhood - and of legal personhood - is reflected in Shaw's assertion that for a fogitive
to be remanded to mother state, "he must have escaped from it" (299 emphasis in
original). A slave's type of mobility thus determines his legal standing: his escape across
legal boundaries secured by "treaty" transforms him from mere property into a legal
subject, able to be represented in a court of law, for example, as Thomas Siras was. The
slave's escape, in other words, not only contributes to his becoming a person in law, his
mobility points to the manufacture of union as Shaw describes it. As the slave traverses
regions, he underlines the geographical boundaries and values built into what Shaw calls
a "scheme of union" (297).'°®
Slavery surfaces in the novel in a number of ways that link bondage to ideas of
place. In a way that complements the Fidele's charged southern movement down the
Mississippi, race in The Confidence-Man is bound up with the issues of mobiUty,
personhood, and ownership that were central to the fugitive slave cases. In addition to the
servant to the man in gold-sleeve buttons, another black character we encounter in the
novel, crippled Black Guinea, brings all these ideas into play, refracting into the text the
problems of race and representation at the core of the Sims case. In his "deformity" (15),
he is only marginally mobile, unlike Thomas Sims, but Black Guinea's character is
nevertheless defined in terms of ownership and geographical movement. Responding to
the cripple's apparent "homelessness" (15), a passenger asks him two questions: Who is
your master? Where do you live? Black Guinea answers that he's free, a '"dog without a
massa'" (15). Like many of the characters in the novel, Black Guinea takes shape through
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references to his place of origin, «md Melville plays on this character's sense of home to
foreground his apparent poverty and "homelessness," as well as (dis)coiuiections of
personhood to place. Being without a master, he is questioned about where he sleeps. He
answers: not just '"in, der city,"' but '"On der floor of der good baker's oven, sar'" (1516). He means pavements warmed by the sun, but this is no innocent wordplay. Rather, it
yokes place and race with an edge and accentuates the scene of spectacle that follows, as
the crowd throws the cripple coins out of a sense of "diversion and charity" (16 emphasis
in origi nal).
When a passenger with a wooden leg calls out that the cripple's "deformity [is] a
sham" (17), Black Guinea's performance for coins intersects with the issues of
representation and textuahty that define the Sims case. According to the cynic with the
wooden leg, the cripple is really a representative actor, '"some white operator, betwisted
and painted up for a decoy'" (19). Alerted to this possibility, the crowd transforms from
penny-pitching spectators into jurors, "finding themselves left sole judges in the case"
(18). This language of spectacle and legal judgment shadows the fugitive slave cases.
First, crowds and disorder marked the Sims case at Boston when Shaw presided: an
obviously symbolic chain was wrapped entirely around the courthouse.

More

importantly, cases like Sims's fused ideas of place and representation. That Melville has
the fugitive slave cases in mind as he develops the cripple's character is suggested when
the crowd dem.ands '"any documentary proof, any plain paper about him, attesting that his
case was not a spurious one" (18). This demand for "plain paper" to establish the
authenticity of the cripple's deformity and originality csui be read in a number of ways. In
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liglit of the issues of place and personal freedom so intimately coimected to race in th,e
!850s, "paper" evokes the writs and "treaties" that defme the Sims's case, not to mention
writs of maiiuraission. Additionally, "paper" gestures to the texts that established
American identity and that purported to protect individual freedoms. Black Guinea's
having to authenticate Ms condition points to ttie ironies of legally-deteraiined
personhood and Constitutional "treaty," to use Shaw's terms. A slave was not a legal
subject until his fugitive mobility placed him within a free state: as Shaw writes, in order
for a slave to be remanded back into "service," "he must have escaped from it." The
"truth" of Black Guinea's person apparently rests on similar involutions; identity is a
function of the '"waloable papers'" (18) he lacks or, on a national scale, that exclude or
silence him. In fact, much as Sims couldn't sperfc for himself at his hearing, Black
Guinea needs someone to speak on his behalf precisely because he lacks '"dero waloable
papers.'"
The significance of Black Guinea's identity is further complicated because he's an
avatar of the confidence man. Mel ville disguises him as a black cripple to connect race,
'"papers,"' and ideas of (false) representation so as to cast nationhood and its
"documentary proof as games of confidence. Lacking "'papers,'" Black Guinea lists
those who will represent him, '"honest ge'mmen [who] will speak for me'" (19). The
representatives he lists are all the confidence men we later meet in the novel. Whereas the
"plain paper" evokes the documents that purportedly establish ideas of personal freedom,
Black Guinea's list of confidence men can be read to mean, those who represent othere in
legal or political contexts. From this perspective, the con,flict over Black Guinea's
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identity points to the very mechanisms of law and representation at the heart of fugitive
slave cases. What we find in the scene is an intersection of ideas that point to slavery and
national values surroimding '"papers'" and those persons who represent, specifically
those authorized to speak on behalf of others. The '"waloable papers'" Black Guinea
defers to broadly symbolize those holding the nation together, that define the boimdaries
of freedom, servitude, and rq^resentative powers. Furthermore, if Black Guinea's list of
"'ge'mmen'" can be read as an ironic allusion to poHtical representatives - those who
maintain national identity by speak ing for others - then his list of confidence men does
more than foreshadow the con artists who later enter the narrative. Rather, this
confidence man's list of confidence men undermines the concept of representative
governance that aimed to keep the union intact, especially in cases like Thomas Sims,
which pivots on the precedents set by '"waloable papers."'
In this novel, where every text signifies the past and the possibility of fraud,
'"papers'" associated with an acting black character point to what Robert Ferguson calls
"conscious fabrications" (351) within the nation's founding documents. Accommodating
slavery and providing a basis for fugitive slave laws, the founding documents were,
among other things, "attempts to tbrge artificial unities amidst a contentious far-flung
populous" (Ferguson 352). In relation to the Sims's case, which bases national union on a
"treaty" about runaway slaves, Black Guinea's deference to representative confidence
men ultimately renders nation building "a massive game of confidence," as Gary
Lindberg writes (116). Confidence in this novel is, after all, the basis of all social and
political arrangements. As the agent of the Philosophical Intelligence Office contends to
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Pitch, "'Confidence is the indispensable basis of all sorts of business transactions.
Without it, commerce between man and man, as between country, would, like a watch,
run down and stop'" (155). In the scene witli Blaclc Guinea the con artist, the interstices
of race, place of origin, representation, and '"papers'" suggest the very reasons the nation
was federated: to achieve a "fentasy of geographical connection," as Ferguson writes, one
embodying a "political unity agai UvSt the recumng early American nightmare of chaos and
dissension" (351). The Sims case, though it calls slavery "contrary to the law of nature"
(314), maintained this "fantasy" and indeed reified it by remanding Thomas Sims back to
"service."
Melville's use of race to propel the novel's subversive mapping indicates that he
understood perfectly the "fantasy of geographical connection" that appeared to hold the
nation intact. Ironically, one of the novel's most incisive social critics, Pitch, envisions
the binding spirit of American union in terms of slavery. His mapping blurs North and
South to undercut Americans' vaunted freedom; for Pitch, to be a member of the nation is
to be a slave. As he argues to the herb doctor, "'come you from Maine or Georgia, you
come from a slave-state, and a slave-pen'" (137). To insist that the nation as a whole is a
'"slave pen,'" Pitch refers to Abolitionism, a movement that ascribed contrasting values
of freedom and bondage to Northern and Southern states. Rather than define separate
regions, however, Abolitionism for Pitch tnerely announces the slavery of citizenship: the
movement "'but expresses tlie fellow-feeling of slave for slave'" (137).
Pitch's claim that the herb doctor betrays "'the very air of a slave'" (137) resuhs
from their discussion on Abolitionism, which Melville casts to satirize the kind of legEil
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language evident in cases like Thomas Sims's. Wheji asked if he's an abolitionist, the
herb doctor adroitly responds,

'As to that, I cannot so readily mswer. If by abolitionist you mean
zealot, I am none; but if you mean a man, who, being a man, feels for all
men, slaves included, and by any lawful act, opposed to nobody's interest,
and therefore rousing nobody's enmity, would willingly abolish suffering
(supposing it, in its degree, to exist) from any among mankind, irrespective
of color, then I am what you say.' (136)

The herb doctor's verbal acrobatics - what Pitch calls '"picked and pradent sentiments'"
(136) ~ parody the legal language that simultaneously justified human bondage and
defined the nation as free and "interwoven" (Shaw 295). As Melville dramatizes through
the herb doctor's convoluted speech, only a small amount of rhetorical exaggeration will
reveal how empty and self-serving were many of the arguments that determined the
nation's fate in the 1850s. Melville uses the herb doctor's speech to satirize tlie kind of
language upon which - and through which -• the nation was formed and maintained. As
Pitch implies that the herb doctor is a '"slave"' to "'sentiments,'" he echoes the
Abolitionists' contention that the reinforced Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 had turned all
the states into slave-holding states. Melville's larger suggestion is that the language of
"freedom, v. bondage" is in fact another national confidence game, as liable to create
distrust as the herb doctor's "Orani-Balsamic Reinvigorator."
Ideas of mobility, freedom, and national con artistry crystallize in the novel's most
urbane character, the Cosmopolitan. He is the ultimate figure of the confidence man,
most probably the ftigitive "from the Easf described on the novel's opening page. His
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character is anchored in a geographical area from which he originates and, presumably,
escapes. As the culmination of all the avatars of the confidence man, the Cosiiiopolitan is
"necessarily a traveler," as John Bryant points out: "But more, his very being is defined
by motion" (277). In this sense, the character of the Cosmopolitan coheres much as legal
personhood did for the fugitive slave, for whom legal standing was non-existent until he
had ^'escaped from" a slave state (Shaw 298). The ckiracter of the Cosmopolitan, that is,
can only become "real" through mobility ~ across regions and in conjunction with the
Htfe/e's journey downstream. But unlike the fugitive slaves polarizing the nation in the
1850s, the Cosmopohtan moves unimpeded from place to place. Mobility is also the basis
for his character's ironic demolitions of nationhood and geographical boundaries. A selfproclaimed '"catholic man,'" the Cosmopolitan '"federates in heart as in costume
something of the various gallantries of men under various suns'" (160). Part of his
international costume, his porcelain pipe, is painted "with Mnked crests and amis of
interhnked nations" (159). While his pipe symbolizes the interpenetration of regions, the
Cosmopolitan appears to embody the idea of human federation. He disregards
geographical boundaries to experience '"the very best brands of humanity,'" inviting
Pitch, for instance, to join him in his travels from city to city: '"Come, let's agree that
we'll to New Orleans, and there embark for London'" (160,166).
However, as a confidence man, the Cosmopolitan deflates the concepts of federation
that he (im)persanates. Unlike Moby-Dick, in which Ishmael proclaims Ms democratic
vision of "Jsoiaioes.,. federated along one keel" (118), The Confidence-Man describes
federation through a scam of World Charity and through the very person of the ultimate
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con artist. 'Melville designs this highly mobile character to demonstrate that federations
of all kinds are fictional constructs produced by belief and consensus, much like the
geographical boundaries the Cosmopolitan disregards. His mobility inspires his insights
about federations and exposes them as easily undermined. For example, he asks the
barber (whom he later stiffs), "'to say that stxaiigers are not to be trusted, does that not
imply.., that mankind is not to be trusted; tor the mass of m,ank;ind, are they not
necessarily strangers to each individual man?'" (270). The CosmopolitM implies his
understanding of how consensus operates in federating masses of mankind: individuals
who remain "'strangers to each'" imagine their connectedness, as Benedict Anderson has
shown us. Much as this confidence man '"federates"' mankind's "'gallaotries,'" nations
are federated through imaginary consensus, as strangei's concede their symbolic union
with others in the "'mass.'" Similarly, as the Cosmopolitan tells the old man after casting
doubt on the bible, '"I have much moved about the world [and] I believe in a Committee
of Safety, holding silent session over all, in an invisible patrol... whose beat lies as much
through forests as towns, along rivers as streets" (296). While it evokes Robespierre's
Committee of Public Safety, this description more broadly connotes how ideology
operates, invisibly composing the idea of nationliood in conjunction with geographical
markers of town and country, forest and river.
The Cosmopolitan calls for trust in all, but his geographical catholicity complicates
his statements about social cohesion. Bryant writes of the Cosmopolitan, "as a friend to
all, he is, it would appear, loyal to no one and therefore open to suspicion" (276). Though
he promotes federation am,ong strangers, he is in reality the culmination of several
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mutable co.ii artists. A product of precedent in, the novel, he reflects on the meanings of
all the confidence men, whose whole purpose is to destabilize various expressions of
"character" - personal, geographical, textual, and national The Cosmopolitan may
promote trust as the central thread in the bondvS of "commerce between man and man,'"
as the PIO man states, but this mobile figure of federation ultimately demonstrates the
fictitiousness of trust, in all situations where agreements are real or imagined. He
certainly maintains the most insight about written bonds and the worth of the paper on
which they appear. As he says to the barber before drawing up his sham "Agreement,"
'Strange, barber,' taking up the blank paper, 'that such flimsy stuff as this should make
such strong hawsers; vile hawsers, too. Barber,' starting up, 'I won't put it in black and
white. It were a reflection upon our joint honor. 1 will take your word, and you shall take
mine.' (276). But because the bai-ber mentions the possibility of feulty memory, they
decide the agreement is best put down "'in black and white.'" They agree on paper that
the barber will talce down his "No Trust" sign and "evince a perfect confidence in all men,
especially strangers" (277).
The scene highlights textuality and writing, particularly the meanings of agreements
created on tlie "'flimsy stuff" of paper. "This bizarre yet plausible encounter," as Brook
Thomas writes, "emphasizes the powerful authority our society grants to writing on
pieces of paper" (1.85), But the Cosmopolitan subverts this authority: he writes the
agreement knowing that, like the Crystal Palace, the document was never meant to be
perman^ent or binding. The text he composes is both ephemeral and fictional, a hawser
bound to nolMng. In this sense, the violated agreement can be read as a metaphor of the
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presumed contract between novelist and audience in The Confidence-Man, a novel that
recurrently subverts all the conventions of fiction: character, setting, a neat conclusion,
even chapter titles. The novel is openly hostile to its readers, relying on language that
seems to collapse in on itself. Stringing together devious clauses, odd sentence
constructions, double and triple negatives, the language of the text often allows no basis
for narrative certainty but rather sets up the conditions for what Peter .1. Bellis calls "a
seemingly infinite interpretive regress" (568). In these pages I've attempted to show how
Melville employs urban figures to various ends; one of these is tlie novel's project to
undermine novels as cultural ibnns. As William E. Lenz writes, The Confidence-Man
"militates against the deadwood structures of contemporary literary practice,
demonstrating that conventions have become hypocritical aesthetic solutions to
fundamental national problems" (136). Melville blurs and unsettles the values of and
boundaries between city and country, East and West, and North and South because these
dichotomies had become part of the American political and cultural contracts that
justified southern slavei^y, tlie sale of immigrant boys from New York to iwal homes, and
the slaughter of native peoples on the "frontier,"
The violated contract between the barber and Cosmopolitan, thus points beyond the
novel's apparent dismissal of its audience's expectations about what a novel should do.
Simultaneously, the fictional "Agreement" peraied by the Cosmopolitan evokes the entire
"social compact," as Shaw terms it, as well as the written documents that made the nation
an apparent whole. It's not clear which "'vile hawsers'" ("treaties"?) the Cosmopolitan
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has in mind as he holds aloft a sheet of paper, but the implication is clear^ given the
novel's study of federations, real or imagined. 1 cite Brook Thomas again:

The authority accorded documents in. American society raises [the]
possibility of counterfeiting. Ruled by law, not men> Americans submit to
the authority of documents that ostensibly have the 'people' as their author.
The Declaration of hidependence, the Constitution, the laws of the land
are legitimized because they 'represent' the people. But there are hints
throughout The Confidence-Man that those who claim to represent the
people may be indulging in an elaborate masquerade... We can sec that
the authority granted the laws of the land in the name of the people may
be a counterfeit of the highest order. {187)

These insights provide a frame for some concluding reflections on this novel's
suggestions about fictional unity and national unity. As Thomas notes, "the possibility of
counterfeif marks both the novel and those documents which are, in essence, narratives
of nationhood. The betrayal of some basic trust seems to motivate this novel and its crafty
reflections on the character of national unity in 1857. Many of the stories in the novel can
be read metaphorically to mean the increasingly fragmented rather than harmonious
nature of America. As the Cosmopolitan, remarks to Charlie Noble about the story of the
.Indian-hater, "'To me some of the parts don't hang together"' (187). And if the .novel is
commenting on the stability of national character, what to make of the narrator's
ruminations on originality in fiction? Noting that in "all original characters... there is
discernible something prevailingly local, or of m age," the narrator also claims that the
original character has in it something "akin to that which in Genesis attends upon the
beginning of things" (282). The narrator's strategy is familiar; he ties something "of the
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age" to antiquity, to "the beginning." The narrator goes on to claim that there can be "but
one such original character to one work of invention. Two would conflict to chaos" (282).
Read in context of the great political "work of invention" Melville frequently has in mind
in the novel, these descriptions of original character are almost prophetic. For if we
consider the nation as an invention, as Melville surely did, it could have but one character,
which it clearly did not. By 1857 the nation seemed composed of two societies, the
plantation-centered South and urbanizing North. Some four years after the publication of
The Confidence-Man^ these two societies did, in fact, "conflict to chaos."
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NOTES
NO'fES T'O INTRDDIJCTION
' Translation of Volney's Rims borrowed from Louis Hawes, Ruins in British Romantic
Art from Wilson to Turner (5).
- From the Exhibition Guide to Antiquity Recovered: Pompeii and llercuianeum in
Philadelphia Collections, University of Pennsylvania Public Exhibition, September 20
through December 1, 2002,
^ I am grateful to the staff of the Library Company of Philadelphia for directing my
attention to their collection's Catalogues. I was able to review these and a wide variety of
materials on ruins and urban culture during a month-long Andrew Mellon Foundation
Reseai'ch Fellowship in September and October 2002.
1 am indebted to Eugenio Donato for these ideas on museums and representation. See
Donato's essay "The Museum's Furnace: Notes Toward a Contextual Reading of
Bouvcu'd and Pecuchet."
' For a contemporary response to the yellow fever's devastations, see Mathew Carey's A
Short Account of the Malignant Fever (1793). Carey notes how many Philadelphians had
come to believe that "something was wanting to humble the pride of the city, which was
nraning on in full career, to the goal of prodigality and dissipation" (11-12).
^ Perhaps Walter Benjamin has Poe's confession tales in mind when he comments in The
Arcades Project that "the nineteenth century, like no other century, was addicted to
dwelling. It conceived the residence as the receptacle for the person" (220)

NOTES TO CHAPTER 1
' Henry Knox, "The Secretary of War Rcspcct.fl.illy Submits to the President of the United
States the Following Observations, Respecting Peace with the Indian Tribes" (29
December, 1794), reprinted in the Pennsylvania Gazette, (7 January, 1795).
' Whenever possible, 1 will distinguish between the historical tribes and Anglo beliefs and
images of them by using the tcmis "Native American" and "Indian," respectively. For an
analysis of the dangers of using the terms interchangeably, see Berkhofer, The White
Man's Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present.
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Peak uses the phrase "world in miniature" in his July 1816 "Address to the Corporation
and Citizens of Philadelphia," reproduced in The Selected Papers of Charles Willson
Peale and His Family (3:414).
Ward's essay, "A Walk to Darby," describing his observations of 1870s Philadelphia,
appears in two installments in the Pennsylvania Magazine 3 (1879) nos, 2 & 3,
" Kerry Diethorn, Chief Historian and Curator at Independence National Pari in
Philadelphia, graciously providtxl me witli information about the site's architectural
history in an August 25, 2001 telephone intcA'iew. For further descriptions of the
building's early design and accommodations for tribal delegates, sec Wolf's Philadelphia.
1730-1765 {A%).
Pitkin's study of Hobbes is an incisive analysis of the theories of representation in
Leviathan: "In Hobbes's terminology the fiction or artifice about an artificial person is
that the actions he is perfomiing are not (considered) his own but those of someone else"
(16). See especially Pitkin's conclusions regarding persons and their actions: "Hobbes is
suggesting that every act is an act of representation if not of someone else, than of
oneself' (24). In his Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765), William Blaekstone
adds a temporal dimension to the artificial person of political body. Societies "constitute
artificial persons [that] enjoy a kind of legal immortality"; these bodies consist of "many
persons united together [and] kept up by a perpetual succession of members, so as to
continue forever" (467,469).
See Chapter 3 of George Dekker's The American Historical Romance. Dekker's
examination of "Stadialism and the f-Faver/v-Model" notes Enlightenment philosophical
historians' view of "four main stages of society resulting from four basic modes of
subsistence: (1) a 'savage' stage based on hunting and fishing; (2) a 'barbarian' stage
based on herding; (3) a stage considered 'civilized' and based mainly on agriculture; (4) a
stage based on commerce and manufacturing which was sometimes considered overcivilized" (75).
'•* As Taylor writes in William Cooper's Town, "White settlements ordinarily began on
lands that Indians had already cleared and planted with corn, beans, pumpkins, and apple
trees. In stark contrast to their ideologies, [which] .justified their conquest by denying all
marks of Indian ownership and use. the settlers and surveyors eagerly sought and
followed these signs" (38).
'•"^For thorough background on Anglo-Indian rchil:ions in eighteenth-century America, see
Lehman, "The End of the Iroquois Mystique," 524-546; C'alloway, "Continuing
Revolution," 3-36; and MovrcW, Into the .American Woods.
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For a detailed description of the republic's response to the Miami's victory and
statesmen's invitation to the Iroquois, sec Chapter 1 of Turner's Red Man Calling on the
Great White Father. See also Horan, "The Bravest of the Bra ve" which treats Indian
visits to the capitals at Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.
Scenes of spectacle mark records of Native Americans' visits to eigiiteeiith-cenlury
cities. Ivong before the American Revolution, the English had invited tribal delegates to
London, initiating a long series of urban contacts that produced a veritable genre ol"
Indian-city spectacle, hi 1710 Queen Anne hosted four Iroquois in London, where
onlookers crowded the streets to gjee on these tra.vclers. Addison's The Spectator recalls,
"When the four huUan Kings were in this Country,,. I often niix'd with the Rabble and
followed them the whole Day together" (211 ). For a detailed study of the sensation
created in London by the Iroquois' visit, see Bond's Queen Anne's American Kings.
As Lehman notes, "No opportunity was lost to welcome the delegation or to display the
grandeur and wealth of the nation's capital" (524). The Iroquois delegates were greeted
with drum beats from "a detachment of light infantr}'" and welcomed to tour the city's
docks and historic sites (524).
See Horan, "Bravest of the Brave"; Turner, Red Men Calling on the Great White
Father, Stone, Life of Red Jacket; and Daniel Richter, "Red Jacket (Segoywatha) Seneca
Orator and Political Leader."
See Marienstras, "The Common Man's Indian: The Image of the Indian as a Promoter
of National Idendty in the Early National Period" (275).
" I am grateful for Phil Lapsansky's and Wendy Woloson's assistance in my review of
Birch's Philadelphia Views at the Library Company of Philadelphia during July of 2000.
For an analysis of Native Americans' attendance, response to, and performance in early
nineteenth-century theaters, see Gaul's '"The Genuine Indian Who Was Brought Upon
the Stage': Edwin Forrest's Metamura and White Audiences," especially '"Delighting in
Representation'; Audience Reactions and Racial Theories" (14-19). Analyzing
performances that took place in New York City in 1805, Gaul arrives at similar
conclusions about Indians' "first appearances" in their response to Metamura, recorded in
the New York Evening Past 14 February 1806: 3 (16).
See Horan and Turner.
'•* See Deborah Madsen's Rereading Allegory: A Narrative Approach to Genre (73).
^ Starobinski writes, "the ruin par excellence indicates an abandoned god, a forsaken cult.
It expresses neglcct, desertion. The ancient monument had originally been a memorial, a
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'monition,' pcipetuating a memory. But the initial memory has now been lost, to be
replaced by a second significance, which resides in the disappearance of the memory that
the constructor had claimtxi he was pcipetuating in this stone. Its melancholy resides in
the I'act that it has become a monument of lost significance" (180).
^ Axelrad's Philip Frenean: Champion of Democracy provides an excellent overview of
Frcneau's government service and its relationship to his newspaper writings.
In American Hieroglyphics Irwin extrapolates from Alexander Von Humboldt's
Researches, Concerning the Institutions and Monuments of the Ancient Inhabitants of
America (1814) to examine "the scenario of an explorer confronting a rock-hewn
inscription in a mysterious ancient tongueu [which] presented modern Western man with
the disturbing image of a language that was dead in a dual sense ~ not simply a language
no longer spoken because lacking a living community of speakers, but one literally
unspeakable because unintelligible, undecipherable" (179). As Iwin argues, "what an
undecipherable inscription preserves is the memory of that forgetting which ibrms
memory's external limit of dissolution, that death which obliterates signification" (179).
Freneau alludes to Don Quixote, but he models "Tomo Cheeki" on Joseph Addison's
humorous reflections on four Iroquois sachems' visit to London in April 1710. In The
Spectator No. 50 {April 27, 1711), Addison describes how a "Friend" approached the
landlord of the ''Indian Kings" after their return to America (211). 'fhe spectator's friend
discovers that "a little Bundle of Papers... written by King Sa Ga Yean Qua Rash Tow
[was] left behind by some Mistake" (212). After their "translation," The Spectator
publishes them because they "contain [an] abundance of very odd ObseiTations" about
London and "what ideas they [the sachems] have conceived of us" (212).
Freneau published portions of "Tomo Cheeki" in several venues and formats before and
after its serial appearance in the Time-Piece. For the most accurate bibliographic history
of the text, see pp. Ill -113 of Tomo Cheeki: The Creek Indian in Philadelphia, Elisabeth
Hermann, ed. (1987), All citations from this edition.
See Axelrad on Freneau's responses to the Caribbean (76-99).
" Aligning "savage" and bucolic imagery, Freneau also intuits Marx's assertion that "the
stock figure of the Noble Savage... resembles the good shepherd of the old pastorals. At
least they share certain negative virtues: neither displays the undignified restlessness,
ambition, or distrust so common in advanced societies; neither, above all, is consumed by
a yearning for approval and praise" (101),
" As Lewis Mumfbrd writes, "Mind takes form in the city,.. and in turn, urban forms
condition mind [as] the city records the attitude of a culture and an epoch to tlie
fundamental facts of its existence" (106).
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In light of Frcncaii's Caribbean travels and his clerkship at the State Departmeiiit,
Tomo's dream vision of an "island" in ruins may refer as well to the slave revolts in the
French West hidies in the early 17905.
Dramatizing the function of the Indian figure in the nation's story of itself, "Tomo
Cheeki" intuits what Susan Buck-Morss argues in The Dialectics of Seeing: "If nature
(the fossil) is the emblem of 'petrified history,' then nature too has a history, so that
historical transience (the ruin) is the emblem of nature in dccay" (118),
The staff at the Library Company of Philadelphia generously provided me with a
photocopy of Peak's 1790 broadside To the Citizem of the United States of America.
Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent Peale quotations are from the Papers of Charles
Willson Peale, indicated parenthetically by volume number and page.
For a detailed description of these intertribal conflicts and their impact on Anglo-Indian
politics, see Papers qf Charles Willson Peale (2:163-64).
'' In his review of Jefferson's disagreements with ButToon on American natural history,
Larzer Ziff argues, "even with regard to species, there were no ruins in Atnerica" (38).
Ziff^ however, ignores evidence that aligns Indians with ruins and fossilized remnants,
especially in Peale's writings and museum displays. Ziff also overlooks Freneau's
reliance on tiiin imagery to create his Indian characters in "Old Indian Burial Ground"
(1787), "The Splenetic Indian" (1788) and "Tomo Cheeki: Creek Indian in Philadelphia"
(1797).
I am indebted for these ideas to Eugenio Donato's essay, '"Fhe Museum's Furnace:
Notes Towai'd a Contextual Reading of Bouvard and Pecuchet." Donato studies museums
as sites that promote an "archaeological memory" as they promote a "representational
understanding of the world" (217, 231).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 2
Charles Brockden Brown, Arthur Mersyn, or Memoirs of the Year 1793 (Kent State
University Press, 1982) 212. All subsequent citations from this novel are noted
parenthetically by page number.
'"The secrecy of the Congressional debates in 1787 captured the American Imagination.
The discussions leading to the Constitution's composition remained unpublished until
1838 when Luther Martin compiled "the notes... taken by the late Honorable Robert
Yates" (ix) in Secret Proceedings and Debates of the Convention Assembled at
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Philadelphia in the Year 1787. James Madison's The Journal of the Federal Convention
was also pubiislicd in 1838 after Madison's wife made public the provision in his will
that an "extended report of the proceedings... will be particularly gratifying to the United
States, and to all who take an interest in the progress of political science and the cause of
true liberty" (3).

" ' As Peter Kafer notes in his essay "Charles Brockdcn Brown and the Pleasures of the
'Unsanctified Imagination,'" "little is known about the Belles Lettres Club" (564).
However, Kafcr does provide biographical information on several of its members and
their relationship to Philadelphia's Quaker community. See also Watts, "The Lawyer and
the Rhapsodisf in The Romance of Real Life.
® While this journey from ignorance lo knowledge seems to echo Ben Franklin's program
for personal success, with which Brown was most certainly famihar, the ''Address'"
inverts Franklin's model for attaining wealth and promotes instead the discovery of
private riches unrelated to civic and economic performance. For an analysis of Brown's
interest in the life of Ben Franklin, see Axelrod, (88-95), especially his reading of
Brown's poem eulogizing Franklin upon the statesman's death in 1790.
As Congress began deliberations, Virginia delegate George Mason announced "our
doors will be shut, and communications [will] be forbidden... to prevent mistakes and
misrepresentations until the business shall have been completed, when the whole may
have a very different complexion from that which the several crude and undigested parts
might in their first shape appear if submitted to the public eye" (qtd. in Broadus Mitchell
and Louise Pearson Mitchell 51). Clinton Rossiter writes that the secrecy rule "was the
most critical decision of the procedural nature of the Convention. [It] stirred the
imaginations and loosened the tongues of the delegates on the floor, permitted them to
take advanced positions and then to withdraw gracefully under fire [and] guarded them
against both careless and willful misrepresentations" (167-68). John P. Roche elaborates
on the import of the consensus created by secrecy: during the debates, "basic dilTerenees
emerged," particularly among federalist and anti-federalist delegates, But "an index of
this basic homogeneity was the initial agreement on secrecy; these professional
politicians wanted to retain the freedom of maneuver that would be possible only if they
were not forced to take public stands during preliminary negotiations. There was no legal
means of binding the tongues of the delegates; at any stage a delegate could have
denounced the delegation... Secrecy is uncharacteristic of any assembly marked by
ideological polarization. During the Convention, The New York Daily Advertiser called
the secrecy 'a happy omen, as it demonstrates that the spirit of party on any great and
essential point cannot have risen to any height'" (362).
•'*'* These characterizations appear, respectively, in the PhiladelphiaGazetteer,
October 3, 1787, November 6, 1787, and in "Letters of Sydney," by anti-federalist
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delegate Robert Yates of New York, appearing in the New York Public Journal, June 13,
1788 (2330). As the Mitchells write, "It was principally after the convention adjourned,
when the Constitution was published to the country that Itostile critics became vocal
against the policy of secrecy that had been imposed while the document was taking shape.
The proposed Constitution was sinister, hatched in darkness, ctc.," according to antifederalists (52).
JeiTerson's letter to Adams is dated August 10,1815. For a thorough analysis of the
statesmen's correspondence, see Joseph J, Ellis, Founding Brothers: The Revolutionaty
Generation (206-48). Ellis considers the "fourteen-year exchange of 158 letters... the
most impressive correspondence between prom;inent statesmen in all of American
history" (223).
For another reading of the text's mystification, see Robert FergusoTi, who calls the
Constitution an "expression of a shared truth devised by the elected representatives of an
enlightened people. We are urged, in other words, to mystify the text in question" (481).
Brown probably read the "Enquiry" as he studied law between 1789 and 1792. In the
late 1780s, Brown also befriended Elibu Hubbard Smith, who studied with Benjamin
Rush in preparation for a career in medicine. Like Brown, Smith was a central member of
the literary "Friendly Club" in New York City, where Brown lived for some time in the
mid-1790s.
For an interesting analysis of houses in this period, see Sharon V. Salinger's essay,
"Spaces, Inside and Outside, in Eighteenth-Centuiy Philadelphia." See also Bushman,
The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities.
•''' To cite but one of Foucault's assertions about the relationship between punishment and
representation, 1 refer to his claim that "posters, placards, signs, symbols must be
distributed, so that everyone may leani their significations. The publicity of punishment
must not have the physical effect of terror; it must open up a book to be read" (111
emphasis added). For an application of Foucault's ideas to national tbmiation, see
Thomas Dumm, Democracy and Punishm ent: Disciplinary Origins of the United States.
Michael Gilmore argues that the "mistrust of prose fiction as unrepublican often
focused on its bonds to privacy and to women.... For post-revolutionary Americans
living in or near cities - the case with most novelists - a private space of domesticity had
already begun to materialize. As the household economy steadily declined over the first
fifty years of the Republic, altering the home from a site of production to one of
consumption, this private zone took on an identification with leisure and with women,"
conspicuous consumers of novels. Gilmore writes, "some critics seized on this
association with the female as proof of fiction's incompatibility with civic virtue. To
them, the novel resembled a coquette who lured readers into a claustrophobic world of
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desire and self-indulgence, the antithesis of the public domain of rationality and men"
(621).

As Foucault would argue, this symbolic connection becomes possible precisely bccause
the removal of crime's conseqiienccs from public view reflects the shift toward punishing
the mind rather than the body.
For a different reading of the meaning of privacy in the early nation, see Fliegelman, In
his analyses of republican social perforaiance, he writes; "The presumption that intimate
conversation and correspondence were more frank than public utterance, that to tell the
truth was to speak in private, meant that the private sphere could no longer remain private.
It is not surprising that perhaps the most successful propaganda strategy of the
Revolutionary period... was intercepting private correspondence" (44). The intercepting
of mail persisted into the next century and particularly annoyed Jefferson and Adams. In
an 1815 letter to Adams, Jefferson writes, "I presume our correspondence has been
observed at the post office [because] a painter has had the eflrontery to propose"
publishing it. He concludes, "These people think they have a right to everything, however
secret or sacred" (114).
Brown's study of law in the early 179()s certainly shaped his approach to writing fiction,
which he feverishly embraced after abandoning a law career. See Watts, "The Lawyer
and the Rhapsodist" (26-48). No scholar to date has adequately examined how Brown
describes law's shaping effects on persons through his imagery of rooms and confining
spaces.
In "The Man at Home," secrecy violates the tenets of one of Brown's most admired
writers, William Godwin, who posits in his Enquiry Concerning Political Justice (1793)
that one "may not evade the laws of society by any dishonorable subterfuge" (229).
Godwin no doubt inspired Brown to refine his developing ideas about secrecy and may
have shaped his way of thinking about the Constitution as he began writing fiction in
earnest in the mid-1790s. Brown would have recognized the contradiction between
American political secrecy and the nature of democracy as Godwin describes it. He
writes, "an eminent advantage incident to democracy" with regard to "the keeping of
secrets [is] its inherent tendency to annihilate them" (531). "Secrecy in political affairs,"
he notes, "is rarely wise" (538), See Chapters 3,20 md 21 of Political Justice.
In noting novels that influenced Brown, S refer to such works as Samuel Richardson's
Pamela (1741) and Clarissa (1748-49), as well as William Godwin's Caleb Williams
(1794). '
W, M. Vcrhoevcn studies Brown's use of the "locked-trunk motif in Edgar Hwrtly and
argues that "Brown's work introduces an epistemological element into the discourse of
the Gothic that was altogether absent from liis British models" (208), Verhoevcn goes on
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to conclude that "this aspect of Brown's work signals an important development in
eighteenth-ccntury Gothic fiction. More than any other Gothic writer before him, Brown
flagrantly manipulates the readers' responses to the text... to undermine the readers'
imaginative effort to read the text as an epistemological unit of meaning, purpose, and
design" (216).
I borrow the phrase from Michael Wanier, who argues that Artlwr Mervyn "is, among
other things, a fantastic self-image" of Brown himself (159).
On the art of first-person narration and retrospective creations of story, see Edgar A.
Dryden's chapter "Ishmael as Teller: Self-Conscious Form in Moby-Dick" in Melville's
Thematics of Fonn (83-133).
** As Emory Elliot writes, "There is no issue in the criticism of Brown's work over which
there is more disagreement than the question of Mervyn's character" (142). For various
approaches to this problem, see Cathy Davidson; Alan Axelrod; Shirley Samuels;
Norman S, Grabo; Steven Watts; Jsuie Tompkins; and Elizabeth Wall Hind.
Barish, writes in the "Introduction" to his study, "The fact that the disapproval of the
theater is capable of persisting through so many transformations of culture, so many
dislocations of time and place, suggests a permanent kernel of distrust waiting to be
activated by the more superficial irritants. The durability of the prejudice would seem to
reflect a basic attitude toward the lives of men in society that deserves to be disengaged
and clarified" (4). By examining the Weekly''^ debates and Brown's apparent response to
the issues they raise, I'm suggesting that these critics and Brown intuit Baiish's insights
about drama and spectatorship. To note but one of these, Barish argues that eighteenthcentury critics of drama were especially suspicious of a "theatrical basis of moral
sentiment," which they believed "contains disturbingly relativistic implications for the
structure of spectatordom." This structure can neither "continn or disconfirm the
Tightness of a given course of action, [leaving] nothing to validate the moral sentiments
of one group against another" (252).
Letter from George Washington to Sir Edward Newenham, August 29,1788, cited in
Carl Van Doren, The Great Rehearsal: The Story of the Making and Ratifying of the
Constitution of the United States (117).
®--For a concise overview of the yellow in the early capital, see Norman S. Grabo's
"Historical Essay" in the Kent State Bicentennial Edition of Arthur Mervyn, especially
447-453. According to Mathew Carey's A Short Account of the Malignant /%VCT (1793),
the plague killed more than 4500 in Philadelphia in the late summer of 1793.
® Subscribers to the "native origin" theory of plague were, like Brown, deeply suspicious
of hidden spaces within the city. They focus particularly on basements and privies as sites
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that bred plague. In his 1799 Observations Upon the Origin of the Malignant Bilious, or
Yellow Fever in Philadelphia, Benjamin Rush contends that "putrid exhalations" emanate
Ironi sewers, alley houses, and basements, the city's "secret receptacles of every kind of
filth" (25). "Foul air is sometimes generated in cellars which produce sporadic cases of
fever," he writes. "Swen Warner died of yellow fever [he] received by breathing the air
of a cellar which had been shut up for several months" (5). Similar concerns mark
Thomas Condie's History of the Pestilence (1798): "every dwelling of the city has a
privie house [and many] have thetn in their cellars: many of the sinks, over which they
stand, are dug to the depth between twenty and thirty feet, and built around with bricks."
When these are full, he points out, "it is considered easier to cover them over, and dig
others" (7-8), evoking the image of a city buil t over a grid of cesspools.
" The Bush-Hill "hospital," located just west of the city in the 1790s, was a large estate
house commandeered by city officials for care and confinement of those sick with yellow
fever. As Wallace' story indicates, most citizens conveyed to the house died there. For an
interesting take on the figure of the hospital in Arthur Mervyn, see Shirley Samuel's
essay," Plague and Politics; 1793."
For analyses of the Gothic abject, see Julia Kristeva's Powers of Horror: An Essay on
Ahjection and .ferry Hogel's '"Frankenstein as Neo-Gothic: From the Ghost of the
Counterfeit to the Monster of Abjection." As early as 1764, when Horace Walpole
published The Castle of Otronto, the Gothic mode depended on a setting a crumbling
castle or abbey - which literally or figuratively covers over what Hogle calls some literal
or figurative "primal crime " "some dead but moving monstrosity." This buried crime
threatens to emerge and disrupt the present and its social or sexual or moral codes. In
ways that illuminate Kristeva's ideas on the abject, Hogle shows that the Gothic depends
upon the presence of an "antiquated space" representing a repressed crime, whether the
act of an individual (e.g. murder or seduction) or a cultural crime. Perhaps in Arthur
Mervynt, this crime in Brown's view is the nation's rise to riches through the emergence
of urban culture.
Analyzing these pivotal passages in "The Novel: Fantasies of Publicity," Warner writes,
"Stevens' logic... has grand implications for the written context of the novel. Telling the
story orally, Stevens implies, did not satisfactorily justify Mervyn because that narration
was not sufficiently public" (168).
" I have in mind here Jane Tompkins' misreading of Arthur's relationship to the city in
Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction. 1790-1860. Given the
contradictory natures of both the city and Artliur's character, the sense of "virtue"
Tompkins finds in the novel is suspect.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 3
^ Edgar Allan Poe, "The Colloquy ofMonos and Una," Edgar Allan Poe: Tales and
Sketches ed. Thomas Ollive Mabbott (611). All Poe citations from Mabbott's two
volumes and indicated parenthetically, except "The Philosophy of Composition" and The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pynt.
In her essay "The Writer in the Crowd: Poe's Urban Vision," Linda Patterson Miller
writes, "Poe seldom employed American names for his fictionalized urban centers -- his
Parises and Londons... and this was in keeping with the American cuhure and artistic
milieu of his day... He transplanted his American city locales into European cities" (336).
See Dana Brand's excellent analysis, "From the Flaneur to the Detective: Interpreting
the City of Poe" (79-105), especially his reading of "The Man of the Crowd" as "a
complex and multifaceted analysis of the entire tradition of urban spectatorship" (83-89).
Robert Vaux, Philadelphia philanthropist and staunch proponent of the "separate
system" describes the interior of the Philadelphia Stone Prison, the city's jail until 1780:
"Wliat a spectacle must this abode of guilt and wretchedness have presented, when in one
common herd were kept, by day and by night, prisoners of all ages, colors, and sexes! No
separation was made of the most flagrant offender and convict [in this] corrupt and
corrupting assemblage" (qtd. in Teeters). Beaumont and Tocqueville also examine the
origin of solitary contlnement in terms of the prison crowd: "A prison," they conclude,
"would cease to be a fearful object, if the convicts in it could entertain at their pleasure
those social relations in which they delighted before they entered into the prison" (22).
See Michael Feldberg's The Turbulent Era: Riot and Disorder in Jacksonian America.
Feldberg cites Philadelphia writer, Sidney George Fisher, who claimed in 1834 that
American eities were "destined to be destroyed by the eruption of the dark masses of
ignorance and brutality which lie beneath [them], like the fires of a volcano" (4).
Despite thorough examination of John Haviland's writings and designs collected at the
Library Company of Philadelphia and the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, I have been
unable to determine definitively how fennliar Haviland was with Bentham's Panopticon.
Given the popularity of Bentham's ideas, however, it appears likely that Haviland knew
of them and applied them to his radiating prison design at Cherry Hill.
The "Pennsylvania System" has complcx origins in as well as complcx relations with
the Quaker tradition. As criminologist Paul Takagi points out, "the ideas introduced in
the Walnut Street Jail [Eastern's predecessor in late-eighteenth-century Philadelphia]
were already in operation in the reformed English jails" (19), Why the Quaker Society for
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Alleviating the Miseries of Public prisons adopted these English ideas remains unclear,
but Takagi argues that tiie reasons were more political than humane, products of'"social
conflicts resulting from the ascendancy of the bourgeoisie" (19). However, we do know
for certain that the Society can be traced to Quaker reformer Richard Wistar, who helped
to form the Society for Assisting Distressed Prisoners in 1776 in Philadelphia. After the
Revolution, prison reform was promoted by prominent citizens like Benjamin Franklin,
Benjamin Rush, William Bradford, and Caleb Lownes. But 'fakagi points out that the
Society was not an exclusively Quaker organization, but rather "was dominated by
Episcopalians" when refonns leading to solitary confinement were instituted at the
Walnut Street Jail in the ITSOs and 90s. Thus, the link between Quaker spirituality and
Eastern's emphasis on "inner" reflection is not an altogether direct link. As Arthur B.
Miller adds, "the invention of the American prison [including the penitentiary] has
generally been attributed to Quaker humanitarianism, or termed a substitute for capital
punishment. Neither of these explanations is valid" (94). Miller argues that the origins of
antebellum penitentiaries lay in economic rather than religious ideas, as convicts were
used to produce saleable goods in both the "separate" and "silent" systems. On the other
hand, Haviland's design at Eastern can be read within a larger religious context, as the
revival of Gothic architecture resulted in part from "new attitudes toward religion and the
Bible" which combined ideas from the "Second Great Awakening [and] aesthetic
assumptions of the romantic movement" (Clark 109),
M iller goes on to show how Haviland modeled Eastern on the "fayade of the Maison de
Force at Ghent with its radial design. He knew, too, of Bentham's Panopticon. His design
was a marriage of all he knew about prisons and penology - none of which came from
America. But the result was accepted as the American prison'" (95).
The image of Eastern State Penitentiary begins appearing in political cartoons in the
early 1830s, where the prison is typically depicted as standing on a high hill above the
city. The Library Company of Philadelphia houses a large series of these cartoons, as
well as multiple paintings and lithogi'aphs of the prison from the 1830s to the 1860s.
hidicative of the prison's cultural popularity, these items also demonstrate the city's
growth around the prison. The early paintings represent the site within a rural setting.
"Bird's Eye" portraits from the 1840s and 1850s show streets, houses, and commercial
buildings around the prison.
" For analyses of the Gothic, see Julia Kristeva's Powers of Horror: An Essay on
Abjection and, Jerry Hogel's ''Frankenstein as Neo-Gothic: From the Ghost of the
Counterfeit to the Monster of Abjection." As early as 1764, when Horace Walpole
published The Castle of Otronto, the Gothic mode depended on a setting • • a crumbling
castle or abbey which literally or figuratively covers over what Hogle calls some literal
or figurative "primal crime," "some dead but moving monstrosity." This buried crime
threatens to emerge and disrupt the present and its social or sexual or moral codes. In
ways that illuminate Kristeva's ideas on the abject, Hogle shows that the Gothic depends
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upon the presence of an "atitiqiuited space" representing a repressed crime, whether tlie
act of an individual (e.g. murder) or a larger, cultural crime.
In his Defense, Smith cites the first warden of Cherry Hill, Samuel R. Wood, who notes,
"We learn from many sources that a wholesome dread of the misery of loneliness prevails
among criminals" (97).
'''' Mabbott contends that 'Hortulus Anirnae' "is certainly the Ortulus animae cum
oratimcuib printed at Strassburg by Johann Reinhard Gruningcr, January 31, 1500," and
refers to Poe's probable source as "Isaac D'Israeli's 'Religious Nouvellettes' in
Curiosities of Literature. D'lsraeli there describes the book as having indecorous
illustrations" (518).
Baudelaire's translation of "The Pit and the Pendulum," Mabbott writes, contains a
footnote revealing that "the Marche St, llonore, erected on the site of the Jacobin Club,
never had either gates or an inscription" (697).
In his potboiler The Man with the Mask (1848), Lippard has his young hero, "Ralph the
Outcast," gaze from the roof of Girard College onto a "Sepulchral" city: "Yonder in the
Penitentiary [are] hundreds of convicts, who one day were Ralphs, and who now, having
ripened from friendless childhood into felon manhood, are counting the slow moments of
the night by the irregular beatings of their hearts... This young Ralph [may] ripen into the
Dead Sea fruit of the Penitentiary [that] Great Coffin of Stone, in which the living are
buried" (24, 27).
For accounts of the meeting between Dickens and Poe, see Sidney P. Moss, "Poe's
'Two Long Inter\'ievvs' with Dickens," and Gerald G. Grubb, "The Personal and Literary
Relationships of Dickens and Poe." American Notes was first sold in the United States in
November 1842; Poe wrote "The Pit and the Pendulum" in the summer of that year and
first published it in the autumn in T'he Gift: A Christmas and New Year's Present.
See Moss (11).
See Stephen Rachman's "'Es lasst sich nicht schreiben': Plagiarism and 'The Man of
the Crowd.'" Rachman examines Poe's extensive "boiTowings" from Dickens, arguing
that "Poe's text shadows DickenvS, as the narrator shadows the man of the crowd, and
Dickens haunts Poe's text in the way the old man occupies the psyche of the narrator"
(72). "The Man of the Oowd" becomes "a composite text, plagiarized and permeated
with other texts; it is the text of the crowd" (74).
® Poe conflates images of prisons and tombs in many of his tales. In "The Fall of the
House of Usher," Madeline's burial vault had once been "a donjon keep" (410). The
disembodied speakers of "The Colloquy of Monos and Una" compare their graves to
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"prison house[s] [with] few secrets to disclose" (61.6), an allusion to the speech of
Hamlet's Ghost: "But that I am forbid / To tell the secrets of my prison-house, /1 could a
tale unfold, whose lightest word / would haiTow up thy soul" (1.5 13-16), In other
instances, Poe describes confinement in a circumscribed space as a type of imprisonmciif.,
as we see in 'The Premature Burial," whose narrator obsesses about "one spectral and
ever-present Idea," that of "living inhumation" (966, 957). In The Narrative of Arthur
Gordon Pym, Arthur recalls his fears of "premature internment" while hiding in the b,ull
of the Grampus; confined in the dark, he dreams of "de.mons of the most ghastly and
ferocious aspecf (765).
Foe would later parody the role that reading plays in disseminating ideas about
i nstitutions of punishment and reforai. The narrator of "The System of Doctor Tarr and
Professor Fether" is duped by the lunatic Monsieur Maillard into believing that printed
works describing the professors' system actually exist. Ixai'ning nothing Irom his
experience at the asylum, the narrator concludes, "I have only to add that, although I have
searched every library in Europe for the works of Doctor larr and Pro fessor Fether, 1
have... utterly failed in my endeavors at procuring an edition" (1022). Similarly, "The
Premature Burial" points to print culture to parody the spread of images centered on "the
uttermost agonies of living inhumation" (966). The narrator frees himself .from In's idee
fixe by discarding his "medical books. 'Buchan' 1 burned. I read no ' Night Thoughts'
no fustian about church-yards - no bugaboo tales - such as this... 1 dismissed forever my
charnel apprehensions, and with them vanished the cataleptic disorder" (969 emphasis in
original).
" fa his overview of "Poe's attitude to and use of allegory," Mabbott points to Poe's
comments in an 1847 Godey's Lady's /looA'review of Hawthorne's tales: "lo defense of
allegory," Poe writes, "there is scarcely one respectable word to be said [for] it must
always interfere with that unity of effect which to the artist, is worth all the allegory in
the world." Mabbott also notes Poe's qualification: allegory has merit when "the
suggested meaning runs through the obvious one in a very profound undercurrent so as
never to show itself unless called to the surface" (xxvi emphasis in original).
** See Deborah Madsen's Rereading Allegory: A Narrative Approach to Genre (73).
I am indebted for this insight to Silverman: "With the decay of the body the
consciousness of being some-thing gives way to a sense of being some-where" (171).
As Gaston Bachelard argues in The Poetics of Space, the cellar is the house's "dark
entity" (18) in part bocause its walls arc "buried walls... with a single casing, walls that
have the entire earth around them" (20).
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NOTES TO CHAPTEiR 4
Herman Melville, The Confidence-Man; His Niasquerade (New York: Penguin, 1990)
53. All subsequent passages from this text cited parenthetically.
For a recent analysis of the meaning of Maneo Capac in cultural and historical context,
see Catherine Julien, Reading Inca History.
Melville appears to have preferred the name Constantinople to Istanbul. The
Correspondence notes that he wrote to Allan Melville in mid-November 1856, "1 shall
take a steamer to Constantinople from this port... From Constantinople I should go to
Alexandria, & so to Cairo,,, (302),
See Wyn Kelly's "Melville's Cain,." As Kelly argues, "For Melville, at the center of
human culture lies an Original Crime, an ancient fratricide which modem man inherits
and is doomed to repeat even in his most civilized state" (27).
" See Alfred Kasson; "The rise of the nineteenth-century city created enormous anxiety
over precisely this crisis of meanings, what might be called a semiotic breakdown, hi the
urban centers of the Western capitalist democracies, traditional notions of social relations,
manners, and appropriate behavior all appeared in disaixay" (70). See also Wyn Kelly's
analysis of the Fidele. "Beneath the veneer" of the ship, Kelly writes, "lurks the
disorienting anxiety of urban life" (253).
On urban legibility and the apparent threats posed by cities at mid-century, see Dana
Brand.
For a reading of ephemeral texts and the heterogeneity of New York City's antebellum
print culture, see fJavid M. Henkin.
See Elizabeth Renker's analysis of Pierre and The Confidence-Man. She writes, "Thus
the impenetrable face of The Confidence-Man is no longer a blind wall confronting the
narrator and / or protagonist, but rather the impenetrable, 'unreadable' face of the text
Melville now turns toward the reader" (71).
William E. Lenz writes, "The reader, like the crowd, is trapped in a .self-reflexive
pattern of advance and retreat, one that the narrative voicc mirrors in its qualifying
rhetoric replete with antithetical suggestions and self-canceling negatives" (120)
See Kasson, who studies the omnipresence of crtmj'nals and ambiguous individuals in
popular books and newspapers (109).
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A number of useful sources are available on the historical Confidence Man. The
passage I've cited is from Michael Reynolds, who writes, "there is little doubt that this
'Confidence Man' of 1849 was, in fact, the prototype for a major part of Melville's
character in 1857" (1013). See also Watson G. Branch and the "Historical Notes" to the
Northwestern NewbeiTy edition, which cites Bergmann as the scholar who tracked much
of the historical data on the several Confidence Men of Melville's day.
As Elizabeth Renker points out, "the word character derives from a Greek word that
signifies an instrument for marking or graving, and its denotations derive trom its
etymological associations with writing" (75). On nature as a fiction, sec Edgar Dryden,
who examines the problem of mimesis in the narrator's first long digression, Chapter 14.
Dryden writes, "But contained within his figures of speech is the hint that the natural
realm is itself a fiction. The examples of the flying-squirrel, the caterpillar-butterfly, and
the duck-billed beaver identity a masquerade in nature comparable to that which occurs
aboard the Fidele" (156).
For a thorough reading of the Sims's case and events sun'ounding it in 1851 Boston,
see Leonard W. Levy. See also Carolyn L. Karcher and her reading of "Benito Cereno"
and the Amistad affair. Karcher writes, that "the notorious Sims case of 1851 [was] the
first to legitimate the reinforced Fugitive Sla.ve Law of 1850" (211).
The Crystal Palace in New York City garnered a great deal of press. According to
Georg Carstensen, editor of The New York Crystal Palace, lUustraled Description of the
Building (1854), the site was also the progenitor of much debate and concern. When
circumstances delayed the building's construction, "the public ear was filled with
rumors
Their was a steadiness and persistency about them; a skillful and willful
misinterpretation of motives.... To us was attributed the serious breach of promise to the
public and exhibitors" (9). However, they note (in language Melville would have enjoyed)
that "during the first few months that followed the raising of the first column the public
had great confidence in the punctual fulfillment of this promise" (13).
•"'Gilloch, 120.
See Henkin, 34.
Levy, 39.
Shaw was committed to keeping the Union intact. Brook Thomas points out, "Writing
on the Missouri Compromise, he used strong language to denounce slavery, but added
that immediate emancipation might cause misery. Furthermore, he felt the most important
consideration was the 'moral' necessity of holding the Union together" (97).
See Levy, 47.
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